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Present: 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes, Graduate School Executive Committee 
Meeting of Thursday, February 26, 1987 

9:15 a.m., 303 Johnston Hall 

Faculty representatives--Professors Ellis S. Benson, Patrick L. 
Brezonik (for Stephen Prager), Kendall W. Corbin, Michael Hancher, 
Timothy J. Nantell, Clark Starr; administrative representatives-
Deans Robert T. Holt (Chair), Judson D. Sheridan, Kenneth Zimmerman; 
student representatives--Suzanne Fust, Michael Kahlow, Madhusudan 
Nigam; Graduate School Fellowship Committee representative-
Professor Mark Snyder; Civil Service representative--Paul Altmann; 
guests--Or. V. Rama Murthy, Professors Robert C. Bright, George 0. 
Johnson, John E. Kralewski, Theodor J. Litman, Michael G. Wade; 
staff--John T. Hatten, Myrna Smith; secretary--Vicki Field 

(The order of the agenda was changed to permit Dr. Murthy to speak first.) 

I. FOR DISCUSSION 

A. Administrative Review of the Graduate School Dean 

Dr. Murthy was invited to address Executive Committee members with 
respect to the administrative review of the Graduate School Dean. (Dean 
Holt was not present for this discussion.) Dr. Murthy called attention 
to Article II., Sections 2. and 3. of the Graduate School Constitution, 
which define selection and appointment procedures for the position of 
Graduate School Dean, and describe the mandated review of the Graduate 
School administration, which is to commence before the beginning of the 
final academic year of the Dean•s stipulated term. While the 
University•s central administration will have input to the review, 
suggestions for review committee members and questions that might be 
asked as part of the review are also solicited from the Executive 
Committee, Dr. Murthy stated. He elaborated on the composition of the 
review committee to be appointed by President Keller, and on the kinds of 
questions customarily asked in the review of a college dean. Dr. Murthy 
also pointed to the special nature of the Graduate School deanship and 
emphasized the position•s University-wide focus and importance with 
respect to the University•s research mission and institutional planning. 
A general discussion ensued regarding the review process and membership 
of the review committee. Executive Committee members were asked to 
forward names of potential review committee members, together with 
suggested questions to be asked as part of the review, to Dean Zimmerman 
by Friday, March 13. Dr. Murthy was thanked for his presentation. 

II. FOR ACTION 

A. Approval of the Minutes of the November 20, 1986 Meeting 

The minutes were approved as submitted. 
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B. Proposal for a Free-Standing Minor in Quaternary Paleoecology for the 
Master's and Doctoral Degrees 

Professors Corbin, Brezonik and Nantell reported that the Plant and 
Animal Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Social Sciences Policy and Review 
Councils, respectively, had voted unanimously to recommend approval of 
the proposal. Professor Corbin added that the proposal is supported by 
the Ecology and Behavioral Biology, Anthropology, Geography,and Geology 
graduate programs and that the faculty in the area of the proposed minor 
is one of the strongest faculties in the University. Professor Benson 
inquired if the minor represented a first step toward a Ph.D. program. 
Professor Bright, who was present to answer questions about the proposal, 
replied that it was not; the faculty believe that students will be more 
employable with a graduate degree in another field. Formal recognition 
of work completed in the area of Quaternary Paleoecology will 
significantly enhance students• employment prospects, however, he stated. 
Dean Holt said the proposed minor is an example of recent efforts to 
explore developing areas in which interest and strength have been 
demonstrated. In response to a question concerning administration of the 
minor, he indicated that a director of graduate studies and a graduate 
faculty would be named who would oversee the program. 

Executive Committee members voted without dissent to recommend approval 
of a minor in Quaternary Paleoecology for the master's and doctoral 
degrees. Dean Holt indicated that the University's central ~ 
administration will not act on any degree program proposals during the 
current planning process. He will therefore not send the proposal 
forward until the process is complete, Dean Holt said. (Copy of proposal is 

appended with these minute~ 
C. Request to Discontinue the Ed.D. Degree Program in Industrial Education; 

Proposed Revisions in the Ed.D. Degree Program in Vocational Education 

D. 

E. 

(Since the Education and Psychology Policy and Review Council had not yet 
acted on these proposals, they were withdrawn from the Executive 
Committee's agenda.) 

Proposed Revisions in the Ph.D. Degree Program in Physical Education 

Professor Starr reported that the Education and Psychology Council had 
voted unanimously to recommend approval of the proposal. Executive 
Committee members also voted without dissent to approve the revised Ph.D. 
degree program in Physical Education. No further action is required. (Copy of 

proposal is appended with these minutes.) 
Request to Chan~e the Name of the Ph.D. Degree Program in Hospital and 
Health Care Adm1nistration to Health Services Research, Policy and 
Administration 

Professor Benson reported that the Health Sciences Policy and Review 
Council had recommended approval of the request, following a discussion 
that focussed on inclusion of the word "research" in the proposed program 1 • 
title, which appeared redundant to some Council members. Professor ~ 

(Copy of request and related material is appended 
with these minutes.) 
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Litman stated that when initiated in 1961, the program's objective was to 
train hospital administrators. The field has changed dramatically since 
then and now has a much broader scope. The proposed program name has 
gained acceptance nationwide, as evidenced by the National Center for 
Health Services Research, the national funding agency for research and 
training in this area. Professor Johnson pointed out that the name 
change is also expected to enhance recruitment of graduate students who 
wish to pursue careers in academic settings. 

Executive Committee members voted without dissent to recommend approval 
of a change in name of the doctoral degree program in Hospital and Health 
Care Administration to Health Services Research, Policy and 
Administration. 

III. FOR DISCUSSION 

A. Administrative Review of the Graduate School Dean 

(See Item I., A. above.) 

B. Graduate School Response to A Strategy for Focus 
(Copies of materials related 
to Graduate School planning are 
appended with these minutes.} 

Dean Holt called attention to the proposal for graduate student support 
and statement of issues related to minority student enrollment in 
graduate schools that had been discussed by the Policy and Review 
Councils at their winter quarter meetings. The Graduate School's 
planning document will address these and other issues in detail, he 
indicated. 

A lengthy discussion ensued that centered on graduate student support. 
Professor Starr reported the concern of the Education and Psychology 
Council that the large number of non-traditional, professionally-oriented 
students in the education area not be overlooked in recommendations for 
increased graduate student support. Women returning to graduate study, 
part-time students, and minorities were cited especially in this regard. 
The proposals for graduate student support focus principally on 
traditional, research-oriented students who begin a program of study in 
the fall quarter, Professor Starr observed; many students in his Council 
area matriculate in other terms, however, and support programs should 
also accommodate these students. Since some graduate programs in 
education do not have undergraduate program counterparts, teaching 
assistantships are less useful to graduate students in these programs 
than other forms of support. Council members also expressed concern that 
a decrease in undergraduate student enrollment may result in a 
concommitant decrease in the number of available TAships, Professor Starr 
stated. 

Professor Corbin reported that the Plant and Animal Sciences Council had 
also discussed the recommendations for graduate student support at length. 
Of particular concern were programs that do not have adequate TAIRA 
funding and therefore cannot guarantee first-year Graduate School 
fellowship recipients support in the students• second and third years. 
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Providing block grants to budgetary colleges for graduate assistantships 
was suggested as one means of resolving this dilemma. Professor Hancher 
echoed the concern for programs with sparse TAIRA budgets and said his 
Council favored multi-year fellowships to aid recruitment of students to 
these programs. A sizable number of programs in the arts and humanities 
have limited funds for graduate assistants, he noted. 

Professor Brezonik stated that the Physical Sciences Council had 
expressed general support for the recommendations. A need for multi-year 
fellowships was cited, as was a desire to follow a first-year Graduate 
School fellowship with a research assistantship to ensure involvement in 
research from an early point in the student•s career. Professor Brezonik 
preferred making a larger number of awards at a somewhat lower rate than 
giving out a smaller number of very generous awards that would benefit 
fewer students. 

Professor Benson said the Health Sciences Council had voiced enthusiastic 
support for Dean Holt•s efforts to increase graduate student funding. 
Since most fellowship holders in the health sciences area are subequently 
appointed as research assistants, faculty favor enlarging the size of the 
Graduate School fellowship, he reported. 

With regard to continued support of fellowship recipients in the second 
and third years, Dean Holt recalled that the Plant and Animal Sciences 
group had proposed underwriting graduate assistantships to guarantee ~ 
support after the initial fellowship year if departmental plans to 
continue a student on a TA- or RAship fell through. Small, 
non-departmentally based graduate programs, and programs with few 
budgeted TA lines and little or no research funding, experience the 
greatest difficulty in ensuring support subsequent to the fellowship 
year, he added. Ms. Smith stated that the Graduate School routinely 
follows up on first-year fellowship recipients to make sure that 
continued support is provided. Generally, there are very few problems, 
she said. Professor Corbin said his Council was also concerned that some 
programs may simply discourage promising students from coming to 
Minnesota because they know there are not sufficient departmental 
resources to continue support beyond the fellowship year. Dean Holt 
suggested that one way to assist such programs might be to create a 
central funding pool, with both the Graduate School and the budgetary 
college contributing funds on a matching basis. 

Dean Holt reported that recent indications point to an increase in 
stipend levels nationwide at three to four times the rate of inflation. 
Some federally sponsored awards, for example, now approximate $20,000 per 
year; the chemistry department at the University of California at Irvine 
advertises an annual stipend of $16,000; the University of Iowa has 
announced a four-year support package that will provide a fellowship 
of $11,000 plus tuition in the first year, a TA- or RAship at $12,000 
in the second and third years, and a full fellowship in the $13-14,000 
range in the fourth year. Professor Snyder said he expects this year:s 
survey of applicants who declined a first-year Graduate School fellowshlp 
to show that multi-year awards and higher stipends were persuasive in 
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students• decisions to matriculate elsewhere. Financial considerations 
will become increasingly important in students• choice of graduate 
school, he predicted. Initial efforts to increase graduate student 
support were aimed at bolstering graduate assistant salaries, Dean Holt 
recalled; Graduate School fellowships, which are currently not 
competitive, must also be increased, both in terms of the number of 
fellowships available and the stipend size. Multi-year fellowships will 
also be needed if Minnesota is to compete successfully, he emphasized. 
Because of differences among disciplines, flexibility is important in the 
kind of support offered to individual students, Dean Holt added. 

Mr. Kahlow reported that a committee of the Council of Graduate Students 
(COGS) has met weekly this quarter to discuss student support and other 
issues in connection with Strategy for Focus. Support for 
non-traditional (e.g., older or part-time) graduate students and employee 
benefits (including improved health care) were among the concerns raised 
by the student organization. Ms. Relihan pointed to a need for an 
increase in the number and size of the doctoral dissertation fellowships, 
and for funds to support students, especially in the humanities, who have 
been enrolled for five or six years. Professor Brezonik noted that funds 
are also needed in the area of the physical sciences to attract promising 
master•s-level students who could later be encouraged to go on for the 
Ph.D. Dean Holt mentioned the flexible block grants as a source of 
support for graduate students with special needs, and he stressed the 
positive impact these funds have made on non-departmentally based 
programs, especially. 

Professor Benson reported that the Health Sciences Council favored 
placing greater emphasis on strong, departmentally-based graduate 
programs, and on those with clear potential, rather than diverting 
resources to develop new interdisciplinary programs. (The Council 
recognized a need for some interdisciplinary graduate programs, but urged 
their prudent development.) The Health Sciences group attributed 
graduate program strength in part to the financial base provided by a 
coterminous department, Professor Benson said. Dean Holt pointed out, 
however, that in most instances within the biological sciences, 
strengthening a graduate program cannot be accomplished by strengthening 
a single department since many programs span more than one department. 
He added that he does not envision the creation of many new graduate 
programs in this area, but anticipates better organization of existing 
programs to capitalize on current strengths. Developments in the rapidly 
changing arena of the biological sciences must be watched carefully, he 
stressed. 

Dean Holt stated that recruitment of minority graduate students is a 
crucial issue nationwide. Graduate faculty involvement in minority 
student recruitment is one way to increase the minority applicant pool, 
and he would like to have faculty from each program visit area colleges 
to talk about opportunities for graduate study, Dean Holt said. Possible 

~) sources of support for this recruiting effort include the University, the 
~ Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC), and a new, 

federally-financed program aimed at early identification of prospective 
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minority graduate students. Mr. Kahlow said that COGS is also concerned 
about women in graduate education. Graduate students could aid in 
recruiting both women and minority students to graduate programs, he 
stated. Ms. Fust said the University's poor day care facilities pose a 
serious impediment to recruitment of women to graduate programs. Trends 
indicate that the number of women will grow in graduate fields where this 
population is currently underrepresented; this is not true of minorities, 
however, Dean Holt said. Different recruitment strategies are therefore 
needed with respect to these two groups, he stated. 

C. Proposed Revisions in Admission Application Deadline Dates (Copy of proposal is 
appended with these 

Dean Holt indicated that since the six Policy and Review Councils had minutes. 
perceived no problems with the proposed admission application deadline 
dates, the dates would be adopted by administrative action. (The effect 
of the proposal was to move the current deadlines ahead by one month in 
each instance.) Professor Brezonik suggested that the revised dates 
should apply only to international applicants, if applications from these 
students require longer to process. Dean Holt pointed out, however, that 
admission applications from domestic students create problems as well if 
the applications are received on or just before the present deadline. 
(For example, in some fields few faculty are available during the period 
August 15 through September 15 to review applications for fall quarter 
admission.) Mr. Kahlow recommended that applications be assigned a 
random identification number that students could use in calling the ~ 
Graduate School to inquire about the status of their application. 

D. Extension of Time for Conversion from Continuous Registration to Thesis 
Credits 

Attention was called to a memorandum dated February 12, 1987 from the 
Graduate School staff to Executive Committee members setting forth this 
issue. No ojections or questions were raised about the proposal to delay 
until fall of 1990 the elimination of Continuous Registration and the 
conversion to thesis credits. (Copy of memorandum is appended with these minutes.) 

IV. FOR INFORMATION 
A. Graduate Credit for Passage of Proficiency ("Special") Examinations 

Dean Zimmerman reported that only one objection had been raised in the 
Policy and Review Councils to the possible exclusion of Graduate School 
students from taking proficiency examinations for credit. This objection 
was not clearly related to the issue, however, he added. He said other 
means are available to graduate programs for waiving course requirements 
that are administratively much simpler than the cumbersome special 
examination process. No action was taken. Dean Holt indicated that he 
would examine the matter in detail before excepting Graduate School 
students from taking proficiency examinations for credit. (Copy of statement 

setting forth issue is appended with ~ 
these minutes.) 
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B. Continued Payment of Half-Rate Tuition by Master•s Students Planning to 
Complete a Doctoral Degree; Half-Rate Tuition and Tuition Fellowships 

Dean Holt elaborated on the financial problems encountered by 
master•s-level students who take coursework at the half-tuition rate and 
subsequently continue on for the doctorate. Council members have been 
asked to remind their colleagues that master•s students who plan to 
complete a doctoral degree, and students eligible for tuition 
fellowships, should not register at the half-rate. (Copy of statement setting forth 

issue is appended with these 
C. Dean•s Report minutes.) 

Dean Holt reported that he recently testified before the House higher 
education appropriations committee regarding the University•s biennial 
budget request and will testify before the Senate committee in the near 
future. Concerning the tax status of graduate assistantships, he said it 
is likely that a technical amendment to the 1986 Tax Reform Act will 
abolish income tax on graduate assistantships. If passed, such an 
amendment would also eliminate future taxes on tuition fellowships for 
graduate assistants, Dean Holt indicated. 

Also mentioned in Dean Holt•s report were plans for University teaching 
assistants to teach at area colleges (a committee chaired by Professor 
John Clark will explore this possibility); activities to be undertaken in 
conjunction with the Graduate School•s celebration of the award of the 
first Ph.D. degree here (the fall issue of the University•s alumni 
magazine will be devoted to graduate education, for example, and a series 
of nine interdisciplinary symposia will be held throughout the 1987-88 
academic year [topics include neuroscience, organizational design, the 
theory and practice of aesthetics, and at Duluth, public water policy]); 
results of the competition for the first McKnight-Land Grant 
Professorships (nine junior faculty have been awarded professorships from 
a pool of 50 nominees); and progress of the current search for an endowed 
chair in artificial intelligence and cognitive science. Ms. Smith 
reported that South African playwright Athol Fugard will present this 
year•s Guy Stanton Ford Memorial Lecture on April 28. 

D. Report from the Graduate School Fellowship Committee 

Professor Snyder called attention to a hand-out summarizing the 
distribution of departmental block grants for the years 1983-84 through 
1987-88. He emphasized this program•s popularity and reported that jn 
each of the last three years almost all of the funds allocated for the 
block grants have been spent. The committee receives many more requests 
than there are funds available, he added. He noted that slightly over 
$1.4 million has been awarded for next year. 

Professor Snyder further reported that over 400 nominations were received 
for first-year Graduate School fellowships for 1987-88. Offers will be 
extended to about 200 nominees, and approximately 80 students are 
expected to accept. The Fellowship Committee is currently reviewing 
these nominations. 
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E. Report from the General Research Advisory Committee 

Dean Sheridan observed that the University's planning process affords an 
opportunity for the Graduate School to examine its faculty research 
program and identify areas in which more might be done. Consideration is 
being given, for example, to providing support for faculty travel to 
scholarly conferences and to research sites in foreign countries, and for 
manuscript preparation. He invited Executive Committee members to inform 
him of other areas of support that should be covered by the internal 
research grant program. Also solicited were suggestions for improvements 
in the way the funds are administered. Junior faculty continue to 
receive priority in the competition, and more funds are available to new 
faculty for start-up costs, Dean Sheridan reported. He indicated that 
his office will serve as a central information source with respect to how 
the research funds are spent. The total amount of Graduate School 
research funds available--currently $1.8 million--is not adequate to 
cover the present demand, let alone permit new uses of the funds, Dean 
Sheridan stressed. 

F. Report from the Council of Graduate Students 

Mr. Kahlow reported that during the fall and winter quarters COGS has 
been working on a number of issues, among them, income taxes as they 
affect graduate sudents, health insurance for graduate students, and / \ 
Commitment to Focus. ~ 

A subcommittee of the graduate student organization has examined all of 
the relevant documents relating to Commitment to Focus and has produced 
an interim report, Mr. Kahlow said. He distributed this report and 
briefly reviewed its contents. Steven Prince, COGS member and graduate 
student in Geography, will serve on the Advisory Task Force on University 
Planning, Mr. Kahlow stated. Dean Zimmerman asked if there is a 
difference in benefits provided to teaching assistants at institutions 
where TA's have formed a union. Mr. Kahlow indicated that COGS has not 
had time to conduct a comprehensive survey that would provide an answer 
to this question. (Copy of interim report appended with these minutes.) 

G. Board of Regents Actions Regarding Degree Program Additions, Deletions 
and Modifications 

Dean Zimmerman reported that subsequent to the November 20 Executive 
Committee meeting the Board of Regents gave final approval to the 
following degree program proposals: 

(Copies of the 1 M.S./Ph.D. degree in Health Informatics 
first three items, M.A./Ph.D. degree in Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society 
are appended 
with these 1 M.S. degree in Chemical Physics 
minutes; copies 1 change in name of the graduate degree program in Communicative t ' 

of the other Disorders at Duluth to Communication Disorders ~ 
two are appended 
with the minutes 1 request to discontinue the Ph.D. degree in Vocational Education 
of the 11/20/86 meeting.) 
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The proposals for a graduate minor in Gerontology and for an M.S. degree 
program in Applied and Computational Mathematics at Duluth have been 
forwarded to the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board for 
review, Dean Zimmerman indicated. 

H. Tentative Date of Next Meeting 

Executive Committee members agreed to convene again on March 12 to 
discuss a draft of the Graduate School planning document that would 
reflect comments made at the present meeting. 

V. OLD BUSINESS 

No old business was reported. 

VI. NEW BUSINESS 

No new business was reported. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Vicki Field, Assistant to the Dean 
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' UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

12 January 1987 

Dean Robert T. Holt 
The Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 

Dear Dean Holt, 

James Ford Bell Museum of Natural History 
10 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Early last fall H.E. Wright, M.B. Davis, E.J. Cushing and I 
met to discuss the status of Quaternary Paleoecology at the 
University. The consensus was that the program needed better 
visibility, better student recruitment, better organization, and 
improved faculty involvement. Davis suggested a good way to 
organize might be by means of a formal minor similar to 
Neurobiology. I volunteered to discuss the possibility with 
other colleagues and Dean Kenneth Zimmerman. Because Dean 
Zimmerman considered the idea potentially viable, a proposal was 
drafted and circulated among interested faculty. The overall 
faculty response was enthusiastic, especially among those in 
Geography, Anthropology, Ecology and Behavioral Biology, Geology, 
and Ancient Studies, and all (as well as Dean Zimmerman) 
contributed significantly to improvement of the proposal. 
Further discussions among the faculty indicated that it should be 
submitted for evaluation as soon as possible. 

Therefore, we submit the enclosed proposal for establishing 
Quaternary Paleoecology as a formal minor at the Ph.D. and 
Masters levels for consideration by the Graduate School and 
appropriate committees. If the proposal is approved, it will be 
initiated in the Fall Quarter of 1987. 

Funding needed for operation of the program will be modest 
($12,875 per year) and is, therefore, solicited directly from the 
Graduate School, where the program will reside, rather than from 
the individual colleges that house the relevant faculties and 
students. 

Cordially, 

_4tl f11 ~~~~ 
Robert c. Bright / 
Associate Professor 
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UNIFORM PROGRAM 

1NVENTORY AND 
PROPOSAL FORM 

SECTION I 
Program Proposal Abstract and Cover Sheet 

(See Attached Instructions) 

Unit.CampusorCollegcGraduate School, University of Minn. Code No.------
2 

I. General lnformat1on 

A. ProgramTitle Minor in Quaternary Paleoecology (Ph.D. and Masters Levels) 

8 27 

B.. Program Review Category: X Regular· 
· (cbeck one) . ..,2 -=-8 -_Experimrntal (If &perrmerrtal, give lle-portingDate: ___ L_ ___ ) 

29 30 32 34 

C. Proposed lmplementation Date: ___ fuill_t/. 8 7 
36 38 40 

D. Program Length: 
Ph.D. = 20 quarter credits 

Total Cr/hr Masters = 12 Classroom . X U!boratory· __ ...:X.:.,_ __ _ 

42 45 46 49 so 53 

E. Administrative Unit lmmcdintely Responsible for Progrnm: Graduate Schoo 1 

54 7J 

F. Describe the Progrnm (in 50 words or less): 

Mjnor program in Quaternary Paleoecology at the Ph.D. and Masters 
8 6~ 

levels. Enrollees are graduate students majoring in traditional 
65 120 

programs offered in CBS, CLA, IT, and AG. The curriculum will 
8 

provide a flexible set of required core courses and a set of 
65 120 

elective courses that will provide a sound foundation in a 
8 64 

variety of areas. 
65 120 

G. Expected student interest in the program during the first year of operation, nnd when the prugrnm renches full 
oPerating level: 

a. Enrollment 
Progrnm Enrollees 

Other Students 

Totnl 

b. Program Graduates/ 
Cornpletors 

10 

T4 

1A 

22 

Fln1 Y~ar:_ 8 7 (Yr.l 
8 

Numhr.r S!Udon! 

(llr,.Jcoun!) Crcd1t or 

Expcc!od 
Contilct 
Hours 

2Q 140 
1J 25 

50 350 
(j 2<~ 

70 490 
2}. j-

3 
2• J7 

.-uu Opr.racion:_.9__Q__(Yr .I 
40 

Studrnt 
llrodcoun! Crr.tl•t or 
CJpoci!y Cont:tct 

Hour~ 

30 210 
2~ .12 4S 57 §_Q. 

50 350 3-: 4!2 49_ G1 64 

80 560 
JE ~ !IJ [;· '(,ii._ 

8 
J9 S4 sti G9 .2! 

ronM No.2~ 
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A. Projected Costs of the Program: II. Budget Data 

a. 

b. 
Gr 
c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Faculty 

eitri t-S'c~ 
ad. Asst. 
Equipment, 
Supplies, etc. 

Total Direct Costs 
{a+h-IC) 

One-time 
Costs 

Space Rental 

Indirect 
Costs 

T otat Program Costs 
(a+IH t~ die+!) 

l'ifst Veer -87 88 
8 

New ' Re-assigned 

No. Annual No. Annual 
FTE Cost FTE Cost 

$ $ 
nr--12 16 20 57 59 63 

0. 5 s :Z,875 s 
~ 21 25 GO G2 G8 

.· $ 5looo $ 
73 - 26 30 

'•. s 12l875 s 
31 

:l~ 
78 

s .. $ 
--

·'I 
• s •'. $ .. 

----- 41 EB 

$ $ 
4G f,QI !J3 _____ .,. 
12l 875r--- s $ 

51 !Jc,: g .• .. 

Full Op,.,-ation 90 91 -. 8 
New Ae·assigned 

No. Annual No. Annual 
FTE Cost FTE Cost 

$ s 
(;7_. 10 12 1G 2Q_ ~ 63 67 

0. 5 s 8l515 s 
72 t_;l 15 21 2~ ~ G8 72 

s s 
26 

5,QOO 
17 3o 73 71 

$~,515 s 
82 31 35 78 R2 -

s s 

45[-I "' $ .• s 
92 41 68 92 ----

"- : $ S" 
PL 4G 50 !J3 !)7 ---· 

$ 13l515 s 
10 r:l r 98 

8. Expected Sources of Funds for Program: 
First Year: 8 7- 8 8 Full Operation: 9 0-91 

Collar % ol One 
Amount Annual Timl! 

r---------IE~x~p~cn~d~-~---~ln~p~ut~---+----------~--~-~+-----~----

Dollar %of One 

Amount 
J\nnu3l Time 
[xpcnd. Input . 

a. Local $ s 
6'l 10 14 5i-- 65 s ....... -----.-.-1=---- s..,..---= 

--------~--~------------+-~i~o------~14~5~1---~~&~s ______ ~~~~------~t~----+-~------~s!J~ 
' ' ' .... 

$ 8 , 7 8 5 r._.:.@ $ --~-____,., $ 9 t 16 0 ·cc:=· 6~8~S.2Q==:::::R 
1r. 9 _,J 70 74 15 1Q !~~ 70 74 

b. State 

s ,4,355 ____:32$ 
79 20 24 ~5 '7"5----=79 

/"' 
/ $ 4.090 ·32S c.. Tuition 

--------'~-----------_j 20 24 55 75 

d. federal 

e. Private $ 
30 

f. 
Dedicated $ 
~F~ee=s~------------------~~j~sr======3~9l~~>IC:==~=$3!l@o~=====~~~=~[:====~3~t-;1 _____ $=9~0~~==--=94 

g. 

h. Total $ 12 , 8 :z 5 __ . -- $-~-~='$ 13 l 515 -- $=---~= 
-------------------------1_•45 !?.!' _LQ91!_LlQ.0 10q_ 4~------~!.0 _ _J_O.Q~_~Q __ . __ lOJj_ 

C. If there are any formal arran~Jements with other institutions or agencies, (e.g. clinical sites, cooperation, joint 
programs) exp I uin, giving names of institutions: --------------------------------------------

8 16 22 

D. System Verification: 

40td._( . -~horizcd Institution or S 
711: 

tern Signature 

29 39 40 42 47 

... 
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Section II 

Program Title: Graduate Minor in Quaternary Paleoecology, 
(Masters and Ph.D. levels) 

1. summary Description of Program 

The object of Quaternary Paleoecology is to understand 

various broad aspects of the Ice Age (the last 2 million years of 

earth history) • studies such as causes of past climatic cycles 

and their effects on physical and biological systems, 

developmental history of lakes, and origins and histories of 

modern communities of plants and animals significantly contribute 

to a better understanding of our modern environment and its 

problems. Such studies are complex, crossing the boundaries of 

many traditional fields, and are some of the best examples of 

multidisciplinary research. 

4:; Program Objectives. Establishment of this minor will accomplish 

the following objectives: 

a- Define general areas and provide a list of core courses 

that will provide a sound foundation in various aspects 

of Quaternary Paleoecology. 

b- Provide a hither to unavailable central listing in the 

Graduate School Bulletin of all the courses required or 

otherwise suitable for a minor in Quaternary 

Paleoecology. 

c- Define a formal program in Quaternary Paleoecology that 

can be evaluated both internally and externally. 

d- Permit appointment of a Director of Graduate studies and 
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selection of a Steering Committee. This group would be 

responsible for the quality of the program. ~ 

e- Improve ability to attract and coordinate outside 

speakers. 

f- Increase interactions among faculty and students, thereby 

enriching the program. 

g- Permit more efficient use of faculty resources and 

improve faculty participation. 

h- Provide official University recognition of the minor on 

student transcripts, thereby improving employment 

opportunities. 

Admission Requirements. Graduate students selecting the Ph.D. or 

Masters minor in Quaternary Paleoecology must have been accepted 

by the Graduate School, by the Ph.D. or Masters major program in 

which they are enrolled, and by the Director of Graduate Studies 

of the Quaternary Paleoecology Minor. 

The Curriculum. The program for an individual student will be 

developed by consultation among the student, the major advisor, 

and the Director of Graduate Studies for Quaternary Paleoecology. 

Requirements are as follows: 

Prerequisite for all students = Biol. 5-041 or equivalent 

Masters: 12 credits minimum; at least 2 core courses 

Ph.D: 20 credits minimum; at least 3 core courses 

student Interest. There are currently 20 graduate students at 
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the University of Minnesota with special interest in Quaternary 

Paleoecology. It is estimated that about 30 will be enrolled 

when the program is in full operation. About 8 students will 

complete the program each year when it is in full operation. 

Resources Required for the Program. Existing space, equipment, 

library resources, reference collections, and services are 

considered adequate to support the program. 

Modest financial support in the sum of $ 12,875 per year is 

required. A half-time research assistant ($ 7,875/yr) is needed 

to handle the routine business of the program and therefore 

minimize the effort of the Director of Graduate studies. 

Advertisement, office supplies, phone, student recruitment, and 

visits by outside distinguished scientists will require $ 

5000/yr. 

2. Need for the Program. Although the University of Minnesota 

is internationally recognized for its strength in Quaternary 

Paleoecology, there is no coherent program to focus that 

strength. Establishment of a formal minor will bring focus, 

visibility, increased enrollment, awareness, curriculum 

improvement, increased faculty and student participation, and 

improved quality and scholarship of students to an active program 

that is now unnecessarily diffuse. 

Establishment of a core curriculum will provide students 

with an improved overview of the field and also will guarantee 

that all graduating students from diverse fields possess a known 
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minimum expertise in Quaternary Paleoecology. 

3. Mission. There is no similar program among the institutions 

of higher learning in Minnesota. Creation of a minor in 

Quaternary Paleoecology fits well within the educational mission 

of the University. As outlined above, it will bring focus to an 

existing field, will attract more qualified students, and 

therefore generally enhance the reputation of the University. 

4. Comparative Program Analysis. The University of Washington 

has a Quaternary Research Center and the University of Maine has 

an Institute of Quaternary Studies. Both organizations have 

directors and advertise aggressively for students, which has 

improved their recruitment and seminar series. However, neither 

has our strength in paleoecology, offers a formal curriculum, 

offers a formal minor, has a Director of Graduate Studies, nor 

requires a set of core courses to complete their programs. 

5. Duplication. The configuration of the proposed Minor does 

not duplicate any existing program and will be unique among 

Quaternary programs in North America. 

6. Cost/Benefit. The net cost of the proposed program 

(12,875/yr) to the University is extremely modest compared to the 

benefits. If the proposed program is approved, the University 

will have a newly focused, more competitive, world-class program 

with increased visibility that produces students of exceptionally 

high quality in the field of Quaternary Paleoecology. 
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A PROPOSAL FOR ESTABLISHING QUATERNARY PALEOECOLOGY AS A FORMAL 
MINOR AT THE MASTERS AND Ph.D. LEVELS 

A. Introduction 

Quaternary Paleoecology is a field of scientific inquiry 

that has attained prominence only within the past 35 years. The 

object of the field is to understand various broad aspects of the 

Ice Age (the last 2 million years) such as origins and histories 

of modern communities of plants and animals, history of modern 

drainage systems and their flora and fauna, developmental history 

of lakes, and causes of climatic cycles and major glaciations and 

their effects on physical and biological systems. such studies 

are complex and require analytical methods that cross the 

traditional boundaries of botany, zoology, geology, forestry, 

ecology, archaeology, limnology, soil science, history, and 

geography. As paleoecological inquiry becomes more sophisticated 

there is increasing need to encompass chemistry, climatology, 

physics, hydrology, engineering, computer science, and 

mathematics. 

There are currently 11 faculty (including three Regent's 

Professors and two members of the National Academy of sciences) 

and 5 postdoctoral fellows and 20 graduate students at the 

University of Minnesota who maintain ongoing interest in 

Quaternary Paleoecology, as well as 8 faculty who have varying 

interest. Graduate students seeking expertise in the field 

traditionally have been scattered throughout many departments, 

but are currently mostly affiliated with Ecology and Behavioral 
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Biology, Geology, Anthropology, Center for Ancient Studies, and 

Geography. This group of faculty and students is one of the ~ 

largest with such interest in North America. 

Although Quaternary Paleoecology is a discipline that is 

actively pursued at the University of Minnesota there are several 

problems caused by a lack of organizational structure. 

(1) Currently there is no central listing of available 

faculty and courses and no single source from which 

prospective students can obtain information about resources. 

This situation hampers advertisement and recruitment. 

Consequently, some well-qualified students, who might 

otherwise attend the University of Minnesota, matriculate at 

other institutions. 

(2) Control of the quality and content of courses is 

difficult, which leads to an uneven training of students. 

(3) There is no mechanism by which students can attain 

formal recognition on their records of their expertise in 

Quaternary Paleoecology. 

(4) Although various groups of students and faculty have 

interacted previously, there is no formal bond to 

facilitate more widespread and routine interactions. 

B. The Proposed Program 

Program Objectives. Establishment of this minor will 

accomplish the following objectives: 

(1) Permit appointment of a Director of Graduate studies and 

selection of a Steering Committee. This group would be 
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responsible for operation of the program. 

~ (2) Provide a set of high-quality core courses, some of 

which will be designed specifically for this program, that 

emphasize principles and theory and that will provide a 

broad background in Quaternary Paleoecology. Further 

curriculum development, such as coordination and revision of 

existing courses, would be expected to follow to augment 

core courses. 

(3) Provide a central listing in the Graduate School 

Bulletin of all courses that are required or otherwise 

suitable for a minor in Quaternary Paleoecology. This would 

provide good general publicity and would greatly facilitate 

more specialized advertising, such as a detailed brochure. 

Increased visibility will improve both the quality and the 

4C; quantity of students enrolled in the program. 

(4) Permit more efficient use of faculty resources and 

improve faculty participation. 

(5) Increase interactions between graduate students and 

faculty, thus enriching the program. 

(6) Improve ability to attract and coordinate outside 

speakers. 

(7) Provide official university recognition of the minor on 

student transcripts. That should improve chances for some 

students to acquire jobs. 

Admission Requirements. Graduate students must be 

accepted by the Graduate School, by the Ph.D. or Masters major 
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program in which they are enrolled, and by the Director of 

Graduate Studies of the Quaternary Paleoecology Minor. such 

screening should guarantee well-qualified students in the program. 

The Curriculum. The program for an individual student will 

be developed by consultation among the student, the major 

advisor, and the Director of Graduate Studies for Quaternary 

Paleoecology. Students with sufficient background and previous 

course experience equivalent to one or more courses within the 

curriculum may apply to the Steering Committee for waiver of 

appropriate requirements. 

Both Ph.D. and Masters students minoring in this 

program will be required to have Introductory Ecology, Biol. 5-

041, or its equivalent. Ph.D. students must take at least five 

of the courses listed below {at least three being from among the 

core courses) and the credits totalling 20 or more. Masters 

students must take at least three of the courses listed below {at 

least two being from among the core courses) and the credits 

totalling 12 or more. All students are required to maintain 

academic standards in accordance with Graduate School and 

departmental standards. No more than one course in which a grade 

of "C" was obtained may be used for credit in the minor program. 

No course in which a grade of "D" or "F" was obtained is 

acceptable for the minor. 

The program will be organized, at least initially, 

using existing courses. New courses may be added later. 
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Geog. 

CORE COURSES 

5xxx. Skaggs. Climatology. The existing climatology 
course (3421) would be adequate if it can be 
modified slightly to accommodate a 5-level 
designation. 

EBB. 5016 cushing/Bright. Ecol. plant geography 
5008. Davis. Quaternary Ecology 

Soils 

Geol. 

5 or 8xxx. Bright/Cushing/Squires and perhaps 
others. Biogeography of plants and 
animals-theory, principles. To be 
developed. 

5515. Cooper. Soil development, classification 
and geography. 

8262. Wright (retires 1988). Quaternary 
paleoecology and climate. 

5261. Wright (retires 1988). Glacial geology. 

A new two-quarter sequence of two complimentary courses may 

be developed, one in Quaternary History, the other in Quaternary 

Ecology. These would include material from the current EBB 5008 

and Geol. 8262. Staffing by Cushing, Davis, Bright and probably 

others. 

Climatology 

Soils 

Geog. 

5240. 
5424. 
5423. 

Paleoecological Methods. 

ELECTIVE COURSES 

Baker. Microclimatology 
Baker. Applied climatology 
Skaggs. Advanced climatology 

EBB 8014. Bright. Plant macrofossils. Could form 
a sequence with a new course to be added 
which includes expertise of other staff. 

Bot. 8301. Cushing. Pollen morphology and 
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Geol. 
Quaternary palynology. 

5155. Sloan. Vertebrate paleontology II. 
5156. Sloan. Zooarcheology. 

Systematics 

EBB 5129. 
5136. 

Ent. 5133. 
Pl.Path.5106. 

5106. 

Bot. 5205. 
5211. 
5212. 

Birney. Mammalogy 
Underhill. Ichthyology. 
Holzenthal. Taxonomy of insects. 
Staff. Introduction to the study of 
fungi. 
Stewart. Mycology: Ascomcetes-Fungi 
Imperfecti. 
Staff. Flora of Minnesota. 
Morley. Survey of angiosperm families. 
Morley. Principles of angiosperm 
phylogeny. 

Community Ecology 

EBB 5014. Cushing. Ecology of plant communities. 

Ecosystem Ecology 

Limnology 

Geology 

EBB 5608. Davis, Gorham. Ecosystems: form and 
function. 

EBB 5601. (or Geol. 5601). Shapiro, Gorham, 
Megard. 

EBB 5812. Su Staff. Comparative Limnology. 

Geol. 5255. 
5311. 
5541. 
5651. 

Itasca. 

Hooke. Glaciology. 
Ito, Seyfreid. General geochemistry. 
Banerjee. Geomagnetism. 
Paola. Sedimentology. 

Archaeology 

Anthro. 5116. Hastorf. Cultural ecology. 
5176. Hastorf, Johnson, Spector. Environmental 

archaeology. 
8520. Staff. Paleoecology and archaeology. 
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c. Educational and Social Need for the Program 

Student Interest. There are currently 20 graduate students 

with interest in Quaternary Paleoecology at the University of 

Minnesota (11 at the Ph.D. level and 9 at the Masters level). It 

is estimated that 3-5 Ph.D. candidates will be admitted to the 

minor per academic year and that there will be a continuous 

population of about 15-20 affiliated with the program. 

Enrollment at the Masters level should remain a continuous 

population of 10-15. This represents a significant proportion of 

the students nationwide pursuing studies in Quaternary 

Paleoecology. 

Employment Prospects. Graduates who have a traditional major 

(e.g. ecology, geology, archeology) with an additional 

strong background in Quaternary Paleoecology are viewed as 

being able to add an important extra dimension to 

traditional disciplines (i.e., they are "multi-purpose" 

persons). Therefore, placement of such Ph. D. students has 

been good, averaging 4-5 per year nationally for the past 

four years. In addition, the number of jobs specifically in 

Quaternary Paleoecology has been averaging one per year 

nationally. This explains the appropriateness of the 

proposed minor. 

Masters students, on the other hand, go on for Ph.D. 

degrees or obtain non-academic positions in such places as 

the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, oil 
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companies, and state agencies such as natural resource 

departments. 

Appendix 1 summarizes the status of U. of M. graduates since 

1980. 

Establishment of the minor should improve competitive 

employment capabilities of Minnesota students by official 

recognition of their expertise in the field. 

Benefits. Although there are numerous students and faculty 

interested in Quaternary Paleoecology and the University of 

Minnesota is internationally recognized for its strength in 

the field, there is no coherent program to focus that strength. 

Thus, Quaternary Paleocology could be much improved by 

establishment of a recognized minor. 

Establishment of a formal minor will bring focus, awareness, 

curriculum improvement, increased faculty and student 

participation, and improved quality and scholarship of students 

to an active program that is now unnecessarily diffuse. A minor 

would also improve recruitment and enrollment. It is expected to 

increase enrollment in some existing courses and permit teaching 

of some graduate courses that are often cancelled because of lack 

of awareness of availability. Students in Masters programs will 

obviously benefit greatly from an improved Ph.D. program. 

D. Comparison With Similar Programs. 

There is no similar program among the institutions of higher 

education in Minnesota. 
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The University of Washington established a Quaternary 

Research Center some years ago and the University of Maine an 

Institute of Quaternary studies more recently. Both 

organizations have directors and advertise for students, which 

has improved their recruitment and seminar series. However, 

neither offer a formal minor nor have a formal curriculum. 

The configuration of the proposed Minor in Quaternary 

Paleoecology does not duplicate any existing program in North 

America. 

E. Quality Control 

Qualifications of the Graduate Faculty. Those faculty that 

meet the following qualifications may be elected to the Graduate 

Faculty in Quaternary Paleoecology (because the present proposal 

is to establish a minor it should be noted that appointments in 

the Graduate Faculty will be at the "E" level): 

(1) They should be willing and able to act as advisors to degree 

candidates in existing, graduate degree granting programs. 

(2) They should present a research seminar on or related to 

Quaternary Paleoecology upon request whenever deemed useful by 

the Director of Graduate Studies. 

(3) They should be available for service on both standing and ad 

hoc program committees. 

(4) They should direct or provide a major contribution to one of 

the courses listed in the curriculum. 

(5) They should be actively engaged in research in one or more 
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of the diverse fields encompassed by Quaternary Paleoecology. 

Periodically (no less than every 5 years) the Steering Committee 

should review the program-related activities of the Graduate 

Faculty. Any individual who fails to maintain the above 

qualifications should be asked to resign or improve hisjher 

activities. 

Governance of the Program. Primary administrative responsibility 

for the program will be vested in the Director of Graduate 

studies. The DGS will be recommended to the Dean of the Graduate 

School by a majority vote of the Graduate Faculty and will serve 

for a period of three years. The DGS will be assisted by the 

Quaternary Paleoecology Steering Committee. These members will 

be appointed by the DGS and will include a member from at least 

the following units: Geology, Ecology and Behavioral Biology, 

Anthropology, Ancient studies, and Geography. 

Evaluation of the Program. The program will be reviewed at the 

discretion of the Dean of the Graduate School, but the minimum 

should be one review per 5-7 year interval. 

F. Implementation. 

Time Schedule. It is proposed that the Minor in Quaternary 

Paleoecology begin in September 1987. 

The Initial Faculty. It is proposed that the persons listed 

in Appendix 2 comprise the initial faculty, as they represent the 

broad interests of the program. Upon approval of the program, 

this group will solicit applications for additional members in 
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accordance with the criteria established above. The initial 

group of faculty will recommend an individual to be 

appointed as Director of Graduate Studies. 

University Resources. The major obligations and 

responsibilities for the faculty in the proposed program will be 

accomplished by reassignment of efforts and will involva 

primarily the Director of Graduate Studies. 

Funding is requested to support operation of the programs as 

follows: $7,875 per year for a half-time research assistant to 

help the DGS operate the program; $2,000 per year for 

advertisement, recruitment of students, supplies, phone, etc. 

Also, $3,000 per year is requested for initiation and continued 

support of a seminar series in Quaternary Paleoecology that will 

provide stimulation and intellectual enrichment to faculty and 

students by distinguished scientists invited to visit from other 

institutions. Because the requested annual funding is modest 

($12,875 per year) it is solicited directly from the Graduate 

School, where the program will reside, rather than from the 3-4 

individual colleges that house the relevant faculties and 

students. 

Although no other funds will be required initially, it is 

the intent to seek competitive funds available within the 

university to support students and to maintain a quality program. 

Extra-University Resources. None are required. Students will be 

supported by grants of their major advisor and within departments 

as RA's and TA's. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Status of U. of M. Graduates Since 1980 

Since 1980, 15 students have completed a Ph.D. that included 
an emphasis on Quaternary Paleoecology, and 11 students have 
finished a Masters. The tables below summarize the major fields 
and current employment of these students. 

Ph. D. recipients, University of 

Academic 
position, 

Major tenure-track 
----- ------------
Ecology 

Anthropology 

Geology 

Soils 

2 

1 

1 

Academic Post-doc; 
position research 
part-time associate 
--------- ---------

4 

3* 

Minnesota 

State or Private 
federal research 
agency institute 
-------- ---------

1 

1 1 

1 

Center for 
Ancient 
Studies 

* Includes 1 graduating Fall 1 86 

Masters degree recipients, University of Minnesota 

Subsequent Ph. D State or 
Ph. D. Univ. candidate federal Research 
Minnesota elsewhere agency associate 
----------- --------- -------- --------

Ecology 1 1 1 1* 

Anthropology 1 1 (1 unknown) 

Geology 2 1 

Center for 
Ancient 1 
Studies 

* Includes one graduating Fall 1 86 

Of the graduates who have academic positions, one position 
is specifically in Quaternary Paleoecology, three are in 
anthropology/archeology, and one each in plant ecology and 
oceanography. Of the graduates in state and federal agencies, 
all have jobs that are directly related to their major but to 
which their emphasis in paleoecology contributes. 
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Appendix 2 

Proposed Initial Faculty 

Robert c. Bright, Associate Professor, Ecology & Behavioral 
Biology; curator of Paleontology, Bell Museum of Natural History. 

Graduate School Status: Full member (Ecology, Zoology, Center for 
Ancient studies) • 

Education: Ph.D., 1963, Univ. of Minn., Geology (Botany) 
MS, 1960, Univ. of Utah, Geology (Zoology) 

Selected Publications: 
Bright, R.C. and O.K. Davis. 1982. Quaternary paleontology 

of the INEL site. Am. Midl. Nat., vol. 108, p. 21-33. 
Bright, R.C. 1982. Paleontology of the American Falls Lake 

Beds. In the Cenozoic of Idaho, Ida. Bur. Mines & Geol., 
Bull. 26; p. 597-614. 

Bright, R.C. Evidence for the Spillover of Lake Bonneville 
Geol. Soc. America, in press. 

Dwight A. Brown, Professor, Geography. 
Graduate School Status: Full member (Geography). 
Education: Ph.D., 1968, Univ. of Kansas 

M.A., 1965, Univ. of Kansas 
Selected Publications: 

Brown, D.A. 1986. Geographical and taxonomic aspects of 
research design for opal phytolith analysis in the 

~''· midcontinent plains. In I. Rovner, ed. Occasional Papers 
~ #1 of the Phytolitharian, No. Carol. State Univ., 

Raleigh, p. 89-102. 

' 

Brown, D.A. and P. Girsmehl. 1985. Migration models for 
grasses in the American Midcontinent. Annals Assoc. 
American Geog. vol. 75, p. 383-394. 

Brown, D.A. 1984. Prospects and limits of a phytolith key 
for the grasses in the Central u.s. Jour. Archeol. Sci., 
vol. 11, p. 345-368. 

Edward J. Cushing, Professor, Ecology and Behavioral Biology. 
Graduate School Status: Full member (Ecology, Botany, Center for 

Ancient Studies). 
Education: Ph.D., 1963, Univ. of Minn. 

AB, 1954, Washington Univ., St. Louis. 
Selected Publications: 

Webb, T., E.J. Cushing, and H.E. Wright, Jr. 1983. Holocene 
changes in the vegetation of the Midwest. p. 142-165, in 
H.E. Wright, Jr. ed. Late Quaternary Environments of the 
United States, v.~, The Holocene. Univ. of Minn. Press, 
177p. 

Regal, P.R. and E.J. cushing. 1979. Confidence intervals for 
absolute pollen counts. Biometrics, vol. 35, p. 557-565. 
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Cushing, E.J. 1967. Late-Wisconsin pollen stratigraphy and 
the glacial sequence in Minnesota. p. 59-88, In E.J. 

Cushing and H.E. Wright, Jr., eds, Quaternary ·~ 
Paleoecology, Yale, Univ. Press, 433p. ~ 

Margaret B. Davis, Regent's Professor, Ecology and Behavioral 
Biology. Member, National Academy of Sciences. 

Graduate School Status: Full member (Ecology and Behavioral 
Biology, Center for Ancient studies, Botany). 

Education: Ph.D., 1957, Harvard Univ. 
A.B., 1953, Radcliff College 

Selected Publications: 
Davis, M.B., R.E. Moeller, G.E. Likens, M.S. (Jesse) Ford, 

J. Sherman, and C. Goulden. 1985. Paleoecology of Mirror 
Lake and its watershed. p.410-429 in G.E. Likens (ed.), 
An ecosystem approach to aquatic ecology: Mirror Lake and 
its environment. Springer-Verlag, N.Y. 

Allison, T.D., R.E. Moeller and M.B. Davis. 1986. Pollen in 
laminated sediments provides evidence for a mid-Holocene 
forest pathogen outbreak. Ecol., v. 67, p. 1101-1105. 

Davis, M.B., K.D. Woods, S.L. Webb, and R.P. Futyma. 1986. 
Dispersal versus climate: Expansion of Fagus and Tsuga 
into the Upper Great Lakes Region. Vegetatio, vol., 67, 
p. 93-103. 

Guy E. Gibbon, Professor, Anthropology 
Graduate School Status: Full member (Anthropology, Center for \ 

Ancient Studies). ~ 
Education: Ph.D., 1969, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 

M.S., 1966, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 
Selected Publications: 

Gibbon, G.E. (ed) 1983. Prairie Archeology. Univ. of Minn. 
Publ. in Anthro. No. 3, 170p. 

Gibbon, G.E. 1984. Anthropological Archeology. Columbia 
Univ. Press, 455p. 

Gibbon, G.E. 1976. Archeology and Prehistory, North America. 
In Dictionary of American History, Scribner and Sons, 
~Y., p. 154-158. Plus short-topic articles. 

Eville Gorham, Regent's Professor, Ecology and Behavioral 
Biology. 

Graduate School Status: Full member (Ecology, Botany) 
Education: Ph.D., 1951, London Univ., England 

M.S., 1947, Dalhousie Univ., Canada. 
Selected Publications: 

sanger, J.E. and E. Gorham. 1972. Stratigraphy of fossil 
pigments as a guide to the postglacial history of Kirchner 
Marsh, Minnesota. Limnology and Oceanography, vol. 17, 
p. 840-854. 
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Gorham, E. and J.E. Sanger. 1975. Fossil pigments in 

Minnesota lake sediments and their bearing upon the 
balance between terrestrial and aquatic inputs to 
sedimentary organic matter. Verhandlungen Internationale 
Vereinigung Limnologie vol 19, p. 2267-2273. 

Gorham, E., P.M. Vitousek and W.A. Reiners. 1979. The 
regulation of chemical budgets over the course of 
terrestrial ecosystem succession. Annual Review of 
Ecology and Systematics, vol. 10, p. 53-84. 

Christine A. Hastorf, Assistant Professor, Anthropology 
Graduate School Status: Associate member (Anthropology, Center 

for Ancient Studies) . 
Education: Ph.D. 1983, Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles 

M.A., 1977, Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles 
Selected Publications: 

Hastorf, C.A. 1987. Archaeological evidence of coca 
(Erythroxylum coca) in the Upper Mantaro Valley, Peru, 
submitted to Economic Botany. 

Hastorf, C.A. 1986. Agricultura, alimentacion y economia de 
los Wanka durante la epoca Inka, accepted by the VI 
Congreso Peruano del Hombre y la Cultura Andina Congress 
publications, Lima, Peru. 13 12 

DeNiro, 1~. iid C.A. Hastorf. 1985. Alteration of C/ c 
and N/ N ratios of plant matter during the initial stages 
of diagenesis: studies utilizing archaeological specimens 
from Peru, Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 49:97-115. 

Elden Johnson, Professor, Anthropology. 
Graduate School Status: Full member (Anthropology, Center for 

Ancient Studies). 
Education: M.A., 1950, Univ. of Minn. 
Selected Publications: 

Johnson, E. 1985. The 17th Century Mdewakanton Dakota 
Subsistence Mode, in Archaeology, Ecology and 
Ethnohistory of the Prairie-Forest Border of Minnesota 
and Manitoba, J. Spector and E. Johnson, eds., Reprints 
in Anthropology, vol. 31, Lincoln, Ne. 

Neumann, Thomas and E. Johnson. 1979. Patrow Site Lithic 
Analysis. Midcontinent Journal of Archaeology 4(1): 
797-112. 

Johnson, E. 1973. Notes on a Paleolithic site survey in 
Pakistan. Asian Perspectives 15, p. 60-65. 

Janet D. Spector, Associate Professor, Anthropology. 
Graduate School Status: Full member (Anthropology, Center for 

Ancient Studies; Examining Member, Women's Studies). 
Education: Ph.D., 1974, Univ. of Wise., Madison. 

M.A., 1970, Univ. of Wise., Madison. 
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Selected Publications: 
Johnson, E. and J.D. Spector (Eds.). 1985. Archaeology, 

Ecology and Ethnohistory of the Prairie-Forest Border 
Zone of Minnesota and Manitoba. Volume 31, REPRINTS IN 
ANTHROPOLOGY, J & L Reprints (Lincoln, Nebraska). 

Spector, J.D. 1985. Ethnoarcheology and Little Rapids: A new 
approach to Eastern Dakota Indian Sites. in ref. above. 

Spector, J.D. 1970. Seed Analysis and Archeology. Wise. 
Archeologist, v. 151, no. 4., p. 163-190. 

Peter s. Wells, Professor, Anthropology, Dir. Center for Ancient 
studies. 

Graduate School Status: Full member (Center for Ancient Studies, 
Anthropology). 

Education: Ph.D., 1976, Harvard University. 
B.A., 1970, Harvard College. 

Selected Publications: 
Wells, P.S. 1984. Farms, villages, and cities: Commerce and 

urban origins in late prehistoric Europe. Cornell Univ. 
Press, Ithaca, N.Y. 270p. Discusses paleoecological 
evidence for broad cultural changes. 

Wells, P.S. 1983. Rural economy in the early Iron Age: 
Excavations at Hascherkeller, 1978-1981. Bull. 36 
American School of Prehistoric Res., Peabody Mus., 
Harvard Univ., 169p. Includes discussions of evidence 
used for determining human ecology. 

Wells, P.S. 1982. Village life in Late Bronze Age. Bavaria. 
Archaeology, val. 35, p. 12-21 

Herbert E. Wright, Jr., Regents' Professor, Geology; Adj. Prof., 
Ecology and Behavioral Biology. Member National Academy of 
Sciences. Director, Limnological Research Center. 

Graduate School status: Full member (Geology, Center for Ancient 
Studies, Botany, Ecology). 

Education: Ph.D., 1943, Harvard Univ. 
M.S., 1941, Harvard Univ. 

Selected Publications: 
Engstrom, D.R. and H.E. Wright, Jr. 1983. Inorganic chemical 

stratigraphy of lake sediments as a record of 
environmental change. In Haworth, E.Y. and J.W.G. Lund, 
eds. Lake sediments as environmental history: Studies in 
Paleolimnology and Paleoecology. Leicester Univ. Press. 

Wright, H.E., Jr. and P. Glaser. 1983. Postglacial peatlands 
of the Lake Agassiz plain, northern Minnesota. Geol. 
Assoc. Canada, Sp. Paper Z6, p. 375-389. 

wright, H.E., Jr. 1983. Late-Pleistocene glaciation and 
climate around the Junin Plain, central Peruvian 
Highlands. Geografiska Annaler, v. 65A, p. 35-44. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

January 20, 1987 

Dean Kenneth Zimmerman 
The Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean Zimmerman: 

Department of Ecology and Behavioral Biology 
109 Zoology 
318 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-5177 

:t .-: 

I write to endorse Pro~ Bob Bright's recently submi~ted 
proposal for a minor at the t1asters and Ph.D. level in Quaternary 
Paleoecology. The University of ninnesota has long been 
recognized for the scholarly contributions of its faculty to this 
area, but Bob Bright's proposal will bring even greater visibility 
and coherence to their efforts. I am happy to see the active 
participation of so many EBB faculty in this cross-collegiate 
enterprise. Within our department the proposed minor in Quaternary 
Paleoecology is viewed as an important element i~ developing a 
strong focus in the area of Ecosystem Ecology. Accordingly. we have 
identified the minor as an integral component of our Strategy for 
Focus planning. This means that departmental interest and support 
for the proposed minor actually extend much beyond those faculty 
members who are listed as immediate participants in the program. I 
hope the Graduate School can find the resources to support this 
important initiative. 

Yours sincerely, 
l\_..- I ~ ............ ~U. 
id'~ i) J ~~ 

Franklin H. Barnwell 
Professor and Head 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

January 13, 1987 

Dr. Kenneth Zimnerrnan 

Department of Ecology and Behavioral Biology 
109 Zoology 
318 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-5177 

Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
University of Minnesota 
325 Johnson Hall 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Dear Ken: 

I strongly support the proposal which has been submitted to you 
for a minor in paleoecology. The proposal has been carefully 
prepared by Dr. Robert Wright who has talked with all of the 
faculty concerned and has their support. I believe that the 
program will greatly improve teaching in paleoecology here at the 
University of Minnesota and that it will help us to attract 
students here. For example, I receive many inquiries from 
students and I believe that those inquiries will be easier to 
answer with this program in place~ I enclose a typical letter. 
The 1 ist of course is provided in the paleoecology program and is 
exactly the information that this young woman wishes to have. 
With a o:;s in place we will be able to answer any inquiries more 
easily and to give the University of Minnesota the appropriate 
publicity at other Universities. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret B. Davis 
Regents Professor of Ecology 

MBD/csf 
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Dr. Margaret B. Davis 

Department of Anthropology DH-05 
University of washington 
Seattle~ Washington 98195 
December-:~30, 1986 

Department of Ecology and Behavioral Biology 
University of Hinnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Dear Dr. Davis, 

I am a graduate student in the Anthropology Department at the 
University of Washington. My primary research interest centers around 
the prehistoric relationships between people and their environment, in 
particular, man's impact on surrounding vegetation. Pollen analysis, 
in Conjunction with plant macrofossil analyses~ is an important source 
of information for this type of research problem. 

I have had some experience with pollen analysis, and am currently 
analyzing a core, taken from a bog in Eastern washington, under the 
supervision of Dr. Matsuo Tsukada. However, I would like to learn 
other viewpoints and techniques. I am considering the possibility of 
attending the University of Minnesota next school year (1987-1988), and 
am very interested in taking classes from you. would it be possible 
for you to send me a list of the courses, with a brief description of 
their content, that you will be teaching next year? This would be 
very helpful in my decision. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DL~1.tv 111. }]iu.hl<.<-. 
Diana M. Greenlee 

... 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Department ot Geology and Geophysics 
TWIN CITIES 1 08 Pillsbury Hall 

Dean Robert T. Holt 
The Graduate School 
321 Johnstson Hall 
University of Minnesota 

Dear Dean Holt, 

310 Pillsbury Drive S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

{612) 624-1333 

February 9, 1987 

I am writing to support the proposal from Dr. R.C. Bright and faculty 
of the Departments of Ecology and Biology Behavioral Biology and Geology 
and Geophysics for establishing a formal minor in Quaternary Paleoecology. 

As is clear from the proposal to the Graduate School, Quaternary 
Paleoecology is a subject of considerable interest to faculty and graduate 
students spread through departments in at least three colleges. Within 
our Department, the strong~st jnt~rest r~s~~~s:among those centrally 
concerned with Quaternary Geology - H.E. Wright, Jr. and R.L. Hooke 
and their students. Other faculty who have interests in processes during 
the Quaternary time period that may have a bearing on paleoecology 
include S.K. Banerjee (changes in magnetic field and their relationship 
to climatic changes) and E. Calvin Alexander, Jr. (tracing groundwater 
flow history back to the Quaternary). I should also state that Quaternary 
gealogy will continue to be an area of emphasis in our Department after 
H.E. Wright retires in 1988. 

The geological element in paleoecology is an important one. There 
are likely to be a number of geology students who will take advantage 
of a minor in Quaternary Paleoecology. 

I strongly endorse the proposal. 

k 

cc: Dr. R.C. Bright 

Yours sincerely, 

(\3c \-\.~ 
Peter Hudleston 
Professor and Head 
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j ·~ • ; • UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Department of Geography 
414 Social Sciences Building 
267 19th Avenue South 

'.,~, :w ; .: TWIN CITIES 

· Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

3 February 1987 

Kenneth z-immerman, Associate Dean 
Graduate School 
313 Johnston Hall 

Dear Ken, 

I write, on behalf of myself and my colleagues, in strong 
support of the proposal for a formal minor in Quaternary Paleo
ecology. In common with several other graduate faculties at the 
University, we have several students who would benefit from this 
formal minor. At the present time, these students and their 
advisors most often put together a supporting fields "package" 
for the program because the ~elevan~· wor~ is not sufficient~y 
coherent in one discipline to justify a minor nor is the subject 
matter exclusively in a single discipline. The proposed formal 
minor gives recognition to an important and well recognized field 
of study and the specification of it on the programs of some 
students will be advantageous to them. 

The proposal is well conceived. The proposed requirements 
contain both the depth and breadth that justify a minor. The 
case is well argued by Professor Bright. I urge that the Gra
duate School approve the proposal. 

sincerely Yours, 

RicnL1 f:-i~ggs 
Professor and cBairman 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA : Department ot Anthropology 
TWIN CITIES ; 215 Ford Hall 

February 11, 1987 

Dean Robert T. Holt 
Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Campus 

Deal- Dean Ho 1 t: 

224 Church Street S.E. 
: Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
I 

I 

GRAOUAH 5C~00l 

FEB 11 ''1987 
OfHCI; Ot Jtlt D~ 

The Department of Anthropology faculty strongly endorses the proposed 
interdisciplinary minor in paleoecology. The archaeologists on our faculty will 
be active participants in offering courses and in advising graduate students. 
We anticipate a majority of our own graduate students specializing in 
archaeology selecting the paleoecology minor. 

One of the major strengths a:f :~h~:,Ur\iveq;ity::lies in its geological and 
ecological faculty members who are specialits in paleoecology. This proposed 
minor will capitalize on that strength. 

Sincerely yours, 

Professor 

::o:: 
Director of Graduate Studies 

tv 
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DATE: 

Office of the Dean 

UNIVERSilY OF MINNESOTA College of Education 
TWIN CITIES 104 Burton Hall 

November 24, 1986 

178 Pillsbury Drive S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455-0211 

~~ (612) 625-6806 

'10: Dean Robert Holt 
,. 

FRCM: carol carrier, Assistant Dean 

Please firrl the revised materials for the Fh.D. program in Physical 
Education. 'Ihe College Subcotmcil on Graduate Education reviewed and 
strongly supported this IOOSt recent set of revisions. In particular, 
let me highlight the three IOOSt significant cl'lan;Jes: 

1. 'Ihe number of enphasis areas has been decreased from five to 
three. 'Ihe three are Biodynamics, Motor Behavior, and 
Sociocultural Studies. Foci in Farly <lli.ldhood and Tests and 
Measurement have been eliminated. 'Ibis new structure allows 
for a greater concentration of Division faculty within the 
emphasis areas. 

2. Several 8000 level courses will be added to the program. 
Note that the three program areas nc::M have at least three 
8000 level courses with PE designators. 

3. A group of faculty from across campus have agreed to serve as 
associated faculty within the program. Eadl of these 
Wividuals will contribute to at least one of the three 
enphasis areas. 'Ibis addition of faculty significantly 
stren;Jthens the advisirg capability and content base of eadl 
area. 

I hope that this document will be placed on the agenda of the P & R 
Council in the near future. 

cc: Dean Gardner 

CAC:vgl 



Mission of the Division 

The primary mission of the Division of Physical Education is to disseminate 

and contribute to the body of knowledge related to physical education, sport and 

human movement to the end that present and future generations benefit from a 

lifetime of participation in physical activity. Accordingly, the faculty strive 

to achieve excellence in both teaching and research, and to prepare competent 

professionals who will further the development of the discipline. 

Overview of Physical Education Programs 

The undergraduate teaching major in Physical Education is designed to 

provide a general overview and understanding of the field. A sound 

undergraduate program includes introductory courses such as the history and 

philosophy of physical education and sport, motor learning and motor 

development, biomechanics, exercise physiology, physiology, physical activity 

for the handicapped, measurement and evaluation, and the psychology and 

sociology of sport, in addition to teaching methods, curriculum, and 

administration, and other pedagogically oriented courses for those entering the 

teaching profession. These areas of study encompass the body of knowledge in 

physical education. Graduate students are expected to have mastered appropriate 

knowledge for the area of emphasis to which he/she is applying. 

Graduate programs in Physical Education have been traditionally offered at 

many institutions of higher learning in the United States and throughout the 

world. The major thrust of graduate study in physical education is developing 

student understandings of, and subsequent contributions to, the body of knowledge 

in one or more of the various sub-discipline areas in physical education. The 

basis for such programming is the testing and application of tenets representing 

various aspects and modes of human movement and sport. Typically, such graduate 

programs have strong interdisciplinary ties with related disciplines such as 
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psychology, physiology, sociology, growth and development, and education. The 

professional literature broadly reflects the presence of graduate study under 

the biophysical, psychosocial, historical/philosophical, and pedagogical 

aspects. Other professional organizations such as the American College of 

Sports Medicine,. American Society of Biomechanics, North American Society for 

Psychology of Sport and Physical Activity, American Academy of Physical 

Education, North American Society for the study of Sport Sociology, and 

International Societies on Comparative Physical Education and Sport, have played 

important roles in the development, support, and dissemination of the body of 

knowledge in Physical Education. Graduate curricular emphases in Biomechanics, 

Measurement and Evaluation, Motor Learning and Development, Exercise Physiology, 

and Psychology and Sociology of Sport, among several others, are currently 

offered at many institutions comparable to the University of Minnesota. • 

Upon graduation, Ph.o.•s in Physical Education move to teaching and 

research positions in both the public and private sector. Some receive post

doctoral opportunities in research laboratories, some enter industry while 

others teach and carry out research in undergraduate and graduate research 

university settings. 

Because of the diversity of content in Physical Education and the level of 

sophistication required to conduct quality research it is necessary that the 

Ph.D. program be designed to provide in-depth specialization within the various 

areas of emphasis. All Ph.D. students in physical education complete common 

requirements designed to provide them with the research skills necessary to 

engage in scholarly activity. At a minimum, these common requirements would 

consist of at least one course in research methodology, an ongoing research 

seminar, plus a minimum of three graduate level courses in statistics and core 
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courses in physical education. Beyond these requirements the student must 

concentrate in one of the following areas of emphasis -- Biodynamics (Exercise 

Physiology, Biomechanics); Motor Behavior (Motor Learning or Motor Development); 

Sociocultural Studies (Sport Sociology and Sport Psychology) --and take a minor 

supporting area in the basic discipline(s) and/or allied professions that are 

necessary for scholarship in the area of specialization. Essentially the Ph.D. 

program consists of a major in Physical Education with an area of emphasis and a 

minor or supporting program in a related discipline. Although Ph.D. students 

are responsible for a disciplinary core in physical education, few leading Ph.D. 

programs in physical education require any core beyond that required for the 

mastery of research skills. The philosophy of the graduate faculty is that, to 

prepare the Ph.D. graduate to engage in high quality research, the program of 

study must include in-depth specialization and mastery of research techniques 

and statistics. 

Brief History 

Over the last fifteen years the P~.D. in Physical Education at Minnesota 

has undergone marked revisions. It originated as a very broad program and 

currently exists as one with opportunities for well-defined specializations. 

The reasons for these changes can best be explained through a brief review of 

the history of the program. 

In 1969 the Graduate School approved a rather broad Ph.D. in Physical 

Education with designated interested areas in Physical Education, School Health 

Education, or Recreation and Park Administration. In 1978, a Ph.D. in Education 

with an emphasis in Recreation and Park Administration was approved but later 

deleted as an emphasis within the major in Physical Education. During the 

retrenchment and reallocation process of 1983, the College recommended the 
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discontinuation of both the graduate and undergraduate programs in School and 

Community Health. Since then no new graduate students have been admitted to the 

program. Thus, the present Ph.D. in Physical Education serves only those 

students who wish to pursue study in this specific discipline. The most recent 

review of the Ph.D. program in Physical Education was carried out beginning the 

Winter Quarter 1985. This review recommended a sharpening of the programmatic 

thrust of the Ph.D. and its strengthening with more 8000 level courses in 

Physical Education and the active use of adjunct faculty from associated 

disciplines. This present document reflects those recommended changes. 

Programmatic Expectations 

Graduate students who earn the Ph.D. are expected to have mastered a body 

of knowledge which includes broad concepts related to the discipline per se and 

a more specific set of constructs related to an area of specialization. 

~ Additionally, each student is expected to master the research skills necessary 

to make a continuing contribution to the body of knowledge defined by the area 

of specialization. 

c 

The current Ph.D. in Physical Education reflects these expectations by: 

(1) the establishment .of common requirements for all students, including a core 

in physical education; (2) the provision of an opportunity to specialize in an 

area of emphasis; (3) encouragement to participate in a number of scholarly 

endeavors including required coursework, independent studies, seminars, and the 

dissertation. 

Common Course Requirements 
a) Division Required Courses* 

PE 5170 Foundations of Physical Activity 
PE 5980 Research Methods (Upgrade to 8xxx level) 
PE 8980 or equivalent (continuous registration on campus) 
EdPsy 8260 

8261 Statistics Sequence 
8262 

*Students without undergraduate degree in Physical Education may need additional 
background in a foundation course in the division. 
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b) Complete 1 course from 2 of the three groups below: 

Biodynamics 

PE 5120 Advanced 
Biomechanics 

PE 5122 Applied 
Physiology 

Motor Behavior 

PE 5131 Motor , 
Development 

PE 5130 Motor 
Learning 

Sociocultural Studies 

PE 5126 Social/Psychology 
of Physical 
Activity (Psycho
logy of Sport and 
Human Movement: 
5xxx pending) 

PE 5371 Sociology of 
Sport 

Students must complete a course from each of the two emphasis areas in 

which the student is not a declared major. The core reflects established 

patterns of curricula at leading institutions, within and outside of the United 

States. As indicated in the Overview Section, the basis for graduate study and 

research in Physical Education is the study of human beings as they are 

influenced by human movement and sport. Consequently, any examination of one•s 

adaptability to these would be generically based on understandings of the 

Biodynamic, Motor and Sociocultural domains. These core areas are exemplified 

by the associated courses offered at the University of Minne~ota. 

Core courses are at the advanced level and with prerequisities. 

Examination of competencies based on PE 5980 and related foundational readings 

are administered once per term by the Physical Education faculty while those for 

the statistics requirement are given by the faculty in Educational Psychology. 

Successful completion of these examinations is a prerequisite to taking the 

preliminary written Ph.D. examination. Examinations of the core in PE will be 

form part of the Ph.D. preliminary examinations. 

Areas of Emphasis 

Contemporary graduate study in Physical Education seeks to promote a human 

movement science approach in order to understand the underlying behavioral/ 
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physiological/biomechanical principles which influence efficient human movement 

in sport and other contexts. As such, the graduate faculty in the Division of 

Physical Education have met and determined that, in order to best meet this 

contemporary approach to the graduate study of Physical Education, they should 

regroup and develop a Ph.D. program which will promote a discipline-based study 

of human movement and sport in three emphasis areas. These three areas of 

emphasis are chosen because they are consistent in terms of their conceptual 

level, provide an opportunity for research and scholarship to flourish and are, 

at the same time, in step with the leading programs nationally. By reorganizing 

into three areas of emphasis, the faculty concentration is spread equally across 

the three areas with a critical mass (N=3) of faculty in each area. 

Below are presented the three proposed emphasis areas offered for study in 

Physical Education at the University of Minnesota: 

~ 1. BIODYNAMICS 

c 

Graduate Faculty: 

Statement of Focus 

Robert Serfass, Ph.D. - University of Minnesota 
Lela June Stoner, Ph.D. - University of Minnesota 

Biodynamics is the study of human performance which includes the study of 
biomechanics and exercise physiology. Students who elect this area of 
emphasis concern themselves with the anatomical and mechanical analysis of 
human movement and/or with the study of acute and chronic effects of 
physical activity or physiological systems of the human body. Research 
and scholarly inquiry in this area are directed toward uncovering how the 
fundamental concepts of human energetics and mechanics apply to exercise, 
sport and physical work. 
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Program Core Requirements - as listed above 

Recommended Emphasis Courses 

Credits 

4 PE 5120 - Advanced Biomechanics/Kinesiology 
3 PE 5122 -Applied Physiology 
3 PE 5387 - Drop Detection and Prevention of Coronary Heart Disease 
3 **PE 5xxx - Exercise & Nutrition 

1-3 PE 8381 - Laboratory Research Techniques 
3 PE 8382 - Biomechanics: Research Techniques 

3-9 PE 8320 - Seminar: Biomechanics 
3-9 **PE 8xxx - Seminar: Exercise Physiology 

3 **PE 8xxx - Biodynamics for Special Populations 
3 **PE 8xxx - Design and Testing of Sport and Exercise Equipment 

* Change Content 
** New Course 

2. MOTOR BEHAVIOR 

Graduate Faculty: Allen Burton, Ph.D. -University of Oregon 
Jeralyn Plack, Ph.D. - University of Minnesota 
Michael Wade, Ph.D. - University of Illinois 

Statement of Focus 

The Ph.D. emphasis in Motor Behavior investigates problems of coordination 
and control, skill acquisition and the variables which impinge on skillful 
performance. These investigations may focus on individuals across the 
life span and on those who may be developmentally or physically handicapped 
or disabled. 

Program Core Requirements - as listed above 

Recommended Emphasis Courses 

Credits 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 

PE 8330 - Seminar: Motor Learning and Human Performance 
suggested issues: 

-Motor Skills and the Developmentally Disabled 
-Aging and Human Skill 
-Theory Development in Motor Skill Learning 

PE 5130 - Motor Learning 
PE 5131 - Motor Development 
PE 5133- Assessment of Motor Skills 
PE 5134- Perceptual Motor Development in Childhood (Refocus 

course on perception and motor control - New title and 
description) 

PE Sxxx - New Graduate Course: Issues in Motor Development 

J 
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3. SOCIOCULTURAL STUDIES 

Graduate Faculty: March Krotee, Ph.D. - University of Pittsburgh 
Jacqueline Shick, Ph.D. - University of Minnesota 
Mary Young, Ph.D. - University of Minnesota 

Statement of Focus 

The socio-cultural emphasis in the Ph.D. program in Physical Education 
will focus on issues of a broad socio-cultural nature which affect sport 
and human movement. The implementation of this focus will necessitate 
study of sociological, psychological, or comparative variables which 
mediate sport performance and human movement. 

Program Core Requirements - as listed above 

Recommended Emphasis Courses 

Credits 

3 PE 8126 - Seminar: Psychological and Sociological Dimensions of 
Physical Activity 

3 PE 8xxx - Advanced Psychological and Sociological Dimensions of 
Physical Activity (Changed from 5126)* 

3 PE 8xxx - International and Comparative Dimensions of Physical 
Activity* 

3 PE 8981 - Research Problems 
3 PE 8985 - Seminar: Contemporary Problems 
3 PE 5160 - Evaluation in Physical Education 
3-6 PE 5161 - Practicum: Construction of Motor Performance Tests 
3-6 PE 5162 Practicum: Construction of Written Tests 
3 PE 5xxx - Psychology of Sport and Human Movement 
3 PE 5136 - Psychology of Coaching 
3 PE 5371 - Sociology of Sport 
3 PE 5720 - Topics in Physical Education 
3 PE 5750 - Athletics in Contemporary Society 

*new 8xxx courses 

The above three program emphases capture a human movement studies 

orientation to doctoral study in physical education. Such an approach will 

place the University of Minnesota at the cutting edge of curricula offerings in 

graduate physical education programs. The proposed program emphasis will 

prepare graduates for careers in higher education and research in both the 

public and the private sector. 
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The emphases have a strong interdisciplinary preparation utilizing adjunct 

faculty (listed elsewhere in the document) who have a strong interest in the 

Ph.D. in Physical Education. This is in keeping with a style of inquiry highly 

valued and encouraged at the University of Minnesota. 

The approach taken by Physical Education has been to utilize the 

disciplinary expertise of faculty within the Division as well as the related 

expertise of faculty in other departments. Operationally this is enacted 

through the careful establishment of the student's graduate committee which is 

structured so that every member has specific qualifications that make it 

possible for him or her to provide meaningful guidance associated with the 

examinations. These qualifications can take many forms as a function of the 

individual needs and interests of each doctoral student. 

Admission Requirements 

a) Traditionally graduate students in Physical Education have undergraduate 

training in the field but other fields of biology, physiology, sociology 

and psychology are encouraged to apply. In addition, it is expected that 

graduate students in Physical Education have the ability to communicate 

to a group about their domain of expertise. This requirement may be met 

by having taught prior to entering graduate school or by being a teaching 

assistant in graduate school. 

b) Admission is based on: 

.an overall undergraduate GPA of 3.0 or higher (on a 4.0 scale) 

.an overall GPA of 3.5 in graduate courses 

.Miller Analogy Test or Graduate Record Examination 

• letters of recommendation 

.interest in human movement, sport and associated fields 

J 
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.professional and academic background experiences and goals of the 

candidate 

.TOEFL score typically of 550 for non-Eng1ish speaking students 

.a review of a manuscript or scholarly papers of the applicants when 

appropriate 

Procedures for Admission and Matriculation 

The Division's procedures for helping students design programs and fulfill 

its requirements for the doctoral program are intended to maximize the expertise 

of all available resources in order to insure a high quality of professional 

preparation. A detailed description of these procedures follows. 

Step 1. When an inquiry about the program is made, the prospective student 

is sent detailed information about the program and three emphasis areas 

and asked to complete thGSe form$ required by the Graduate School and 

a departmental form concerning his/her background, goals, and strong 

interest areas. 

Step 2. Upon receipt of these materials from the Graduate School, the DGS 

assigns faculty members in the appropriate emphasis area of declared 

interest to evaluate the credentials. This procedure promotes 

objectivity and is designed to enhance a fair and comprehensive 

evaluation. If differences among evaluations occur, the DGS may seek 

additional input from either the applicant or the faculty. The OGS 

makes a final recommendation to the Graduate School. 

Step 3. If the student is accepted by the Graduate School, he/she 

is assigned to a major adviser (or co-advisers) with a 

specialization based on the declared interest area. 

Step 4. The student consults with the major adviser(s) and drafts a 
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statement of professional objectives along with a proposed 

curriculum which will meet these objectives. At that time 

the five or more faculty with direct or related expertise are 

identified as potential committee members. 

Step 5. The student contacts each potential committee member; explains 

his/her professional goals and submits his/her proposed program; 

and inquires as to whether or not the faculty member will be 

willing to serve on the committee. If so, the faculty member 

is requested to evaluate the proposed program, make suggestions 

for additions or deletions, and return the programmatic evaluation 

to the major adviser(s). It has been our experience that 

faculty who believe that they do not have the expertise necessary 

to contribute to the student•s professional growth decline to serve 

at this point. ~ 

Step 6. When the student has completed that coursework relative to research 

methodology and its related foundational readings and the statistics 

sequence, he/she takes separate exams based in part on PE 5980 and EPsy 

8260-8261-8262. The student must successfully complete these two exams 

before taking the written Ph.D. preliminary examination. 

Step 7. When the majority of the program has been completed (i.e., 

approximately 90% of the submitted program on form #89), the student is 

given a written preliminary examination designed by the examining 

committee and focused upon concepts related to both the area of emphasis 

and the core in PE. The examining committee responsible for preparation 

and assessment of the area of emphasis and the core in PE will involve 

at least three faculty with graduate status in PE and will be chaired by 

J 
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the major adivsor. The two outside examining members may elect to 

provide and assess his/her own questions. 

Step 8. Upon successful completion of all the written preliminary examinations, 

the student is given a preliminary oral examination by the entire 

committee. This experience is intended to provide an assessment of the 

student's mastery of the discipline and the area of emphasis and the 

ability to synthesize information and generate research hypotheses. 

Step 9. In consultation with the major adviser(s) the student drafts a brief 

(approximately 5-page) proposal for the dissertation which includes an 

introduction, a synthesis of selected literature, a statement of the 

problem and a relatively detailed description of procedures. This 

draft is then submitted to the entire prospective final oral examining 

committee for evaluation and recommended changes are returned to the 

advisor. The Ph.D. proposal is presented in a seminar (PE 8980) where 

graduate students and faculty have an opportunity to provide additional 

input. Form #63A, reflecting input from the PE 8980 seminar and the 

prospective final oral examining committee members, is then submitted 

to the Graduate School. 

Step 10. Upon the completion of data collection and analysis, the student drafts 

the dissertation which is reviewed and edited by the major adviser(s) 

and. the assigned readers. When the written dissertation is deemed 

ready for defense by the adviser(s) and the readers, the student 

transmits G.S. #2 and schedules a final oral examination conducted by 

the entire committee. 

Step 11. The final oral exam focuses on the candidate's dissertation and is 

intended to evaluate the quality of the project per se, as well as to 
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gain insight into the individual•s potential to design and implement 

original inquiry which can make a significant contribution to the body 

of knowledge. The dissertation presentation is open to the University 

Community. 

The foregoing procedures have been unanimously endorsed by the Division•s 

graduate faculty and have received consistent support from other faculty within 

the College and University. The ultimate outcome has been that doctoral 

students in Physical Education have been given the opportunity to maximize all 

available resources to enhance their graduate preparation, and the faculty have 

been assured that rigorous quality controls have been maintained. 

Program of Study 

There is no set number of credits that must be accrued for the Ph.D. The 

degree is an examination degree. Typically, however, students are expected to 

complete between 95 to 100 credit hours of coursework prior to writing their 

preliminary examinations. The dissertation (PE 8888) is worth 36 credits; thus, 

the total credits for the Ph.D. would be approximately between 131-136 credit 

hours. Below are examples of Ph.D. study programs in the three proposed 

emphasis areas. Students would of course take different support area programs 

depending on their own interests. 
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Sample Ph.D. Program Biodynamics Emphasis 

Major 

PE 5120 
PE 5122 
PE 5126 

PE 5130 
PE 5387 

PE 5980 
PE 5983 
PE 8381 

*PE 8xxx 

*PE 8xxx 

**PE 8xxx 
EPsy 5280 
EPsy 5281 
EPsy 8260 
EPsy 8261 
EPsy 8262 
EPsy 8263 
Phsl 8110 
Phsl 8111 

Advanced Biomechanics/Kinesiology 
Applied Physiology 
Advanced Psychological and Social Dimensions 
of Physical Activity 
Motor Learning and Human Performance 
Detection and Prevention of Coronary Heart 
Disease 
Research Methodology 
Readings (Exercise Physiology Topics) 
Laboratory Research Techniques 
Exercise Testing, Conditioning and Cardiac 
Rehabilitation 
Practical Experience in Graded Exercise 
Testing 
Seminar - Exercise Physiology 
Computer Programming 
Introduction to Computer Systems 
Statistical Methods 
Statistical Methods 
Statistical Methods 
Design and Analysis of Experiment 
Human Physiology 
Human Physiology 

Selections from Physiology: 
8104 Neurophysiology 
8105 Cardiovascular Physiology 
8106 Respiratory Physiology 
8107 Alimentary Physiology 

Credit 

4 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

3 cr. 
4 cr. 

3 cr. 
6 cr. 
3 cr. 
4 cr. 

3 cr. 

3-9 cr. 
3 cr. 
1 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
4 cr. 
4 cr. 

6-8 cr. 

Total major credits 70-78 cr. 

Supporting Program 

FscN 5622 
PubH 5380 
MdBc 5100 
MdBc 5101 
AnS 5510 

Macronutrient Metabolism 
Applied Human Nutrition 
Biochemistry 
Biochemistry 
Muscle Chemistry and Physiology 

4 cr. 
5 cr. 

10 cr. 
4 cr. 

Total supporting program credits 23 

* To be upgraded from present 5xxx level course 
** New course offering to be developed 
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Major 

Sample Ph.D. Program Biodynamics Emphasis 

Credit 

*PE 5980 Research Methodology 
*PE 8980 Research Problems 

PE 5985 Application of Research 
*EPsy 8260 Statistical Methods 
*EPsy 8261 Statistical Methods 
*EPsy 8262 Statistical Methods 
*PE 5120 Advanced Biomechanics/Kinesiology 

PE 5121 Contributions of the Basic Sciences 
PE 5123 Analysis of Movement Gymnastics 
PE 5140 Biomechanics of Sport Safety 
PE 5983 Readings (Fluid Dynamics & Anatomy) 
PE 8320 Seminar in Biomechanics (3 x 3) 
PE 8382 Biomechanics Research Techniques 
PE 8981 Research Problems 

*PE 5122 Applied Physiology 
*PE 5130 Motor Learning 
*PE 5134 Motor Development 

PE 8381 Laboratory Research Techniques 
PE 8330 Seminar: Motor Learning 
PE 5125 Advanced Philosophy of PE & Sport 

SUPPORTING PROGRAM 
EPsy 5330 Computer Programming 
EPsy 8281 Seminar Computer Applications 
EPsy 8263 Design and Analysis 
EPsy 8264 Multple Regression 
EPsy 8245 Seminar: Topics (Manova) 
EPsy 5281 Introduction to Computer Operations 
EPsy 8280 Computer Application to Statistics 
Cisy 5205 Application of Computer in Classroom 
Cisy 5216 Instructional Simulation 

*common requirements 

3 cr. 
1 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
4 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
6 cr. 
9 cr. 
3 cr. 
6 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

71 cr. total major 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
1 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

25 cr. total supporting 
program 

96 cr. overall total 

.J 
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Sample Program Motor Behavior Emphasis 

Core Requirement 

PE 5120 Advanced Biomechanics/Kinesiology (or) 
PE 5122 Applied Physiology 

PE 5371 Sociology of Sport (or) 
PE 5xxx Psychology of Sport -- to be developed 

Emphasis Requirement 

PE 5130 Motor Development 
PE 5131 Motor Learning 
PE 5134 Perceptual Motor Development 
PE 5980 Introduction to Research 
PE 5985 Application of Research 
PE 8330 Seminar: Motor Learning and Human Performance 

( 3 X 3) 
PE 8310 Seminar: Physical Education 
PE 8981 Research Problems 
PE 8980 Research Problems 
EPsy 8260 Statistical Methods 
EPsy 8261 Statistical Methods 
EPsy 8262 Statistical Methods 
EPsy 8279 Statistics for Students in Education and 

Psychology 

Supporting Field 

Credit 

4 cr. 
3 cr. 

4 cr. 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
9 cr. 

9 cr. 
9 cr. 
2 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

63-64 

Elect 18-24 credits with a maximum of 6 credits with 5xxx designators. 

CPsy 5301 Advanced Child Development 
CPsy 5329 Genetics, Ethology and Development 
CPsy 5331 Processes of Socialization for Children 
CPsy 5329 Perceptual Development 
CPsy 5343 Cognitive Development 
CPsy 8333 Advanced Social Development 
CPsy 8341 Advanced Perceptual Development 
CPsy 8343 Advanced Cognitive Development 
CPsy 8304 Research Methods in Child Psychology 
CPsy 8360 Seminar: Developmental Psychology 
Psy 8031 Visual Perception 
Psy 8034 Sensory Neuoropsychology 
Psy 8037 Psychophysics of Audition 

4 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
arr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

18-24 
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Major 

Sample Ph.D. Program in Sociocultural Studies 

Credit 

*PE 5122 Applied Physiology 
*PE 8xxx Advanced Psychological and Sociological 

Dimensions of Physical Activity 
PE 8126 Seminar: Psychological and Sociological 

Dimensions of Physical Activity 
*PE 5980 Research Methodology 
*PE 8980 Research Problems 

PE 8981 Research Problems 
PE 5121 Contributions of Basic Science to 

Physical Education 
PE 5134 Perceptual-Motor Development in Childhood 
PE 5130 Motor Learning and Human Performance 
PE 5136 Psychology of Sport and Human Movement 
PE 8330 Seminar: Motor Learning and Human 

Performance 
*EPsy 8260 Statistical Methods 
*EPsy 8261 Statistical Methods 
*EPsy 8262 Statistical Methods 

Soc 5371 Sociology of Sport 
Soc 5201 Introduction to Social Psychology 
8xxx International & Camp. Dimension of 

Physical Activity 

Supporting Program 

EPsy 5151 Structuring Learning: Social 

3 cr. 

3 cr. 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
1 cr. 
5 cr. 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
4 cr. 
4 cr. 
3 cr. 

53 cr. total major 

Psychological Approaches 3 cr. 
EPsy 5280 Computer Programming and Social Behavior 3 cr. 
EPsy 5130 Personality and Social Development 3 cr. 
EPsy 5150 Social Psychology of Education 4 cr. 
EPsy 5281 Introduction to Computer Operations, 

U of M Systems, SPSS 
Psy 5012 Psychology of Learning 
Psy 5201 Social Psychology 
Psy 5202 Attitutes and Social Behavior 
Psy 5101 Personality 
Psy 8202 Advanced Social Psychology - Close 

Relationships 
Psy 5141 Psychology of Women 

*common requirements 

1 cr. 
4 cr. 
4 cr. 
4 cr. 
4 cr. 

3 cr. 
4 cr. --

37 cr. total supporting program 
90 cr. overall total 

. .J 
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New and Revised Course Offerings 

Criticism of earlier reviews was an insufficient number of 8xxx-~evel 

courses offered in the major field of study. 

Current 8xxx-level offerings in Physical Education: 

8113 College Physical Education Administration 

8126 Seminar: Psychological and sociological dimensions of physical activity 

8150 Professional Preparation of Physical Education Teachers 

8320 Seminar: Biomechanics 

8330 Seminar: Motor Learning and Human Performance 

8381 Laboratory Research Techniques 

8382 Biomechanics: Research Techniques 

8980 Research Problems 

. 8981 Research Problems 

~ 8985 Seminar: Contemporary Problems 

' 

It is proposed to deal with the earlier review comments of too few 8xxx-

level causes in four ways: 

1. Eliminate current 8xxx level courses that are not central to the 
proposed Ph.D., three emphasis program, i.e., PE 8113, College 
Physical Education Administration 8325 Seminar: Philosophy of 
Physical Education and Sport; 8328 Seminar: History of Sport and 
Physical Education. 

2. Revise current 5xxx-level and 8xxx-level courses as follows: 
PE 5980 Research Methods in Physical Education - upgrade to 8xxx-level 
PE 5126 Psychological and Social Dimensions of Physical Education -

upgrade to 8xxx-level 
PE 5xxx Psychology of Sport and Human Movement (New Proposal) 

3. Propose new 8xxx-level courses 
PE 8xxx Seminar in Exercise Physiology (3-9 cr.) 
PE 8xxx Biodynamics for Special Populations (3 cr.) 
PE 8xxx Design and Testing of Sport and Exercise Equipment (3 cr.) 
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4. Expand credit of seminars in each area of emphasis from 3 to 9 credits 
so that 9 credits of 8xxx graduate study will be available in each 
emphasis area. 
Biodynamics 
Motor Behavior 
Sociocultural Studies 

[PE 8xxx 
PE 8320 
PE 8330 
PE 8985 

3-9 
~9 
3-9 
3-9 

By way of summary the Ph.D. program will drop courses no longer confined to 

the graduate program; develop new Sxxx and 8xxx to better reflect the program 

focus; and expand (8xxx) credit offerings in a seminar experience in each 

emphasis area. 

Proposed Associated Faculty 

Another criticisms of the Ph.D. program was its inability to utilize more 

fully faculty from across campus who could contribute to the Ph.D. in Physical 

Education. To resolve this issue, the graduate faculty in physical education 

have endorsed a list of adjunct faculty who will make active contributions to 

the Ph.D. in Physical Education. 

The list below is not exhaustive but does represent a stable group of 

scholars campus-wide who will participate in the program. 

Biodynamics 

Richard Cro~: (Physiological Hygiene) 
Arthur Leon (Nutrition, Physiology, Physical Hygiene) 
Arthur Erdman (Mechanical Engineering) 

Motor Behavior 

Herbert Pick* (ICD, Psychology) 
Albert Yonas* (ICD, Psychology) 
William Charlesworth* (ICD, Psychology) 

Sociocultural Studies 

Gary Fine* (S~ciology) 
Roger Johnson (Curriculum & Instruction) 
Douglas Anderson* (Educational Psychology) 

The above individuals will be either Full** or Associate* members of the 
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~ graduate faculty in the School of Physical Education and Recreation. As such, 

they provide a variety of academic resources for doctoral students in Physical 

' 

Education acting as advisors (full), teachers,,research mentors and aiding in 

the recruitment of quality students. 

Other faculty, both within the School and cross campus, may also serve on 

committees and assist in the study program of any individual student, where 

appropriate. The list of faculty above have a declared research interest in one 

of the three emphasis areas of the Ph.D. program in Physical Education. 

Summary 

The proposed changes outlined above provide a balanced program in three 

basic areas of human movement studies. Each area will have three graduate 

faculty, plus adjunct appointments in appropriate discipline areas. 

Student enrollment in the three areas of study are as follows: 

Biodynamics 

Biomechanics - on campus: 3 
Exercise Physiology - on campus: 

Motor Behavior 

On campus: 1 enrolled: 8 

Sociocultural Studies 

On campus: 3 enrolled: 14 
. 

enrolled: 10 
3 enrolled: 20 

Since the last deliberations of the review committees, both in the College 

of Education and the Graduate School, two new faculty have joined the School of 

Physical Education and Recreation with major appointments in Physical Education. 

These are Dr. M.G. Wade (Full Graduate Status - Professor) and Dr. A. Burton 

(Associate Graduate Status- Assistant Professor). Summaries of their research 

activity are provided below along with that of the other graduate faculty for 

' the years 1981-1986. 
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Recent Publications and Scholarly Activities of the Graduate 
Faculty in Physical Education 

Biodynamics 

Or. J. Alexander 

Publications 

"Aerobic Training Threshold: Intensity Duration and Frequency of Exercise," 
Scandanavian Journal of Sports Sciences, 1982 (with M. Liang- principal 
author, Henry L. Taylor, R. Serfass, A. Leon, and G.A. Stull). 

"The Effects of Rapid Weight Loss and Attempted Rehydration on Strength and 
Endurance of Handgripping Muscles in College Wrestlers," Research 
Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, 1984, (with R. Serfass - principal 
author, G. Alan Stull, John L. Ewing Jr.). 

"A Comparison of the Bruce & Liang Equations for Predicting ~02 Max in Young 
Adult Males," Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, 1985, (with 
M. Liang, G.A. Stull, R. Serfass, D. Roy Wolfe, and J. Ewing, Jr.). 

"Predicting Submaximal Oxygen Uptake in Healthy Young Men," the American 
Corrective Therapy Journal, 1985 (with M. Liang, G.A. Stull, R. Serfass, 
and D. Wolfe). 

Presentations 

"The Use of the Bruce Equation for Predicting V02 max in Healthy Young Men," 
presented at the Annual Meetings of the American College of Sports 
Medicine, Minneapolis, 1982, (with M. Liang, G.A. Stull, and R. Serfass). 

"Changes in Body Composition with V02 max in College Women During a Varsity 
Swirrming Season," presented at the Annual Meetings of the American 
College of Sport Medicine, Minneapolis, 1982, (with D. Jones and G.A. 
Stull). 

"Maximal Oxygen Consumption and Body Composition of Female Varsity Track and 
Field Athletes with Preference to Performance," Presented at the 
Minneapolis, Minnesota Convention of the AAHPERO in the Research Consortium 
Meetings, 1983 (with Sharon Sturdivant and Mike Lawless). 

"The Accijracy of the Bruce Equation for Predicting Oxygen Uptake in Healthy 
Young Men," presented at the Annua 1 Meetings of the American College 
of Sports Medicine, Montreal, 1983 (with M. Liang- presenter, G.A. Stull, 
R. Serfass and D.R. Wolfe). 

"The Effects of High-Intensity, Low-Duration and Low-Intensity, High Duration 
Training on Cardiorespiratory Responses and Body Composition," presented at 
the Atlanta, Georgia Convention of the AAHPERD in the Research Consortium 
Meetings, 1985 (with S. Jungbauer, D. Waters, G.A. Stull, R. Serfass, and 
B. Ainsworth). 
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11 Comparison of the Effects of Walking and Jogging Twelve Weeks in Physical 
Fitness, Body Composition, Blood Lipids and Perceived Exertion in Sedentary 
Women, .. presented at the Cincinnati, Ohio Convention of the AAHPERO in the 
Research Consortium Meeting, 1986 (with M. Santiago, G.A. Stull, R. Serfass 
and A. Leon). 

Grants successfully funded 

Two grants in 1985-86 from the Lotus Delta Coffman Memorial Funds ($15,000 
and $30,000). 

One grant from MAHPERO ($350) for walk-run study: Comparison of walking and 
jogging 20 weeks on physical fitness, body composition and lipid profile of 
20-40 year old women, submitted to Medicine and Science in Sports, Summer 1986 
(with M. Santiago, G.A. Stull, R. Serfass, and A. Leon). 

Dr. R. Serfass 

Publication 

Serfass, R.C. 11 Exercise for the Elderly - What are the Benefits and How 
do we get Started... In E. Smith and R.C. Serfass (Eds.) Exercise and 
Aging - The Scientific Basis. Enslow Publishers, Inc., 1981. pp. 121-
129. 

Liang, M.T., J.F. Alexander, H.L. Taylor, R.C. Serfass, A.S. Leon and G.A. 
Stull. 11 Aerobic Training threshold: Intensity, Duration and Frequency 
of Exercise... Scandinavian Journal of Sports Sciences. 1982. In press. 

Serfass, R.C. 11 Nutrition for the Athlete - Update 1982. 11 Contemporary 
Nutrition. 7(4): April 1982. 

Serfass, R.C., G.A. Stull, J.F. Alexander and J. Ewing Jr. 11 The Effects of 
Rapid Weight Loss and Attempted Dehydration on Strength and Endurance 
of the Handgripping Muscles in College Wrestlers ... Research Quarterly 
for Exercise and Sport. 55:46-52, 1984. 

Serfass, R.C. and S.G. Gerberich. 11 Exercise for Optimal Health: Strategies 
and Motivational Considerations... Preventive Medicine. 13:79-99, 1984. 

Crow, R.S., G. Sopko, D.R. Jacobs, Jr., H.L. Taylor, R. Serfass and P. Hammon. 
11 Effect of Antihypertensive Medications on Physical Work Capacity ... 
Journal of Cardiac Rehabilitation. 4:55-61, 1984. 

Alexander, J.F., M.T.C. Liang, G.A. Stull, R.C. Serfass, D.R. Wolfe, and 
J.L. Ewing. 11 A Comparison of the Bruce and Liang Equations for 
Predicting V02 max in Young Adult Males... Research Quarterly for 
Exercise and Sport. 55:383-387, 1984. 

Goertzen, D., R.C. Serfass, G. Sopko and A. Leon. The Functional Capacity 
and Physical Activity of Women Over 60 Years of Age. Journal of Sports 
Medicine and Physical Fitness. 24:30-36, 1984. 
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Leon, A.S., J.C. Conrad, D.C. Casal, R. Serfass, R.A. Bannard, F.C. Goetz, and 
H. Blackburn. Exercise for Diabetics: Effects of Conditioning at 
Constant Body Weight. Journal of Cardiac Rehabilitation. 4:278-286, · 
1984. 

Liang, M.T.C., J.F. Alexander, G.A. Stull, R.C. Serfass, and D.R. Wolfe. 
Predicting Submaximal Oxygen Uptake in Healthy Young Men. American 
Corrective Therapy Journal. 39:34-38, 1985. 

Serfass, R.C., J. Agre, E.L. Smith. "Exercise Testing for the Elderly." 
Topics in Geriatric Rehabilitation. 1:58-67, 1985. 

Zetterlund, A.E., R.C. Serfass, R.E. Hunter. "The Effect of Wearing the 
Complete Lenox Hill Derotation Brace in Energy Expenditure During 
Horizontal Treadmill Running at 161 Meters Per Minute." 
American Journal of Sports Medicine. 14:73-76, 1986. 

Hamm, L.F., G.A. Stull, B. Ainsworth, R.C. Serfass, D.R. Wolfe. Short and 
Long Term Prognostic Value of Graded Exercise Testing Early After 
Myocardial Infarction. Physical Therapy, 66:334-339, 1986. 

Presentations 

"Relative Effects of Walking and Jogging 12 Miles Per Week for 20 Weeks on 
Cardiorespiratory, Body Composition, Perceived Exertion, Blood Lipid 
Variables in Sedentary Women," with J. Alexander, G.A. Stull, M. Hayday, 
R. Serfass, and R. Leon. AAHPERD Convention, Cincinnati, April, 1986. 

"Practical Concepts in Exercise Prescription." Minnesota Licensed Practical 
Nurse•s Convention, St. Paul, April 30, 1986. 

"Validity of Three Skinfold Equations for Body Composition Analysis in Female 
Runners," with V.C. Rogosheske, J.M. Kelly and B.E. Ainsworth. ACSM 
Convention, Indianapolis, May, 1986. 

11 Effect of Stride Length Variation on Oxygen Uptake During Level and Positive 
Grade Treadmill Running, .. with L. Heimer and G.A. Stull. ACSM Convention, 
Indianapolis, May, 1986. 

11 Comparison of Fructose, Glucose, Xylitol Against Waters as Energy Supplements 
and Endurance Cycling, .. with D. Joensen, M. Gilman, J. Slavin, R. Cashmere, 
K. Wheeler and S. Phinney. ACSM Convention, Indianapolis, May, 1986. 

11 The Effects of Simulated Cross-Country Skiing on Physical Fitness and Blood 
Lipid Levels, .. with D.J. Jacobsen, A.S. Leon and D. Wang. ACSM Convention, 
Indianapolis, May, 1986. 

11 The Effects of High Intensity, Low Duration and Low Intensity, High Duration 
Training on Cardiorespiratory Responses and Body Composition" (with 
Jungbauer, Waters, Stull, Alexander, Ainsworth) AAHPERD Research 
Consortium Meeting, Poster Presentation, Atlanta, GA, April 1985. 

J 
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"Practical Fitness Measurements in Athletes." Minnesota Sports Spectacular 
Conference on Fitness and Performance, Minneapolis, August 10, 1985. 

"Health and Physiologic Responses of Young Dairy Calves Housed at - 20°c to go 
c." (with R.E. Rawson, H.E. Dziuk, A.L. Good, J.F. Anderson, G.R. Ruth 
and D.W. Bates) Conference of Research Workers in Animal Diseases, 
Chicago, Nov. 4th, 1985. 

"Fitness Assessments of Athletes." Sports Health Forum, St. Paul, November 15, 
1985. 

Dr. L. J. Stoner 

Publications 

Stoner, L.J. Variation in movement patterns of professional soccer players when 
executing a long range and a medium range in-step soccer kick. In 
Morecki, A, Fidelus, K., Kedzior, K, & Wit, A. (Eds.), Biomechanics VII
V-3, Baltimore, University Park Press, 1981. pp 337-342. 

Struble, K.R., Erdman, A.G. & Stoner, L.J. Computer-aided kinematic analysis 
of rowing. (In Morecki, A., Fidelus, K., Kedzior, K., & Wit, A. (Eds.) 
Biomechanics VII-B, 1981, pp 425-429. 

Shick, J. and Stoner, L.J. What the manual doesn•t tell you about the AAHPERD 
Health Related Fitness Test, Minnesota Journal HPERD 10: Winter: 4-5, 
1982. (Note: Reprint of this article in Iowa HPERD Journal 15:2:15-16, 
1983); AAHPERD Journal 53, 10-12 (Spring, 1985). 

Shick, J., Stoner, L.J. and Jette, N. Relationship between modern-dance 
experience and balancing performance. Research Quarterly 54:1:79-82, 1983. 

Stoner, L.J. & Lundin, P. Inertial Properties of cross-country ski equipment 
(In Terauds J. Biomechanics in Sports. Del Mar, California, Academic 
Publishers, 1983. p 373-377. 

Cole, L, Meixel, G.D. Jr., Morris, T.L., Stoner, L.J. Figure skating jump 
optimization through computer simulation in Terauds, J., Barthels, K., 
Kreigbaum, E. Mann, R., Craker, J. Sports Biomechanics, DelMar, CA. 
Academic Publisher, 1984, pp. 207-215. 

Stoner, L.J. Injury is basically a biomechanical problem. In Shapiro, R., 
Marett, J.R. (Eds.) Proceedin¥s of Second National Conference for Teaching 
Kinesiology and Biomechanics o Sports, 1984, pp. 47-48. 

Stoner, L.J. Is the performer skilled or unskilled? In Shapiro, R., Marett, 
J.R. (Eds.) Proceedings of Second National Symposium on Teaching 
Kinesiology and Biomechanics in Sports, 1984, pp. 233-234. 

Stoner, L.J. That was then--this is now--what next? (In Proceedings of 
CAPEHE, Fall 1984.) 
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Jette, N., Shick, J., & Stoner, L.J. Concentration of modern dancers while 
performing balancing tasks. Dance Research Journal, 17:1:21-25, Spring/ 
Summer, 1985. ~ 

LeeS. & Stoner, L.J. Skill analysis through computer feedback. In Terauds, 
J. & Barham, J.N. (Eds.} Biomechanics in Sports II, Del Mar, California, 
Academic Publishers, 1985, pp. 346-353. 

Accepted for publication 

Stoner, L.J. Patterns of breast movement in women performing somersault 
dismounts from the balance beam (in Proceedings of Biomechanics for 
Pre-Olympic Scientific Congress.} 

Stoner, L.J., & Gehlsen, G. The breast in sport, exercise and dance. In 
Adrian, M. (Ed.} The sportswoman, S. Karger Publishers. 

Stoner, L.J., & Ryan, A. The role of skills and rules in injury prevention. 
In Ryan A. (Ed.), 2nd Ed Sports Medicine. 

Stoner, L.J., Shick, J., & Jette, N. Effects of limited practice on balance 
performance of beginning, intermediate and advanced dancers to dance: 
Current Selected Research. 

Wu, D., Erdman, A., & Stoner, L.J. Biomechanical analysis of a Taiji movement 
facilitated by a 3-D computer display. (Accepted for publication in 
Advances in Engineering}. 

Presentations 

Stoner, L.J. Should we evaluate in the affective domain? Yes! (paper pre
sented at Measurement and Evaluation Section AAHPERD, Boston, April 17, 
1981) 

Stoner, L.J. and Shick, J. The health-related physical fitness test (paper 
presented at MAHPER, St. Cloud, October 1982) 

Stoner, L.J. Biorhythms and Physical Activity (paper presented at the Bonnie 
Pruden Workshop, North Hennepin Community College, May 8, 1982) 

Stoner, L.J. and Lundin, P. Inertial properties of cross-country ski equipment 
(paper presented International Symposium of Biomechanics in Sport, San 
Diego, June 25, 1982} 

Stoner, L.J. Biomechanics in professional preparation (paper presented at 
MAHPER Richfield, October 21, 1982} 

Stoner, L.J. Role of the school nurse in prevention of sports injuries 
in children. (paper presented at Dakota County Nurses Assn. April 28, 
1983} 

Stoner, L.J. Injury is basically a biomechanical problem (Second National 
Conference for Teaching Kinesiology and Biomechanics of Sports. Jan. 1984} 
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Stoner, L.J. Is the performer skilled or unskilled. (Second National Conference 
for Teaching Kinesiology and Biomechanics of Sports, Jan. 1984} 

Stoner, L.J., Cole, L, Meixel, G.D. and Morris, T.L. Optimization of figure 
skating jumps through computer simulation. (Paper presented at the 
Second International Biomechanics in Sports, Jan. 10, 1984) 

Stoner, L.J. Breast movement in gymnastic landings. (Paper presented at 
the 1984 Olympic Scientific Congress, July 24 1984). 

Stoner, L.J. Use of computers in biomechanics (Paper presented at CAPEHE 
September 1984). 

Lee, S. & Stoner, L.J. Skill analysis through computer graphic feedback (paper 
presented International Society of Sport Biomechanics, June 24, 1985-
presented by Mr. Lee) 

Stoner, L.J. What research tells us about the breast and breast movement in 
sports. (presented at the American Society for Testing Materials Seminar, 
The Breast at Risk in Women•s Athletics in Milwaukee October 23, 1985) 

Wu, D., Erdman, A. & Stoner, L.J. Biomechanical analysis of Taiji movement 
facilitated by a 3-D computer display (presented at ASME Winter Annual 
Meeting November 17, 1985, Miami Beach, Florida--presented by Dr. Erdman} 

MOTOR BEHAVIOR 

Dr. A. Burton 

Publications 

Burton, A.W. (In press}. The effect of age on relative-timing transfer and 
variability. Journal of Motor Behavior. 

Burton, A.W. (In press}. The effect of number of movement components on 
response time in children. Journal of Human Movement Studies. 

Burton, A.W. (1986, April). The effect of number of movement components on 
response time in children. Paper presented at the meeting of the 
American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Burton, A.W. (1983, May). The contribution of timing to the development of 
motor skill in children. Paper presented at the meeting of the Connections 
Conference, College of Human Development and Performance, University of 
Oregon. 

Or. J. Plack 

Publications 

French, Carol A. and Plack, Jeralyn J. Effective supervision: a system that 
works. Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance. Vol. 53, 
1982, pp. 44-46. 
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Plack, Jeralyn J. and French, Carol A. A model for the cognitive component of 
teacher preparation programs. Journal of Teaching in Physical Education. 
Vol. 1, 1982, pp. 56-59. 

French, Carol A. and Plack, Jeralyn J. Effective communication: a theoretical 
rationale for skill instruction techniques. Motor Skills Theory into 
Practice. 

Shick, Jacqueline and Plack, Jeralyn J. Integrating measurement, evaluation 
and special needs populations. Proceedings from the Conference for the 
Assessment of the Exceptional Individual. Therapeutic and Measurement 
Councils of ARAPCS and the Adapted Academy of NASPE. Houston, Texas. 
April, 1982. 

Hopkins, David; Shick, Jacqueline and Plack, Jeralyn. Basketball Skills Tests. 
American Alliance of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance. Reston, 
Virginia, 1984. 

Presentations 

Plack, Jeralyn J. The relationship between physical development and learning. 
Family Life Section of the Faculty Women•s Club. University of Minnesota, 
St. Paul, Mn. March, 1981. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Physical growth and motor development of young children. 
Career Growth Seminar. Center for Early Education and Development. 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mn. May, 1981. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Motor development in preschool children. National 
Professional Growth Institute II. Center for Early Education and 
Development. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mn. Oct., 1981. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Competition for young children. St. Anthony Gymnastics Club. 
St. Paul, Mn. October, 1981. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. The role of physical education in the elementary school. 
Osseo Public Schools, Osseo, Mn. November, 1981. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. The physical and psychomotor dimension of development. 
National Professional Growth Institute III. Center for Early Education 
and Development. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mn. November, 1981. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Integrating measurement, evaluation and special-needs 
populations. American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recre·ation 
and Dance. Houston, Texas, April, 1982. (With J. Shick who wrote and 
presented an additional paper). 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Motor and perceptual motor development in children. Hamline 
University, St. Paul, Mn. October, 1982. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Motor development in preschool children. State Conference 
for Day-Care Personnel. Center for Early Education and Development. 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mn. April, 1982. 
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Plack, Jeralyn J. Motor development in preschool children. National 
Profe~sional Growth Institute III. Center for Early Education and 
Development. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mn. May, 1982. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. The FPS: An instrument to measure teacher effectiveness. 
American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, 
Minneapolis, Mn. April, 1983. (With C. French and J. Shick who wrote 
and presented additional papers). 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Motor development of the young child. Northwest Area 
Foundation. St. Paul, Mn. September, 1984. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Motor development and motor skill acquisition in young 
children. Intra-campus Child Care Consortium sponsored by a grant from 
the Northwest Area Foundation. St. Paul, Mn. April, 1984. 

Plack, Jeralyn J. Physical and motor development in preschool children. 
Career Growth Seminar. Center for Early Education and Development. Center 
for Early Childhood and Development. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 
Mn. May, 1984. 

Dr. M.G. Wade 

Publications 

A. Books: 

Wade, M.G., & Whiting, M.T.A. (Eds.). (1986). Motor skill acquisition 
in children: Issues in control and coordination. Amsterdam: 
Martinus Nijhoff. 

Wade, M.G. (Ed.). (1986). Motor skill acquisition of the mentally 
handicapped: Issues in research and training. Amsterdam: North Holland 
Publishing Co. 

Wade, M.G. (Ed.). (1985). Constraints on leisure. Springfield, IL: 
Charles C. Thomas. 

Wade, M.G., & Martens, R. (1974). Psychology of motor behavior and sport. 
Urbana, IL: Human Kinetics Publishers. 

B. Chapters in Professional Books: 

Wade, M.G. (in press). Problems in cognition and action: A reply. In M.G. 
Wade & M.T.A. Whiting (Eds.), Motor skill acquisition in children: 
Issues in control and coordination. Amsterdam: Martinus Nijhoff. 

Wade, M.G. (1985). Toward a biology of leisure. In M.G. Wade (Ed.), 
Constraints on leisure (pp. 3-16). Springfield, IL: Charles c. Thomas. 

Wade, M.G. (1985). Constraints on leisure: 
Constraints on leisure (pp. 355-356). 

Epilogue. In M.G. Wade (Ed.), 
Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas. 
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Wade, M.G., & Hoover, J.H. (1985). Mental retardation as a constraint on 
leisure. In M.G. Wade (Ed.), Constraints on leisure (pp. 83-110). 
Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas. 

Wade, M.G., Hoover, J.H., & Newell, K.M. (1984). Training and trainability of 
motor skills: Performance on mentally retarded persons. In J. Hogg & 
P. Mittler (Eds.), Aslects of competence in severely mentally handicapped 
people (Vol. II, pp. 75-203), London: Wiley and Sons. 

Wade, M.G. (1982). Motor skills development. In Encyclopedia of educational 
research (5th ed.). American Educational Research Associat~on. 

Wade, M.G., & Davis, W.E. (1982). Motor skill development in young children: 
Current views on assessment and programming. In L. Katz (Ed.), Current 
topics in early childhood education (Vol. IV, pp. 55-71). Norwood, NJ: 
Ablex Publishing Co. 

Wade, M.G., (1982). Timing behavior in children. In J.A. Scott Kelso & J. 
Clark (Eds.), Development in human motor skills (pp. 239-251). London: 
Wiley & Sons. 

C. Articles in Professional Journals: 

Hoover, J.H., & Wade, M.G. (1985). Motor learning theory and mentally retarded 
individuals: A historical review. Adapted Physical Activity Quarterly, 
£, 228-252. 

Wade, M.G. (1985). Timing and the precision of movement in the mentally 
handicapped. Motor Development: Current Selected Research, 1, 207-222. ~ 

Wade, M.G., Hoover, J.H., & Newell, K.M. (1984). Training reaction and 
movement times of moderately and severely retarded persons in aiming 
movements. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 89(2), 174-179. 

Wade, M.G., Newell, K.M., & Hoover, J.H. (1982). Coincidence timing behavior 
in young mentally handicapped workers under varying conditions of target 
velocity and exposure. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 86(6), 
643-649. 

Hoover, J.H., Wade, M.G., & Newell, K.M. (1981). The trainability of reaction 
time and movement time in moderately mentally handicapped workers. 
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 85, 389-395. 

Presentations 

International Conferences: 

1. Director, "Motorskill Acquisition in Children: Aspects of 
Coordination and Control," NATO Advance Study Institute, 
Maastricht, Netherlands, July 14-24, 1985. 

2. Invited Reactor, "Cognition and Action," NATO/AS!, Maastricht, 
Netherlands, July 14-24, 1985. 
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3. "Optical Flow Field Perturbations and Postural Control in 
Children," Human Movement Science Faculty, The Free University of 
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands, January 10, 1985. 

4. "Role of Vision in Postural Control," Free University, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands, January 7, 1985. 

5. Invited Reactor, "Cognitivism and Realism, Symposium on Perception 
and Action," XXIII World Congress of Psychology, Acapulco, Mexico, 
September 4-7, 1984. 

6. Invited Speaker, Three Day Seminar on Curriculum Development in 
Physical Education, Ministry of Sport and Education, Belize City, 
Belize, Central America, February 1984. 

1. Participant support costs (travel) for US delegates to NATO/AS!, 
National Science Foundation, Netherlands, July 16 - 24, 1985. 
($13,000) 

2. "Motor Skill Development in Children: Aspects of Coordination 
and Control," NATO Advanced Study Institute Awardee, NATO 
Scientific Affairs Division, July 1985. ($25,000) 

3. "Motor Skill Development in the Mentally Handicapped: Issues in 
Control and Coordination," National Institute Child Health and 
Human Development (NICHHD), Division of Mental Retardation, 
Conference Award, Washington, D.C., September 28-29, 1984. 
($12,000) . 

4. National Institute Child Health and Human Development (NICHHD), 
1979 - 1982. ($90,000) 

5. "Response Complexity in the Motor Ski 11 Performance of Retarded 
Persons," Illinois Department of Mental Health and Developmental 
Disabilities, 1976- 1981. ($75,000) (With Newell, K.M.) 

SOCIOCULTURAL STUDIES 

Dr. M. Krotee 

Publications 

Agre, J.C. and Krotee, M.L., .. Soccer Safety, Prevention and Care," Journal of 
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, 52:51-55, 64. 1981. 

Krotee, M.L., 11 Teamwork and Tactics," Journal of Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance, 52:62-64, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L. and Lincoln E.S., "Sport and Law," Choice, 18:1055-1065, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L., "Sociological Perspectives of the Olympic Games ... In 
Olympism, J. Segrave and A. Chu (eds.), Champaign, Illinois: Human 
Kinetics Publishers, Inc., 1981. 
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Krotee, M.L. 11 The Battle of Sexes: A Brawl in the Locker Room, .. Journal of 
Sport and Social Issues, 5:15-23, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L. 11 The Saliency of Sport and Law,.. The Sport Sociology Academy 
Newsletter, National Association of Sport and Physical Education: 
Washington, D.C. p. 11-14, May 1981. 

Krotee, M.L. 11 Issues, Problems and Sociological Perspectives of the Olympic 
Games, .. ICHPER Asian Journal of Physical Education, 4:78-97, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L. 11 The Saliency of the Study of International and Comparative 
Physical Education and Sport, .. Comparative Physical Education and 
Sport, 8:23-27, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L., 11 The Physical Activity Program: Past and Future, .. Journal of 
Physical Education and Recreation, 53:52-55, 1982. 

Davis, M.G. and M.L. Krotee, 11 Trends in North American Physical Education, 11 

ICHPER Asian Journal of Physical Education, 5:49-64, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L. 11 The Role of the Study of International Physical Education and 
Sport in Modern Society... in International Sports Dialo~ue. Inter University 
Centre of Post-Graduate Studies: Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, 983. 

Hatfield, F. C. and Krotee, M. L. Personalized Weight Training for Fitness 
and Athletics: From Theory to Practice. Second Edition, Dubuque, Iowa: 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1984. 

Johnson, R.T., Bjorkland, R., and Krotee, M.L. 11 The Effects of Cooperative, J 
Competitive and Individualistic Student Interaction Patterns on 
Achievement and Attitudes of the Golf Skill of Putting ... 
Research Quarterly for Sport and Exercise, 55:129-134, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L. and Turner E.T. Innovative Theory and Practice of Badminton, 
Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L ... Profile of a Superstar ... Sports Fitness, 1:62-65, 1985. 

Krotee, M.L. and Jaeger, E.M., (Editors). Comparative Physical Education 
and Sport, Human Kinetics Publishers, Champaign, Illinois, 1986. 
(In Press) 

Krotee, M.L. and Bart, ·w.M. 11 A Comparative and Cross-Cultural View of the 
Study of Quality of Life." In Comparative Physical Education and Sport, 
M.L. Krotee and E.M. Jaeger (eds), Human Kinetics Publishers, Champaign, 
Illinois, 1986. (In Press) 

Krotee, M.L. 11 Profile of a Superstar." Kenya Athletic Coaching 
Association, F:2-4, 1985. 

Krotee, M.L., & Struna, N.L. "Gym and Gender." In Education in the 8Q•s: 
Physical Education. C. Ulrich (ed.) Washington, D.C.: National 
Education Association, p. 84-93, 1982. 
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Hanafy, E.H. and Krotee, M.L. 11 A Model for International Education 
Comparison: Middle East Perspective .. In Comparative Ph~sical Education 
and Sport, M.L. Krotee and E.M. Jaeger (eds.}, Human K1netics Publishers, 
Champaign, Illinois, 1986. (In Press) 

Krotee, M.L. "The Role of Comparative and International Physical Education 
and Sport in Modern Society... In Comparative Physical Education and Sport, 
M.L. Krotee and E.M. Jaeger (eds.}, Human Kinetics Publishers, Champaign, 
Illinois, 1986. (In Press) 

Johnson, D.W., R.T. Johnson and M.L. Krotee. 11 The Relationship between social 
Interdependence and Psychological Health within the 1980 United States 
Olympic Ice Hockey Team 11

• Journal of Psychology. (In Press) 

Krotee, M.L. 11 The Status of Soccer in the United States... In Sportpadagogik 
(R. Naul ed.), University of Essen, Federal Republic of Germany, 10: 
1986. (In Press) 

Krotee, M.L., J. Larson and P. Rattigan. 
of Physical Education and Sport,.. In 
Volume 4 (H. Haag ed.) Human Kinetics 
1987. (In Press) 

11 An East-West Comparative Study 
Comparative Physical Education and Sport 
Publishers, Champaign, Illinois, 

Krotee, M.L. To Be, - Or Not To Be: A Psychosocial View of Changing Lifestyle, 
Sports Fitness, August, 1987. (In Press) 

Hardman, K., M.L. Krotee and A.V. Chrissanthopoulos. 11 A Comparative Study of 
Inter-School Competition in England, Greece and the United States ... ~ 
Comparative Physical Education and Sport, Volume 5 (E. Broom ed.), Human 
Kinetics Publishers, Champaign, Illinois, 1987. (In Press) 

2. Presentations 

Krotee, M.L. Sport, Physical Activity and Retardation. Paper presented for 
the Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation to the United States Soccer Coaching 
School, Evansville, Indiana, July 7, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L. and Davis, R. Movement Through Sport. Clinic conducted for 
Special Olympics and the North American Soccer League, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, August 3, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L. Psychosocial Impliations of Sport Participation. Paper 
presented to the United States Soccer Federation, Tacoma, Washington, 
July 27, 1981. · 

Krotee, M.L., Iau-hoei Chien, and M.G. Davis. 
Comparative Physical Education and Sport. 
National Conference on Elementary Physical 
Minnesota, August 11, 1981. 

Cross Cultural and 
Paper presented to the 
Education, Brainerd, 

Krotee, M.L. and H. Krampf. A Psycho-physiological View of Youth Sport: 
Harm, Hazard and Safety. Paper presented to the National Conference 
on Elementary Physical Education, Brainerd, Minnesota, August 12, 1981. 
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Krotee, M.L., Lincoln, E.S., and M. Tracy. Theory and Practice of Physical 
Activity: A Focus on Weight Training. Paper presented to the Minnesota 
Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. St. Cloud, 
Minnesota, October 2, 1981. 

Krotee, M.L., 
and Sport. 

Practical Applications of Fitness for Physical Activity 
Clark Hatch Fitness Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, March 22, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., Psychosocial Dimensions of Physical Activity and Sport. 
Nara Society of Physical Education and Sport. Nara, Japan, March 25, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Dimensions of Sociology of Sport. Japanese Society for 
Sport Sociology. National Center of Study, Shimabara, Japan, March 27, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theory and Practice of Physical Activity and Sport. 
Shinwa Women's College, Kobe, Japan, March 29, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Diffusion of Sport into American Culture. Tenri University 
Faculty of Physical Education. Tenri City, Japan, March 30, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Dimensions of Comparative Physical Education and Sport. 
Japanese Association for University Physical Education and Sports. 
Kyoto, Japan, March 31, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Status of Physical Education and Sport in American Culture 
Japanese Society of Physical Education, Yokahama National University, 
Yokahama, Japan, April 3, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Science of Sport Psychology: Method and Application. 
Crown Colony of Hong Kong Urban Council, Recital Hall, Hong Kong, 
April 7, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theoretical Application of Psychosocial Dimension of Sport. 
Chinese University, Hong King, April 9, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Meaning of Sport in American Culture. Presentation to the 
Amateur Sports Federation of China, Taipei, Republic of China, April 12, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Psychosocial Analysis of Physical Education and Sport. 
Presentation to the National Society of Physical Education, Taipei Republic 
of China, April 14, 1982. 

. 
Krotee, M.L., Sport and Society. Presentation to the National Taiwan 

Normal University Faculty and Students. Taipei, Republic of China, 
April 14, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theory and Practice of Sport. Presentation to the 
faculty and students of the University of Chinese Culture, Taipei, 
Republic of China, April 16, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., Sport in American Culture. Presentation to the Rebublic 
of China's Gymnastics Federation, Taipei, Republic of China, April 18, 
1982. 
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Krotee, M.L., The Dimensions of Comparative Physical Education. Presented 
to the Faculty and Students of Taipei College of Physical Education, 
Taipei, Republic of China, April 19, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theory and Practice of Training and Conditioning. 
Presentation to the faculty and students of Taiwan Provincial 
College, Taichung, Republic of China, April 19, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theory and Practice of Training and Conditioning. 
Chinese Olympic Village, Kaohsiung, Republic of China, April 22, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Practical Applications of Sport Psychology. Presented 
to Olympic Coaches, Chinese Olympic Village, Kaohsiung, Republic of 
China, April 25, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theory and Practice of Sport Psychology. Presented to 
the Jubilee Sports Center, Hong Kong, April 30, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Ps¥chosocial Dimensions of Physical Education and Sport. 
Presented to the M1nistry of Education and Coaching Federations of 
Thailand, Putumvan, Thailand, May 3, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theory and Practice of Physical Activity. Lecture to 
Clark Hatch Fitness Center, Bangkok, Thailand, May 6-9, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Psychology of Sport. Presentation to the faculty and 
students at the University of Bahrain, Manama, State of Bahrain, 
May 12, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., Comparative and Sociological Implications for Sport. 
Presentation to the faculty of the Bahrain Sport Institute, Manama, 
State of Bahrain, May 15, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., The Theoretical Implications of Health and Lifestyles. 
Bahrain University of Health Sciences, Manama, Bahrain, May 16, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., Pslchological Implications of s7ort and Coaching. Saudi 
Arabian Sportnstitute, Dhrahan, Kingdom o Saudi Arabia, May 18, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L., Comparative Physical Education and Sport. Avery Hill College, 
London, England, May 22, 1982. 

Krotee, M.L. The Role of Comparative and International Physical Education 
and Sport in Modern Society. Presented to the International Society of 
Comparative Physical Education and Sport. Minneapolis, Minnesota, July, 
1983. 

Krotee, M.L. Physical Education and Sport in the United States. Avery 
Hill College, London, England, March 25, 1983. 

Krotee, M.L. The Role of the Study of International Physical Education 
and Sport in Society. Presented to the International Sports Dialogue, 
Inter-University Centre of Post Graduate Studies, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, 
April 4, 1983. 
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Krotee, M.L. The Role of Physical Education and Sport within the Process 
of Global Education. Paper presented to the International Relations 
Council of AAHPERD. Minneapolis, Minnesota, April 7, 1983. 

Campbell, J.M. and Krotee, M.L. An Investigation of the Socialization 
of Female Basketball Players. Presented to the Research Consortium 
of AAHPERD. Minneapolis, Minnesota. April 9, 1983. 

I 

Krotee, M.L. The Role of Physical Education and Sport in the Quality 
of Life. Series of presentations to the Ministry of Education, 
Youth, Sport and Culture and International Fitness Centres. Kuala 
Lumpur, Maylasia. May 9-14, 1983. 

Donlon, D.J., Weinberg, R., and Krotee, M.L. Satisfaction Received 
Through Sport Participation. Presentation to the North American 
Society for Sport Psychology. East Lancing, Michigan, May, 1983. 

Krotee, M.L. The Theory and Practice of Physical Activity. Presentation 
to the Presidential Sports/Fitness Festival. Minneapolis, September 10, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L. and J.G. Perpich. The Differences in Selected Psychosocial 
Characteristics of Olympic Ice Hockey Participants, Paper presented to 
Research Consortium of AAHPERD. Anaheim, California, April 2, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L. The Olympics Games in International Perspective, Presentation 
to the International Relations Council of AAHPERD. Anaheim, California, 
April 2, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L. International and Comparative Physical Education: A 
Multidimensional View. Presentation to the faculty and students 
of Avery Hill College, April 25, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L., Larson, J. and P. Rattigan. An East-West Comparative Study of 
Physical Education and Sport, Paper presented to the International Society of 
Comparative Physical Education and Sport, Malente, Federal Republic of Germany, 
May 4, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L. The Dimensions of Sport Management. Presentation to the 
Ministry of Youth, Sport and Culture, African Sports Conference, 
Harare, Zimbabwe, November 30 - December 8, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L. The Role of Physical Education in Society. Presentation 
to the Ministry of Education. Harare, Zimbabwe, December 5-8,.1984. 

Krotee, M.L. Strength Training and Condition. Presentation to the 
Kenya Amateur Athletic Association, Nairobi, Kenya, December 13, 1984. 

Krotee, M.L. Sports Management: A Dynamic View, Presented to the 
German Agency for Technical Cooperation and Kenyan Coaches Association, 
Nairobi, Kenya, February 1, 1985. 

Krotee, M.L. Group Dynamics in the Sporting Context, Presented to the 
Ministry for Culture and Social Services and Kenya Amateur Association, 
Nairobi, Kenya, February 1, 1985. 

J 

J 
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Krotee, M.L. The Role of Physical Education in Child Development. 
Paper presented to the faculty and students of Moi Teachers College, 
Eldoret, Kenya, March 29, 1985. 

Krotee, M.L. Organization and Management Systems of Sport. Presentation to 
the Italian Olympic Committee, Roma, Italy, July, 1985. 

Hardman, K., Krotee, M.L. and A.V. Chrissanthopoulos. A Comparative Study of 
Inter-School Competition in England, Greece and the United States. Paper 
presented to the International Society of Comparative Physical Education 
and Sport, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, May 28, 1985. 

Krotee, M.L. Psychosocial Dimension of Sport Psychology. Presentation to t 
United States Soccer Federation Coaching School, St. Paul, Minnesota, June 
1986. 

Krotee, ML.L Physical Education: Future Directions. Presentation to 
Bloomington School District Planning Project Team, Bloomington, Minnesota 
June 9, 1986. 

Krotee, M.L. The Social Complexities of Physical Education and Sport: A New 
Challenge to an Old Game. Presentation to the International Association 
of Physical Education for Higher Education, University of Heidelberg, 
Federal Republic of Germany, August 24, 1986. 

Krotee, M.L. Psychology of Sport: Various Dimensions Applied to Soccer. 
Presentation to the United States Soccer Federation Coaching School, 
Apple Valley, Minnesota, September 30, 1986. 

Dr. J. Shick 

Publications 

Shick, J. Written tests in activity classes. Journal of Physical Education and 
Recreation 52:21, 22, 82, 1981. 

Shick, J. Review of Measurement in Physical Education and Athletics, a text 
Jensen & Hirst. JOurnal of Physical Education and Recreation 52:88, 90, 1981. 

Shick, J. & Stoner, L.J. What the manual doesn't tell you about the AAHPERD 
Related Physical Fitness Test. Minnesota Journal for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance 10:4-6, Winter 1982. 

Reprinted in: Iowa HPERD Journal 15(2): 15-16, 1983. 

Wiese, C. & Shick, J. Affective measurement in physical education. Journal of 
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance 53:15, Feb. 1982. 

Shick, J. & Plack, J. Integrating measurement, evaluation and special-needs 
populations. Proceedings - Conference for the Assessment of the Exceptise 
Individual. Houston, Texas, April, 1982. 
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Shick, J. Balance performance under varied conditions of sensory cues. Perceptual 
and Motor Skills 54:951-954, 1982. 

Shick, J. & Berg, N.C. Indoor golf skill test for junior-high-school boys. 
Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport 54:75-78, 1983. 

Reprinted in Safrit, M.J. Introduction to Measurement in Physical 
Education and Exercise Science. St. Louis: Time Mirror/Mosby College 
Publishing, 1986. (pp. 210-211) 

Shick, J., Stoner, L.J., & Jette, N. Relationship between modern-dance experience 
and balancing performance. Research Quarterly for Exercise & Sport 54:7 
1983. 

Hopkins, D.R., Shick, J., and Plack, J.J. Basketball skills test manual. 
Reton, Va.: AAHPERD, 1984. 

Reprinted in Safrit, M.J. Introduction to Measurement in Physical 
Education and Exercise Science. St. Louis: Time Mirror/Mosby College 
Publishing, 1986. (pp. 199-207) 

Reprinted in Johnson, B.L. & Nelson, J.K. Practical Measurements for 
Evaluation in Physical Education. Edina, MN: Burgess Publishing, 
1986. (pp. 275-281) 

Jette, N., Shick, J., and Stoner, L.J. Concentration of modern dancers while 
performing balancin.g tasks. Dance Research Journal 17(1):21-25, 1985. 

Presentations 

Administration of the AAHPERD Health-Related Physical-Fitness Test. MAPHERD 
State Convention, 1981. (with L. J. Stoner) 

Integrating Measurement, Evaluation, and Special-Needs Populations. Conference 
for the Assessment of the Exceptional Individual. Houston, Texas, April, 
1982. (with J. Plack) 

The Development of the FPS Teacher-Effectiveness Instrument. Research Consortium
Measurement and Evaluation Council Symposium. AAHPERD National Convention, 
Minneapolis, April, 1983. (with J. Plack & C. French) 

Dr •. M. Young 

Publications 

Young, Mary L. Comparison of self-concepts of women high school and college 
tournament basketball players. Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, 
1981, 52,:286-290. 

Young, Mary L., and Cohen, D. Self-concept and injuries among female high 
school basketball players. Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness, 
1981, £1,:55-61. 

J 
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Young, Mary L. Are we meeting our objectives? Implications for professional 
preparation. Proceedings of Central Association for Physical Education 
in Higher Education Conference, Estes Park, Colorado, 1981. 

Young, Mary L. Estimation of fitness and physical ability, physical performance 
and self-concept among adolescent females. Journal of Sports Medicine and 
Physical Fitness (in press). 

(Young, M.L. Factors Relating to Participation in Athletics and Expressed 
Desire to Participate in Physical Activities Among Adolescents. Submitted 
to Journal of Sport Psychology - pending.) 

Presentations 

Young, Mary L. 11 Physical Fitness, Estimation of Fitness and Physical Ability, and 
Self-Concept. 11

- Research Consortium Section, American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance National Convention, Boston, Mass., April, 1981. 

Young, Mary L. 11 Are We Meeting Our Objectives? Implications for Professional 
Preparation ... - Central Association for Physical Education in Higher 
Education, Fall Conference, Estes Park, Colorado, 1981. 

Young, Mary L. 11 Estimation of Fitness and Physical Ability, Physical Performance and 
Self-Concept Among Adolescent Females .. - Research Consortium Section, 
Central District Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and 
Dance Convention, Omaha NE, March, 1985. 

Young, Mary L. 11 Factors Relating to Participation in Athletics and Expressed 
Desire to Participate in Physical Activities Among Adolescents ... Research 
Consortium Section, American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation and Dance National Convention, Cincinnati, OH, April, 1986. 
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Educational Development Grant (with G. A. Stull} 
University of Minnesota Frontier Hall Government (with M. Krotee} 
University of Minnesota Frontier Hall Government 
University of Minnesota Frontier Hall Government 

2,862.00 
2,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,000.00 

1981 
1981 
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1983 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

August IS, 1986 

Dean Robert Holt 
Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean Holt, 

School of Public Health 

Division of Health Services Administration 
C309 Mayo Memorial Building, Box 97 
420 Delaware Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 624-1110 

As you know, following an intensive re-examination of the nature and purpose of 
our Doctoral Studies Program, following our graduate school review, the program 
has undergone restructuring, culminating with the assumption of Co-sponsorship 
by the Center for Health Services Research in 1985. Funding, although 
still somewhat limited, has been secured through both a Bush grant and the 
Howard Johnson bequest to the Division for the support of some of our students. 
A three-quarter research sequence offered under the direction of the Center 
faculty has been added to the curriculum along with the opportunity to develop 
an area of specialization within the field. Finally, a major recruitment effort 
to attract promising students nationwide has been put into place. In order 
to facilitate these efforts, however, a change in the formal name of the 
program of study is needed. While the old name (Hospital and Health Care 
Administration) served its purpose well when the field and the program 
were essentially institutionally based, changes in both have left the name as 
somewhat of an anachronism -neither descriptive of what the program of study 
really is or seeks to be nor relevant to the field as a whole which has become 
more policy and quantitatively oriented. 

Thus it is that upon the unanimous vote of our graduate faculty, we hereby 
request that the name of our Doctoral Studies Program formally be changed from 
that of Hospital and Health Care Administration to Health Services Research, 
Policy and Administration (admittedly a long and cumbersome title but quite 
descriptive, really!!). 

Such a request reflects a number of changes that have taken place both within 
the field and the Program itself since its inception in 1961: 

1. Initially intended for the development of teachers and scholars for the 
then fledgling new field of hospital administration, the past 25 years 
have seen a marked expansion of the scope of both the field and the 
program, from essentially an institutional to a broader more health 
services orientation. Over the course of the past decade, the field 
of health and health care has undergone dramatic changes in the 
organization, financing and delivery of services. Patient care, once 
typically provided by family physicians and local community hospitals, 
is no longer a cottage industry of small, autonomous providers. Today, 
the private solo practice of medicine of yesteryear has given way to 
large multispecialty group arrangements, while a number of community 
hospitals have either joined or been acquired by large multihospital 
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systems. Health maintenance organizations, preferred provider \ 
organizations, home care agencies, long term care facilities and ~ 
ambulatory emergency and surgical care centers have proliferated as 
changes in third-party reimbursement, both public and private, have 
sought to encourage consumers to stay well and seek care from the 
lowest cost provider. Such changes have made the field a dynamic, 
turbulent and challenging environment for health policy research. 

2. The assumption two years ago, following the recommendations of our 
graduate school review, of joint sponsorship of the Doctoral Studies 
Program by the Center (now Division) of Health Services Research, 
including: 

a. An upgrading of the quantitative research emphasis within the 
program and its focus on health policy and a concomitant 
reduction in its institutional based, administration content. 
Thus from a primary emphasis on hospital and health care 
administration, the program is now more oriented toward health 
services research and policy analysis, with administration a 
third leg of the stool. 

b. Similar changes in content and emphasis within comparable 
programs nation-wide, e.g. Michigan, John Hopkins, UCLA, MIT. 

The requested change in name, then, reflects the dynamic changes that have taken 
place both within and outside of the program over the course of the past twenty- \ 
five years since the program was originally founded. It is the considered ~ 
judgment of our expanded faculty that such a name change not only better 
reflects the nature and scope of the Program but will enhance our competitive 
position within the academic marketplace for promising students and faculty. 

A description of the Doctoral Studies Program, its goals and objectives, 
admissions requirements, curriculum, positions held by its graduates are 
appended to this request. 

Theodor J. ~ tman, Ph.D. 
Professor 

r your prompt consideration of our request, we remain, 

Coordinator of Doctoral Studies 

TJL/cy 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DOCTORAL STUDIES PROGRAM IN HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH, POLICY 
AND ADMINISTRATION (ie: Hospital and Health Care Adminsitration) 

A. The Doctoral Studies Program co-sponsored by the Divi sian of Hospital and 
Health Care Administration and the Center for Health Services Research, is 
designed for those interested in a career in research, teaching and/or policy 
analysis in the field of health and health care. Scholarly inquiry in the form 
of theoretical and applied empirical research provides the underlying foundation 
for this program of study. Through courses, seminars and student-faculty 
interaction, the Program seeks to 1) prepare students to conduct high level, 
independent and collaborative health services related research in either an aca
demic or research institutional setting; 2) enhance their understanding of the 
interrelationship between the health care system and other major social insti
tutions through analysis of changing needs and alternative approaches to the 
changing needs and alternative approaches to the organization, financing and 
delivery of health services both here and abroad; 3) provide students with an 
understanding of the influence of social, political, and economic forces on 
health and health care. The curriculum which is multidisciplinary in nature 
(i.e. sociology, economics, biostatistics, operations research, etc.) is quan
titatively oriented and designed to provide the student an in-depth knowledge 
and understanding of the application of both theory and methods to health ser
vices research as well as the relationship of social, political and economic 
factors to the organization, financing and delivery of health care services. 
The Program of study is organized around three core areas of knowledge: I. 
Statistics and Quantitative Analysis (4 courses, 12 quarter credits); II. 
Research Methods (9 credits, 3 quarter sequence); III. Health Systems and 
Environment (7 courses, 22 quarter credits). More specifically, training is 
provided in research methods and quantitative analysis, medical sociology, 
health economics, health care administration and policy analysis. In addition, 
students are afforded an opportunity to develop an area of specialization such 
as: Health Policy, Health Care Administration, Health Economics, medical 
care organization, long term care, financial management, Health Services 
Research; Strategic Management, medical sociology through the completion of a 
required supporting program or minor of 18 to 24 credits (i.e. 6-8 courses) 
outside the program. Throughout their course of training, students are given an 
opportunity to participate in on-going research under faculty supervision 
including involvement in problem formulation and instrumentation, data collec
tion, processing and analysis. 

Goals and Objectives of the Doctoral Studies Program 

In contrast to the professional Master• s Degree Program, the Doctoral Studies 
Program is designed for those interested in pursuing a career in health services 
research, teaching and/or policy analysis in the field of health and health 
care. It is thus intended for men and women who have the intellectual capacity 
for analytical thinking and independent research who wish to contribute to the
future development of health policy and administration. 

Scholarly inquiry in the form of theoretical and applied research provides the 
fundamental building blocks for this program of study. Through courses, semi
nars, and student and faculty interaction, the Program seeks: 
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1. To prepare students to be able to conduct high level, independent and 
collaborative research in either an academic or research organizational 
setting. 

2. To enhance the student•s understanding of the interrelationship between the 
health care system and analysis of changing needs and alternative 
approaches to the organization, financing and delivery of health services 
both in the United States and abroad. 

3. To provide students with an understanding of the influence of social, 
political, and economic forces on health and health care including: 

a. the nature of health and illness behavior. 

b. the problems of access to health services among different socio
economic and ethnic groups and the attendant issues of equity and 
social justice in the allocation of health care resources and the 
distribution of services. 

c. the cost of health care including its relationship to the economy as 
a whole, as well as the factors which drive health care costs. 

d. the nature and evolution of government involvement in the field of 
health care and its consequences. 

e. legislative process and the role of interest groups in the formulation 
of health policy. 

Admission Requirements 

Admission to the Doctoral Studies Program is based upon the applicant•s poten
tial for scholarship, analytic thinking and ability to complete a rigorous 
program of study as well as a commitment to a career in teaching, research 
and/or policy analysis in the field of health care. 

Although attainment of a master•s degree in health care administration is nor
mally considered to be the first step in the acquisition of the doctoral degree, 
applicants with advanced training in such allied fields as business administra
tion, economics, medical sociology, public administration, public health, 
nursing or medicine are encouraged to seek admission as well. 

Applicants are expected to have demonstrated a record of high academic 
achievement including prior preparation in microeconomics and quantitative 
methods. Both the Graduate Record Ex ami nat ion (GRE) as well as the Miller 
Analogies Test (MAT) graduate level (minimum raw score of 60), are required for 
admission. In addition, a TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) score 
of 550 or better is required of foreign applicants whose native language is not 
English. 

Although not mandatory, an on-campus interview with members of the doctoral 
faculty is considered desirable. Such interviews provide valuable insight for 
those making decisions on admission and permit the prospective student to meet 
the faculty and students and see the Doctoral Studies Program in person. 
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The Period of Study 

The academic program normally takes three years to complete, although this may 
vary depending upon the student's prior background and training. Graduate work 
successfully completed prior to admission may be applied for credit where 
appropriate and in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Graduate 
School. 

General Time Frame 

During the first year, in addition to courses in their major, students are 
expected to begin to develop their area of specialization as well as satisfy the 
advanced statistics requirement of the Program. Those lacking necessary course 
prerequisites may make up such deficiencies at this time as well. 

The second year of the Program consists primarily of additional health policy 
related courses and seminars in the major and supporting field as well as a 3 
quarter research sequence offered by the Center for Health Services Research 
during which the student is expected to begin development of a dissertation pro
posal. 

The third year is normally reserved for the preparation and completion of the 
preliminary written and oral exams, upon which the student is officially 
admitted by the Graduate School into candidacy for the Doctoral degree and may 
begin work on their dissertation under faculty supervision. 

C. The Curriculum and Program of Study: The curriculum which is multi
disciplinary in nature is quantitatively oriented, and is designed to provide 
students an in-depth knowledge and understanding of the application of both 
theory and methods to health services research, as well as the relationship of 
social, political and economic factors to the organization, financing and deli
very of health care services. 

The program of study which is organized around three core areas of knowledge, 
consists of the following course requirements: 

Core Areas: 

Area I: Statistics and Quantitative Analysis 

Statistical Methods. 
Public Health 8-780 Seminar: Advanced Statistical Methods 

(non-parametric statistics) 3 cr. 

Plus, nine credits of advanced (5-xxx or 8-xxx level) statistics, 
selected from Educational Psychology, Biometry, Agricultural Economics, 
Statistics, etc., based on the students prior background and needs. 
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Area II: Research Methods. 

Area II I: 

Public Health 8-781 Seminar: Health Services Research. A three \ 
quarter, 9 credit, research sequence offered by the Center for Healt~ 
Services Research. 

Health Systems and Environment. 

Public Health 8-750 Seminar: Alternative Patterns of Health Care 4 cr. 
Public Health 8-770 Seminar: Health and Human Behavior 3 cr. 
Public Health 8-790 Seminar: Health Politics and Policy 3 cr. 
Public Health 5-793 Economic Aspects of Health Care 3 cr. 
Public Health 8-795 Seminar: Advanced Health Economics 3 cr. 

Plus choice of one of the following: 

Public Health 8-752 Seminar: Comparative Health Care Systems 3 cr. 
Public Health 8-760 Seminar: Multihospital Systems and Academic 

Health Centers 
Public Health 8-762 Seminar: Contemporary Problems of Health Care 3 cr. 
Public Health 8-796 Seminar: Topics in Health Economics 3 cr. 

Supporting Program or Area of Specialization 

In addition to their coursework in the major, students are afforded an opportunity, 
through completion of a required supporting program or minor of 18 to 24 credits out
side the Program (i.e., six to eight courses, two of which must be theory or theory 
based) to develop a specialization in such areas as: Health Pol icy; Health Care \ 
Administration; Health Economics; Medical Care Organization; Long Term Care;J 
Financial Management; Health Services Research; Strategic Management; Medical 
Sociology. 

Foreign Language Requirement 

The demonstration of a reading knowledge of one foreign language is also required. 

Evaluation and Monitoring: 

In addition to course examinations and papers (all graduate level courses and semi
nars at the University require a paper), two sets of ·preliminary doctoral 
examinations are required. The first, a written prelim is prepared by the Program 
faculty and covers the three core areas of knowledge: Research Methods, Statistics 
and Quantitative Analysis, Health Systems and Environment, plus the area of 
specialization. 

Finally, during both the summer as well as the academic year, students are 
afforded an opportunity to participate with faculty on a number of on-going 
research projects in the area. During the past year, this has included a study 
of multihospital systems as well as a household survey of health care expenditures and 
family response to changes in the health care delivery system under the impact 
of prospective payment and competition in the health care marketplace. 
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Typical Course Sequence and Suggested Time Frame 

Year One 

Fall Winter Spring 

PH 8-752 Seminar: PH 8-762 Seminar: PH 8-770 Seminar: 
Comparative Health Contemporary Prob- Health and Human 
( 3 cr) 1 ems ( 3 cr) Behavior (3 cr) 

Summer 

PH 8-796: Seminar: 
Topics in Health 
Economics (3 cr) 

PH 5-793 Economic Supporting Program Supporting Program Statistics* 
Aspects of Health (4-8 cr) (4-8 cr) 
care (3 cr) 

Statistics Stati sties Statistics 
Supporting Program 

NOTE: Students often seek to satisfy part of their advanced statistics require
ment through courses offered in the summer in lieu of the regular school year. 

Fall 

PH 8-750 Seminar: 
Alternative Patterns 
of Care (4 cr) 

PH 8-781 Seminar: 
Health Services Research 
(3 cr) 

Supporting Program 
(4 cr) 

Year Two 

Winter 

PH 8-780 Seminar: 
Advanced Statistics 
(3 cr) 

PH 8-790 Seminar: Health 
Politics and Policy 
(3 cr) 

PH 8-781 Seminar: Health 
Services Research (3 cr) 

Supporting Program (4 cr) 

Spring 

PH 8-770 Seminar: 
Advanced Health 
Economics (3 cr) 

PH 8-781 Seminar: Health 
Services Research 
(3 cr) 

Supporting Program 
(4-8 cr) 

Note: Under the rules and regulations of the Graduate School, the supporting 
program or minor may include courses previously taken as part of the student• s 
graduate work prior to entry into the Doctoral Program. 

Examination and Degree Requirements 

Upon successful completion of all the coursework, a preliminary written and oral 
examination, and defense of a dissertation demonstrating originality and indepen
dent research on a significant problem in the field of health care, the student is 
awarded the Doctor of Philosophy degree. 
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Background and areas of Research Interest 

The Doctoral Faculty currently consists of 14 full and part-time members. This \ 
prominent and dedicated group of scholars provides the quality and depth essential'-' 
for a rigorous educational program in health policy research and administration. 

A detailed description of their background and areas of research interest is 
presented below: 

Co-Directors of the Research Training Program 

Theodor James Litman, Professor and Coordinator of the Doctoral Studies Program, 
holds joint appointments in the Departments of Sociology and Social and 
Administrative Pharmacy. A medical sociologist, he is a fellow of both the 
American Sociological and the American Public Health Associations. Among his 
publications are: The Sociology of Medicine and Health Care: The First Fifty 
Years - A Research Bibliography;Health Politics and Policy (with Leonard Robins); 
Long-Term Care: Opportunities and Challenge - A Syllabus for Programs in 
Hospital and Health Care Administration; and the WHO Study Group Report on 
Statistical Indices of Family Health. In addition to serving as an editorial 
reviewer for a number of professional journals in the field, he is a consultant 
for both the the Nation a 1 Center for Health Services Research and the Veteran • s 
Administration. His research interests include the role of the family in health 
and health care, physician and patient behavior, the group practice of medicine 
and the long-term care of the elderly. Professor Litman received his B.A., 
M.A. and Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Minnesota. Program 
Responsibility: (70%) Director of Graduate Studies. PubH 8-770 Seminar: Health 
and Human Behavior; PubH 8-752 Seminar: Comparative Health Care Systems; PubH 
8-750 Alternative Patterns in Health Care (with Dr. Resnick); PubH 8-790 Seminar: \ 
Health Polictics and Policy (with Dr. Kralewski). ~ 

John E. Kralewski, William Wallace Distinguished Professor of Health Services 
Management and Director of the Center for Health Services Research, also holds an 
appointment as Assistant to the Vice President for Health Sciences. He received 
his Ph.D. in Hospital and Health Care Administration from the University of 
Minnesota and held teaching, research and administrative positions at the 
University of Colorado before assuming his current position. His research 
interests include the organization and management of medical group practices, 
organizational mechanisms used by physicians to conserve resources and health 
policy analysis. Dr. Kralewski serves on the boards of directors of several 
Health services organizations, is a member of Senator Durenberger•s health advi-
sory committee and is a member of the editorial boards of Health Services 
Research and Frontiers. He has served as a member of study sections for the 
National Cancer Institute and the National Center for Health Services Research. 
Program Responsibility: (35%) PubH 8-790 Seminar: Health Politics and Policy 
(with Dr. Litman); PubH 8-781 Seminar: Health Services Research. 

The Program Faculty 

Gestur Davidson is an assistant professor in the Center for Health Services 
Research. A health economist, he serves as a referee for health services research 
and economics journals. His current research interests include dental manpower 
and the market for dental services, the economics of disability and rehabilita-
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tion, cost effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis as applied to community health 
intervention programs and worksite health promotion/disease prevention programs, 
and long-term care reimbursement. Dr. Davidson received his Ph.D. in Economics 
from the University of Minnesota. Program Responsibility: (15%) PubH 5-793 
Economic Aspects of Health Care. 

Bright M. Dornblaser, professor, is Coordinator of International Health for the 
School of Public Health. In addition to his responsibilities for the Division's 
courses in problem-solving, he is involved in a collaborative study with members 
of the Strategic Management faculty of the School of Management on the development 
of innovative health care organizations. Professor Dornblaser is past president 
of both the Association of University Programs in Health Administration and the 
Alumni Association of the Program in Hospital and Health Care Administration as 
well as past chairman of the American College of Hospital Administrator's (ACHA) 
Research Committee. He has served on the editorial boards of both the journal, 
Hospital and Health Services Adminstration and the Health Administration Press. 
Professor Dornblaser is a graduate of the University of Minnesota, where he 
received his Master's Degree in Hospital Administration. Program Rasponsibility: 
(5%) Offers courses in Problem solving. 

Bryan E. Dowd, assistant professor in the Center for Health Services Research, 
specializes in economic and statistical modeling and data analysis. His research 
interests include markets for health insurance and health services and models of 
decision processes. He is a member of the market forces task force of the 
Minnesota Coalition on Health Care Costs, a consultant for health care providers 
and insurers in the Twin Cities area, the Health Care Financing Administration and 
the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission. He is also a referee for several 
health services research journals. Before coming to the Twin Cities, he served as 
a statistical and computer programming consultant for the Philadelphia Health 
Management Corporation and Wharton Applied Research at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He received his Bachelor of Architecture degree from Georgia 
Institute of Technology, his M.S. in urban administration from Georgia State 
University and his Ph.D. in Public Policy Analysis from the University of 
Pennsylvania. Program Responsibility: (15%) PubH 8-781 Seminar: Health Services 
Research. 

Roger Feldman, professor in the Center for Health Services Research, specializes 
in the application of economics theory to problems in health services research. 
He also holds a joint appointment in the Department of Economics. After receiving 
his Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Rochester in 1976, he taught at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Feldman is a regular contributor 
and referee of articles in major professional journals and has served as con
su 1 tant to numerous nation a 1 agencies, inc 1 ud i ng the Department of Health and 
Human Services, the Institute of Medicine, the National Science Foundation and the 
Federal Trade Commission. He is currently a member of the Health Services 
Department Grants Review Subcommittee of the National Center for Health Services 
Research. In 1984-85, he served as senior staff economist for health policy and 
economics on the President's Council of Economic advisors. Program 
Responsibility: (20%) PubH 8-795 Seminar: Advanced Health Economics. 

Michael Finch, assistant professor in the Center for Health Services Research, 
received his Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Minnesota and is 
currently directing the Center's Data Bureau. His specialities include methodo-
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logical and statistical issues in research with special emphasis on longitudinal 
and survey analysis. Dr. Finch's research interests include long-term care, 
housing alternatives for the elderly, access to capital in the health care \ 
industry, and questions of public policy. Program Responsibility: (30%) PubH..J 
8-781 Seminar: Health Services Research 

George Kenneth Gordon, associate professor, is Coordinator of the Center for 
Long-Term Care Administration. His special area of interest is organizational 
behavior with its attendant implications for managerial leadership and 
organizational performance. He is co-editor of Creative Long-Term Care 
Administration, and has written several articles on the effects of organizational 
culture and client expectations. Prior to coming to the University in 1971, he 
was assistant professor of Adult Education at Indiana University where he earned 
his Doctorate in Education. Program Responsibility: (5%) Offers courses in 
Organizational Behavior in Public Health. 

George 0. Johnson is associate professor and Director of the Divisicn in Hospital 
and Health Care Administration. A past board member of the Association of 
University Programs in Health Administration, he serves on the boards of a number 
of organizations including the Park Nicollet Medical Foundation, the Center for 
Policy Studies and the Board of Regents of Augsburg College. In addition he is a 
consultant to the National Academy of Sciences as well as several state and 
national health care organizations. His professional interests include the educa
tion of health care leaders and the development of multi-instititional health 
systems. At present he is involved in a major national study comparing organiza
tional and performance characteristics of not-for-profit and investor owned 
multi-hospital systems. Dr. Johnson holds an M.H.A. and Ph.D. in Hospital and 
Health Care Administration from the University of Minnesota and from 1971 to 1980 
was director of the MHA Program at Ohio State University. Program Responsibility: J 
(5%) PubH 8-760 Seminar: Multihopsital Systems and Academic Health Centers. 

Ira S. Moscovice is an associate professor and Associate Director of the Center 
for Health Services Research. His research interests focus on the evaluation of 
the impact of federal cutbacks on health care and insurance loss of disadvantaged 
groups including low-income families with dependent children and the disabled, 
evaluation of the structure and cost of alternatives to institutional long-term 
care, rural health delivery systems and health personnel policy. He directs the 
activities of the Health Policy Analysis Group at the Center, which concentrates 
on policy analysis projects to help improve the decision-making capabilities of 
those responsible in state government for the financing, organization, and deli
very of health services in Minnesota. He received his Ph.D. in Operations 
Research from Vale University. Program Responsi bi 1 ity: (15%) PubH 8-781 Seminar: 
Health Services Research. 

Michael Resnick is assistant professor in Hospital and Health Care Administration, 
as well as Adolescent Health and Maternal and Child Health. His teaching areas 
include medical care organization, the sociology and social psychology of health 
and medical care, professional socialization, social behavioral research methods 
and ethical dimensions of health policy and administrative behavior. His research 
activities have focused on adolescent health, illness and health services; 
physical disability, adolescent sexual decision making and behavior including 
contraception, abortion, parenting and adoption; and analysis of fertility and 
confidentiality regulations affecting youth. His most current research involves 
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the development and implementation of a model statewide data base on adolescent 
health status and service utilization. He received a master•s degree in Sociology 
from Wayne State University and a Ph.D. in Hospital and Health Care Administration 
from the University of Minnesota. Program Responsibility: (20%) PubH 8-750 
Alternative Patterns of Health Care (with Dr. Litman). 

Ruth Stryker-Gordon is associate professor and assistant coordinator of the 
Executive Program for the Center for Long Term Care Administration. She is the 
author of a number of articles and books including How to Reduce Employee 
Turnover in Nursing Homes and co-editor of Creative Long Term Care Administration. 
Her special interests are in human resource management, public policy for the 
aged, and management of geriatric programs and institutions. A registered nurse, 
she is a graduate of the School of Public Health, did graduate work in Industrial 
Relations at the University of Minnesota and holds a master•s degree in education 
from the College of St. Thomas. Program Responsibility: (5%) Offers courses in 
Long Term Care. PubH 5749 Services to the Aging. 

Vernon E. Weckwerth is Professor and Coordinator of the Alternative Studies 
Proqram. In addition to teaching courses in statistics, research methods and 
quantitative analysis, he serves as Associate Coordinator of the Doctoral Studies 
Program. Prior to joining the faculty in 1961, he was Associate Director at the 
Hospital Research and Educational Trust (HRET) and head of the Department of 
Research and Statistics at the American Hospital Association. A consultant to 
the Children•s Bureau, he developed a widely acclaimed reporting and evaluation 
system for the Federal Children and Youth (C&Y) Projects. He has served as a 
member of a number of state and national committees including the Governor• s 
Commission on Health and Rehabilitation, the National Commission for the Study of 
Nursing and Nursing Education, the Health Services Administration•s Advisory 
Committee on Health Services Research and the National Center for Health Services 
Research and Development•s Training Committee. He is currently on the Editorial 
Board of the Journal of Health Administration Education. Dr. Weckwerth, who 
also holds joint appointments in Maternal and Child Health, Biometry, Pharmacy, 
Nursing, Family Practice and the Humphrey Institute for Public Affairs, received 
his B.S. in Mathematics Education and M.S. and Ph.D. in Biostatistics from the 
University of Minnesota. Program Responsibility: (30%) Associate Coordinator, 
PubH 8-780 Seminar: Advanced Statistical Methods; 8-762 Contemporary Problems in 
Health Care plus supervised teaching experience. 

N. Tor Dahl, a health economist and consultant to a number of governments and cor
porations both here and abroad, holds an adjunct associate professorship in the 
Doctoral Studies Program. A former Fulbright Scholar in Economics, he is a member 
of the Governing Council of the World Confederation of Productivity Sciences and 
has served on a number of national and state councils and task forces including 
the Minnesota Coalition on Health Care Costs and the Governor•s Blue Ribbon Task 
Force on State Health Priorities. Educated at the Norwegian University School of 
Economics and Business Administration in Bergen, Norway and at the University of 
Minnesota, his recent research has centered on the use of sophisticated electronic 
instrumentation to measure the linkages between productivity, stress and job 
satisfaction of executives and managers on the job and such factors as health sta
tus and successful behavioral change. Program Responsibility: (10%) PubH 8-796 
Topics in Health Economics. 
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GRADUATES OF THE DOCTORAL STUDIES PROGRAM 

Since its inception, graduates of the Doctoral Studies Program have gone on to ...J 
establish distinguished careers at some of the nation•s leading research (Blue 
Cross-Blue Shield Association; the National Center for Health Services Research; 
the Dental Public Health Service; the American Hospital Association; the Hospital 
Research and Educational Trust; SERCH in Rhode Island; the American Nurses 
Association) and teaching institutions (the University of Colorado, Duke, George 
Washington, Minnesota, Missouri, Northwestern, Ohio State, Virginia Commonwealth 
University, UCLA, Washington). 

A partial list of graduates along with the title of their dissertations, current 
positions and a record of publications is given below. 

Robert Blum, M.D. (1978) Thesis: Structural and Attitudinal Correlates 
Associate Professor, Program in of Critical Care Decision-Making in Minnesota 
Maternal & Child Health; Hospitals -An Exploratory Study. 
Director, Adolescent Health Program 
University of Minnesota 

Denis Caro (1978) 
Assistant Professor 
Faculty of Administration 
University of Ottawa 
Ottawa, Canada 

Thesis: A Strategic Planning Approach to 
Integrated Databases for Emergency Medical 
Services: The Case of Burn Care. 

James Patrick Cooney, 
Dean 

Jr. (1968) Thesis: Physicians and Outpatients - A Study of 

School of Allied Health 
University of Kansas 
Kansas City, Kansas 

Kathryn Dean (1980) 
Research Scientist 
Joint Center for Health 
Services Research 
Institute of Social Medicine 
University of Copenhagen 
Copenhagen, Denmark 

the Physician Effect on the Non-Scheduled Out
patient Treatment Role of the Voluntary Hospital. 

Thesis: An Analysis of the Relationships 
Between Social and Demographic Factors and 
Self-Care Patterns in the Danish Population 

Willy DeGeyndt (1970) 
Public Administration 
The World Bank 
Washington, D.C. 

Thesis: Organizational Delivery of Comprehensive 
Specialist Health Services With Major Emphasis on Services to 

Children and on the Role of the Federal Government. 

Sandra Edwardson (1980) 
Associate Professor 
School of Nursing 
University of Minnesota 

Michael Faulkner (1980) 
Director of Strategic Planning 

Thesis: Decision-Making in Relation to the Type 
and Location of Care for Children with Terminal 
Illness. 

Thesis: The Relationships of Patient to 
Physician to Hospital Flows on Hospital Service 

10 
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Friesen/AMI, Inc. 
Washington, D.C. 

Gary Filerman (1970) 
President 
Association of University Pro
grams in Health Administration 
Washington, D.C. 

William Gold (1982) 
President, ANCHOR HMO 
Vice President, Prepaid Health 
Programs; Assistant Professor, 

Areas for Health Planning 

Thesis: The Chilean National Health Service: 
An Application of Role Consensus Analysis in a 
Regionalized Health System. 

Thesis: Predicting HMO Disenrollment Behavior 
A Study of Demographic and Behaviorial Charac
teristics of HMO Members. 

Health Systems Management; Department 
of Preventive Medicine 
Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes Medical Center 
Chicago, Illinois 

George Johnson (1974) 
Associate Professor, Director 
Division of Hospital and Health 
Care Administration 
University of Minnesota 

Thesis: Career Decisions of Medical Students and 
Attitudes and Values Toward Medical Practice: A 
Sociological Analysis 

LaVohn Josten (1985) 
Director, Public Health 
Minnesota Department of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Thesis: The Relationship Between Patient and 
Nursing Physician Characteristics and Hospital Charges 
Health for Persons Over 65 in Their Last Year of Life. 

John Kralewski (1969) Thesis: The Professional Nurse in the Large-Scale 
William Wallace Professor of Organization: A Study of Conflict Resolution 
Hospital and Health Care Administration 
Director 
Center for Health Services Research 
University of Minnesota 

Mary Louise Krall (1985) 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Nursing 
Adolphus Gustavus College 
St. Peter, Minnesota 

Thesis: Interpersonal Quality of Care in 
Two Ambulatory Surgical Settings 

Barbara Leonard (1983) Thesis: The Psychosocial Correlates of the Impact 
of Childhood Cancer on Siblings. Assistant Professor 

Program in Maternal and Child Health 
University of Minnesota 

Edith Leyasmeyer (1963) 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Dean 
School of Public Health 
University of Minnesota 

Thesis: A Study of Management Training and an 
Examination of the Supervisor Development Program. 
Sponsored Through the University of Minnesota, 
Office of Continuing Hospital Education 

11 



Robin Scott MacStravic (1973) 
Vice President, Planning and Marketing 
Sisters of St. Joseph of Peace 
Health and Hospital Services 
Bellevue, Washington 
Clinical Associate Professor 
Health Services Administration, 
University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 

Michael Resnick (1981) 
Assistant Professor, Program in 
Hospital & Health Care Admini
stration; Research Coordinator 
Program in Adolescent Health 
University of Minnesota 

William Riley (1982) 
Senior Associate Director 
St. Paul Ramsey Medical Center 
Adjunct Instructor, Program in 

Thesis: Community Participation and Influence on 
Health Care Delivery: Expectations, Performance 
and Satisfaction 

Thesis: Attitudinal, Structural and 
Demographic Correlates of Adolescent 
Medical Practice in the Upper Midwest: 
A Regional Physician Survey. 

Thesis: The 1965 American Nurses Association 
Resolution for Basic Education Preparation: 
A Study in Diffusion of Innovation. 

Hospital and Health Care Administration 
University of Minnesota 

Judith A. Ryan (1983) 
Executive Director 
American Nurses Association 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Maurine Venters (1980) 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Family Practice 
University of Minnesota 

Thesis: Segmentation and the Process of Reintegra
tion in a Professional Organization: A Study of the 
American Nurses Association 

Thesis: Chronic Childhood Illness/Disability 
and Familial Coping: The Case of Cystic Fibrosis 

12 
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1/20/87 

OUTLINE OF THE PLAN FOR THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 

I. The External Environment 

A. The demographics of graduate education 

B. The disjunction between traditional departmental organization and 
emerging areas of research and graduate education 

C. The increasing numbers of foreign applicants and students 

D. The small number of minority students in graduate schools 

E. The special issues concerning women in graduate education 

II. The University Setting--While each of these problems that affect graduate 
education nationally has a manifestation within the University, the 
University faces some special problems. 

A. The decline of quality in the physical and biological sciences and in 
the humanities over 30 years, but a significant improvanent in some 
over the past 5 years 

B. Maintaining and improving the strength in the social sciences, 
engineering, and in the mathematical sciences 

C. The relative weakness of interdisciplinary programs 

D. The relationship between graduate and undergraduate education 

III. Major Graduate School Reponsibilities 

A. Fellowships 

1. Existing programs 

2. Future needs and plans 

B. Research 

1. Existing programs 

2. Future needs and plans 



C. Program support and development 

1. Program reviews J 
2. Hill Visiting Professors 

3. McKnight-Land Grant Professors 

4. Graduate recruitment and publicity 

5. New programs 

6. Graduate faculty 

(Existing programs and future plans for all of the above) 

D. Non-departmentally based programs 

E. Applications and admissions 

F. Student research and programs 

G • M i nor i t i e s 

H. International Education 

IV. The Governance of the Graduate School 

A. Policy and Review Councils 

B. Executive Committee 

V. Duluth 

VI. Other Responsibilities 

A. Hormel 

B. Sea Grant 

c. Space Science Center 

J 
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GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPORT 

PROPOSAL FOR DISCUSSION 

The goals of Commitment to Focus call for a new appraisal of our 

recruitment and support for graduate students. This appraisal rests on a 

number of facts and assumptions. 

1. A full complement of high-quality graduate students is essential to 

building and maintaining strong programs. Quality faculty are not 

attracted to an institution with weak graduate students. Quality students 

are not attracted to weak programs. There are several ways to break out of 

this chicken and egg problem. One is to provide highly competitive support 

for graduate students so that strong programs can remain strong, and weak 

ones can be improved by letting strong, prospective faculty members know 

that we have the fiscal wherewithal to bring in qualified students. 

2. The 22-28 year-old age cohort from which most quality graduate students are 

recruited is declining in size and will not increase until about 1996. At 

the same time many major research universities are increasing the size of 

their graduate populations; thus, the competition for quality graduate 

students will intensify. 

3. Our financial support for research and teaching assistants with the new 

tuition fellowship program is reasonably competitive. We are probably in 

the upper third of the top fifteen research universities; normal, or 

slightly above normal, annual increases will probably keep us competitive. 

But we cannot stand still. An example of the situation is that a 

one-half-time TA (the typical percentage appointment) at Wisconsin receives 

more than our half-time TA counting our tuition fellowship. 
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4. Our stipend for first-year Graduate School Fellowships, which go to about 

80 students, is not competitive. We pay $8,000 (9 months) plus tuition; an ,..) 

NSF fellow in the sciences {physical, biological, and social) and 

engineering receive annual stipends of $11,000 ($8,200 for 9 months) plus 

tuition for 3 years; Office of Naval Research stipends for fellowships are 

$12,000- 13,000 plus tuition. Most of our competition is now providing 

some fellowships that pay $10,000 plus tuition. 

5. The Graduate School also distributes about $1.4 million to programs in 

amounts ranging from less than $5,000 to $50,000. Size of program, quality 

of the applicant pool, and competitiveness of the market are major criteria 

in making these awards. Programs typically use these funds to make 

fellowship stipends more competitive, to provide summer support for 

students, or to combine with a quarter-time TAIRA appointment. This has 

been a very popular and successful program. 

6. The best prospective graduate students receive fellowship offers, including ~ 

some three- and four-year fellowship guarantees which are very attractive. 

Minnesota has no multi-year fellowships administered through the Graduate 

School, except NSF Fellowships. There may be a handful under departmental 

control. 

7. For many students beyond the first year, a research assistantship is 

typically preferable to a fellowship as a means of support, because it can 

lead to closer relationships with the faculty and, potentially, to a 

quicker introduction to high-level research and to superior placement when 

they are on the job market (the humanities are an exception to this 

generalization). 

8. The Commitment to Focus plans for a ratio of graduate to undergraduate 

students of 1 to 3; we presently have about 7,500 graduate students. A 1 
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to 3 ratio would call for 22,500 undergraduates on the Twin Cities 

campuses. It is not likely that we will reduce undergraduates that much, 

so we must increase the number of graduate students; in order to increase 

the number to 9,000-10,000 we must provide more financial support. It 

would be appropriate to provide support for about 750 more students through 

the Graduate School, and the rest through colleges and departments. 

I propose the following plan. In order to make our Graduate School 

stipends more competitive we should increase the stipend from the $8,000 per 

year plus tuition that we plan to pay in 1987 to $10,000 plus tuition. Since 

we award about 80 of these at the present time, the cost would be $160,000. We 

should increase the number of first-year fellowships by 40; at $12,500 apiece 

(stipend plus tuition) that would cost $500,000. In order to be competitive 

with peer institutions that offer multi-year fellowships, we should have 50 

3-year fellowships to offer to new students each year. The total cost would be 

$1,875,000. We should work out a plan by which some second- and third-year 

support for graduate students is provided through the very desirable form of 

research assistantshhips. While most support for research assistants comes 

from grants that are made directly to faculty, we could develop a very 
' 

effective plan of providing a research assistantship to a graduate student to 

work with a specific adviser, or group of advisors, in which the graduate 

student would be a part of the application procedure; 500 of these appointments 

at $8,000 per year in salary would cost $4 million. Our program of block grant 

support to programs for support of graduate students has been very successful. 

We could effectively double the amount now spent; the cost would be an 

additional $1,400,000. The total of these requests is $7,935,000; they are 

laid out in table form below. 



80 X 2,000 = 
(Up grade current 1 year) 

40 X $12,500 = 
(Add to 1 year) 

4 

50 X ($12,500 X 3 years) = 
(Neo~ 3-year) 

Sub-tota 1 

500 TAIRA @ $8,000 = 
(Annual) 

Daub le department-fellow = 
allocations 

TOTAL 

TABLE 

$160,000 

$500,000 

$1,875,000 

$2,535,000 

$4,000,000 

$1,400,000 

$7,935,000 

J 

J 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Robert Holt, Dean 
Graduate School 

Patricia Jones Whyte, Coordinator .1\t ..._-
Office of Equal Opportunity in 1 .) 

Graduate Study 

November 26,1986 

Minority Graduate Students 

In preparation for our meeting to discuss the current status of minority 
graduate students at the University of Minnesota and plans for future 
recruitment and retention, the following are my thoughts related to 
Minnesota's specific situation. 

1. An advisory committee of faculty members is necessary to monitor 
the programs currently in place and to provide direction and 
leadership for any future endeavors. 

2. The Graduate School should assume responsibility to provide 
general information about graduate study to our own undergraduates 
as well as to undergraduates at four year colleges and universities 
throughout Minnesota, at least. 

3. Any recruitment efforts should involve faculty as well as 
Graduate School staff. Trips such as the one taken by Professor 
Flanagan during the summer of 1986 to talk with undergraduates from 
the prospective of a specific discipline will have the most 
long-term effect. 

4. We must look more closely at the data available to determine if 
there are patterns which reflect the types of institutions from 
which we draw all students as well as minority students and the 
success rates of these students. We can look at the applications of 
minority students who were denied admission for Fall 1986 to 
determine if there are students whom we might have been accepted but 
for a prerequisite or two. 

5. The distribution of minority students across majors for Fall 
Quarter 1986 reveals that 38 were enrolled in Business 
Administration, 24 in Educational Administration, 16 in Computer and 
Information Science, and 16 in Social Work. Enrollments in these 
four programs represent 35% of our total minority graduate student 
population. Minority and Disadvantaged Graduate Student Fellowships 
were held by 3 students in these four programs. 

6. A publication which describes and discusses funding and support 
services available to minority graduate students is very necessary, 
as has been mentioned before. It would be almost impossible for 
this Office to produce such a publication with the current staffing. 



The help of a quarter-time assistant to research and present 
recommendations for such a publication would allow us to have 
something ready by July 1, 1987. 

Specific objectives and activities for the recruitment of minority 
graduate students for academic year 1988-89 can be developed during winter 
quarter 1987. 

J 

J 
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l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

January 30, 1987 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Policy and Review Councils 

FROM: The Graduate School Staff 

'· \ 

Office of th~e:n 
\ 

Graduate School 
Johnston Hall 
101 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455-0421 

SUBJECT: Application for admission deadlines 

Graduate School 
application deadlines 

Fall August 15 

Wtr November 25 

Spr February 25 

ISS May 15 

IISS June 15 

History 

Opening of the Qtr. 

September 2'5 

January 5 

March 30 

June 16 

July 23 

#Working days available 
to process files 

27 

22 

22 

20 

26 

These application for admission deadlines were established to give Graduate 
School and departmental staff sufficient time to process an application and 
review the file for admissibility prior to the opening of the quarter. At one 
time we did not list a deadline date on the application but indicated that it 
needed to be submitted 4 weeks ahead of the quarter. One of these weeks was to 
prepare the file to send to the department, two weeks for departmental review 
and one for reviewing for admissibility and the typing of the letter. The lack 
of a firm date was confusing to many and we substituted the present dates which 
are constant from year to year and can therefore be published in the University 
calendar. 

Experience has shown that the present deadlines no longer give us sufficient 
time to complete the processing of the applications which only just meet the 
deadline. The new applicant system and new immigration regulations have 
increased the time it takes to process applications. This puts pressure on both 
the Graduate School and the Departmental staff to review files on a priority 
basis so that the student can enter for the upcoming quarter. This pressure is 
especially intense when international students are involved due to new 
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Policy and Review Councils 
January 30, 1987 
Page 2 

immigration rules which require a financial certification statement from the 
student. 

A random look at other University's deadlines show that none are as generous as 
as ours. 

U of Michigan 

Stanford 

U Wis (Milwaukee) 

Michigan State 

City College of NY 

UCLA 

Proposal 

Varies from department to department but none later 
than March 1 for fall. 

Varies from department to department but none later 
than August 1 for fall. 

No later than 6 weeks ahead of the opening of a qtr. 

February 1 for fall quarter (admits only in fall) 

April 15,4qr fall (sq_me programs are earlier) 
and Noveinbe·r 15 fot~s-pring. 

December 30 for the next fall is the preferred date. 
Some departments accept later applications if space 
exists. 

Because the Graduate School and the departments cannot realistically complete 
the processing and review of applications in the time .available and because a 
large proportion of applications are from international students which take 
longer to process and need earlier notification, these are the proposed 
deadlines 

July 15 

October 25 

January 25 

Apri 1 15 

May 15 

for fall 

for winter 

for spring 

for first summer term 

for second summer term 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Graduate School 
TWIN CITIES . Johnston Hall 

February 12, 1987 

MEMORANDUM 

101 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455-0421 

TO: Members, Graduate School Executive Committee 

FROM: Graduate School Staff 

RE: Extension of Time for Conversion from Doctoral Candidate (Continuous) 
Registration to Thesis Credits 

The Graduate School staff propose to delay the conversion of students currently 
eligible for Doctoral Candidate (CortfW1uo'us) .R.~9i'?tration to thesis credits. 
The conversion is now scheduled for fall quarter,-1988, when Continuous 
Registration will cease to exist as a category of registration. All students, 
regardless of their initial date of entry to the Graduate School, will be ·· 
subject to the thesis credit requirement in fall 1988 according to the original 
timetable for conversion. (This will include all students who are readmitted 
after a two-year absence, who change their major or degree objective, or who 
request an extension of time.) As of fall 1986, 1700 doctoral candidates were 
enrolled in the Graduate School. Four-hundred of these entered the Graduate 
School in fall quarter 1983 or later and thus register for thesis credits. The 
remaining 1300 students first registered in the Graduate School before fall 
quarter 1983 and fall under the Continuous Registration requirement. Some 
students in the latter group are still taking the preliminary oral examination 
and are therefore just beginning to register for Continuous Registration. 

We would like to propose delaying the elimination of Continuous Registration and 
the conversion to thesis credits until the fall of 1990. At that time, all 
students would be required to register for thesis credits, regardless of their 
quarter of admission. (Students otherwise eligible for continuous 
registration--i.e., those who enrolled in the Graduate School prior to fall 
quarter 1983--would be converted to thesis credits in fall 1990.) 
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Policy and Procedures Concerning "Request for Special Examination" as They 
Apply to Graduate Students 

The University has a policy of permitting students to test out of courses for 
which they have gained knowledge outside of the classroom. According to the 
instructions accompanying the "Special Examination" form, receiving credit 
though the "Special Examination" process may "involve final examinations, oral 
tests, papers, projects, presentations, review of existing documentation or any 
combination that provides the examiner(s) with the information and material 
needed to evaluate the prior learning." It is the department's responsibility to 
determine the method of evaluation. 

The University is currently reviewing its policies and procedures regarding 
"Special Examinations." The question has been raised whether or not "Special 
Examination" is appropriate to graduate education. It is traditional that 
graduate degrees are granted for knowledge gained as part of a graduate program. 
While the Graduate School presently considers requests for special examinations, 
giving credit for ''prior knowledge" seems to contradict this tradition. Credits 
earn~d through this process may go~ :be ~,sed to meet ~raduate School residency 
requ1rements. · :' · · 

The Policy and Review Councils are asked to discuss whether or not graduate 
students should be permitted to use the "Special Examination" process and, if 
so, what criteria should guide the Graduate School staff in reviewing the 
requests. 
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Tuition Fellowships and Half-Rate Tuition 

In 1985, the Graduate School Executive Committee approved a revision of the 
tuition policy approved in 1984. According to the original policy, master's 
students who took coursework at the half-rate after completing their four
quarter residency requirement could use that coursework toward a higher degrees 
only if they paid the difference in tuition between the full and half rate. 
After the tuition policy was implemented, it become clear that the monitoring 
and collection of this tuition differential was not feasible. Therefore, the 
Executive Committee approved a revision of the policy that permits master's 
students to use any credits taken at the half-rate to meet minimum credit 
requirements for the specialist certificate or doctoral degree, but not to meet 
the higher residency requirements for these degrees. When master's students 
apply for permission to pay tuition at the half-rate, they are required to sign 
a statement acknowledging their understanding that any quarters completed under 
the half-rate tuition feature cannot be used later to meet residency 
requirements for the specialist and/or doctoral degree. 

The intent of this policy was to discourage master's students planning to go on 
to the doctorate from registering at;the 'half~rat~~' ~owever, experience has 
shown that about 80% of master's students going on to the doctorate have, for 
one or more quarters, registered at the half-rate. The Policy and Review 
Councils are asked to remind their faculty that this practice could result in 
financial problems for students who do not meet the nine-quarter doctoral 
residency requirement because they registered at the half-rate while enrolled as 
a master's student. 

The problem is more serious when a student holds an assistantship and is 
eligible for a tuition fellowship. When students are eligible for both 
half-rate tuition and a tuition fellowship, they should not register at the 
half-rate, even if their tuition is paid. Records of tuition fellowships are 
not kept on the Student Data Base. Therefore, students may lose residency 
credit for quarters in which their tuition was paid and they registered at the 
half-rate. 
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Council of Graduate Students 
Committee on Commitment to Focus 
Interim Report on Commitment to Focus 
Draft Document February 23, 1987 

Backround 

In early fall, the Council of Graduate Students (COGS) set up a committee to evaluate 
Commitment to Focus and its companion planning document, "A Strategy to Focus." The 
committee read various documents from the Provost, Graduate School, outside 
organizations, and other University units, and concluded that an omission in the planning 
documents existed; none of the documents addressed specific questions and concerns of 
graduate students. 

Academic eminence depends on the quality of research done, excellence in teaching, and 
ultimately the quality of graduates produced. Graduate students are crucial to achieving 
excellence in all of these areas. Graduate students occupy a middle ground, often not 
well defined, between student and professional staff. Given our unique perspective we 
have special concerns and suggestions for improving the University of Minnesota. 

The committee's work produced two draft documents. The first, an outline of questions 
and concerns given to COGS Representatives, familiarizes graduate students with possible 
shortcomings of the current planning process and informs them of important issues. These 
questions provide a framework for making unit responses at all levels of the University 
sensitive to graduate student concerns. 

This second document is a collection of concerns and initiatives that do not belong to any 
particular college or department of the University. Included are concerns about units where 
graduate student input is limited (i.e. our concerns about the University Libraries). Our 
hope is that the recommendations in this report will be integrated into the plans of the 
Graduate School and of the Advisory Task Force on Planning. 

Areas of Concern 

Our comments and suggestions are divided into three categories: 

I. Recruitment and Retention 
How do we attract the best students and keep them here? 

II. Graduate Education and Professional Development 
How do maximize the graduate school experience for each student? 

III. Post Graduation 
How do we place our students in the best possible positions? 

Recruitment and Retention 

A top university must recruit and retain the best students. The funding proposal of the 
Graduate School and improvements in the quality of our graduate programs will go a long 
way toward making this possible. Certain groups of students that are under represented 
either at the unit or university level will require special attention to attract and retain. 



The Graduate School report recognizes the increased national competition for graduate 
students in the 22 to 28 age cohort. The University should develop innovative ways to 
attract and fund students who are older than traditional graduate students. These students 
bring maturity, experience, and special perspectives into our university. The University's 
unique metropolitan location provides a special opportunity to attract these students. 

Specific programs to identify and recruit minority graduate students are needed. There are 
other groups, not identified in the "Special Committee on Minority Programs in Support of 
Commitment to Focus Report," that have similar concerns to minority students. In fact, 
any group, that is under represented in the University community may need special 
consideration Women, although not a minority, have special problems with professional 
advancement, mentoring, and financial support. 

Other students, who may face discrimination for personal or ethical reasons, also need 
University support. This group would include sexual and political minorities as well as 
students doing research outside the mainstream interests of their department. For example, 
students should not have to work on military research to insure funding. Students who 
have ethical concerns with animal research should be allowed alternatives to research with 
laboratory animals. 

Graduate students enthusiastically endorse the present Graduate School plans to increase 
graduate student funding. We would also like to propose the following initiatives. 

Recommendation 1: 
Funds should be made available for travel and original research for students who have not 
yet reached the all but dissertation stage. Proposals should be evaluated based on merit, C, not status in the degree program. 

Recommendation 2: 
All fellowships offered by any unit in the University should automatically be included in 
the University tuition fellowship program. 

Currently, the needfor departmental fellowships to internally fund tuition waivers without 
a commensurate increase in funds (from central administration) may be constraining student 
recruitment in some departments. After paying tuition, students on dissertation fellowships 
may make less money than in teaching or research appointments. 

Recommendation 3: 
Graduate students should be given full-time status by any of the following: 

1. carrying seven or more credits 
2. holding a 25% or greater assistantship or fellowship 
3. verification of the faculty advisor or Director of Graduate Studies for 
students who have fulfilled the residency requirement and do not fit under 1 or 2 

If a graduate student is working full-time towards a degree the University should consider 
that student full-time. Currently students carrying one to seven credits cannot buy 
microcomputer equipment from the bookstore,face difficulties varifying student status for 
loans and insurance, and face a variety of other annoyances. 

Recommendation 4: 
Full health insurance benefits should be given to graduate students holding 50% 
appointments . Students with 25 to 50% appointments could buy coverage prorated to their 
appointment (similar to the tuition waiver). 
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Recommendation 5: 
Limited staff privilages should be given to graduate assistants. 

A clarification of "staff' is needed. Teaching assistants are listed in the staff portion of the 
University directory but are not accorded staff privileges by offices as diverse as 
Recreational Sports and Employee Benefits. Summer teaching assistants and research 
assistants do not always have library privileges. 

Recommendation 6: 
Graduate assistant appointments should be given only in standard percentage amounts of 
twenty-five, thirty-three, fifty, and seventy-five percent unless justified by specific 
additional duties. Duties that require additional work would be computed from a formula 
where twenty hours of work per week equals a fifty percent appointment. 

This would prevent units from ''point shaving" to avoid paying benefits or to discount the 
value of tuition fellowships. 

Recommendation 7: 
A state wide program of funding for Minnesota residents, undergraduate and graduate, is 

desirable. This would encourage our best and brightest to stay here . Such a program 
could be modeled after the New York State Regent Scholarship program with the state 
promising to pay the tuition of Minnesota residents who score above a certain level on the 
SAT (undergraduate) and the GRE (graduate). 

Graduate Education and Professional Development 

Teaching 

Recommendation 8: 
Graduate students with primary course teaching responsibilities should be treated as 
professional staff (in salary and benefits). 

A graduate student, teaching a class in the regular curriculum, who lectures, prepares 
lesson plans and designs exams should not be considered a teaching assistant. It is not 
reasonable for teaching assistants to have the same load and responsibilities as staff but be 
paid less. Such a policy would rationalize admission policies in departments where 
graduate students may be admitted only to fulfill teaching needs. 

Recommendation 9: 
The Graduate School should fund a program to allow special topics courses designed by 
graduate students. These courses would draw on specific skills and interests of outstanding 
graduate student teachers. Departments would forward excellent proposals from graduate 
students in their unit to a Graduate School committee who would select the (thirty?) best 
proposals to be funded for the following year. 

Such courses would not be used to relieve faculty of responsibility for teaching the basic 
curriculum. They would, however , give graduate students an opportunity to develop 
important professional skills and provide undergraduates with a chance to explore specific 
topics in a seminar setting. 

Recommendation 10: 
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A graduate assistant teaching award program should be funded with a large number (200?) 
of small ($50?) awards. 

Such a program would underscore the University's commitment to teaching. Nearly every 
graduate student would know someone who received the award. The award winners 
could be used to organize and lead the teaching orientation programs in their units for the 
following year. 

We believe that graduate students must be given guidance in teaching courses. However, 
we could not support a quarter long program which would take time away from the 
student's own coursework. An ideal training seminar would be a departmental 
responsibility and take two to three days before the first quarter began. Only proficiency in 
spoken English should be the concern of a University-wide program. 

Most importantly, teaching assistants should have regular feedback, evaluation, guidance, 
and meetings with the professor in charge of the lecture course. Professors with teaching 
assistants have a professional responsibility to help their graduate students improve their 
teaching skills. 

Research and Curriculum 

Most graduate students at the University do research to fulfill the requirements of their 
degree. The course curriculum constitutes the training for that research. Our largest 
concern centers around collaboration in curriculum development, program development, 
and research, both within and between programs. 

Many departments offer courses similar to those offered by other departments. 
Collaboration among departments (and graduate programs) in course development should 
be encouraged, freeing faculty to teach other topics. In particular, collaborative and 
interdisciplinary research work, both informal and formal, should be encouraged. 

Recommendation 11: 
The University should develop and support a data base and electronic bulletin board of 
current research topics and expertise of faculty, students and professionals. Seminar 
offerings, lectures, and departmental colloquium should be included. Thesis and 
dissertation topics should also be included. Equipment, special data bases, custom 
computer programs, and research projects should also be included. This information 
should be on line throughout the University and continually updated Chronological, 
geographic, topical, and key word indexing would all be desirable. 

The quality of and access to library resources here at the University is a major concern. 
Although it is beyond the scope of this committee to make comprehensive 
recommendations we offer several observations. Access to specialized collections has 
become a major problem with the Walter Library consolidation. In some cases this 
process has resulted in loss or destruction of material. 

Catalogs are also a problem. Are sufficient efforts being made to keep catalogs current and 
is progress being made toward an on-line system? It seems there is a critical shortage of 
professional staff in our libraries. Student employees may be useful for reshelving books 
and processing fmes, but often cannot help a graduate student with specific research needs. 
There is an apparent lack of coordination in lending practices, catalog support, and 
collection development among the various branches of the University library. 
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Post Graduation 

In addition to funding Graduate School fellowships there is a need to fund post-doctoral 
positions. Such a program would improve the visability and prestige of our graduate 
programs and result in more published research from our University. It would also make 
our graduates more competitive and result in higher prestige appointments. 

All units of the University need to track their graduates so that in the future we can better 
assess the success of graduate programs. How else can we be sure we are producing top 
scholars? It is also important to know if our graduates have degrees and training for which 
there is a real demand and need. Keeping track of our graduates would also be a useful 
tool in improving recruitment of all students. 
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l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Laboratory Medicine and Patho~ogy 
Division of Health Computer Sc1ences 
Box 511 Mayo Memorial Building 

Division Phone: 
Office Phone: 

420 Delaware Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-5617 

(612) 373-5617 (after 4/1: 625-8440) 
(612) 373-0325 (after 4/1: 625-4909) 

M E M 0 B A H n ll M 

DATE: 31 March 1986 

FROM: 

TO: 

LaUl C. Gatewood, Ph.D. rL_ .. I1 (! ~-!-:- ·~L 
Professor and Director L/~ · ~~ 

Dean Robert Holt 
Graduate School 

COPIES: Dean Kenneth Zimmerman, Dean David Brown, 
Dr. Ellis Benson, Dr. Stanley Finkelstein, 
Mr. Edward Wink, Ms. Kathleen Seidl· 

SUBJECT: Proposal for New Graduate Program in Health Informatics 

Enclosed is a request for a new graduate program in Health 
Informatics, which will award both M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. It 
comprises the graduate faculty and the courses which they now 
teach as the computer-oriented Health Information Systems track 
in the Biometry and Health Information Systems program. Since 
these faculty are housed within and paid by the Division of 
Health Computer Sciences in the Department of Laboratory Medicine 
and Pathology, this request separates the track called "Health 
Information Systems" for re-assignment to the Medical School. 
Since this track has been successfully admitting and graduating 
students for the past ten years, no new coursework or changes in 
the curriculum are proposed. I hope that the following pages 
adhere to your guidelines and give the detail needed for review. 
I would be happy to meet with you or with the members of the 
review committee to provide more information. 
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l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

April 16, 1986 

Robert Holt, Ph.D., Dean 
The Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 

Dear Dean Holt: 

Office of the Dean 
Medical School 
Box 293 Mayo Memorial Building 
420 Delaware Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-4570 
Office at 3-120 Owre Hall 

.... 

...... ;- :· ... .;. "' .· . : : .. .,.,..:...~· i 

The proposed new independent graduate program in Health Informatics will con
tinue to provide health science students a valuable program. The productive 
track records of the faculty and the students involved with this program under 
its previous aegis, suggest that its continuation within the Department of 
Laboratory Medicine and Pathology in the Medical School will maintain its effec
tiveness. 

A recent publication, "Medical Education in the Information Age. Proceedings of 
the Symposium on Medical Informatics" (Association of American Medical 
Colleges, 1986) recommends that medical informatics become integral components 
of medical and graduate education, research and patient care in academic medical 
centers. I feel that the proposed graduate program in Health Informatics will 
benefit graduate students from several health science disciplines and give it my 
enthusiastic endorsement. 

Sincerely, 

s~~ 
David M. Brown, Dean 
Professor, Lab Medicine and 

Pathology and Pediatrics 

DMB:pat 

cc: Dr. Ellis S. Benson 
Vice President Neal A. Vanselow 

HEALTH SCIENCES 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

April 14, 1986 

lbbert Holt, Ph.D. 
Dean, '!he Graduate School 
321 JoJ:mston Hall 

David M. Brown, M.D. 
Dean, '!he Medical School 
3-120 CMre Hall 

Gentlenen: 

Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology 
Medical School 
Box 198 Mayo Memorial Building 
420 Delaware Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-8623 

II 
I am very happy to endorse the proposal of Professor Lael C. Gatewood for a 
new independent graduate program in Health Infonnatics (HI). 

As you know, this program is the offshoot of the fonrer canbined program in 
Bicmetry and Health Infonnation Science (BHIS) , a program which has been in 
successful operation for a number of years. The program had boo tracks, one 
of which was Health Infonnation Sciences (HIS) and these becarre increasingly 
independent of each other. Pecentl y, Bicmetry has obtained Graduate School 
approval of continuance of the program under a new narre "Bicmetry" with the 
understanding that HIS would split off and fonn its own program. The present 
proposal is a result of these maneuvers. 

'!he HIS program has been an active and productive one over the years. It cur
rently has approximately 20 fulltine students. It is the recipient of a 
training grant from the National Library of Medicine. This training grant was 
quite recently renewed. '!he program has had a good "track record" of successful 
graduates who have gone on to significant careers in the health care field. 

Dean Brown should note that the courses under this program which in the past 
have been listed under the School of Public Health, where the old BHIS program 
was centered, will noN be shifted to the Medical School since the new program 
in HI will be housed in and administered by the Depa.rtnent of Laborato:r:y Medicine 
and Pathology, Division of Health Carputer Sciences. 

I am confident, on the basis of past perfonnance and the attractiveness and con
temporary relevance of this field, that the new program will be a successful one 
and am glad to give it my full and unqualified endorsenent. 

Y~i:u-
Ellis S. Benson, M.D. 
Professor and Head 

ESB:cj 

HEALTH SCIENCES 
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UNIFORM PROGRAM 
INVENTORY AND 
PROPOSAL FORM 

SECTION 1 
Program Proposal Abstract and Cover Sheet 

(See Attached Instructions) 

Medical School c d N Unit, Campus or College _ ___::..:.::.::...:..::.:::..:_.=...:..:..:..::..:.....:: ______________ o e o.- -----
2 

I. General lnformatton 

Health Informatics A. Program Title _ ____:~~~~~~=:..:....:~:__ ____________________ _ 

8 Tl 

B. Program Review CategOTV: __ X_Regular 
·(check one) _2 _8 __ ExperiTTUmtal {If Experinrental, gM! Reporting Date: ___ L_ ___ ) 

29 .30 32 34 

c. Proposed Implementation Date:_QZ_J_Q!l 87 
.,~s = 68 40 

D. Program Length: Total Cr/hr PhD= 90 Classrcom X IA!borato 
~ .4S 416 .. 9 :so 

£. Administrative Unit Immediately Responsible for Program· Health Computer Sciences 

73 

F. Describe the Program (in 50 words or less): 

Proposal requests separate administration for approved biocomputing 
B M 

2 track in Biometry and Health Information Systems. New interdisci-
65 120 

plinary program with core curriculum in computing, 'statistics, and 
8 .. 

3 information sciences offers M.S., Ph.D. degrees for methodological 
65 120 and applied studies in health research, simulation, clinical studies, 

8 M 

4 systems analysis, and other health science applications. 

5 

65 ,~ 

G. Expected student interest in the program during the first year of operation, and when the program reaches full 
operating level: 

a. Enrollment 
Program Enrollees 

Other Students 

Total 

b. Program Graduates/ 
Completors 

10 

14 

18 

22 

87 Fim Year: __ (Vr.l 
8 

Number Student 

(Headcountl Credit or 

Expected Contact 
Hours 

10 270 
13 25 

4Q 320 
17 24 

50 590 
1 

5 340 
24 37 

Full Operation: __ (Yr.l 
•o 

Student 
Head count Credit or 
Cap~citv Contact 

Hours 

28 42 45 5 6C 

46 4 G -64 

-36 r 

39 54 56 69 71 

FORM NO. 25 
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A Projected Costs of the Program: I I. Budget Data· 

1987 f'im Year Full Opel'3tion 
8 . • New Re-auigned New R .... ssigned 

No. Annual No. Annual No. Annual No. 
FTE Cost FTE Cost FTE Cost FTE 

Faculty $ 3.5*$ 131.200 $ $ 
ro-i2 16 20 ~ 63 6; ;o--T2 !G_ 0 57 59 

a. 

Civil Service $ 0.5 s 7,800 s s 
13---re 21 25 ~62 68 72 ~ 21 2!i.so--62 GS 

b. 

Equipment, 
$ s 12,500. ··:-js,. ~Ill s_ Supplies, etc. 

Total Direct Costs s I s 151 500 ·s ·-··· .. _.· s (a+b-tc) ... 
1 

1~-One-time s s -0-Casu 
·-d. 

I 
.. • 

Space Rental s s -0-
41 45 f8 92 

e. 
-

.I Indirect s -~ -0-
: 

Costs '46 561 §3 97 
f. 

g. l otal PrDgram Costsl 
(;,+ltic-t1f-te+f} .. F l s 151.500 

' 

• B. Expected Sources of Funds for Program: 
1987 FimYear' 

Dollar %of 
Annual Amount Expend. 

a. Local $ . $ 
HI '14 , 

' b. State ' $ 87,460 66.7 s ' .... 

c. Tuition ,' $ 43,740 .Jl=..l- $ / 
/ 2o 24 ~s 

d. Federal Training Grant $ 12,500 8.3 s 

e. Private $ $ ...,--

f. 
Dedicated 

$ $ Fees • 5 61 

g. Other (Specify) Department $ 7,800 5 1 $ budqet .co 44 G3 

h. Total $151,500 ~00. $ 
4 0 100% 

One 
Time 
Input 

65 

95 

Q!! 

1 IS. 7 

s s 
.. 

s >i ;.• s 
41 <45 

.. 
68 

$ .·· ... · __ .... ·· S" 
46 !!5 

s •. ·$ 

Full Operation: 

Dollar %of 
Annual Amount Expend. . 

$ ~-69 Ui 14 -rr-- 6~ 

$ $ 
1 

s s 
7 45'r-- 75 

$ . s 

$ . $ 
4 ~ 

$ s 
94 39 ~ 90 

s s 
g§ 40 44~ 95 

$ $ 
105 45 50~ 100 

Annual 
Cost 

One 
Time 

"""" 

72 

92 

!" 

H 

79 

-~ 

99 

105 

C. If there are any formal arrangements with other institutions or agencies, (e.g. clinical sites, cooperation, joint 
programs) explt~in, giving names of institutions:------------------------

16 22 
D. 

29 39 40 

J 
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SECTION II 

Master of Science and Doctorate Degrees 
in HEALTH INFORMATICS 

Summary Description of the Program 

A. Introduction. A new graduate program in Health Informatics is proposed 
to award both M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. It comprises the graduate 
faculty and the courses which they now teach as the computer-oriented 
Health Information Systems track in the Biometry and Health Information 
Systems program. Since these faculty are housed within and paid by the 
Division of Health Computer Sciences in the Department of Laboratory 
Medicine and Pathology, this request separates the track called "Health 
Information Systems" for re-assignment to the Medical School. Since 
this track has been successfully admitting and graduating students for 
the past ten years, no new coursework or changes in the curriculum are 
requested. 

B. Objectives. The graduate program in Health Informatics is designed to 
train students in the methodologies and utilization of computers, 
statistics and information sciences as applied to information management 
for the health sciences. This program offers training in health 
services computing, clinical decision making, health systems analysis 
and consulting. Training is provided for health professionals seeking a 
masters degree to recognize interdisciplinary competencies in 
information management, for information technologists obtaining a 
masters degree to emphasize health applications, and for graduate 
students undertaking doctoral studies to develop new methodologies and 
to evaluate new applications of clinical information systems. 

Health Informatics encompasses not only mathematics, statistics and 
computing, but also includes other engineering, management, and 
information sciences applied to problems arising in biology, medicine 
and the delivery of health care. In addition to basic biostatistical 
and computing techniques, it is necessary that students be familiar with 
other methodologies such as mathematical modeling, systems analysis, 
image and signal processing, management systems and decision sciences. 
Possible areas of emphasis include information systems, biomathematical 
model building, evaluation of health programs, physiological monitoring 
and control, clinical decision studies, and health computer sciences. A 
graduate student could complete the M.S. degree in two years of 
full-time studies, whereas the Ph.D. time for completion depends upon 
previous graduate work and readiness to undertake the dissertation. 
Three to five years are usually allocated to this effort. 

C. Admission Requirements. Students are admitted to the program with a 
Bachelor's degree and GPA satisfying Graduate School criteria. 
Prerequisites for the program are two courses in biological sciences, 
calculus (1 yr), differential equations and linear algebra, one quarter 
coursework or work experience in computer processing, and working 
knowledge of at least one higher-level language (e.g. FORTRAN, BASIC, 
PASCAL). Courses taken to fulfill prerequisites will not be given 
graduate credit and courses in the curriculum are designed assuming that 
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D. Program Requirements. The graduate courses currently taught by the HCS 
faculty, which have been approved previously by the Graduate School, 
comprise the majority of required coursework. They have been listed in 
this application with an asterisk added to their current designator of 
PubH 5-4xx or PubH 8-4xx. We will be requesting that a new designator 
(e.g. HI) be assigned by the appropriate University office once the new 
program is approved. 

The following courses are required for all M.S. and Ph.D. degree 
programs in Health Informatics: 

PubH* 5420, 5431, 5432, 5433, 5434, 5435, 5446 

PubH 5450, 5452, 5454 

Students may have covered some of the material with previous equivalent 
courses before entry in the graduate program, in which case the 
requirement may be considered fulfilled. 

Additional course requirements for the Masters and Doctoral degrees are: 

i. Plan B Masters Program. With agreement of the advisor, the student 
selects at least 44 credits to fulfill Graduate School requirements. 
Of these, at least 20 credits must be in addition to the core 
courses. There should be a mix of 10 credits in a technical area 
(such as Biometry, Computer Sciences, Health Informatics or 
Management Information Systems), and 10 credits in a Health Sciences 
area (such as Pathobiology, Physiology, or Public. Health). At least 
8 of these 20 credits must be in courses other than those offered in 
Health Informatics. 

ii. Plan A Masters Program. No specific additional requirements are 
required other than a program conforming to the Graduate School 
requirements and guidelines. This research-oriented program may 
only be selected with the agreement of the advisor by an advanced, 
experienced student, usually with a doctoral degree in a Health 
Sciences discipline. Students with the equivalent of an 
undergraduate major in biocomputing or biometry may also consider 
the Plan A degree. 

iii. Doctorate Program. The student is expected to fulfill the M.S.-Plan 
B course requirements. In addition, PubH 5459, PubH* 8405-6-7 and 
Path 5415-6-7 are required. At least 24 of the accumulated credits 
must be in 8xxx level courses in the area of concentration, and 
another 18-24 credits must be in the minor or supporting program. 

The examination requirements for the degrees are as follows: 

i. Plan A Masters Degree. The oral examination consists of defense of 
the Plan A thesis, as well as material from courses listed in the 
student's approved program of study. 
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ii. Plan B Masters Degree. The student is held responsible for the 
content of the Plan B project and the course work listed on the 
student's approved program of study, and is required to.take an oral 
examination covering this material. 

iii. Doctoral Degree. 

a. Qualifying Examination. The prospective Ph.D. candidate is 
expected to take the written qualifying exam as soon as it is 
offered after completing the course sequences containing the 
material being tested. The exam is offered at the beginning of 
the Fall Quarter each year; consequently, a full-time student 
will be expected to take it at the beginning of the second year 
of study. There are both open book (4 hours> and closed book (2 
hours> parts covering material at the level of PubH* 5431-32 and 
PubH 5450-54, 5459, integrated into one short-answer part and 
one long-answer part. Students must pass the entire exam in 
order to continue on to the next written exam. One additional 
attempt is permitted. 

b. Preliminary Written Examination. The Ph.D. preliminary written 
examination is offered once a year during the break between 
Winter and Spring quarters to students who have passed the 
qualifying examination. This is a comprehensive examination 
requiring sophistication, judgment and integration of subject 
matter considerably beyond that of the qualifying exam. It is a 
take-home, open-book examination with 3-4 days allotted. One 
additional attempt is permitted. 

c. Preliminary Oral Examination. The preliminary oral examination 
cannot be scheduled until the Graduate School has received 
written notification that all written examination requirements 
have been fulfilled. The student is responsible in the oral 
examination for the same material as in the written examination. 
In addition, the content of the courses listed in the minor or 
related fields section of the program is tested. The committee 
has at least two members from outside Health Informatics. 

d. Final Oral Examination. No further requirements have been 
established beyond those of the Graduate School as stated in the 
Graduate School Bulletin. 

E. Personal File. A personal file will be prepared for each new student at 
the time of their initial registration in the Graduate School, and 
maintained in the DGS office. Each student's advisor will keep the file 
up to date, including entry of each quarter's grades, MS Program form 
for Graduate School, and changes in program content. Copies of all 
correspondence between faculty and student regarding the graduate 
programs will be maintained in this file. 
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F. Academic Performance. Students are expected to maintain satisfactory 
progress towards the completion of their degree. This includes: 

i. Performance in courses according to the standards of the Graduate ~ 
School. ~ 

ii. Acceptance of the student's research project by the student's 
advisory committee. 

iii. Prompt elimination of "Incomplete" grades. 

iv. Passing the final oral examination. 

G. Financial Assistance. Outstanding candidates will be nominated for a 
Graduate School fellowship. The NLM training grant in Health 
Informatics and the Micropopulation Simulation Center are both funded by 
the National Institutes of Health to the Division of Health Computer 
Sciences; both provide student resources. The training grant provides 
stipends, tuition, computer support and travel to selected postdoctoral 
trainees (maximum of 5/year). The Simulation Center provides a facility 
for student research related to epidemiological simulation and currently 
supports 3 half-time RA positions. Additional RA support may be 
available through externally funded projects for which Health Computer 
Sciences faculty have responsibility, but which are not directly funded 
through HCS. 

H. Quality. The quality and continued development of t~e program will be 
the responsibility of the graduate faculty in Health Informatics. Many 
of these faculty members are currently affiliated with the HIS track of 
the graduate program in Biometry and Health Information Systems. All 
have been instrumental for many years in reviewing curriculum and 
developing programmatic guidelines for the HIS-track and NLM training 
program. 

These faculty members will constitute the graduate faculty for Health 
Informatics, and will elect from among themselves a Director of Graduate 
Studies and a representative to the Health Sciences Policy and Review 
Council. The policies of the Graduate School will be adhered to in 
determining procedures for program review. Formal committees will be 
established for revising curriculum, reviewing admissions, and providing 
written examinations. A quarterly graduate faculty meeting will provide 
the opportunity for discussion of recruiting, admissions, student 
progress, curriculum review and other issues related to the program. 

I. Implementation. Since the HIS-track of Biometry and Health Information 
Systems is already in place, no start-up time will be needed for the 
proposed program. The courses are being taught on a \egular basis. 
Students currently in BHIS will be formally offered the opportunity to 
change to the new program if they desire. Review procedures and 
graduate school interactions will be expedited wherever possible to 
accomplish a smooth transition. The faculty involved have already been 
working together on program committees, and will continue to work in 
this fashion. With timely review of this proposal, the recruitment 
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mechanisms should be in place and students ready to start in 1986-1987. 

The annual number of HI enrollees, as estimated from present experience, 
is expected to be 5 per year, with 4.5 M.S. and 0.5 Ph.D. degrees 
awarded each year. Thus we expect the new program to continue with the 
same baseline and outcome numbers as the program previously incorporated 
in the two-track BHIS program. There may be some increase in these 
numbers once a new advertising and recruiting brochure is prepared that 
clearly defines the objectives and benefits of the Health Informatics 
Program. This had been a problem with the existing joint BHIS program. 

University Resources. This new graduate program is to be administered 
by the Division of Health Computer Sciences (HCS), a computer research 
and training division of the Medical School's Department of laboratory 
Medicine and Pathology. All courses listed in the program are currently 
running within the School of Public Health as part of the BHIS program. 
No new courses are contemplated. 

K. Specific HCS Resources. Current resources used by the HIS-track and 
therefore available for the new HI program include faculty, space, and 
computer systems. Health Computer Sciences, with seven faculty offices, 
four student rooms, administrative office and computer facilities, is 
located in 3,000 square feet of space on the third floor of the Veterans 
of Foreign Wars Cancer Research Center. Dedicated areas are available 
for small meetings, class preparation and computer usage. The computer 
facilities housed at Health Computer Sciences include a DEC PDP 11/34 
mini-computer used for administration and word processing, a VAX 11/750 
super minicomputer which supports a NIH-funded Simulation Center, and a 
VAX 11/750 computer dedicated to CLINFO for the General Clinical 
Research Center. Faculty, staff and post-doctoral students have a CRT 
terminal in their office linked to one of these machines. Dial-up 
access is available to work with one of the All-University computers. 
In addition there is a general student work area which includes CRT's, 
two APPLE microcomputers, and printer/plotter peripherals. 

Need for the Program. Currently over 100 BHIS inquiries from prospective 
students are received yearly, about half of these specifically for HIS-track 
studies. The proposed program training prepares the graduate for a wide 
variety of jobs currently much in demand. The 11 January 1985 issue of 
Science listed twelve ads for which Health Informatics graduates are 
trained; the 31 January 1986 issue of Science had eleven jobs of a similar 
nature. 

The number of requests for program graduates far exceeds the supply. Most 
of the Master's students, and all of the recent Doctoral students had jobs 
before they formally graduated from the program. The HCS faculty receive at 
least two requests per week for a graduate, with some employers accepting a 
student before graduation. The metropolitan area has been a continuing 
source of jobs, with over thirty hospitals, one hundred long-term-care 
facilities, eight health maintenance organizations, many medically-oriented 
industries, and several government agencies requesting students to work on 
research projects and graduates to cnsider for long-term employment. 
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3. Mission. This program has several key features which help integrate it into J 
the educational efforts at the University. It provides a research basis for 
the new and growing discipline of Health Informatics, which is rapidly 
developing its conceptual foundations and instructional paradigms. It 
provides training support for academic staff requiring concepts in 
biomedical information and systems technology for health services, research 
and education. It offers courses which allow advanced preparation and 
graduate training for the health professional. It trains consultants and 
practitioners who are in wide demand in the surrounding medical research and 
service community as coordinators and liaisons to clinical computing 
facilities. 

Introductory and advanced classes are offered throughout the academic year 
and summer session. Several courses are offered through Extension including 
one in the Health Sciences window, to reach the part-time student working in 
the community or coming for sabbatical studies. Service courses are 
provided for non-majors to form part of a minor, related field, or 
supporting program. Finally, the program offers a mix of coursework and 
practical project experience not offered elsewhere within the 5-state 
region. 

4. Comparative Program Analysis. According to a recent report of a survey 
published in SIGBID Newsletter: Special Interest Group ~Biomedical 
Computing 7(4): 3-10, 1985, there are twenty-six other training programs 
officially designated as Medical Information Sciences or Health Computing in 
the United States at the present time. There are no other graduate programs 
in Minnesota, thus an unmet demand for the degree program exists in the 
State. 

5. Duplication. There will be no duplication of courses. The program in 
Health Informatics will utilize graduate courses currently offered within 
the BHIS program. 

6. Cost/Benefit. No additional funding is being requested for the program. It 
will utilize the resources currently available to the HIS track in the BHIS 
program. 
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Health Informatics 
Program Proposal 

Section III. PROPOSAL TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 

A. Introduction. The graduate program in Health Informatics is designed 
to train students in the methodologies and utilization of computers, 
statistics and information sciences as applied to information 
management for the health sciences. This program offers training in 
health services computing, clinical decision making, health systems 
analysis and consulting. Training is provided for health professionals 
seeking a masters degree to recognize interdisciplinary competencies in 
information management, for information technologists obtaining a 
masters degree to emphasize health applications, and for graduate 
students undertaking doctoral studies to develop new methodologies and 
to evaluate new ~applications of clinical information systems. 

During the 1960's, large-scale electronic computers became increasingly 
available in medical centers. It became obvious that the mathematical 
and statistical analysis of data from the biological and health 
sciences should be carried out using these facilities. The Biometry 
graduate program at the University of Minnesota was one of the first 
programs in the country to offer and require training in the use of 
automated computational aids. 

As the capacity and software for computers increased, so did the 
variety of health science applications beyond the analysis of clinical 
and laboratory data. The name of the Biometry graduate program was 
changed to "Biometry and Health Information Systems" in order to 
provide educational opportunities for the growing numbers of graduate 
students who wished to train for careers in health computing areas as 
an alternative to only biostatistical analysis. A two-track curriculum 
with separate requirements was started, which retained a common core of 
biostatistics and health computing courses within the one graduate 
program. This program is admdnistered centrally through the Division 
of Biometry at the present time. However the course planning and 
advising for the two tracks is provided by the two faculty groups who 
have separate admdnistrative homes in the School of Public Health 
(Division of Biometry), and the Medical School (Division of Health 
Computer Sciences). 

Other universities in the country also developed joint but more 
integrated programs which tended to emphasize biostatistics. The union 
developed historically out of the common interest in the uses of the 
computer, mathematics and statistics, and their association with health 
sciences. During the last ten years, health computing has grown to a 
recognized discipline, now called health informatics to correspond to 
the European term, with refereed journals, annual conferences, national 
societies and a new professional college. Table 1 on the next page 
provides a listing of these scholarly resources. 
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Table 1. PUBLICATIONS EMPHASIZING HEALTH INFORMATICS 

JournaLs (BioMedical Library> 

Computer Programs in Biomedicine <started 1970) 

Computers and Biomedical Research (started 1967) 

Computers in Biology and Medicine (started 1970) 

Computers in Hospitals/Healthcare <started 1980) 

Computers in Nursing (started 1983) 

6. International Journal of Biomedical Computing (started 1970) 

7. Journal of Clinical Computing (started 1971) 

8. Journal of Medical Systems (started 1977) 

9. Medical Informatics (started 1976) 

10. Methods of Information in Medicine (started 1962) 

Socie1~ Proceedings ~nA N~~sl~11~IS 

1. Newsletter of the Association for Computing Machinery's Spe
cial Interest Group in Biomedical Computing (SIGBIO - started 
1968). 

2. Computers and Medicine Newsletter <started 1972) 

3. Annual Proceedings of Society for Advanced Medical Systems 
(SAMS - started 1968) 

4. Annual Proceedings of Society for Computer Medicine <SCM -
started 1971) 

5. Annual Proceedings of American Association of Medical Systems 
and Informatics (AAMSI - started 1982 from merger of SAMS and 
SCM) 

6. Proceedings of Triannual World Conference on Medical Informa
tics (MEDINFO - started 1974) 

7. Annual Proceedings of Symposium on Computer Applications for 
Medical Care <SGAMC - started 1977) 
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With the growing development and sophistication of computer 
capabilities, the research activities of the faculties of the two 
graduate tracks and the interests of the two groups of students have 
became quite disparate. A singular focus is hard to define for the 
graduate program, which is confusing to the students and troublesome to 
the faculty. Continued joint administration of the two tracks is 
increasingly difficult. Recruitment of students is difficult because 
prospective students come from such different backgrounds and 
undergraduate programs. A disportionate amount of time is spent in 
trying to overcome and explain the organizational differences. 

These difficulties were apparent to the Graduate School Internal and 
External Review Committees in 1980. The External Commdttee's report 
stated that "the situation should not be allowed to continue". Their 
suggestion of a task force to study possible resolution was tabled in 
favor of internal review by the BHIS faculty to examine options and 
effect changes. After concerted joint and track-specific review, the 
graduate faculty feel that the time has come for the two tracks to be 
separated into two distinct graduate programs. This is being 
accomplished by the following actions: the formation by the HIS-track 
faculty of a new graduate program, and the designation of the current 
Biometry and Health Information Systems program back to the original 
name and focus of Biometry. This plan was unanimously endorsed by the 
BHIS graduate faculty, and this proposal provides the documentation for 
the first action. An accompanying document from Dr. Anne Goldman, 
Director of Graduate Studies for Biometry and Health Information 
Systems, requests the second of these actions. 

B. Description of the Proposed Program 

1. Objectives. This graduate program in Health Informatics is 
involved in the study of analytical and quantitative aspects of 
biology, medicine and health care systems. Health Informatics 
encampases not only mathematics, statistics and computing, but also 
includes other engineering, management, and information sciences 
applied to problems arising in biology, medicine and the delivery 
of health care. In addition to basic biostatistical and computing 
techniques, it is necessary that students be familiar with other 
methodologies such as mathematical modeling, systems analysis, 
image and signal processing, management systems and decision 
sciences. Possible areas of emphasis include information systems, 
biomathematical model building, evaluation of health programs, 
physiological monitoring and control, clinical decision studies, 
and health computer sciences. TO complement offerings in health 
informatics, students may elect courses from such fields as 
biometry, epidemiology, hospital and health care administration, 
management information systems, computer and information sciences, 
biophysics, engineering, mathematics, and statistics. Advanced 
work in the social, biological, or medical sciences is usually 
taken as part of a minor or supporting program, but with special 
justification may be taken as part of the major. 

To achieve these broad goals, both the M.S. and the Ph.D. degrees 
are offered. All students take core sequences in biometry and 
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biomedical computing, as well as a required course in consulting. 
The M.S. degree recognizes technical competencies achieved by 
satisfactory completion of a set of required courses and a final 
oral examination. Either Plan A or Plan B Master's degrees will be 
available, with the former restricted to those holding a doctorate 
or health professional degree. The Ph.D. degree recognizes 
advanced technical competencies plus the ability to perfonn 
research at an advanced level as documented by a research 
dissertation suitable for publication in the professional 
literature. TWo types of written examinations are required: the 
first tests the students' general potential for doctoral studies, 
and the second ascertains their course preparation for a 
dissertation in this field. The student can retake each written 
examination once. The preliminary oral examination evaluates the 
dissertation proposal and the student's readiness, and the final 
oral defense and thesis presentation to the Graduate School 
concludes the program. 

The prerequisites for admission are a bachelor's degree, computer 
programming experience, knowledge of a health science, and advanced 
mathematics including a year of calculus, matrix algebra and 
differential equations. A graduate student could complete the 
M.S. degree in two years of full-time studies, whereas the 
Ph.D. time for completion depends upon previous graduate work and 
readiness to undertake the dissertation. Three to five years are 
usually allocated to this effort. 

2. Admission R~irements 

a. Prerequisite Background. Although students are accepted into 
the program with different backgrounds and varying degrees of 
experience, some prerequisites are expected, often in the fonn 
of course work. Assessment of an applicant's prerequisites in 
the admission process serves several purposes, such as judging 
knowledge of the field, quantitative and proble~solving 
skills, and the adequacy of skills required to begin first year 
core classes. Acceptance into the program is not precluded by 
some deficiencies in background, but is conditional on their 
being made up before or during the first year of study. 
Courses taken to fulfill prerequisites will not be given 
graduate credit and courses in the curriculum are designed 
assuming that students have these qualifications. 

The specific prerequisites in the graduate program are as 
follows: 

i. TWo courses in Biological Sciences 

ii. Mathematics: Calculus ( 1 year) , Differential Equations and 
Linear Algebra 

iii. A one-quarter course or work experience in Computer 
Processing 
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i v. Working knowledge of at least one higher level language: 
(FORTRAN, BASIC, COBOL, C, PL/1, PASCAL, etc ••• ) 

b. Application and Registration. Detailed admission requirements 
to the Graduate School are described and discussed in the 
Graduate School Bulletin. Students are generally admitted as 
masters students to the program. A student who completes that 
degree and passes the written Ph.D. qualifying, written 
preliminary and oral preliminary examinations is then a 
Ph.D. candidate. A student who has completed the M.S. degree 
in Health Informatics or equivalent at another institution may 
be accepted into the program as a Ph.D. student. When an 
M.S. student is in the last quarter of completing all work on 
the approved M.S. program plan or at the time of the written 
Ph.D. exam (whichever comes first), the student may apply to 
the Graduate School for a change-of-degree objective. This 
application will be considered by the Admdssions Commdttee 
which may restrict such admission based on availability of 
suitable faculty for advising. Official doctoral candidacy is 
established only when the written and oral exams have been 
passed. 

c. Advising. To a limited degree, academic background and stated 
interests are taken into account in assigning an initial 
advisor. A balanced faculty workload is also a factor. This 
initial assignment should be adequate for the orientation 
period and first quarter registration. Students may change 
advisors at any time without prejudice. A student may discover 
a special interest which becomes the basis for Plan B project 
or thesis efforts. It is perfectly natural and expected 
behavior to seek out an advisor whose specialized background is 
most compatible with these developing interests. At any one 
time, a faculty member may have an unusual research, teaching 
and advising load; as a consequence, new advisor/advisee 
relationships may be personally negotiated with the assistance 
of the Director of Graduate Studies. 

3. Course Requirements. 

a. Course Designation. The graduate courses currently taught by 
the HCS faculty, which have been approved previously by the 
Graduate School, comprise the majority of required coursebook. 
They have been listed in this application with their current 
designator of PubH 5-4xx and PubH 8-4xx, but we will be 
requesting that a new designator (e.g. HI) be assigned by the 
appropriate university office once the new program is approved. 
All PubH and LabM courses now taught by the faculty of Health 
Computer Sciences will be given this new designator. An 
asterisk (*) indicates these courses in the annual listing 
shown in Figure 1, and in the rest of this application. 
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Figure lA 

University of Minnesota 

Courses and Seminars in tEAL TH COMPUTER SCIEtCES 

1985-1986 

The following courses and seminars are offered by the faculty of 
Health Computer Sciences _during the next academic year. The list is 
separated into introductory courses intended for interdisciplinary 
health sciences students (this page), advanced courses requiring some 
knowledge of biocomputing and/or biostatistics (next two pages) and 
seminars open to all interested persons Clast page). Given are the 
applicable credit, the prerequisites and probable time ~nd place, as 
well as a descriptive title and the instructor for each quarter. 
Some courses are cross-listed in more than one graduate program; 
check with the instructor if you have a question about registration. 
Courses marked with an asterisk (*) are offered only for five or more 
registered students. Please contact the instructor if you are 
planning to take a particular starred course or want more information 
about any other course. Other symbols are defined on the last page. 

D e 5C ,.;_f' -hans enc:.lo d. -G("" Hea.l th r,.,ra r rna. J,C.s co u..r:se.s 
( ~ bj enC1t'"c.li':j tne. r1umbe.r) 

Introductory eourses 

*(1. PubH 5-420J 
Fall 1985 

Statistical Computing I 
3 cr; prereq PubH 5-450 or equiv or I; 9:15-10:00, MWF 
Dr. Shu-chen Wu 

LMed 5-346 
HSU 5-018 
Winter 1986 

PubH 5-403) 
Spring 1986 

LaMP 5-194,5J 
Arranged 

*"f*5. LMed 5-195) 
Fall 1985 

c 

6. PubH 5-787 
Winter 1986 

Computer Applications for Health Care Providers 
3 cr; prereq health science program or #, 4:15-7:00, T 
Dr. Lain Gatewood 

Computer Applications for Health Services Administration 
4 cr; prereq alg, hlth administrator or I; 1:15-2:00, MWF 
Dr. Stanley Finkelstein 

Computers in Medicine; Computers in Medical Research 
PhaseD electives; credit and schedule arranged 
Dr. Donald Connelly, Coordinator <1985) 
Dr. Lynda Ellis, Coordinator (1986) 

Computer Systems for Laboratory Medicine and Pathology 
2 cr; prereq I; daily, December 2-6, 1985 <TENTATIVE) 
Dr. Donald Connelly 

Administra~ion of the Long-Term Care Organization 
1 cr; prereq I; January 24, 1986 
Dr. Kenneth Gordon and Ruth Stryker-Gordon, Co-Dire::tors 
(MIS Lab coordinated by Dr. Lael Gatewood) 
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Figure lB 

University of Minnesota 
Courses and Seminars in t£ALTH C{M'UTER &::IEtCES 

1985-1986 

Advanced Courses <See Key on last page) 

~r. 

* a. 

~ {*9. 

10. 

11. 

PubH 5-431,2) 

Winter 1986 

Spring 1986 

PubH 5-433,4 
LMed 5-196,7 

Fall 1985 

Winter 1986 

PubH 5-446) 
Summer 1986 

OCB 5-044 
Winter 1986 

OCB 5-xxx 
Spring 1986 

Path 5-415,6,tJ 

Fall 1985 

Winter 1986 

Spring 1986 

Biomedical Computing 
4 cr/qtr~ prereq computer knowledge or 1, +~ 9:15-10:00, MTWTh 

II. Elements of data and file management, using FORTRAN 
Dr. Lynda Ellis 

III. Health data bases and information systems 
Dr. Shu-chen Wu 

Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care 
3 cr/qtr~ prereq 5-432, 5-452 or 1, +~ 11:15-12:30, TTh 

I. Physiological monitoring and testing 
Dr. Stanley Finkelstein 

II. Methods in medical decision making 
Dr. Donald Connelly and Dr. Stephen Rich 

Biocomputing Consulting Seminar 
3 cr; prereq background in biomedical computing, 

PubH 5-432, 5-452 and 5-435, or I~ ttme arranged 
Dr. Lael Gatewood 

Human Population Genetics 
4 cr; prereq OCB 5043, biostatistics such as PubH 5-452 

or equiv or I; 2:15-3:30, TTh 
Dr. V. Elving Anderson and Dr. Stephen Rich 

Advanced Human Genetics 
4 cr; prereq GCB 5043 or I; time arranged 
Dr. Richard King, Coordinator 
(Population Genetics Unit coordinated by Dr. Stephen Rich) 

Mathematical Models in Pathobiology 
3 cr; prereq background in biomedical computing, 

calculus, and pathobiology, 1, +; schedule arr. 
Dr. Eugene Ackerman 

I. Deter~inistic Models in Physiological Chemistry 

II. Transforms and Physiological Systems 

III. Information Theory, Genetics and Population Models 
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Figure lC 

University of Minnesota 
Courses and Seminars in HEALTH COMPUTER SCIENCES 

1985-1986 

* -13. ME 8-485,6,7 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Sur 8-204,5,6 3:30-4:30, T, 5-276 Millard 
Weekly F,w,s--or. Stanley Finkelstein, Coordinator 

8Phy 5-13~ 
Weekly 

PubH 5-470) 
Weekly 

16. Weekly 

Biophysical Sciences/Physiology Joint Seminar 
3:30-4:30, Th, 5-276 Millard 
F,w,s--or. Eugene Ackerman, Coordinator 

Health Informatics Seminar 
2:15-3:00, M, Diehl 555 
F,w,s--ors. Lael Gatewood and Donald Connelly, Coordinators 

Laboratory Medicine and Pathology Grand Rounds 
7:45-8:45, Th, Eustis Amphitheatre 
F,w,s--or. Donald Connelly, Coordinator 

Courses 1m:t Offered :rJlH IH.I: 

{; {E. PubH 5-43QJ Biomedical Computing 
Fall 1986 I. Interactive applications using microcomputers 

4 cr; prereq algebra knowledge or I 
Dr. Lynda Ellis 

Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care 
III. Applications of health systems analysis 
3 cr; prereq 5-432, 5-452 or I 
Dr. Lael Gatewood 

* *-19. PubH 8-405,6,7 Advanced Topics in Health Computer Sciences 

c 

19 -1987 3 cr/qtr; prereq graduate student, major or minor in 

20. LMed 5-101 
Fall 1986 

suitable biomedical discipline, 1, +; HCS staff 

Basic Principles of Laboratory Medicine 
4 cr; prereq I 
Dr. Walid Yasmineh (10 lectures by Dr. Stanley Finkelstein) 

Key: * offered only on a demand basis for five or more registered students 
I consent of instructor required . 
+ sequence can be entered any quarter with permission of instructor 
- offered every other year; note dates 
- seminar credit available (arrange in advance with coordinator) 

-*"0 c.ou.rse.. -b be las+e...cl DY"' Ct"os.s-l1s+eol unde,.- 1-fea/fl, T nf.Orma-fr·cs 
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b. General Graduate School Requirements. The following 
requirements are rules of the Graduate School - additional 
course requirements have been added by the graduate faculty. 

i. Plan A Masters Degree. At least 20 credits are required in 
the major area, and at least 9 credits are required in a 
designated minor or 8 credits in related fields outside the 
major. In addition there must be 16 thesis research 
credits. The minimum number of total credits is 44. 

ii. Plan B Masters Degree. At least 20 credits must be in the 
major area, and at least 8 must be taken in related fields. 
If a designated minor is selected, this requires 9 credits. 
The minimum number of total credits is 44; however students 
without an appropriate interdisciplinary background will 
need more course work. 

iii. Ph.D. Degree. There are no specific Graduate School course 
requirements other than at least 18 credits in a designated 
minor or supporting field. The student is required to 
present evidence of competence. This is most often 
accomplished by presenting a well-balanced program 
involving appropriate and needed course work. 

4. Program Requirements 

a. Required Courses. The following courses are required for all 
M.S. and Ph.D. degree programs in Health Informatics: 

PubH* 5420, 5431, 5432, 5433, 5434, 5435, 5446 

PubH 5450, 5452, 5454 

Students may have covered some of the material with previous 
equivalent courses before entry in the graduate program, in 
which case the requirement may be considered fulfilled. 

b. Additional Requirements 

i. Plan B Masters Program. With agreement of the advisor, the 
student selects at least 44 credits to fulfill Graduate 
School requirements. Of these, at least 20 credits must be 
in addition to the core courses. There should be a mix of 
10 credits in a technical area (such as Biometry, Computer 
Sciences, Health Informatics or Management Information 
Systems), and 10 credits in a Health Sciences area (such as 
Pathobiology, Physiology, or Public Health). At least 8 of 
these 20 credits must be in courses other than those 
offered in Health Informatics. 
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ii. Plan A Masters Program. No specific additional 
requirements are required other than a program conforming 
to the Graduate School requirements and guidelines. This 
research-oriented program may only be selected with the 
agreement of the advisor by an advanced, experienced 
student, usually with a doctoral degree in a Health 
Sciences discipline. Students with the equivalent of an 
undergraduate major in biocomputing or biometry may also 
consider the Plan A degree. 

iii. Ph.D. Program. The student is expected to fulfill the 
M.S. -Plan B course requirements. In addition, PubH 5459, 
PubH* 8405-6-7 and Path 5415-6-7 are required. At least 24 
of the accumulated credits must be in 8xxx level courses in 
the area of concentration, and another 18-24 credits must 
be in the minor or supporting program. 

Illustrative Programs. A list of courses which will be useful 
in the selection of the non-major component of the graduate 
program is presented on the next page in Figure 2A. This is 
not meant to be an encompassing list. Rather it presents 
courses which can begin a sequence or suggest others for the 
designated minor, related field or supporting program. 

Illustrative two-year Masters programs are presented in the 
following pages in Figures 2B-2F. The courses listed are 
considered by the faculty to constitute sound programs of study 
for the representative Plan A and Plan B Masters Degrees. They 
were carefully selected to provide a balance between breadth 
and depth in the field of concentration and sufficient 
understanding of human biological sciences for the future 
professional to apply that knowledge and communicate with other 
researchers. 

Courses of study leading to the Ph.D. Degree build upon Plan B 
Masters programs of these types. Additional courses would be 
necessary to fulfill the Ph.D. Degree requirements and to 
obtain the research skiils needed for the dissertation. Rather 
than list program examples, Figure 2G shows the wide range of 
dissertation titles for Ph.D. Degrees granted in the last five 
years. 
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Figure 2A 

Course Recommendations 

A partial list of courses that may be useful in developing 
the individual M.S. program is listed below. In many cases, these~ 
courses are the first of a planned sequence. This list may be 
useful for suggesting departments and topics from which courses 
can be chosen that will complement the program. The ~raduate 
School Bulletin should be consulted for particular departments, 
courses and course descriptions. More advanced 8xxx courses may 
also be considered for the M.S. program of study. 

Technical Areas 

BPhys 5170 
CSci 5101 
CSci 5104 
CSci 5106 
CSci 5107 
CSci 5121 
CSci 5301 
CSci 5501 
CSci 5702 
EE 5002 
EE 5021 
EE 5560 
EE 5760 
MIS 8300 
MIS 8301 
MIS 8.302 
MIS 8303 
Phys 5551 
PubH 8420 
PubH 8430 
Stat 5201 
Stat 5301 
Stat 5421 

Anat 5100 
EBB 5052 
GCB 5022 
GCB 5043 
laMP 5170 
lMed 5272 
Path 5415 
Phsl 5094 
Phsl 5440 
Psy 5861 
PubH 5330 
PubH 5333 
PubH 5341 

Radiological Physics 
Structure and Programming of Software Systems 
System Simulation: language and Techniques 
Structure of Higher level languages 
Computer Graphics 
Data Structures 
Numerical Analysis 
Artificial Intelligence 
Data Base Systems: Principles and Design 
Digital Signal Processing 
logic Design and Microprocessors 
Biomedical Instrumentation 
Biological Systems Modeling and Analysis 
Computers, Management Information Systems 
Programs Design and Programming 
Systems Analysis and Design 
Data Structures, File Processing 
Physics for Biology and Medicine 
Advanced Biometric Methods 
Advanced Biometric Analysis 
Sampling Methodology in Finite Populations 
Designing Experiments 
Analysis of Categorical Data 

Gross Human Anatomy 
Theoretical Population Ecology 
Genetics 
Human Genetics 
Pathophysiology of Disease 
Immunobiology 
Mathematical Models 
Human Physiology 
Quantitative Physiology 
Quantitative Methods in Psychology 
Epidemiology 
Principles of Epidemiology 
Health Survey Methods 
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Figure 28 

Illustrative Program for M.S. Plan B 

Biomatbematical Simulation 

Winter 

r*PubH 5420 
rPubH 5450 
Phys 5551 

I 

rPubH 5452 
r*PubH 5431 

Pbys 5552 

I 

Sprin~ rPubH 5454 
r*PubH 5432 

Phys 5553 

I 

~~ r*PubH 5446 

r*PubH 5433 
Path 5415 
BPhy 5170 

# 

~n1~ r*PubH 5434 
Path 5416 
BPhy 5171 

# 

~~ r*PubH 5435 
Path 5417 
BPhy 5172 

# 

rCourses are required. 

Statistical Computer I 
Biometry I 
Topics in Physics for Biology and 

Medicine: Mech., Mol. Physics 
Seminar 

Biometry II 
Biomedical Computing II 
Topics in Physics for Biology and 

Medicine: Electricity, Signals 
Seminar 

3 cr 
4 cr 

5 cr 

12 cr 

4 cr 
4 cr 

5 cr 

13 cr 

Biometry III 4 cr 
Biomedical Computing III 4 cr 
Topics in Physics for Biology and 

Medicine: Light, Atoms, Nuclei 5 cr 
Seminar 

Consulting 

Physiological Monitoring/Testing 
Mathematical Model I 
Basic Radiological Physics 
Seminar 

Medical Decision Making 
Mathematical Models II 
Physics of Nuclear Medicine 
Seminar 

Health Systems Analysis 
Mathematical Models III 
Radiation Biology 
Seminar 

Total 

13 cr 

3 cr 

3 cr 
3 cr 
3 cr 

9 cr 

3 cr 
3 cr 
3 cr 

9 cr 

3 cr 
3 cr 
3 cr 

9 cr 

68 cr 

*Courses for which a new HI designator will be requested. 
# The Biophysical Sciences Seminar BPhy 5138 is recommended, but 
other seminar series such as Biomedical Engineering, Laboratory 
Medicine and Pathology (LAMP) Research Seminar or LAMP Grand 
Rounds may also be appropriate. 
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Figure 2C 

Illustrative Program - the M.S. Plan B 

Medical Information System~ <Comp~ Science Emphasis) 

rPubH 5450 
r*PubH 5420 

CSci 5101 
I 

Winter rPubH 5452 
r*PubH 5431 

xxxx xxxx 
I 

Spring rPubH 5454 
r*PubH 5432 

CSci 5102 
I 

~~ r*PubH 5446 

f.a.ll PubH 5330 
r*P.ubH 5433 

CSci 5121 
I 

lint~ r*PubH 5434 
xxxx xxxx 
CSci 5502 

# 

Spring r*PubH 5435 
CSci 5107 
CSci 5221 

I 

First YuJ: 

Biometry I 
Statistical Computing 
Software Systems I 
Seminar 

Biometry II 
Biomedical Computing II 
Biology or Health Science Elec. 
Seminar 

Biometry III 
Biomedical Computing III 
Software II 
Seminar 

Consulting 

Epidemiology I 
Physiological Monitoring/Testing 
Data Structures I 
Seminar 

Medical Decision Making 
Biology or Health Science Elec. 
Databases 
Seminar 

Health Systems Analysis 
Computer Graphics 
Data Communications 
Seminar 

4 cr 
3 cr 
4 cr 

11 cr 

4 cr 
4 cr 
3 cr 

11 cr 

4 cr 
4 cr 
4 cr 

12 cr 

3 cr 

4 cr 
3 cr 
4 cr 

11 cr 

3 cr 
3 cr 
4 cr 

10 cr 

3 cr 
4 cr 
4 cr 

11 cr 

Total 69 cr 

rCourses are required. 
*Courses for which a new HI designator will be requested. 
I May elect either the BPhy 5138 Biophysical Science Seminar 
series or the ME 8485/Surg 8204 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
series, or the Computer Science Colloquium each quarter. 
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rCourses are required. 
*Courses for which a new HI designator will be requested. 
# May elect either the Bphy 5138 Biophysical Sciences Seminar 
series or the ME 8485/Surg 8204 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
series, or the MIS Seminar series each quarter. 
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Figure 2E 

Illustrative Programs for the M.S. - Plan B 

Medica] SisnAl Processing ~ 

rPubH 5450. 
r*PubH 5420 

CSci 5101 
I 

Winter rPubH 5452 
r*PubH 5431 

xxxx xxxx 
I 

~~ rPubH 5454 
r*PubH 5432 

EE 5002 
I 

~~ r*PubH 5446 

r*PubH 5433 
Pub H 5330 
EE 5560 

# 

lint~ r*PubH 5434 
Path 5416 

CSci 5301 
I 

Spring r*PubH 5435 
EE 5051 
CSci 5302 

I 

rCourses are required. 

First .Y..u.I: 

Biometry I 
Statistical Computing 1 
Software Systems 
Seminar 

Biometry II 
Biomedical Computing II 
Biology or Health Science Elec. 
Seminar 

Biometry III 
Biomedical Computing III 
Digital Signal Processing 
Seminar 

Consulting 

Physiological Monitoring/Testing 
Epidemiology I 
Biomedical Instrumentation 
Seminar 

Medical Decision Making 
Mathematical Models II: 

Transforms 
Numeric a 1 An a 1 y s i ,s I 
Seminar 

Health Systems Analysis 
Microprocessor Based Design 
Numerical Analysis II 
Seminar 

Total 

*Courses for which a new HI designator will be requested. 

4 cr 
3 cr 

11 cr 

4 cr 
4 cr 
3 cr 

11 cr 

4 cr 
4 cr 
4 cr 

12 cr 

3 cr 

3 cr 
4 cr 
4 cr 

11 cr 

3 cr 

4 cr 
4 cr 

11 cr 

3 cr 
4 cr 
4 cr 

11 cr 

69 cr 

J 

#May elect either the BPhy 5136 Biophysical Sciences Seminar 
series or the ME 6465/Surg 6204 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
series each quarter. ~ 
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Figure 2F 
Illustrative Program for M.S.-Plan A 

~~b fi~f~~~l~nAl 1Cllnl~~l IIi~~ l~~I~~~l 

.E.i.I:~~ Y~I 

rPubH 5450 
rPubH 5330 
# 

~~~I rPubH 5452 
r*PubH 5431 

PubH 5340 
# 

Sprin,g r*PubH 5432 
PubH 5462 

# 

.S.U.m.m.e.r: r*PubH 5446 
r---------

rPubH 5433 
r-----.----
1 

~~I r*PubH 5434 
r---------
1 

~n,g r*PubH 5435 
r---------
# 

rCourses are required. 

Biometry I 
Epidemiology I 
Seminar 

Biometry II 
Biomedical Computing II 
Epidemiology II 
Seminar 

Biomedical Computing III 
Clinical Trials 
Seminar 

Consulting 
Thesis Research 

Secon.d. Y~I 

Physiological Monitoring/Testing 
Thesis Research 
Seminar 

Medical Decision Making 
Thesis Research 
Seminar 

Health Systems Analysis 
Thesis Research 
Seminar 

Total 

4 cr 
4 cr 

---
8 cr 

4 cr 
4 cr 
3 cr 

11 cr 

4 cr 
3 cr 

----
7 cr 

3 cr 
4 cr 

7 cr 

3 cr 
4 cr 

7 cr 

3 cr 
4 cr 

---
7 cr 

3 cr 
4 cr 

----7 cr 

54 cr 

*Courses for which a new HI designator will be requested. 
# May elect either the PubH 5470 Biometry Seminar series or the 
MIS Seminar series each quarter. 
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Figure 2G 

Doctoral Dissertations by HIS-Track Graduates (1974 - 1985) 

1. 1974: George Klee 
Decision Rules for Accelerated Hematology Laboratory Investigation 

2. 1977: Ira M. Longini Jr. 
Optimal Control of Influenza A Epidemics 

3. 1977: Donald Connelly 
The Evaluation of Strategies for Improving Medical Service while 
Limiting Costs in a Clinical Hematology Laboratory using Discrete 
Event Simulation 

4. 1980: Keith Burau 
Geometric Features of the Vectorcardiogram and Diagnostic Classification 

5. 1980: Christopher G. Willard 
A Systems Framework for Management of Clinical Research Data 

6. 1980: Curtis Parvin 
Evaluation of Analysis Techniques in Evoked Response Research 

7. 1981: Jeffrey Budd 
A Pulmonary Function Test for Pre-school Cystic Fibrosis Patients 

8. 1984: John Glaser 
An Investigation of the Relationship between the Introduction of a 
Computer System and Coordination in Health Care Organizations 

9. 1985: Stewart Haight 
The Identification and Support of Medical Decision Making Weaknesses 
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5. Examinations 
Plan A Masters Degree. The oral examination consists of 
defense of the Plan A thesis. 

a. Plan B Masters Degree. The student is held responsible for the 
content of the Plan B project and the course work listed on the 
student's approved program of study. 

b. Ph.D. Degree 

i. Qualifying Examination. The prospective Ph.D. candidate is 
expected to take the written qualifying exam as soon as it 
is offered after completing the course sequences containing 
the material being tested. The exam is offered at the 
beginning of the Fall Quarter each year; consequently, a 
full-time student will be expected to take it at the 
beginning of the second year of study. There are both open 
book ( 4 hours) and closed book ( 2 hours) parts covering 
material at the level of PubH* 5431- 32 and PubH 5450-54, 
5459, integrated into one short-answer part and one 
long-answer part. Students must pass the entire exam in 
order to continue on to the next written exam. One 
additional attempt is permitted. 

ii. Preliminary Written Examination. The Ph.D. preliminary 
written examination is offered once a year during the break 
between Winter and Spring Quarters. It is a comprehensive 
examination requiring sophistication, judgment and 
integration of subject matter considerably beyond that of 
the qualifying exam. It is a take-home, open-book 
examination with 3-4 days allotted. One additional attempt 
is permitted. 

iii. Preliminary Oral Examination. The preliminary oral 
examination cannot be scheduled until the Graduate School 
has received written notification that the written 
preliminary examination has been passed. The student is 
responsible in the oral examination for the same material 
as in the written examination. In addition, the content of 
the courses listed in the minor or related fields section 
of the program is tested. The conunittee has at least two 
members from outside Health Informatics. 

iv. Final Oral Examination. No further requirements have been 
established beyond those of the Graduate School as stated 
in the Graduate School Bulletin. 
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c. Educational and Social Need for the Program 

1. Student Interest. In the past ten years, graduate students have 
been interested in the HIS-track as a source of courses fulfilling 
graduate school requirements for a related field, a supporting 
program, a minor area, or a major in BHIS. In addition there have 
been a number of upper-division undergraduates who have taken these 
courses to fulfill CLA requirements for the B.A. degree in 
Biometry and IT requirements for the B.S. degree in Computer 
Science. Because the faculty in Health Computer Sciences have 
graduate appointments in a number of graduate programs, there are 
currently fifty other students not in the BHIS program who are 
being advised by HCS faculty. It is not anticipated that all of 
these students will be involved in the new graduate program. 
However they will continue to take the courses which will come 
under the review of the new program in Health Informatics. These 
courses have been taught on a regular basis for the past twelve 
years. A yearly listing of these courses as shown in Figure 1 is 
sent to several hundred collegiate offices and departments. 

Currently we get over 100 inquiries from prospective students per 
year, about half of these specifically for HIS-track studies as 
shown in Table 2 on the next page. About twelve of these students 
formally complete a graduate school application for BHIS, and five 
are accepted into that program. An equal number are accepted by 
other graduate programs but with Health Computer Science faculty as 
advisors. The annual number of HI enrollees, as estimated from 
present experience, is expected to be 5 per year, with 4. 5 M.s. and 
0. 5 Ph.D. degrees awarded each year. Thus we expect the new 
program to continue with the same baseline and outcome numbers as 
the program previously incorporated in the two-track BHIS program. 

The number of requests for program graduates far exceeds the 
supply. Most of the Master's students, and all of the recent 
Doctoral students had jobs before they formally graduated from the 
program. The HCS faculty receive at least two requests per week 
for a graduate, with some employers accepting a student before 
graduation. The metropolitan area has been a continuing source of 
jobs, with over thirty hospitals, one hundred long-term-care 
facilities, eight health maintenance organizations, many medically
oriented industries, and several government agencies requesting 
students to work on research projects and graduates to consider for 
long-term employment. 

2. Employment Prospects. The new program is indirectly job-related, 
since it does not train any one type of person, nor is it a 
prerequisite for a given type of job. However this type of 
training prepares the graduate for a wide variety of jobs currently 
much in demand. The January 11, 1985 issue of Science listed 
twelve ads for which Health Informatics graduates are trained; the 
January 31, 1986 issue of Science had eleven jobs of a similar 
nature. 
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Table 2 

HIS-TRACK STUDENTS 

Year Inguiries Applicants Enrollees HS Degrees PhD Degrees 

1979-80 45 13 6 3 

1980-ST ~5 19 6 3 3 

1981-82 47 15 3 6 1 

1982-83 58 16 7 7 
N 1983-84 74 13 5 1 ....... 

. 
1984-85 63 16 4 3 1 

1985-to-date 5 (exp.) 1 
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Table 3 shows the current status of previous graduates of the BHIS 
program, who have joined colleges and universities, medical 
centers, community hospitals, government agencies, medical 
industries and research studies. Half of the students represented 
in this table are from the HIS-track; they appear to join similar 
organizations to the Biometry-track graduates even though working 
with different aspects of research, development and services. They 
have become directors of clinical computer systems, developers of 
new medical software, implementors of health policy, consultants in 
health computing, academic instructors and health science 
investigators. 

3. Program Benefits. This program has several key features which help 
integrate it into the educational efforts at the University. It 
provides support for the current demand for technology, in health 
education, research and practice. It offers courses which allow 
graduate training of the health professional, and preparation of 
the health professional for graduate studies. It has introductory 
and advanced classes offered throughout the academic year and 
summer session, as well as one offered during the Health Sciences 
window in the evening, in order to reach the part-time student 
working in the community or coming for sabbatical studies. It 
provides service courses for non-majors which can form part of a 
minor, related field, or supporting program. It trains consultants 
and practitioners who are in wide demand in the surrounding medical 
research and service community as coordinators and liaisons to 
clinical computing facilities. Finally, it is training 
practitioners and investigators for the development and initiation 
of an Integrated Academic Information Management System environment 
at the Health Sciences Center, as recommended by the joint AAMC/NLM 
report published in Journal of Medical Education, October 1982. 
This report calls for £he- concentrated effort by libraries, 
computer facilities, health delivery systems, provider training 
programs, associated professional societies, health agencies, and 
government policy makers to provide an active learning and research 
setting where a computer interface at one's worksite can link the 
institutional, regional, and national information resources for 
health care, administration, instruction and research. 

D. Comparison with Similar Programs 

1. Graduate Programs at the University of Minnesota. There are 
several graduate programs which either are housed in the Department 
of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, or which teach material of 
importance to enrollees in Health Informatics. These programs, 
while not comparable to the proposed one, nevertheless would 
provide supplementary courses which could lead to a formal minor, a 
supporting program, or a related field. These supporting programs 
include Biomedical Engineering, Biometry, Biophysical Sciences, 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences, Computer and Information Sciences, 
Epidemiology, Management Information Systems and Pathobiology. 
There are no programs currently in the Graduate School which are 
comparable to the proposed one. 
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Table 3 

Types of Positions for Recent BHIS Graduates (1980-84) 

Tl~e MS ·PhD 

Pharmaceutical or Medical Devices 8 2 

Academic 5 3 

Hospital, Clinic or Med. Lab. 6 1 

Computer Firms 2 2 

Research Institute 2 

Governmental Agency 0 2 

Health Department 1 0 

Student or Post-Doctoral 3 1 

Other (Unknown, Looking, Unrelated) 5 0 

Total 32 12 

Note: HIS-track and Biometry-track graduates represented equally in 
all categories. 
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2. Similar Programs in the State of Minnesota. The College of St. 
Mary's in Minneapolis has an undergraduate program in Health Care 
Computing, which can lead to the A.A. and B.A. degrees. It was 
developed to train coordinators of clinical computer systems, 
particularly for hospitals or other healthcare agencies utilizing 
microcomputers. This is oriented towards the health professional 
who desires re-entry or re-training in the current job market. 
There are no other programs, either undergraduate or graduate, 
related to the proposed one in Health Informatics in the State of 
Minnesota. 

3. Graduate Programs Elsewhere. Many of the NLM funded training 
programs developed sub-specialties in Biometry, Computer Science, 
and Medicine to allow graduate training at their institution. 
However, the only one which has achieved identity as a stand-alone 
graduate program is the one in Medical Information Sciences at 
Stanford. This is an interdepartmental program that offers 
instruction and research opportunities leading to graduate degrees 
in Medical Information Sciences with subspecialization in Medical 
Computing or Medical Decision Making. The program offers doctoral 
degrees and two types of masters' degree: post- doctoral studies 
where the doctorate has been obtained in a professional field, and 
terminal professional studies. The core curriculum contains 
coursework in medicine, computer science, decision making, medical 
computer science, and health policy/social issues.The faculty 
members are drawn from fifteen units within the Medical School, 
Engineering Sciences, and Business and Education. 

According to a recent report of a survey published in SIGBIO 
Newsletter: Special Interest Group on Biomedical Comput1ng 
7(4):3-10, 1985, there are twenty-six other tra1n1ng programs 
officially designated as Medical Information Sciences or Health 
Computing in the United States at the present time, but the 
information on them is incomplete. Many of them are offering 
graduate training which is affiliated with larger programs; thus 
the overall status of specialty graduate training in this field is 
unknown until this survey is completed in May 1986. 

E. Quality Control. 

1. Faculty Qualifications. The proposed faculty members are listed in 
Table 4A, along with their current research interests. Half of 
this group are currently affiliated with the HIS-track of the 
graduate program in Biometry and Health Information Systems, as 
shown in Table 4B. Another group listed in Table 4C are associated 
with the NLM training program in Medical Informatics. They have 
been instrumental for many years in reviewing curriculum and 
developing programmatic guidelines for the His-track and NLM 
training program. All have indicated a willingness to serve on the 
Health Informatics graduate faculty, and appointment docUments will 
be submdtted following final approval of the new program. 
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Table 4A 

Training Faculty~ Research Interests 
(all in Laboratory Medicine and Pathology unless otherwise noted) 

LAEL GATEWOOD PhD: Professor; Director of Health Computer Sciences and NLM Training 
Program. Health services research, quality assurance programs, clinical trials, resource 
networks, epidemiological simulation. 

EUGENE ACKERMAN PhD: Professor. Mathematical biology, biophysical sciences, biomedical 
engineering, electronic commu~ication, simulation. 

JOHN C. ANDERSON PhD: Associate Professor of Management Sciences. Management 
information systems, human factors, medical claims processing. 

DONALD CONNELLY t-ID, PhD: Associate Professor; Director of Lab Data Systan. Laboratory 
medicine, clinical laboratory utilization, medical decision-making and decision support. 

SHEILA CORCORAN RN, PhD: Assistant Professor of Nursing. Nurse decision-making, decision 
analysis, nursing education. 

LYNDA ELLIS PhD: Associate Professor. Computer-aided instruction in the health sciences, 
health information systems, library systems. 

STANLEY FINKELSTEIN PhD: Associ ate Professor; Associ ate Director of Health Computer 
Sciences. Signal processing, physiological simulation, biomedical engineering, clinical 
computer systems. 

SHERRILYNNE FULLER PhD: Director of Biot4edical Library. Health information management, 
linguistics, library automation, user services. 

CYNTHIA GROSS PhD: Assistant Professor of Social and Administrative 
Nursing. Biostatistics, clinical trials, health services research. 

Pharmacy, 

ILENE HARRIS PhD: Research Associ ate, Ivied ica 1 Education. 
evaluation, health services research, instructional practices. 

Curriculum design 

and 

and 

RUSSELL HOBBIE PhD: Professor of Physics; Associate Dean, Institute of Technology. 
Computers in medical decision support, radiological physics, osrrotic pressure. 

PAUL JOHNSON PhD: Professor of Management Sciences and Psychology. 
psychology, cognitive systems, clinical decision-making. 

Educational 

THOMAS KOTTKE fi.D: Assistant Professor of Medicine and Epidemiology. Preventive 
cardiology, cardiac rehabilitation, epidemiological modeling, clinical decision-making. 

JOHN LONG EdD: Associate Professor of Surgery. Clinical research database management, 
expert systems for data analysis, medical record systems. 

DONALD McQUARRIE MD, PhD: Professor of Surgery. 
patient rronitoring, health services research. 

Cardiovascular surgery, computerized 

STEPHEN RICH PhD: Assistant Professor. Pedigree analysis and population genetics, 
biostatistical computing, medical decision-making. 

\~ARREN WARWICK, ~lD: ~ ia.t.e Professor of Ped 1 atrics. Pediatric physiology, pul rronary 
function, laboratory roonitoring and testing systems. 

SHu-CHEN WU PhD: Assistant Professor. 
systems, survival analyses. 
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Table 4B 

FACULTY OF HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS TRACK 

First Faculty School Granting Graduate Current 
Name Rank Appointment Advanced Degree Program(s) Level 

Connelly, Donald P. Assoc. Prof. 1974 University of ~1i nnesota BHIS Associate 
LMed Associate 

Ellis, Lynda B. M. Assoc. Prof. 1971 Brandeis University BHIS Associate 

Finkelstein, Stanley M. Assoc. Prof. 1977 Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn BMedE Full 
BPhy Full 
BHIS Associate 
LMed Associate 

Gatewood, Lael C. Professor 1969 University of Minnesota BIHS Full 
N Sa Ph Full 
0'1 CSci Associate 

LMed Associate 
Phys Hyg Associate 

Hobbie, Russell K. Professor 1960 Harvard University BHIS Full 
BMedE Full 
BPhy Full 
LMed Full 
Phys Full 

Long, John M. Assoc. Prof. 1975 University of Virginia BHIS Associate 

Rich, Stephen S. Asst. Prof. 1980 Purdue University GCB Full 
BHIS Associate 

Wu, Shu-Chen Asst. Prof. 1984 University of Wisconsin BHIS Associate 
Epid Associate 
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Name 

Ackerman, Eugene 

Anderson, John C. 

Corcoran, Sheila A. 

Fuller, Sherrilynne S. 

Gross, Cynthia 
N 
-....J Harris, Ilene B. 

Johnson, Paul E. 

Kottke, Thomas E. 

McQuarrie, Donald G. 

Warwick, Warren J. 

n 
Table 4C 

FACULTY TO BE APPOINTED TO NEW PROGRAM 

Rank 

Professor 

Assoc. Prof. 

Assoc. Prof. 

Director 

Asst. Prof. 

Res. Assoc. 

Professor 

Asst. Prof. 

Professor 

Professor 

First Faculty 
Appointment 

1960 

1968 

1971 

1984 

1985 

1978 

1964 

1981 

1959 

1960 

School Granting 
Advanced Degree 

University of Wisconsin 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of So. California 

Yale University 

University of Chicago 

Johns Hopkins University 

University of Minnesota 

University of Utah 

University of Minnesota 

Graduate 
Program( s) 

BMedE 
BPhy 
CSci 
LMed 

BusAdm 

Nurs 

New 

New 

Educ 

BusAdm 
Educ 
Psy 

Epid 

Surg 

Peds 
BPhy 

f"t 

Current 
Level 

Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 

Full 

Associate 

Associate 

Full 
Full 
Full 

Associate 

Full 

Associate 
Full 
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2. Educational Development. The rationale for the development of this 
type of graduate program at the University of Minnesota in 
conjunction with Biometry was given in the the Introduction to this 
section. During the past eleven years, the training program in 
Health Computer Sciences has been funded by the National Library of 
Medicine, the only federal agency to provide training support in 
this area. In the first ten years, the program provided support 
for both pre- and post-doctoral studies leading to jobs as 
instructors in academic health science units. Twelve institutions 
including the University of Minnesota were funded by this 
mechanism. Several years ago, NLM training changed its orientation 
to support post-doctoral studies for the development of researchers 
to solve problems in medical informatics. we are one of the two 
NLM grantees from the original program favorably recommended for 
continuation in the new program. We share this distinction with 
our colleagues at the University of California San Francisco; other 
funded programs include new sites at Stanford, Tufts, and Harvard. 
Because the other programs are based on the west and East Coasts, 
we tend to get inquiries from students located in the Middle West. 
Since we are the only program to have continued a pre-doctoral 
focus, albeit without NLM stipends, we also receive numerous 
requests about baccalaureate and graduate studies. These training 
programs are described in Figure 3 provided by the National Library 
of Medicine. 

3. Program Governance. These faculty members will constitute the 
graduate faculty for Health Informatics, and will elect from among 
themselves a Director of Graduate Studies and a representative to 
the Health Sciences Program and Review Council. The policies of 
the Graduate School will be adhered to in determining procedures 
for program review. Formal committees will.be established for 
revising curricUlum, reviewing admissions, and providing written 
examinations. 

4. Program Review. A quarterly graduate faculty meeting will provide 
the opportunity for discussion of recruiting, admissions, student 
progress, curriculum review and other issues related to the 
program. The graduates of both the BHIS program and the NLM 
training program have been followed for a number of years. Their 
current addresses, positions, and nature of their jobs are reviewed 
to examine their career choices and suitability of training. This 
information is submitted to NLM annually, as part of their 
evaluation of the training programs. 

5. Accreditation. Accreditation of a health informatics training 
program has been discussed by both the Association of Computer 
Machinery and the College of Medical Informatics, and their 
guidelines for curriculum and evaluation may be available in the 
future. However the current HIS- track program trains both 
technical specialists oriented towards computer sciences, and 
health professionals oriented towards clinical applications, making 
a single set of accreditation standards difficult. It is felt that 
the research training provides the flexibility for graduates to 
respond to changing technologies, changing delivery systems, and 
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Figure 3A 

NATIONAL LIBRARY of MEDICINE 

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS 

RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS IN MFDICAL INFORMATICS JULY 1984 

The National Library of Medicine supports postdoctoral 
research training in the new field of medical informatics. 
There is a need for qualified, talented investigators, well
equipped to address fundamental issues in the manage
ment of heahh knowledge. The curricula are muhidisci
plinary, involving medicine, the cognitive sciences, infor
mation science, and computer science. The training sites 
each offer an excellent setting for didactic instruction; in
volvement in major, ongoing health computer science 
studies; and opportunities for work in advanced informa
tion science research. 

Although candidates for this training should be clearly 
destined for research careers in the field of medical infor
matics, their doctorates may have been earned in any ap
propriate field of endeavor, such as medicine, dentistry, 
nursing. computer science, or any of the biological 
sciences. Subsequent to their training period. these new
ly trained investigators will contribute to the growth of 
science by their studies of the role of knowledge in pro· 
fessional life, by analyses of the social structures for manag
ing knowledge, and by advancing the frontiers of the com
puter sciences for organizing. retrieving. and utilizing 
health knowledge. 

Listed below are the five sites currently supported by 
NLM. Each Program Director is responsible for the selec
tion of the trainees as well as for the overall direction of 
the training program at that institution. Individuals wishing 
additional information about a particular program(s) or 
·about application procedures should contact the Program 
Director(s). To be considered for federal support as 
trainees in these programs, individuals must be citizens 
or noncitizen nationals of the United States, or have been 
lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent 
residence and have in their possession an Alien Registra
tion Receipt Card. Individuals on temporary or student 
visas are not eligible for federal support; although the in
dividual programs may accept applications for unfunded 
training positions. 

Prosram Dir~ctor 

M.oo~n S. Blois. M.D. 
Profess.or and Chairman 
Medical Information Scirnc~ 

Univ~rlity of ulifornia, S.F 
S.n Franci.co, CA 9-Cl-43 

This postdoctoral training program is broadly based in the 
field of medical information science and fosters the ac
quisition of skills necessary for conducting research in this 
field. Courses are available both on the Berkeley and San 
Francisco campuses. Research in the following areas is 
emphasized: 
1 . Decision support programs. A particular interest at 

UCSF is the attempt to develop criteria which may be 
useful in deciding which types of medical decision 
making may be appropriately implemented in com
puter programs. Decision support programs are con
trasted with decision-making programs, and the utili
ty of each is the object of study. 

2. Clinical database projects. These primarily utilize" the 
clinical data at the UCSF Melanoma Clinic, although 
other databases are coming online. Databases are 
available for natural history of this disease and natural 
language information retrieval. 

3. User sohware engineering. These projects are aimed 
at the development of methodologies that support 
automated tools for the specification, design, and 
development of interactive systems. They are directed 
at fostering interactive dialogue between user and 
computer program. 

The training program is based on the view that the best 
way to acquire training experience and to ensure quality 
research is by supervised research, utilizing the traditional 
graduate education model. Each trainee commences on 
a supervised research project in the second academic 
quarter. Trainees may enroll concurrently in a graduate 
degree program (M.S. or Ph.D.) in medical information 
science, although this is not required. 

Program D~rPCtor 

La~1 Gatewood, Ph.D. 
Ass.ociat~ Profess.or and Director 
H~alth Comput~r Scirnces 

Unive!'lity of Minnesota 
Box 511 Mayo, 
•420 Oel~ware SE 
Minne~polis, MN 5>455 

This training program is offered through the Division of 
Heahh Computer Sciences in the Medical School's Depart
ment of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology. This division 
conducts research on computing in the health sciences. 
develops simulation resources, provides computer science 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES I Public Health Service I National Institutes of Health 
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Figure 38 

collaborators to heahh science projects, ·and trains medical 
residents and health professionals in medical informatics. 
The focus of this interdisciplinary program is to provide 
training in cognitive, information, and computer sciences 
for academic researchers who will address fundamental 
issues in the management and clinical application of health 
knowledge. A comprehensive seminar series, incorporat
ing a journal club, research updates, technical presenta
tions, and invited speakers, will provide communication 
and resource networking between trainees and other in
terested investigators. Trainees will be an integral part of 
associated research groups, and programs of study leading 
to M.S. or Ph.D. degrees can be developed around this 
activity. Current research includes physician decision mak
ing, diagnostic classification, nurse decision making, elec
tronic communications for health professionals, physician 
training, and health information systems. Other projects 
may be added in the future to support the implementa
tion of decision support aids developed through basic 
research on barriers to communication and understanding. 

Program DlfKtor 

Roben A. Gr~~n~s. M.D .. Ph.D. 
Associat~ Prof~ssor and Dir~ctor 
Comput~r Sci~nc~ Divisiol) 
D~pan""!Pnt of Radeology 

Harvard M~dical School 
Brigham and Wom~n·s Hospital 
75 Francis Str~~t 
Boston. MA 02115 

This postdoctoral training program provides 
multidisciplinary training aimed at preparing individuals 
for long-term professional commitments to, and leader
ship roles in, medical information science. In this program. 
information science is considered as the juncture of medi
cal computing and medical decision science. To function 
effectively, the professional medical information scientist 
must combine tE'chnical knowledge, analytical skills. and 
an understanding of the medical care delivery process. 
Courses and/or formal degree programs are offered and 
intensive research experience is provided under the 
preceptorship of the Program Director and two Co-Direc
tors, G. Octo Barnett, M.D .. Laboratory of Computer 
Science, Massachussetts General Hospital, and Marcello 
Pagano, Ph.D., Biostatistics Computing Laboratory, Dana
Farber Cancer Institute. Seminars, journal clubs, and a 
wide variety of collaborative arrange!Jlents with other 
faculty provide an environment that fosters intellectual 
interchange. 

Major research emphases are computer-based decision 
support systems, modeling of physician decision making, 
representation and structuring of medical knowledge, ap
plications of information technology to medical education, 
database and data analysis systems, computer graphics, 
and the development and evaluation of digital imaging 
systems. 
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Program Dir~ctor 

St~ph~n G. Pauk~r. M.D. 
Chi~f. Division of Clinical 
~cision Making 

N~ England M~ical C~nt~r 
171 Hurison Av~nur 
Boston, MA 02111 

This research training program emphasizes clinical deci
sion making, artificial intelligence approaches to the struc
ture and use of medical knowledge, and clinical cogni
tion. Close ·supervision is provided by the program facul
ty who are at a senior level in the Medical Center. Course 
work, as well as research experience, will be available at 
Tufts and MIT. Each trainee will devote approximately 6 
months to a clinical consultation service involving 
computer-assisted decision analysis. The program em
phasis is on research experience rather than on preparing 
for an additional graduate degree, although trainees have 
a degree option either from Tufts or MIT. Only physicians 
are accepted into this training program, and strong 
preference is given to established faculty members. 

Program Director 

Edward H. Shonliff~. M.D .. Ph.D. 300 Pasteur Driv~ 
Assistant Prof~ssor of MedicinE' Stanford, CA 94305 
Stanford Univ~rsity J 

This formal program in medical informatics offers 
masters and Ph.D. degrees to individuals with a career 
commitment to applying computer science or the deci
sion sciences to the field of medicine. The program pro
vides talented individuals with a solid footing in both the 
medical and information sciences, preparing them for 
research careers in this field. The specialized curriculum 
focuses on the development of a new generation of 
researchers with a commitment to developing practical 
computer-based solutions to problems in the optimal 
management of biomedical knowledge. The program is 
physically located at Stanford Medical School so that 
research projects can respond to nearby clinical needs 
while addressing fundamental issues in medical inform
atics. All students, including postdoctoral trainees, are 
enrolled in a formal masters or Ph.D. program and special
ize in either medical computer science or medical deci
sion science. They are expected to undertake a significant 
research project as part of their training. Students take re
quired courses as well as attend journal clubs and pro
gram seminars. Masters candidates generally require 2 
years, during which time they perform half-time research 
while taking courses half-time. Doctoral candidates 
generally require 4 years; their first 2 years are similar · ·~ 
those of the masters student, but the last 2 years 2lttttll 
devoted to full-time dissertation work. 
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changing health problems. 

F. Implementation. 

1. Time Schedule. Since the HIS-track of Biometry and Health 
Information Systems is already in place, no start-up time will be 
needed for the proposed program. The courses are being taught on a 
regulalar basis. Students currently in BHIS will be formerly 
offered the opportunity to change to the new program if they 
desire. Review procedures and graduate school interactions will be 
expedited wherever possible to accomplish a smooth transition. The 
faculty involved have already been working together on program 
conunittees, and will continue to work in this fashion. With timely 
review of this proposal, the recruitment mechanisms should be in 
place and students ready to start in 1986-1987. 

2. university Resources. This new graduate program is to be 
admdnistered by the Division of Health Computer Sciences, a 
computer research and training division of the Medical School's 
Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology. Founded in 1969 
by Eugene Ackerman, it has been directed since 1979 by Lael 
Gatewood. There are seven full-time faculty associated with this 
Division, with four full-time civil service staff support for 
admdninistrative, computer, research and secretarial services. 

a. Health Computer Sciences (HCS). The conceptual framework for 
Health Computer Sciences forms the underlying basis for the 
program in Health Informatics, and can be summarized as 
follows: 

i. With computer utilization 
sciences, applications 
multidisciplinary approach. 

increasing in 
development 

the health 
requires a 

ii. Laboratory computer systems provide a good model for 
clinical information systems, with order entry, data 
acquisition, report generation, charge capture and decision 
support. 

iii. To make autonomous clinical computers most useful, linkage 
is required to patient data bases, knowledge structures and 
statistical package programs. 

iv. To enable efficient communication and aid in clinical 
decision-making, computer interfaces must be designed as 
responsive, transparent and natural. 

v. To help evaluate present and future utility, health-related 
systems must undergo periodic assessment and benefits 
realization. 
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vi. To consider optimal management alternatives such as 
automation and resource allocation, simulation studies 
should be utilized. 

vii. To help develop new computer systems for health 
applications, skills are necessary in analysis, design and 
human factors. 

viii. To use computer systems effectively for patient care, care 
providers should learn about computers and information 
systems. 

ix. To be effective communicators and technologists in the 
health field, information and computer scientists must have 
a knowledge of patient services, pathophysiology and 
clinical computer applications. 

b. HCS Faculty. These research and training studies are best 
accomplished by bringing together faculty from several crucial 
disciplines and focusing their energies and skills on these 
major issues in Medical Informatics. The seven faculty members 
in HCS have been trained in medicine and pathology, health 
computer sciences, physics and biophysics, bioengineering, 
biochemistry, biostatistics and population genetics. 
Appointments are held in the following graduate programs: 
Biophysical Sciences, Biomedical Engineering, Biometry and 
Health Information Systems, Computer Science, Epidemiology, 
Genetics, Laboratory Medicine, Pathobiology, Social and 
Admdnistrative Pharmacy, and Public Health. Many 
graduate-level courses are conducted each year, and over 50 
graduate and postdoctoral students are advised. Three weekly 
seminar series coordinated by Division faculty bring together 
researchers, practitioners, and students to discuss research 
progress and opportunities. Division faculty serve as the 
formal Director of Graduate Study for Biophysical Sciences and 
as the informal DGS for the Biocomputing track of Biometry and 
Health Information Systems. The editorial office of the 
Biophysical Journal is also located here. 

c. HCS Research. Research centered within the Division includes 
the Micropopulation Simulation Center, currently funded by the 
Division of Research Resources at NIH. Most of the Division 
faculty are involved in this Center, either as project 
directors or coinvestigators. There is also much collaborative 
research. In addition to joint studies within the parent 
department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, HCS 
investigators are currently collaborating on research projects 
in Cardiology, Neurology, Medicine, Pediatrics, the Clinical 
Research Center, Epidemiology, the Health Services Research 
Center, Student Health, University Hospitals, the BioMedical 
Library, the Institute of Human Genetics, and Genetics and Cell 
Biology. 
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d. HCS Admdnistration. The Division of Health Computer Sciences 
is located in the Department of Laboratory Medicine and 
Pathology, part of the Medical School of the University of 
Minnesota. The Director of the Division of Health Computer 
Sciences, Dr. Lael Gatewood, reports to Dr. Richard Brunning, 
Associate Director, and Dr. Ellis Benson, Head, Department of 
Laboratory Medicine and Pathology. All budgetary activities, 
space requirements, and personnel appointments for Health 
Computer Sciences are arranged by Ms. Kathy Seidl, Assistant 
Admdnistrator of the Division, and administered through the 
Department. Mr. Ed Wink, Admdnistrative Director for the 
Department, Ms. Ursula Nelson, Senior Accountant for the 
Department, and their staff monitor all accounts and provide 
monthly budget updates to principal investigators for each 
externally funded project within the department. General 
budget review documents are prepared by the Office of Research 
Admdnistration for departmental accounting personnel and 
research investigators, as well as the funding agencies. 

e. HCS Resources. Health Computer Sciences, with seven faculty 
offices, four student rooms, administrative office and computer 
facilities, is located in 3,000 square feet of space on the 
third floor of the Veterans of Foreign wars Cancer Research 
Center. Dedicated areas are available for small meetings, 
class preparation and computer usage. The computer facilities 
available at Health Computer Sciences include a DEC PDP 11/34 
mini- computer used for administration and word processing, a 
VAX 11/750 super minicomputer which supports a NIH-funded 
Simulation Center, and a VAX 11/750 computer dedicated to 
CLINFO for the General Clinical Research Center. Faculty, 
staff and post-doctoral students have a CRT terminal in their 
office linked to one of these machines. Dial-up access is 
available to work with one of the All-University computers. In 
addition there is a general student work area which includes 
four CRT's, two APPLE microcomputers, and printer/plotter 
peripherals. These computer resources are detailed in Table 5. 

3. Other University Resources. Additional computer resources are 
available through the Health Sciences and All-University Computer 
Centers. The University maintains a cyber-based computer network 
for instruction and research, and has begun to add IBM and CRAY 
computers to the network as well. For the health sciences, access 
to these facilities is centralized in the Health Sciences Learning 
Resources Center (LRC) located in the Bio-Medical Library. The LRC 
facility supports the instructional and self-learning efforts of 
students, faculty and staff. The collection includes a variety of 
equipment and instructional media: slide/tapes, videocassettes, 
audiocassettes, and computer software. Most of the computer 
programs are related to the health sciences curricula, although 
many can be used for inservice training or continuing education. 
The health sciences programs recognize the present and growing 
importance of familiarity with computers. Toward that end, monies 
were granted to develop extensive computer resources in an 
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accessible, independent learning environment. The LRC includes IBM 
PCs with color graphics capability, Apple II micro- computers and 
Macintoshes. A local area network optimizes the distribution and 
use of locally-developed software. It is expected that the LRC J 
will continue to play an important, responsive role in the 
educational computing process. 

In addition to the computer access, the program utilizes the 
bibliographic resources of the BioMedical Library and Health 
Sciences Learning Resources Center, which has considerable 
monograph, serial and audio-visual and computer courseware holdings 
of direct use for students and faculty. Table 1. listed the 
specialty journals found in the BioMedical Library, as well as the 
newsletters and conference proceedings filed in the HCS Conference 
Room. These are key to following the growth, methodologies and 
conceptual frameworks of health informatics. 

4. Program Funding. The NLM training grant in Health Informatics and 
the Micropopulation Simulation Center are both funded by the 
National Institutes of Health to the Division of Health Computer 
Sciences. Both provide student resources; the first provides 
stipends, tuition, computer support and travel to selected 
trainees; the second provides a facility for student research 
related to epidemiological simulation. The computing environment 
has been enrichened with the availability of these resources, and 
equipment is made available to students for classroom assignments 
and associated research projects in non-peak hours when it is not 
otherwise. in use. The rest of the funding for the training program 
comes from the recurring state support funds for faculty salaries, 
and the Division budget for staff support and supplies. These are 
detailed in Section I. of this application. 

All courses listed in the program in Figure 1 are currently 
assigned to the School of Public Health, under their sponsorship of 
the BHIS graduate program. The effect of this proposal will be to 
shift those courses for which HCS faculty have primary 
responsibiility to the Medical School. The HCS Division of 
Laboratory Medicine and Pathology will then be admdnistratively as 
well as academically responsible for these courses. Tables 6A-E 
detail the eXperience of the courses taught by HCS faculty during 
the past five years, with the student credit hours indicating the 
contributions made by this teaching to the University. 

5. External Resources. Students are expected to do Plan B projects or 
dissertations which utilize methodologies applied to and evaluated 
in actual clinical situations. The Twin Cities has many possible 
sites for such work, ranging from University Hospital and Clinics 
and its affiliated hospitals, long-term care units, and health 
maintenance organizations, to the State Department of Health, other 
health agencies, and medical industries. These settings are sought 
on an individual basis, depending on organizational need and the 
student's background, training and interests. Their availability 
adds to the richness of the program in providing actual frameworks 
for demonstration or research projects. 
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• Table 5 

HCS COMPUTER RESOURCES (October 1985) 

PDP-System~~ Administration, Students, ~ Simulation 
DEC PDP 11/34A with 256 kbytes memory and cache 
Four removable pack disc drives (2 @ 5 mbytes, 2 @ 10 mbytes) 
Kennedy Winchester fixed media disc drive with 160 mbytes 
Kennedy 9-track tape drive, Western Peripherals controller 
2 multiplexor board~ of 8 asychronous ports each · 
1 synchronous port board 
2 dial-up lines for asychronous ports 
LA100 terminal printer 
NEC Spinwriter terminal printer (also on switch to HCS VAX> 
DECwriter console printer 

Maintenance: On request, University Computer Field Services 
Software: RSX-11M Version 4.0 operating system 

FORTRAN-77, Oregon State PASCAL 
SATURN Word Processing (with Spreadsheet, Graphics) 

VAX-system ~ Simulation Center 
DEC VAX 11/750 with 4 mbytes memory 
DEC fixed media disc drive with 456 mbytes 
DEC cartridge tape drive 
DEC 9-track magnetic tape drive 
DEC FORTRAN accelerator board 
DEC Extended format/microcode board 
Multiplexor with 1 pr~nter, 1 synchronous, 8 asynchronous ports 
Multiplexor for 16 asynchronous ports 
Dial-up lines for 2 asynchronous ports 
Leased line to Epidemiology for synchronous port, modem 
Unibus extender and backplane 
LA100 terminal printer 
Hewlett Packard plotter 
DECwriter console printer 
Switch to NEC letter quality printer on PDP 11/34 

Maintenance: Contract from Control Data Corporation 
Software: VMS Version 4.2 operating system 

VMS FORTRAN 77 
IMSL, SAS 
DECNET, VAXNET 

Interactive Terminals in Health Computer Sciences 
2 Visual 100, 7 VT220, 4 MicroTerm, 5 Wyse CRT's; Decwriter II 
1 DEC Rainbow, 2 Apple lie Microcomputers; VT241 Graphics Terminal 

Associated Computer facility= 5CBk CLINFO 
DEC VAX 11/750 running RSX-11M emulator, CLINFO 

Affiliated Computer Facility in Epidemiology 
DEC PDP 11/23, 11/44 running RSX-11M/M+ 
DEC VAX 8600 running VMS 4.2 operating system 
Systems linked by DECNET to each other and to HCS VAX 11/750 
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Table 6A 

HCS-TAUGHT CLASSES 

Designator Number of Total 
Year (Unit, Numberl Name Students Credits 

1980-81 PubH 5-403 Computer Applications for Health Services Admin. 47 188 
PubH 5-430 Biomedical Computing I 40 160 
PubH 5-431 Biomedical Computing II 23 92 
PubH 5-432 Biomedical Computing III 14 56 
PubH 5-433 Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care I 14 42 
PubH 5-434 Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care II 14 42 
PubH 5-435 Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care III 8 24 
PubH 5-446 Biocomputing Consulting Lab 8 24 
PubH 5-470/BPhy 5-138 Joint Biophysical Sciences/Physiology Seminar 21/12 63 
PubH 8-405 Advanced Topics in Health Computer Sciences I 7 21 
PubH 8-406 Advanced Topics in Health Computer Sciences II 4 12 
PubH 8-407 Advanced Topics in Health Computer Sciences III 5 15 
U1ed 5-l 01 Basic Principles of Laboratory Medicine 9 36 
LMed 5-194 Computers in Laboratory Medicine and Pathology 1 4 
U1ed 5-195 Computers in Laboratory Medicine and Patholoqy 0 0 

w LMed 5-346/HSU 5-018 Computer Applications for Health Care Providers 11/19 90 0"1 
Lar•1P 5-194 Computers in Medicine 2 18 
La~1P 5-195 Computers in Medical Research 1 12 
ME 8-405/Surg 8-204 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 14 14 
ME 8-405/Surg 8-205 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 10 10 
ME 8-405/Surg 8-206 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 10 10 

Health Computer Sciences Research Seminar _li 

TOTALS 329 1030 

.. 
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Table 6B 
HCS-taught Classes (continued) 

Designator Number of Total 
Year (Unit , Number) Name Students Credits 

1981-82 PubH 5-403 Computer Applications for Health Services Admin. 49 196 
PubH 5-430 Biomedical Computing I 54 216 
PubH 5-431 Biomedical Computing II 43 172 
PubH 5-432 Biomedical Computing III 25 100 
PubH 5-433 Computer Methdology in the Delivery of Health Care I 10 30 
PubH 5-434 Computer Methdology in the Delivery of Health Care II 8 24 
PubH 5-446 Biocomputing Consulting Seminar 7 21 
PubH 5-470/BPhy 5-138 Joint Biophysical Sciences/Physiology Seminar 16/13 66 
LMed 5-101 Basic Principles of Laboratory Medicine 1 4 
LaMP 5-194 Computers in Medicine 3 30 
LaMP 5-195 Computers in Medical Research 2 18 
Path 5-415 Mathematical Models in Pathobiology I 7 21 

w Path 5-416 Mathematical Models in Pathobiology II 8 24 
....., Path 5-417 Mathematical Models in Pathobiology III 9 27 

MedT 5-070 Laboratory Instrumentation 19 57 
ME 8-485/Surg 8-204 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 12 12 
ME 8-486/Surg 8-205 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 16 16 
ME 8-487/Surg 8-206 Biomedical Engineering Seminar 14 14 

Health Computer Sciences Research Seminar 15 - -

TOTALS 343 1064 
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Table 6C 
HCS-taught Classes (continued) 

Year 

1982-83 

'--' 

Designator 
(Unit, Number) 

PubH 5-403 
PubH 5-430 
PubH 5-431 
PubH 5-432 
PubH 5-433 
PubH 5-434 
PubH 5-435 
PubH 5-446 
PubH 5-470/BPhy 5-138 
PubH 8-405/BPhy 8-221 
PubH 8-406/BPhy 8-222 
PubH 8-407/BPhy 8-223 
LMed 5-101 
LMed 5-346/HSU 5-018 
LaMP 5-194 
LaMP 5-195 
U·1ed 5-195 
ME 8-484/Surg 8-204 
ME 8-485/Surg 8-205 
ME 8-486/Surg 8-206 

Name 

Computer Applications for Health Care Providers 
Biomedical Computing I 
Biomedical Computing II 
Biomedical Computing III 
Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care I 
Computer ~1ethodology in the Delivery of Health Care II 
Computer fvlethodology in the Delivery of Health Care III 
Biocomputing Counsulting Seminar 
Joint Biophysical Sciences/Physiology Seminar 
Advanced Topics in Health Computer Sciences I 
Advanced Topics in Health Computer Sciences II 
Advanced Topics in Health Computer Sciences III 
Basic Principles of Laboratory Medicine 
Computer Applications for Health Care Providers 
Computers in Medicine . 
Computers in Medical Research 
Computer Systems for Laboratory ~1edicine and Pathology 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Health Computer Sciences Research Seminar 

TOTALS 

L 

Number of Total 
Students Credits 

32 128 
56 224 
31 124 
21 84 
7 21 
5 15 

10 30 
4 12 

9/17 40 
5/4 30 
2/2 11 
5/2 20 
11 44 

11/53 197 
3 30 
2 18 
1 2 

13 13 
15 15 
8 8 

15 -

344 1066 

~ 
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Table 6D 
HCS-taught Classes (continued) 

Year 

1983-84 

Designator 
(Unit, Number) 

PubH 5-403 
PubH 5-430 
PubH 5-431 
PubH 5-432 
PubH 5-433/LMed 5-196 
PubH 5-434/LMed 5-197 
PubH 5-435/LMed 5-198 
PubH 5-470/BPhy 5-138 
LMed 5-346/HSU 5-018 
LaMP 5-194 
LaMP 5-195 
LMed 5-195 
Path 5-415 
Path 5-416 
Path 5-417 
ME 8-405/Surg 8-204 
ME 8-406/Surg 8-205 
ME 8-407/Surg 8-206 
GCB 5-044 

n 

Name 

Computer Applications for Health Services Admin. 
Biomedical Computing I 
Biomedical Computing II 
Biomedical Computing III 
Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care I 
Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care II 
Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care III 
Joint Biophysical Sciences/Physiology Seminar 
Computer Applications for Health Care Providers 
Computers in Medicine 
Computers in Medical Research 
Computer Systems for Laboratory Medicine and Pathology 
Mathematical Models in Pathobiology I 
Mathematical Models in Pathobiology II 
Mathematical Models in Pathobiology III 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Human Population Geneti~ 
Health Computer Sciences Research Seminar 

TOTALS 

r • 

-

Number of Total 
Students Credits 

36 144 
56 224 
29 116 
17 68 
6/l 21 
7/0 21 
6/0 18 
6/21 34 

10/69 245 
2 18 
2 18 
0 0 
4 12 
5 15 
6 18 

13 13 
19 19 
20 20 
4 16 

15 -

354 1040 
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Table 6E 
HCS-taught Classes (continued) 

Year 

1984-85 

\., 

Designator 
(Unit, Number) 

PubH 5-403 
PubH 5-430 
PubH 5-431 
PubH 5-432 
PubH 5-433/LMed 5-196 
PubH 5-434/LMed 5-197 
PubH 5-470 
PubH 8-405/BPhy 8-221 
PubH 8-407 
LMed 5-101 
LMed 5-195 
LMed 5-346/HSU 5-018 
LaMP 5-194 
LaMP 5-195 
BPhy 5-138 
ME 8-485/Surg 8-204 
ME 8-486/Surg 8-205 
ME 8-487/Surg 8-206 
GCB 5-044 

Name 

Computer Applications for Health Services Admin. 
Biomedical Computing I 
Biomedical Computing II 
Biomedical Computing III 
Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care I 
Computer Methodology in the Delivery of Health Care II 
Health Informatics Seminar 
Advanced Topics in Health Computer Science I 
Advanced Topics in Health Computer Science II 
Basic Principles of Laboratory Medicine 
Computer Systems for Laboratory Medicine & Pathology 
Computer Applications for Health Care Providers 
Computers in Medicine 
Computers in Medical Research 
Joint Biophysical Sciences/Physiology Seminar 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Biomedical Engineering Seminar 
Human Population Genetics 

'-., 

TOTALS 

Number of Total 
Students Credits 

34 136 
52 208 
35 140 
15 60 

13/1 42 
11/1 36 

7 22 
6/2 24 
4 12 
7 28 
1 3 

3/21 76 
3 30 
5 48 

11 11 
17 17 
19 19 
12 12 
4 16 - -

284 940 

.. 
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). ::fm UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
\~ ll ] TWIN CITIES 

14 April 86 

Kenneth Zimmerman~ Associate Dean 
Graduate School 
Johnston Ha II 325 

Dear Dean Zimmerman: 

Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

I write to transmit herewith a proposal for a graduate program in 
Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society. The proposal 
was approved by the Humanities Program faculty earlier this month 
by a vote of 8 yesJ 2 no. I ask that it be presented this spring for 
consideration by the appropriate Graduate School review counci1s. 
The document is also under discussion presently in the Coilege of 
Liberal Arts. A letter of support from Fred E. LukermannJ Dean~ CLAJ 
will be forthcoming. 

My thanks for your kind consideration. 

Yours~ 

&a~~~t~lr 
Professor & Chair 

APR 14 1986 
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UNIFORM PROGRAM 
INVENTORY AND 
PROPOSAL FORM 

SECTION I 
Program Proposal Abstract and Cover Sheet 

CSee Attached Instructions) 

Unit. Campus or College_. _c_o_l_l e.-:g::...e_o_f_L_i b_e_r_a_l_A_rt_s _________ Code No. ______ : 

I. General Information 

A. ProgramTitle Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society 
(M.A., Ph.D., graduate minor) 

----------- ___________ ._ 
8. PrOgram Review Category:~Regular . _ ... _ ....... . 

. ·(check one) 2 Expeaiu&ttaJ (lf&perimemal,.giwlUportingDate· ··t=_··-······---- --. - -
28 . ::10 :12 :w 

C. . Pmpas.ed Jmplementation Date:___!_ I 16 I 8 7 

~1) M.f,4¢ ~ (Plan B only); 2) Ph:D. 36 cr beyond M.A. plus dissertation. 
~1· . 

.D. Progr3m .Length: Total Cr/hr 3.) · r·.mor: · CliiSif'QQm 1-abnr;rtmy 
~ 16 cr a'81M.A. leve~ 20 cr atPh-:'8. level liD .. 

Humanit1es Program 
· L AdminismltiveUnit Immediately Responsible for Program-.·--------_.;;.,-------

F. Describe the Program (in 50 words or less): 

----~--------:--.-----... .... 
ll . 

. .. ~ 
': ... ' 

Program objectives are the critical examination of how various modes of 

dis~ourse function within society and history, and how culture and society M 

are11mutua lly affective. The program seeks to examine tllese issues ac.ross 120 

soc•o-cultural boundaries, and to include the study of high culture, as wel¥ as 

por;J~iar and mass culture. lhe Ph.D. w1il tra1n 1nd1v1duais for academ1c carneers 

in fhe humanities and social science disciplines. The.M.A. will largely bel4a. 

se ff-enri chment degree. 120 

G. Expected student interest. in the program during thefsrst year of operation, and when the program reaches full 
OPerating level: 

a. Enrollment 
Program Enrollees 

Other Students 

Total 

b. Program Graduates/ 
Completors 

10 

lB 

12 

87/88 
Flnt V_: __ ~J 

• 
Number Student 

IH .. dcountl Credit or 
Eapecte9 Con teet 

Houn 

5 135 

5 20 

10 155 

91/92 
Full ~ion:._fVrJ 

40 
Student 

Heed count Credit or 
C•paciay Contact 

Houra 

20 540 
.2.1114: 46 

20 80 
61 

40 640 
.:16 

3-5 
:19 .56 
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A. Projected Costs of the Program: ·; Jl. Budget pata' 

flrtc Yur 87/88. 
•· New. Re .. uigned 

e. TA lines' 

f. Indirect 
Costs 

g. Totll Progr•m Cosu 
Cattl+ci-di e+fl 

No. 
FTE 

Annual 
Coli 

No. 
FTE 

Annllill 
Coil 

B. Expected Sources of Funds for Program: 87/88 

a. Local 

' State ' ', b. 

Tuition ,' 
"" '· 

"" 
d. Federal 

e. Private 

Dedicated 
Fees f. 

g. -

h. 

Other (Specify) 

Total 

Firll Year: 

Dollar %of 

Amounl Annual 
Ex pond. 

$ - $ 
Ul u 

$ 99,120 66.96 $ 

$ 49,560 33.33 $ 
55 

$ . $ 

$ . $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 
40 44 li3 

$ 148.680 100. $ 

II! 

76 

!i5 

&o 1 ooY uoo 

No. 
FTE 

One 
Time 
lnpul 

91/92 * 
·New RHssigned 

il!i 

,g 

6§ 

10 

Annual 
Coli 

No. 
FTE 

Annual 
Coli 

91/92 * 
Full Opor•lion: 

Dollar %of One 
Amount Annual Time 

Expend. lnpul . 
$• $ -· 

Ul 14~ " 
$ 109,120 ~6.p6 $ 

$ 54,560 33 .;33 $ 
-2~ 155-

$ . $ 

$ s 
s· !lcr-=-- $ 

$ 
44~ 

$ 
41! 0~ 

$163.680 l~$ r. 
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21 31 40 
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Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society 

Section II. Propo:sal Summary 

I. Summary Description of the Program 

The proposed program seeks to examine how thought and expression 
function within society and history, emphasizing the ways in which the 
tensions and contradictions inherent to any society are inscrib~d within 
the sum total of discursive modes of "high," popular, folk, and mass 
culture. We take it to be our central concern to pursue an improved 
understanding of the complex interrelation of ideas and values, on the one 
han-d, with social and material realities, on the other, taking cognizance of 
the socio-material sources and effects alike of intellectual and aesthetic 
constructs. Put another way, the program seeks to reassociate the history 
of ideas with social history, to set discourse of varying sorts within its 
proper social context, and to set society within ongoing historic process. 
The program is founded on a heightened awareness of the dominant modes 
of critical thought in the humanities and social sciences over the past two 
decades, reflected in a curriculum which crosses traditional disciplinary 
boundaries. 

Students wi11 meet all the standard Graduate School entrance 
requirements. They must have a B.A. degree in a humanities or social 
science discipline (or other relevant fields with the approval of the 
faculty). The M.A. requires 44 credits (Plan B only), the Ph.D. 36 credits 
beyond the M.A. A11 M.A. and Ph.D. students will be required to take a 
full-year 8000-level research seminar. The bulk of remaining courses 
offered by the unit wi11 be seminars and topics built around specific areas 
of concentration. As required by the Graduate School, additional courses 
will be taken outside the unit. Minor field requirements are 16 credits for 
the M.A., 20 for the Ph.D. Up to five students will be admitted the first 
year; up to seven students will be admitted in subsequent years. The Ph.D. 
coursework should require three years to complete, presuming a full 
course load. From two to five students should complete their work each 
year after the fourth year. 

The program will make no major new demands for resources, the majority 
of which are being reallocated. During the first two years of operation, 
the undergraduate offerings would be scaled back sufficiently to allow the 
participating core faculty to teach the graduate curriculum. We will scale 
back on multiple sections of some lower division "service" courses taken 
by non-majors for Distribution Requirements; we w111 continue to offer 
such courses, but in lesser numbers than is now the case. We anticipate no 

I 
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adverse effect to the general student body, since students have access to 
several dozen courses across the College which count for Distribution 
Requirements. After the first two years, our graduate students will be J 
sufficiently trained so as to restaff the lost sections of these courses. 
Space, equipment and llbrary resources are currently adequate to the needs 
of the new program. We will request modest additional support for SEE, 
civil service, and teaching assistant support, as specified on the budget 
sheet. · 

2. Need for the Program 

Srudents pursuing the Ph.D. will be individuals who first and foremost 
want to address questions of cultural practices and social dynamics, as 
outlined above. They will be people for whom the established disciplines 
do not normally provide the primary or sole locus for the questions 
developing from these interests. We believe that these students will 
come from a variety of units within the liberal arts. 

The Humanities Program, to date an undergraduate unit only, consistently 
receives inquiries about the availability of graduate study (on average 
about fifty per year). Further, our own majors (maintained for several 
years at a steady sixty or so) often seek our advice on pursuing inter
disciplinary degree programs for graduate study. Since the Humanities 
Program redeflnied its mission several years ago to parallel what we are 
here proposing on the graduate level, these inquiries have increased. 

We envisage that persons looking for academic advancement for 
professional purposes will apply for admission to the M.A. program as a 
terminal degree. In this category are those whose present occupation 
requires continuing education, graduate study and eventually an advanced 
degree. In particular, this includes teachers in the state's public 
education system, especially those in larger districts able to offer a 
humanities curriculum for seniors (often as a replacement for senior 
English). Beyond this group are persons who undertake graduate study for 
personal reasons--as academic enrichment, further study for the enjoy
ment of it--whether or not it has a connection with a present vocation. 

' 
We anticipate, however, that a larger number of entering post- baccalau-
reate students, following the M.A., will pursue the Ph.D., in order to prepare 
for careers as college or university teachers. We believe that the degree J 
will be attractive, in part for its combination of contextual breadth and 

I 
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theoretical focus, in part for the outstanding quality of the faculty 
involved. Given these factors, we believe that our Ph.D.s will compete 
successfully for positions within traditional disciplinary departments 
(depending, obviously, on their particular concentrations developed while 
working in close connection with their advisors). We further anticipate 
that our Ph.D.s will be favorably received by the many Humanities 
programs available at the junior colleges and senior institutio~s 
(four-year colleges and research-oriented universities) throughout the 
country, especially those emphasizing a liberal arts curriculum. 

It must be emphasized that the faculty for the proposed program are 
already in place at the University; all but one are tenured. The need for 
this program is identified in President Keller's Commitment to Focus and 
in the capital campaign at the University for endowed chairs. This unit 
has already been authorized as a receiving unit for an endowed chair in 
Theoretical and Comparative Culture, that is, in precisely the area of 
inquiry identified by this proposal. The program responds directly to 
President Keller's specified commitment to Comparative Culture and 
Civilization. 

There is no specific accrediting body for this program. However, the well 
established internal/external review program in the University's Graduate 
School will serve as a primary check on program quality. 

3. Mission 

Whereas most traditional humanistic disciplines tend to focuseither on a 
given mode of discourse (art history, music history, etc.) or cultural locus 
(American studies, the various language and I iterature departments), our 
interests lie less in the realm of such specifics than in the broader 
problematic of how discourse in general both shapes and is shaped by life 
in time, space, and society. As such our inquiries will extend beyond what 
is normally available in individual units at the University such as 
American Studies, Comparative Literature, Religious Studies, Classical 
Civ11ization, or the like, each of which properly limits itself to intensive 
study of one segment of the cultural spectrum. (See letters of support 
from various CLA units.) Note also that no other simllar programs exist in 
the state or region. See item no. 4, below, regarding s1m11ar programs 
elsewhere in the country. 
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The new degree program is a natural outgrowth of the undergraduate 
Humanities major which was restructured several years ago. It fulfills a 
need at the advanced level for a body of inquiry that our faculty have very J 
successfully pursued, the importance of which is perhaps best signalled by 
the major research awards received and the major journals and University 
presses publishing our work (see Section Ill for full details). 

4. Comparative Program Analysis 

A Other Units at the University of Minnesota. 

The graduate program of Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society 
will not duplicate, but rather will draw selectively on the resources of 
several other units within the College of Liberal Arts. Other units will 
offer important additional and complementary perspectives to the 
offerings in the proposed curriculum, and we will actively encourage our 
students to pursue coursework in those units. Comparative Literature, for 
example, has a strong sequence of courses dealing with literary theory, 
history, and criticism, and with film. History, Anthropology, Sociology, 
and Geogra-phy provide social-scientific history, methodology and case 
studies that will complement several of the courses we propose. The 
Center for Advanced Feminist Studies is an increasingly important forum 
for discus-sion and study of issues relating to gender, power, and social 
relations. Beyond this, individual concentrations will lead students to do 
significant work in various language and literature units, as well as those 
devoted to specific modes of discourse. 

B. State and Regional Programs. No graduate program similar to 
Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society exists in Minnesota or the 
region (Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Wisconsin). (The 
University of Wisconsin/Oshkosh offers a Humanities M.A., with four 
possible emphases: studio arts/art education, English, Music [performance 
& music education, especially], and Speech. The program appears to be an 
umbrella degree for disciplinary study.) 

C. M.A. and Ph.D. Programs at Other Major Research Institutions. 
(Note: About two dozen institutions offer M.A. degrees in "Humanities" and 
"Liberal Studies"; with few exceptions these degrees are very general, 
loosely focused, theoretically undirected, and concentrated almost 
exclusively on the study of Western European high culture. As such they 
bear little resemblance to the program proposed here.) 
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Degree programs at comparable major research institutions whose 
missions are somewhat similar to Comparative Studies in Discourse & 
Society are the following (in alphabetical order): Bowling Green State 
University/Department of Popular Culture (M.A.), University of California
lrvine/Comparat ive Culture Program (M.A.T., Ph.D.), University of Califor
nia-Santa Cruz/Program in the History of Consciousness (Ph.D.), University 
of Chicago/Committee on Social Thought (M.A., Ph.D.), Emory University/ 
Graduate Institute of Liberal Arts (M.A., Ph.D.), The Johns Hopkins 
University/The Humanities Center (Ph.D.), Stanford University/ Humanities 
(M.A., Ph.D.), Syracuse University/Humanities Doctoral Program (Ph.D.). 

5. Duplication 

This program duplicates no existing program in the State or region at 
either the undergraduate or graduate level. The partial reallocation of 
resources from the undergraduate unit to graduate program is justified by 
the importance of faculty research (acknowledged nationally and interna
tionally) and the need to disseminate our work to a larger audience that 
can be presumed with a graduate program. 

6. Cost/Benefit 

A Evaluation 

Program evaluation will be made by the Graduate Program Committee, 
composed of two permanent members (the Program Chairperson and 
Director of Graduate Studies), and all other core members of the unit's 
graduate faculty. The Graduate Program Committee will establish 
objectives, annually review procedures, act on new course proposals, and 
issue reports to the Director of Graduate Studies, Department Chairperson, 
and Dean of the Graduate School. Evaluation will include follow-up studies 
of graduates. 

Every five years, a comprehensive internal and external program review 
will be made following Graduate School procedures. While there is no 
nationally established body for evaluating the proposed unit, external 
reviewers with appropriate scholarly credentials can be identified within 
programs such as those Jisted in Section III(D), below, as well as in 
traditional disciplinary departments. 

' I 
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Program quality is ultimately determined by faculty and students alike. 
With regard to the latter, the Admissions Committee (consisting of three 
core faculty) will be responsible for attracting a talented pool of 
applicants. Once part of the Program, students w111 be monitored for 
academic performance and progress toward the degree. 

B. Cost Information 

In 1987-88 and every year thereafter the program wi 11 take approximately 
4.0 FTE of faculty time ( 14 individuals involved overall). In 1985/86 
salaries this totals approximately $129,000. This is not new money but 
rather a reassignment of time currently primarily devoted to the 
undergraduate mission of the Humanities Program (by core faculty or via 
transfer of effort into Humanities by faculty located in other units). The 
program will also require 50% time of a secretary (25% reassigned, 25% 
currently based on non-recurring funds). This position will be made 
recurring, so the new cost to the College of Liberal Arts will be $5,340 
(.25 FTE). $3,000 will be reassigned from the Humanities Program's SEE 
budget; $6,000 in new funds will be requested from the College of Liberal 
Arts, as well as $15,000 for graduate assistant support (see letter from 
Dean Fred Lukermann re CLA commitments). The annual costs, new and 
reassigned, will be $148,680 in 1987/88, the program's beginning year, 
and $163,680 in 1991/92 (without calculating inflation), the first year of 
full operation. In 1991/92 we project that 22.5 FTEs will be active. The 
combined tuition and state support for 22.5 students wi 11 be $163,680. 
Therefore the program will be cost effective. 

J 
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Proposal for a Graduate Department of Comparative 
Studies in Discourse and Society 

· A. Introduction 

.Mission 

The program we are proposing develops from and is complementary to the 
undergraduate mission and major field concentrations of the Humanities 
Program, an undergraduate unit whose structure is described below. In the 
early 1970s, the Humanities Program was for the most part a service unit 
offerfng a chronological sequence of undergraduate core courses spanning 
Western intellectual history from Homer to the present. Students were 
expected to acquire a certain amount of "cultural literacy," confronting 
masterworks of art, literature, music, and philosophy which make up the 
mainstream Western tradition. In the course of the last decade, in 
conjunction with retirements of older faculty and the hiring of recent 
Ph.D.s, the faculty redefined the Program's mission. We recognized that in 
directing students' attention to such "masterworks," we acted primarily as 
relays in a process of cultural transmission and replication, accepting 
uncritically a tendentious view of what is central and what is peripheral: 
We felt that it was more important to help students develop an acute 
sense of what culture is and how it operates, than simply to acculturate 
them. Thus we shifted our energies from the presentation of specific 
masterworks to the critical examination of how art and thought function 
within society and history. Specifically, we hoped to sensitize students 
to the ways in which the tensions and contradictions inherent to any 
society are inscribed within the sum total of discursive modes (that 
totality being what we call [lower case] "culture"). In contrast, only a few 
works and genres--and especially those which are ideologically productive 
for the dominant strata (which define themselves as [upper case] 
"Society")--are invested with the privileged position of (upper case) 
"Culture." We take it to be our central concern to pursue an improved 
understanding of the complex interrelation of ideas and values, on the one 
hand, with social and material realities, on the other. We take cognizance 
of the socio-material sources and effects alike of intellectual and 
aesthetic constructs. 

This shift in perspective has forced us to be much more self-critical in 
our teaching, research, and curriculum design. We relegated survey 
courses to the I ~xx level and developed new courses in methodology and 
theories of culture, and we h:we begun to deprivilege Western studies by 
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broadening our base of inquiry beyond the European Continent. Our study of 
Western Civilization itself now addresses the problematics of "civili
zation," and, by implication, the traditional role of liberal arts in the 
American University (historically largely confined to cultural apprecia
tion). These curricular revisions have, in our opinion, been highly 
successful, but have now gone as far as is possible at the undergraduate 
level. They do, however, lead naturally and necessarily to the establish
ment of a graduate component where we and our students can pursue in 
greater depth and sophistication the important inquiries that we have 
initiated. · 

Our current mission is shaped by the acknowledgment of the material base 
of culture and the effect of economy, ideology and social hierarchy on 
human existence. We acknowledge the myriad and changing tensions 
arising from these components both within and between cultures. We seek 
to demythologize the practical definitions of culture and civilization that 
dominate our own society by recognizing their historical origins and the 
interests to which these definitions respond. We seek to investigate 
civilization in its full breadth, from the products of "high" culture to those 
of popular, folk, and mass culture. Put another way, we seek to 
reassociate the history of ideas with social history, to set discourse of 
varying sorts within its proper social context, and to set society within 
ongoing historic process. 

The broad disciplinary representation within the present Humanities 
Program faculty makes it an ideal place for such inquiry to flourish, given 
the demonstrated strengths we possess in various discursive modes 
(visual arts, architecture, music, literature, film, religion, popular 
culture), critical theory, and multiple culture areas (western Europe, the 
US, China, India, Iran, sub-Saharan Africa). What we offer is unique to 
both CLA and the University community at large. We have located our 
mission in an area of major international attention, yet one which to date 
is considerably under-represented at Minnesota. 

We make no claim to being value free in pursuit of this mission (something 
neither possible nor desirable). Rather we acknowledge a clear moral and 
political engagement, for the investigation and transmission of knowledge 
themselves involve conscious choices of what is worth studying. 
Alongside the study of the cultural products we have traditionally valued 
(the "high" art of the West), we seek to mark the unmarked (e.g., cultures 
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other than Western, popular forms of expression, etc.) as worthy of 
serious attention. Within the proposed graduate program we expect to 
raise the question of how specific items or classes of phenomena carne to 
be marked or marginalized. We seek to investigate the mechanics and 
politics of cultural prestige. 

We propose this graduate program witl1in the spirit and context.of the 
University's comm1tment to focus. The Program itself has already taken 
significant steps toward a more intensely focused and productive 
orientation, not only by rethinking and restructuring the existing 
curri~ulum (fundamentally changed two years ago), but also by 
establishing hiring goals to support the mission. Thus we have recently 
made one new appointment in critical theory (centered on the study of 
twentieth-century artifacts). In December 1985 Central Administration 
authorized a Humanities Program request for an Endowed Chair in . 
Theoretical and Comparative Culture. Indeed, this position and the mission 
of the proposed program complement one of the curricular areas defined 
for the University's capital campaign, namely "Comparative Culture & 
Civilization." Given the close relationship between the capital campaign 
and President Keller's Commitment to Focus plan, our mission can hold 
claim to the highest degree of centrality for continued intellectual 
development and institutional viability of the Umversity. 

Since 1981 we have actively discussed among ourselves and with the 
College administrators plans to move toward a full-fledged graduate 
program. We have restructured ourselves as a faculty over the past 
decade; we have refocused the mission and curriculum of the under
graduate unit, thus providing the logical base for advanced study. We 
have established our credibility as a research faculty through our . 
publications, presentations, conference organization, and research awards. 
Moreover, we have attracted some of the best adjunct faculty in the 
College to the undergraduate curriculum and have commitments from the 
strongest possible contingent of the College's faculty to participate in the 
graduate program. (See the Appendix for full resumes of core and adjunct 
faculty.) 

The accelerating breakdown of disciplinary boundaries within the 
humanities and social sciences, _both in this country and abroad, is 
primarily evident in the enormous body of interdisciplinary scholarship 
published in the last decade and a half. The impact of this shift is Jess 
evident with regard to institutional restructuring. We believe that our 
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own intellectual interests can best be fostered, and the results of our 
work be better disseminated, by the institutionalization of this graduate 
program. We believe that this is the appropriate time to take the next 
step in our development. 

The Humanities Program 

The Humanities Program, the B. A analogue to the program herein 
proposed, has a long history at the University of Minnesota, beginning in 
194_2-43 with a series of courses on Western civilization developed by 
Professors Alburey Castell (Philosophy) and Joseph Warren Beach 
(English). A Bachelor of Arts major in Humanities was initiated in 
1944-45. In 1958 the Humanities Program was established as an 
independently budgeted academic unit having both a core and adjunct 
faculty (the former budgeted and tenured within the Program, the latter 
located within other units but who regularly taught Humanities courses as 
part of their workload). The Program was administratively restructured in 
the early 1970s, the basis of which is sti 11 current. Briefly put, the 
Program has departmental status with the College of Liberal Arts. It has 
its own budget and core faculty appointments (9.5 FTEs); in addition 
sixteen faculty from other College of Liberal Arts units teach one or more 
courses annually in the Program. Two thirds of the core Humanities 
Program faculty have on-going teaching commitments in other units of 
CLA 

In addition to the B.A. major, described elsewhere in this document, the 
Program offers a minor, available in two tracks, one focused on Western 
civilization, the other on non-Western civilizations (principally China and 
India). For the past several years the number of students pursuing the 
major has been about sixty, ranking the Humanities major as fortieth 
among 107 majors available in CLA 

Beyond offering major and minor field concentrations, Humanities since 
its inception has served large numbers of students through courses which 
meet the College's Distribution Requirements. Since 1981/82, the 
Program has enrolled roughly 2,700 students per year during regular 
session (our credit-hour rankings among other CLA units for this period 
has held between 17th-19th among forty-two units). In Summer 
Session we have averaged 125 students (ranking us 12th-13th), in 
Continuing Education & Extension 100 students per year (ranking us 19th 
in 1982/83, the most recent period for which offical data exists). 

,,. 
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Faculty Qual jt't 

For the sake of brevity we refer only to the ten individuals who are 
currently core members of the undergraduate unit. Since the unit was 
restructured in the early 1970s, core faculty have received over one 
hundred research awards including the most prestigious national 
fellowships offered to academics, among which are seven fellowships 
from the National Endowment for the Humanit!es, two from the American 
Council of Learned Societies, and a Rockefeller Foundation Conference 
grant. In the past six years the Humanities Program has received four 
Guggenheim Fellowships (the most recent this year); only one other unit in 
the University has received more of these awards in the past twenty years 
(the Department of History, six in all, among a faculty numbering forty). 
(See the Appendix for full resumes of core and adjunct faculty proposed 
for the graduate program.) 
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B. The Proposed Program 

Statement of Program Ob j eclives. The proposed program is 
devoted to the critical examination of how various modes of discourse 
function within society Jnd history. Specifically, we hope to sensitize 
students to the ways in which the tensions and contradictions inherent in 
any society affect and are affected by the sum total of express1ve modes 
current within th;Jt society, this total socJO-expressive field being what 
we call [lower case] "culture." In advancing such a definition, we seek to 
demythologize the capitJI "C" model of high culture, while moving toward 
an investigation of culture and civilization in thew full breadth, drawing 
our data from different parts of the globe, periods in history, social 
strata, and expressive genres, seeking in all instances to reassociate the 
history of ideas with social history. 

Admission requirements: 

---B.A. degree in a hurnanities or social science discipline, or other 
relevant fields and with the approval of the faculty 

---Statement of background and purpose, including specific areas and 
subflelds of interest; the statement should include an intellectual 
biography 

---Three letters of recomrnendat ion 
---A copy of one or more papers representative of current level of 

scho I ar ly deve I opm en t 
---Genera I test scores from GRE 
---Complete and official undergraduate transcripts (and official 

graduate transcripts if student hJs completed graduate coursework) 
---Students entering the Ph.D. program must have an M.A. from an 

accredited institution and/or demonstrate other evidence of adequate 
background and competence. 

---Some prerequisites may be made up after admission 

Each candidate's credentials will be carefully reviewed by the Graduate 
Admissions Committee to assess the individual's appropriateness for the 
field of study and potential for success. Since the program involves broad, 
often interdisciplinary, courses of study and a var·iety of emphases, the 
Committee will carefully judge the applicant's preparation in terms of 
communi cat ions ski 1 Is, know ledge of subject matter, experience, and 
language preparation. Students who are not native speakers of English 
will be requiroj to furn1sh evidence of their profiLiency in English. Non
native speakers of English will be required to taf:e the TOEFL examination. 

I . 
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Graduation or completion requirements and standards: 

Minor Requirements for Students Majoring in Other Fields 

---Minimum 16 credits for M.A. minor 
---Minimum 20 credits for Ph.D. minor 
---All minors must include at least 8 credits from the 12-credit 

research seminar (800 1-2-3) 

M.A. Requirements (Minimum 44 credits) (Plan B only) 

---12 credits research seminar (800 1-2-3) 
---minimum 8 additional credits at 8xxx 
---16 credits (to complete 44 credit minimum requirement) chosen by 

agreement between student, adviser, and graduate faculty 

---minimum 8 credits in related field(s) outside unit or 9 credits in 
minor 

C ---reading knowledge of I language appropriate to one's program 

c 

---final examination (written & oral). The written examination will be 
developed from the student's course work and the works specified in the 
departmental reading list. The oral examination will be related to the 
Plan B papers, course work and the departmental reading list 

---Plan B (2 pclpers) 

Ph.D. Requirements (Minimum 36 credits beyond the M.A.) 

---12 credits research serninar (800 1,2-3) 
---16 credits at 8xxx 
---16 credits appropriate to declared concentration 

---20 credits in minor or supporting program 

---reading knowledge of 2 languages appropriate to one's program 
---preliminary oral and written examination at end of coursework 
---thesis and oral defense 

---Students must design their program by the end of their fourth 
quarter of residence; the program must be planned in consultation with the 
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adviser and approved by the department Graduate Committee. Revisions 
will require the permission of the adviser and the Graduate Committee. 

Description of the curriculum: The curriculum emphas1zes small 
seminars and directed research. These will be listed in the Class Schedule 
under two general topics-course rubrics (CSDS 5910, CSDS 891 Q). We 
expect that the problematics investigated through the curriculum will 
reflect the primary resecwch interests of the faculty and that, as such; 
most of the courses taught will continually change. Some courses w i 11 be 
team taught. Apart from the core-requirement full year research seminar, 
the curriculum is arranged under two rubrics, ( 1) General Theory, and 
(2) Discursive Practices and Social Dynamics. Only the year-long 
research seminar will be individually described in the Bulletin. 

· 8001-2-3. RESEARCH SEMINAR (Core requirement, 3 quarters, 
12 credits) (Staff). A year long practicum, a1med at Ule development of 
critical and analytic skills, in which current theoretical perspectives are 
introduced in conjunction with specific works of varying types and 
cultural/historic contexts. Emphasis on the complex in terre lations of 
discourse, power, social configuration, and material conditions. Special 
attention to such issues as the role of coercion and persuasion in the 
maintenance and manipulation of social boundaries; the interrelations of 
center and periphery in the production, dissemination, and reception of 
expressive forms; high, popular, and mass culture; the place of education 
in the work of cultural replication; and the encoding or re-presentation of 
ideological constructs within specific cultural artifacts. (For a sample 
list of readings appropriate to the seminar, see the Appendix.) 

(For a llst of 5910 and 8910 seminars and topics courses 
reflecting current interests of the faculty, thus constituting 
the bulk of the curriculum, see the Appendix.) 

(For a list of courses currently offered by other College of 
Liberal Arts units which would be appropriate as part of major 
field requirements [M.A. & Ph.D.], see the Appendix.) 

( <I 
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C. Educational & Social Need for the ProgrJm 

The most significant innovCJtJcns and informative approaches in the 
humanities in recent years have occurred in areas of inquiry that extend 
across the boundZJries of the traditional disciplines. Literary theory, for 
example, has contributed to revolut10nary methods of understanding the 
visual arts (from semiotics to feminism and beyond). This has had 
important implications for the understanding of historical works in 
context as well as direct effect on the practice of mixed-media arts and 
post-modern architecture. Both of the latter have been informed by a 
heigh_tened degree of self-consciousness, retlexivity, and complexity as a 
direct result of tr.e cross-disciplinary influence of theoretical inquiry. 
Sociological theory has increasingly informed the understanding of human 
relations in history, with important implications for historical inquiry 
into myth, religion, and literary texts on tr1ese subjects. Political and 
social theory likewise have contributed to a new understanding of music. 
Recent scholarship has achieved not only a broadened understanding of the 
histor1cal role of music as a political and social construct, but also has 
extended these insights to the present, with important implications for 
modern composition, performance practice, and audience reception. These 
and many other examples could be extended in greater detail; for the 
present, however, they serve to reflect the interests and published 
scholarship of faculty already on the staff of the Humanities Program.* 

All tradition a! discip I ines have begun to re-orient themselves to take 
advantage of the potential offered by new and powerful theoretical 
approaches. In this process, it is clear that the most fertile connections 
are those made when perspectives and approaches from one discipline are 
used to open up and explore possibilities in another. It is this type of 
exploration that the graduate department proposed here will be able to 
facilitate, with its own faculty and with faculty shared by other units in 
the University. 

* The sort of inquiry envisaged here is in the same Ytin as what is found in the most trenchant 
and innovative current academic journals. These include Anneles Economies Socjet6s 
Civilisations, Boundaru, Culture, Media & Socjet'i, Critical lnquir'i, Comparative Studies in 
Society & History, Cultural CrJtique, Economy & Society, lm..aiJO Musjcae, International Review 
of the Aesthetics & SocjoiOIJ¥ of Music, Journal of Communication lnquir~, Journal of 
lnterdjscjplwacy History, Journal of Populor Culture, Journal of Popular Music History, J.um.o 
c.u.t, The New Criterion, New Literer~ Hjstor~. October, Philosophy & Socjel Criticism, 
Representations, Semjotica, Signs, Social Text, ~lance. and Iheor.'i.&.Socjety. These 
journals generally presuppose a heightened sell-critiLdl stance on the part of both author and 
reader, faci I itating the sort of reflexive, cross-disci pi inar y inquiry discussed above that is 
productive of new apprnoches, perspectives, and under5tandings in tr1e humanities. 

I 
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We estimate that five degree candidates w i 11 be admitted in the first year, 
and up to seven annually thereafter, with a maximum of twenty-one 
candidates in residence at any onetime. Ordinarily a full-time student 
will require three academic years to comp Jete course requirements for the 
Ph.D. program. 

The program will emphasize the processes whereby values, assl:Jmptions, 
and intellectual orientations are encoded and transmitted across space, 
time, and social strata. In this endeavor, we will consider a wide variety 
of specific primary texts (broadly construed) and general theories. 
Students will come to the program from a variety of single-discipline and 
interdisciplinary undergraduate backgrounds in the social sciences and 
humanities. Some will take our courses as cognates to their pursuit of 
traditional single-discipline Ph.D.s., the most likely disciplines being 
Anthropology, Art History, Comparative Literature, East Asian Studies, 
English, the European languages/literatures, History, Music, Philosophy, 
and Religious Studies; among interdisciplinary units the most likely are 
American Studies and Women's Studies. 

The courses described elsewhere in this document would provide students 
in the aforementioned programs with an opportunity to examine many of 
the assumptions underlying definitions of culture and its relationship to 
the materials and understanding of their own primary fields. To thematize 
the complexity of culture is to press against some of the traditional, but 
regretable limitations of learning within the American academy, where 
study has generally centered upon the materials of Western high culture 
(with obvious exceptions in such disciplines as Anthropology), virtually to 
the exclusion of the materials of non-privileged/non-canonic popular and 
mass cultural art if acts and the work of women and other socially 
dominated groups. Such a restricted focus vastly simplifies and distorts 
the record of human experience. Worse, it considerably limits the 
explanations and understandings available to people as to ways in which 
we live our lives and the alternatives that might be developed. 

The students who will come to the program in order to pursue the Ph.D. 
will be individuals who first and foremost want to address questions of 
cultural practices and social dynamics, as outlined above. They will be 
people for whom the established disciplines cannot provide the primary or 
sole locus for the questions developing from these interests. (At the same 
time, however, our students wi 11 be expected in their concentrations to 
master a considerable body of material available within established 
disciplines. See,' for example, the sample programs in the Appendix.) We 
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be I ieve that these students w iII come from a variety of hum ani ties and 
social science units, and not necessarily be 1 imited to those mentioned 
earlier. 

The Humanities Program, to date an undergraduate una only, consistently 
receives inquiries about the Jvai labi 1 i ty of graduate study (on average 
about fifty per year). Our own majors (maintained for several years at a 
steady sixty or so) often seek our advice on pursuing interdisciplinary 
degree programs for graduate study (Js in American Studies, Comparative 
Literature, as well Js in Ph.D. programs in Humanities). Since the 
Humanities Program redefinied its mission several years ago to parallel 
what we are here proposing on the graduate level, these inquiries have 
increased. 

We envisage that persons looking for academic advancement for 
professional purposes will apply for admission to the M.A. program as a 
terminal degree. In this category are those whose present occupation 
requires cant inuing education, graduate study and eventually an advanced 
degree. In particular, this includes teachers in the state's public 
education system, especially those in larger districts able to offer a 
humanities curriculum for seniors (often as a replacement for senior 
English). Beyond this group are persons who undertake graduate study for 
personal reasons--as academic enrichment, further study for the 
enjoyment of it--whether or not it has a connection with a present 
vocation. (Most of the faculty who will be involved in this program have 
taught in Summer Session and Continuing Education and Extension, where 
the audience includes many adults, men and women alike.) The program 
should appeal to a wide range of individuals holding liberal arts B.A.s, 
given its focus on the broad question/problem of culture itself, rather 
than the materia Is of a more typica 1 disciplinary major field. 

For this audience, the question of employment prospects does not arise, 
since people will already have established careers and in any event be 
involved in the program for non-vocational reasons. The program would 
respond to the needs of the changing clientele at the University--parttime 
students, in-service and fully-employed people and homemakers, etc. 

We anticipate, however, that a larger number of entering post
baccalaurate students, following the M.A., will pursue the Ph.D., in order to 
prepare for careers as college or university teachers. We anticipate that 
the degree will be attractive, in part for what it represents as a subject 
of intensive inquiry (given the concentr;;tion that critical theory is 
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receiving in humanistic disciplines in particular), in part for the quality of 
the faculty involved. In regJrd to both fJctors, we believe that our Ph.D.s 
wi 11 compete favorably within severa 1 estab 1 ished disciplinary fields 
(depending, obviously, on their particular concentrations). We further 
anticipate that our Ph.D.s would be favorably received by the many 
Humanities programs available at the junior colleges and and senior 
institutions (four-year colleges and research-oriented universities) 
throughout the country, especially tllose emphasizing a liberal arts 
curriculum. (The most recent tabulation* of such programs lists 265 at 
junior colleges and 535 at senior institutions.) The Chronicle for Higbee 
Education, national multi-disciplinary clearing house for academic 
positions, in most issues lists no fewer than two positions under the 
"Humanities" rubric alone, at least half tenure track, for which our 
graduates should be able to compete favorably. 

Several leading research institutions offer interdisciplinary, non
traditional Ph.D.s which, though significantly different from the one we 
are proposing, should never the less find our program ar1 attractive source 
of candidates for new faculty appointments. These institutions include 
Chicago, Johns Hopkins, Stanford, Syracuse, and UC/Santa Cruz. (Section 
D and the Appendix contain additional information on these and other 
programs.) 

* Elizabeth Bayer!, I oterdjscjplinery Studies in the Humanities· A Directory (Metuchen, NJ 
and London, 1977). 
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D. Comparison with Similar Programs 

Other Units at the University of Mmnesota; Tr,e graduate program 
of Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society will not duplicate, but 
rather will draw selectively on tr,e resources of several other units within 
the College of Liberal Arts. Students in this department will be engaged in 
a study of theory and comparative approaches that deal with the broad 
spectrum of human relations and cultural practices. As such their 
inquiries will extend beyond what is available in individual units such as 
American Studies, Cornparat ive L iterc:~ture, Re 1 igious Studies, Classical 
Civili~ation, or the like, each of which properly limits itself to intensive 
study of one segment of the cultural spectrum. Students in Comparatrive 
Studies in Discourse and Society will deal with cultural dynamics that 
extend beyond the limits of traditional disciplines or area studies, and 
that embrace a variety of media. 

Nevertheless, other units will offer important additional and 
complementary perspectives to the offerings in the proposed curriculum. 
Comparative Literature, for example, has a strong sequence of courses 
dealing with literary theory, history, and criticism, and with film. 
Religious Studies offers important comparative perspectives. 
Anthropology, Sociology, and Geography provide social-scientific history 
and metholology that will complement several of the courses we propose. 
The Center for Advanced Feminist Studies is an increasingly important 
forum for discussion and study of issues relating to gender, power, and 
social relations. There are many courses in Architecture, Art History, 
Ancient Studies, Classics, East Asian Studies, Eng! ish, History, and Music 
that provide theory, comparatist perspectives, history, and textual 
analysis that are complementary to our curriculum. Other units too will 
be appropriate to individual students' programs as their particular 
concentrations dictate. 

State and Regional Programs. No graduate program similar to 
Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society exists in Minnesota or the 
region (Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Wisconsin*). 

* The University of Wisconsin/Oshkosh offers a Humanities 11.A., with four possible emphases: 
studio arts/art education, Eng I ish, Music ( performam .. -e & music education, especially), and 
Speech. The program appears to be an umbrella degree for disciplinary stucty. 
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M.A. and Ph.D. Program~ at Other MJjor Research Institutions. 

(Note: About two dozen institutions offer M.A. degrees in "Humanities" and 
uliberal Studies"; with few exceptions these degrees are very general, 
loosely focused, theoretically undirected, and concentrated on the study of 
Western European high culture. As such they bear little resemblance to 
the program proposed here.) 

Degree programs whose miss ions are somewhat simi Jar to Comparative 
Studies in Discourse & Society are the following (items marked[*] are 
descr~bed in some detai 1 in the Appendix): 

1. Bowling Green State University 
Department of Popular Culture M.A. 

2. University of California/Irvine 
Comparative Culture Program M.A.T., Ph.D. 

3. University of California/Santa Cruz 
Program in the History of Consciousness* Ph.D. 

4. University of Chicago 
Committee on the History of Culture M.A., Ph.D. 

5. University of Chicago 
Committee on Social Thought* M.A., Ph.D. 

6. Emory University 
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts M.A., Ph.D. 

7. The Johns Hopkins University 
The Humanities Center Ph.D. 

8. Stanford University 
Humanities M.A., Ph.D. 

9. Syracuse University 
Humanities Doctoral Program* Ph.D. 

l 

·t 

J 

J 
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C E. Quality Control 

c 

Program evaluation will be made by the Graduate Program Committee, 
composed of two permanent members (the Program Chairperson and 
Director of Graduate Studies), and all other core members of t~e unit"s 
graduate faculty. 

The Graduate Program Committee will establish objectives, annually 
review procedures, act on new course proposals, and issue reports to the 
DireCtor of Graduate Studies, Department Chairperson, and Dean of the 
Graduate School. 

Evaluation will inc Jude follow-up studies of graduates. 

Every five years, a comprehensive internal and external program review 
will be made following Graduate School procedures. While there is no 
nationally established body for evaluating the proposed unit, external 
reviewers with appropriate scholarly credentials can be identified within 
programs such as those listed in Section D, above, as well as in traditional 
disciplinary departments. 

Program quality is ultimately determined by faculty and students alike. 
With regard to the latter, the Admissions Committee (consisting of three 
core faculty) will be responsible for attracting a talented pool of 
applicants. Once part of the Program, students will be monitored for 
academic performance and progress toward the degree. Close supervision 
of students will be fostered by the program's emphasis on small seminars 
and directed research. In the spring term of each year, the graduate 
faculty will meet to assess the progress of a II graduate students. Each 
candidate will be advised by a small committee drawn from members of 
the Program's graduate faculty. 

For further clarification of quality, scholarly achievement, and 
research interests of the core and adjunct graduate faculty, see 
the resumes in the Appendix. 

Governance. The graduate unit will follow the governance provisions 
provided in the recently revised Constitution of the Humanities Program. 
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F. lmplement3tion 

The Program faculty is prepared to offer enrollment for the Ph.D. beginning 
in the fall of 1987. We will limit the number of students accepted to five 
for the first year, thereafter to seven, should demand warrant and internal 
resources permit. 

The Program relies on faculty currently on staff as core members of the 
Humanities Program, as well as selected faculty from several other 
disciplinary units (specified in the Appendix). 

In order to provide an adequate level of support, the following would be 
necessary: 

1) Transfer-of-Effort for faculty from other units to participate in the 
graduate program. Given the arrangements already in place between 
Humanities and the Departments of English, Comparative Literature, 
French, German and History (which would in part be redirected to the 
graduate mission), we anticipate the need of up to six courses additional 
transfer (one course per year from up to six faculty). 

2) .25 FTE hard money increment to the Civil Service staff (now 1.75 
FTE). (The amount requested is currently paid from soft funds.) Cost: 
$5,340. 

3) Increase in the present Humanities Program SEE budget by 50% (it is 
currently $12,000, among the smallest in CLA). Cost: $6,000. 

4) Increase in the present Humanities Program Teaching Assistant budget 
by 50% (presently funded at 2.09 FTE, among the smallest in the College). 
Cost: $15,000. (Teaching Assistants up to now have served only as 
Reader-Graders. This activity would be continued. In addition, after the 
first two years of the graduate program, Teaching Assistants would have 
teaching opportunities in the Humanities Program, helping to service the 
entry level courses. Assistantships, currently awarded to students from 
other disciplines [since Humanities is an undergraduate unit]. would 
hereinafter be alloted to students enrolled in the new program.) 

During the first ·two years of operation, the undergraduate offerings would 
be scaled back sufficiently to allow the participating core faculty to teach 
the graduate curriculum. (We anticipate that the number of undergraduate 
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majors would, nevertheless, likely increase from the current sixty-five, 
given availability of a graduate component.) The "give" would come from 
the lower division "service· courses taken by non-majors for Distribution 
Requirements. We would continue to offer such courses, but in lesser 
numbers than is now the case. (We anticipate no adverse effect to the 
general student body, since students have access to several dozen courses 
across the College which count for Distribution Requirements.) After the 
first two years, our graduate students would be sufficiently trained so as 
to restaff some sections of these courses. 

We project five students for 1987/88, with an increase to seven students 
per year following from 1988/89. At typical student loads, the combined 
tuttton and state support for twenty students will be $137,340. Therefore 
the program wtll be cost effective. 

In 1987/88, the Program wtll require approximately 50% time for the 
Dtrectorof Graduate Studies, and 20% time each for three other faculty 
members, approximately, therefore 1.10 FTE. Thts represents a total cost 
1n 1986/87 salaries of $38,000. Thts is not new money but rather a 
reallocation of resources currently assigned to the undergraduate 
Humanities Program (including a portion of standing transfer-of-effort 
arrangements) that would be reassigned to the graduate portion of the 
program. 

Current 11brary holdings are adequate to the needs of the new program, 
presuming cont1nuat1on of current acquisitions policies. 

Space needs complement those already 1dentif1ed by the undergraduate 
program; the graduate untt will not require resources additional to what 
we have requested from the College In previous years. (We do have need of 
a better semtnar space, Ideally on the same floor as the departmental 
offices In Ford Hall. Our current seminar room Is 1n the basement of Ford 
[no natural 11ght, Inadequate ventilation]). 

Note: On ttems ( 1 )-(4), above, see Appendix for letter from Fred E. 
Lukermann, Dean, College of Liberal Arts. 
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Graduate Faculty 

John Archer, Associate Professor, Humanities Program 

Reda Bensmaia, Associate Professor, Comparative Literature Program 

Jackson Hershbell, Professor, Humanities Program & Classical Studies 

Theodore Huters, Associate Professor, East Asian Studies 

Allen lsaacman, Professor, Department of History 

Richard Leppert, Professor, Humanities Program 

Bruce Lincoln, Professor, Humanities Program 

William Malandra, Associate Professor, Religious Studies 

Susan McClary, Associate Professor, School of Music 

Roger Miller, Associate Professor, Department of Geography 

John Mow itt, Assistant Professor, Humanities Program & Department of 
English 

Jochen Schulte-Sasse, Professor, Department of German 

Hernan Vidal, Professor, Department of Spanish & Portuguese 

Pauline Yu, Associate Professor, Humanities Program 
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Attachment B 

The Undergraduate Program {from the CLA Bulletin) 

Humanities (Hum) 
l1atf-CIIw, Richard~ 310 Ford Hal; Dl,.,;""ol Undergradu•te Sludlu, Georve 

Kllger, 243 Ford H.:UI 
Protoacn: O'AndlM, H~ lepf;11t, Uncoln. T~pp 
ANoc/ate Prot~: An:hlt, Yu 
AulatMt ~: Kl!.,'lt, Thomu , l!owi t t 

Humlnit:loe orr.,. !ntegrm.d croa<ulbrJ atudy of .,.. of dvlllzallon and map 
hum:•nlalic problem-. (ir::wtng on l!t=mturo, p;,~l'ly. hlatory, the attB, Md rolc!vmt 
gpec:ta of ~l)o 80f:'al r.r.c! nt'Jural c:'-nc:cs. "flt'~ ':.:r~ ~ ''1W:'i~ ~041 M 
umlcntandlm, of mon rnd worn :t1 ac I'd,. 10 end cr~ of ct-.1~!utlon, cor.xm...d wiltl 
~oluoe end tttJ d~:W of '-~ wlnl·' p-.Jn:~. 

!!A ~On SP!QU&!C! 

t!af« "~ul,..,~'l-A. ~ OO'Jreetl. minimum ot .a a 110 lndudtt: 1301; 
. lbc o:urs.:;.e In •ns Weat-:-m cu1turo U«;qu~ (ct •:xwt two cour~~ In ~ bJ :'::I.VOp()M 

horit~e 'lnd mocbm •'Xlfid ~ ~ :! Lc:.:t ~r:-.3 1»\rr !~ cour·"-1); two 
CXJUtMe 1:!1 non-W--.m c.·!luro (~:':'!) •·.~ cl ~~pml<..d ccv.n:•-q .·.vt~Jl':'l!o ~ ~.:11'.r.~ 
ec!vtlloq' ofl!~e); mr.}-or p~-=-~f.d: cr.-; r.r.:· '-'fl1ln -; .Trj i"fo!•: ~1r:on~ hLm'V'J'!i- • ~-umeu 

9. Cono.JntratXIn, mlnlll'l'..un r:! 1 ~cr.~ :!!c::~-~ C"Jer:· ~ rdc...,M U ~J! C: duul 
IU'M of ooncontrrtlon, :~pprov«~ lrf ~ ~~«. :f'lm 11~:11 ozta depc.JI'trrK'nt:- M:f 
prooramt (lYle list of l'pprcvOO u.'1ks In tr.mr.nl!hl tll~'vi~' ot!'.ctn) 

Up to live c:oursea t-~ H!.:r.l K . .31 m~ 1>2 tV-.( n t~tltlo 1XXll l<wel. with aiNUdmum 
of throe 1100C-level c»J.~-~·s fmm 1M E-~'rn(.:.or...n ~-~·H'I'cdem Yrt'r!1 ~~!. Up to 
four couraoe applied !o • 'QC\r''fl'\1~ .'1 und !} I•~Citt!~, oxdudlng 3xxx-5lccc hurnto.n111eo 
CIOUI'aa, m'ly bG lal<cn on 5-N g~ 

MINOR S!QUENCI! 

Minor RequiMment~M Focut: 1301; lhrH C:OUI"MM from the E~an 
herit.eo.-modem wo1d ~ (~! ~~ cne CO'.:!"~ In ~"~fldl :lfKlUonc:o Md atlea:Jt one 
3xxx·Sxxx ~ c;~ra..,l; ct lc.AP'! on. ~:u:J 3x:oc-~lOOC Hum c:aurN (molly bG ~ 
proMmlnar) 

Non-WNtem Focua: 1~1; two c::IOUIM'I from 1~1. 1202. 1211, 1212. 1241,3211, 
3292, ~. 321U, 5"~1 (at I~ cno ~·51oo! COUt'M); two lddltlonal3locx·5xxx Hum 
COUf'M8 (miY lndudl') M ~rosornln.v\ 

You mut.1 com?J.te at loMI 15 c:redlta cf 3xxx·5lOIX Hum C:OUrHI for !he minor. No 
men than :.:0 ~nt of l!,e let~ pror,nam crcd!':'! ~y 1» ll:lken on 5-N gmdlnQ. No more 
thtln 20 ~t of tno tot~ ~ooc • .;:-n crx:ltll may cxmalat of dlroctad ltUc:ly, ~ 
lnauuctlon, Ot lncl~'fldent study 00\netl. 

W!STERN SURVEY COURS"!S: n-1!! MODERN WORLD 
t011. HUIIIIAHIT1U IN TliiiiiOO"JUoll WOM..D L 14 tl, tplld llOIJ 
~~~ i!umpt•. 01t1 """""'·' ~-~~ ~ """"'-'-..., P~: _...._,l!nlgh..,,_., 
Qllol~~,..~~-<ltct.lll\.~~~--bycr-..~•l"or>--. VOft8ft, P.,........, o:r-.u. c,.·1ho. ~.-........ r.-. 11o3..,.,, Oc>'OIId, C\ovr. ••u.-·•. :·~ 
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Major Requirements and Course Descriptions 

10'l2.. HUMAHmES 1H THE WOO£RN WORLD L (4 cr,§Fr.w. 1302) 
Romardcism, liberaf<Stn, ICdafosm; Industrial revolutlon, ma~erlalisrn, cull of !he lndMduaJ and ll()f1'N counl.,.. 
~;realism, nallnlism.lnlegra:ive otudy of W0<1<: by crealiw figures auc:h u Wor"""Qrth, Byron, Adam 
Smilll, Bentham, Man:, MiD, Slendhal, Flalbert, Ibsen, Oosloevsky, Oelacroi:, Courbel, Oeumler, BMlhovsn, 
Ber!iaz, Lllzl 

1003. HUWAHmES If'! THE UOOERN YI'OF.LD Ill. (4 cr,§Rh<-: 1303) 
Jmp.-::1 cf ldenao. espec'.a!ly ~ !heoty, on rellgO!Js and hurna.~istic !hough!; rool3 ol •~islen!iaTIStll; 
cborirota!lon In modem cu!lure; ~ism. ln!egra!lve study of wor1<s by creative figur&s luch aa 

,......, Klerl<egaard, Darwin, Nielzsche, Chel<hov, Joyce, Ma:u1, Mane!, Moo«, Renoir, Degas, Wagner, Oeb\$5}', 

"' Mahler. 

., 

" 

1DOC. HUIU.HlTI!S IN TliE ~!VOEP.H :'IOf:UliY, (4 cr, §Rh..~ ~1) 
Europe ca. 1914-1940. ld<!~ and Jtr.;~ cf ~ ~~ C<Jii'.Jn.. l8'1inis~ I..,,S!-Nazl, Freu<foan, ~ 
~isr.1, dada, s..-r.-~a.l'ts:n. ~~ ,:;.,.. s!OO)· of "':>rl<s ::,Y crea~•eligu"'s Sc¢. es l3nin, Freud, Kal'l<a, Eliot, 
Oucll~. K!:", ~<o~t>;_,...._ Da!i, ~. 9troyJnt.''t. ~.be:a;, Ela.1(,i<, Wright. Grcpius. 

1005. HUW c. ;"J~ ::-1 TH!: ~::: ::::• ;~: 'i'.'C)II. . .'J V. (4 cr) 
The We ;tern \" X..d s.!n--_; ~ :..~!i. Er ;;;;:-t.Vsm, ·~~ a!lsur-J""; M~rct--~ fof k1entity, comm.'!m.en:; ref~iou'": tr!: ,~13: 
influefU.. o~ cw: ..... :.aJ t;>:~~ tra..:!tlcr.s. ~I'll~-..· r...x:-1 vf W"'.Y}.s b1 J.UCh 0'~~-~:ve flgl.r."e!; as Cs..'T.· .. s. Sartrtt. 
G.net, lonesc'. EM::·, &!'una:"\ Hv.>:;J, W~:"..;, F'oi:xk_ \'.'a;:-.c-1, Slcckhat.:SC'l, Cs~, La Co~-'$':·. 

WESTEP.!~ T1..•· ;..:;s CQUR':: .. ::-: THE;:.;( 9Ei;:; ':'.'Of1!..D 

3081. TO~: Tli~ 00!-!'T:E:mt cr·:-:uRY. (4 cr, p<~rt, 1001 or#) 
lnter5t!t-~!n.£")' ~~·1..~·Jn of s;...~z:"r.:t·: prot;~c,~::;;, Q1 1~..:1-Gtr.th.;ry a:-~ ~~ht. sodttly. with b.:'!~ to 
critical lilt~~,. c..-.:j me!.'lod. 

~ TOP:_c: Tl·JE ~tJ:'.l..ll N!:::n:;::I,TI! CZHTUP.Y. (·l cr; P"<'e<; 1~~ or~) 
lnta~~::.,{ :.:1 :x>,--;&or: ~~-: c! ~-t-'--6af~~ r~--.:>t),_· : • :n eat.k·· .. :-.. r-~nturi :rt. thought. 900-a~,. wTel :J!'len'k-1 
lo ~· the<>-y .!:-.:l ~;t,l. 

3(n3. TOPiCS: THf v--::-· ~n~n;~t:: ,,; C£1\'TU~;t. (~ cr; ~c.q 1C'C3 e< .') 
lnterdtsc.r;.:-:~ ·1 cc ~·..:.?:-.'·,: .... • ·, .~::~: prcb' rns:.r.~!er 1~.!'. ;..:·~T; ::.".,. tho...v;;~~. ~~. ~ ~~er.tcn to 
critical ~~ a:x: m•:=-~ 

30U. TOPICS: :no.· ·.~U'!'P. ·, • .-;::;·,,.,·:If cr:- :ur:·:·. r~ cr; ~:,.;: 1DV4 or:) 
lntttn:lSCi;:'.flr.a;)' ...::.-s~e~r. 0: ~ ..... ~s.:~:&d ~~·:·~·~in e,:rt::- 2:' .:t-oto-:~_:·)~ .. thc-.1;"1. scd-c:-~1 • ~ a!!ention 
to~~ f'o<>Ofy a.">d n ... ::-.oo. 

X"i'-~. TOPlCS: TliE L\7!:11 ·r;·::·.~.:::li-1 C~t:TURY. {. cr: p ~~~~ ~ 10:: or:') 
lr:te~:.ro;:.:;;,: .. y 0:•'".!.!....4 ":'7~~ of~ :~C.:;:.:d ;mt~~ms ir. ~~r 20-u~-c3~'J1')' arlo :tlot.~;h' .. 1000~,. wi:!'l p.a..~-tar 
alleo'.ion to crrtia!llt>.o.y &:4 me:.>,.;~. 

WESTEr.:: Ll.::l\'L'/,.: ''.:::\SE.~: TtfL ~'.lRC'PE..·.~l 1-:ERIT/.JE 

1111. EUROf·Eo~.:: H!:':iL .'.C~ >:;RE~CE. f• cr, §r-:•· .• : 32.~1) 
Greek ciYiliza~~"':; lr.~.-1 a,-,.j ~~~.: wor!c.s ::·.,:: : -L· ... Jr.~~·: nc: j rr . .....!,;;~;, W~:err: o.;t:urJ. Epk and ~Tic p..·-·.:. ":'y. 
drllma, L•tMrctur~. IIOJ'p"re, ptwb;c;;hy, re!Igion; Hor.>-or, Hasi: j, k<...:hyfus, Sopht:x:ln, Euripides, Aristopha· 
nes. Plato, Aristollv. 

1113. EUAOt :: .. :".'!!:!liT AGE: 1'!0-!';: (4 :,, §AN>! :332:2) 
Roman ovihlo:'Xl ~~ e .. ia~e ·or--t-o"-: end •"l'''"· rise cf Chri;~a.--:-:y. l~.,.,~J. ~-""""·· po':loo<>,-.hy. 3r', 
e.n;t'!~"CtrJre. lr.f(l~ ·o~d st~y of s.ele·~flld worn lnn~a! in tT'IOdcm Western cu~; ~~~r.Lutn:'ti:.t$, v,.g.: • . 
Ovid. Serle<:a. P!ltroni•.rs, Augvs!!ne, ~. 

1111. EUROPEAN HERITAGE: MTDOL£ AGES. (4 cr, §Rhet 3322) 
Sixth to 14th oen!IA"ies: growth of Chrislendom; monaslicism; leu::!alisrn end courtly Jove; rise of towns and 
unlverslties. Art end ardli!ec!'.Jre: Bynntine. Romanesq....,, end Golhlc. Music: GreQOrlan ::toant, minstrelsy, 
liturgical drama. L'!erat'.Jre: epic:, romance; Dante. ls!•m. Scholulic philosophy. Abelard, Aquinas. 

1117. EURO?EAN HEn.7AGE: REH~ REFOfi.U.TI0:-1. (-4 cr) 
Civilization In 15!1>-18!h century llaly; rw!igieus ll!1d cultural reactJor, .In norlhem Europ •. Scierr~lie naturalism, 
lndividuefiSITI, tlumanlsm. Writings: P.nrt:h, Madllaveli, Castigllcne, En.smus, l.JJitle<, CaMn, Montaigne, 
Matlowe. Arts: Bottiai!JI, M'chelangelo, L.eonatdo, Raphael. Muslc: Dulay, Josquln, Lasso. 

1111. EUROf'::-'."1 HERITAGE: AGE Of' TliE BA.FIOOUL (4 cr) Thomaa 
Counler-RelonnCJoo, re~ ...,..; rnannenam, baroque Rome; Spanllh golden age; new ldence, ~ 
Ne!her'.ancf!Sh cul!ure; CC\1!1 of louis XIV; Gemlan an::l1llec1ure, music. Aulhora: Calderon. G~usen, 
a.-., Mol~re. A:tis!l: Beminl, ~ El Greco, Alben~, v_,, ~ ~= Palestrlna. 
~·.Handel, Bach. . . 
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Humanities 

WESTERN TOPICS COURSES: THE EUROPEAN HERJTAGE 

3111. TOPICS: GREEK CMUZ.r.ncm. ('a; prereq 1111 ot •J 
ln!erd!Klplinaty consideration al ip&dallzed problems In Greek art, lhougN. ~. -.1111 --.lion 1o crftal 
theory and rnelhod. 

3113.. TOPICS: ROMAH CMUZJ.TIOI'i (4 cr, prereq 1113 ot #) 
lnterdl8ciplinaty cons.i:leralion cf speciallz~j problems In Roman 1111, lhougN. ~. -.1111 allenllcn 1o Cl1lic* 
theory and rnelhod. 

3115. TOPICS: THE loiiOOLli AGES. (4 a;~ 1115 or I) 
lmen:tilcipllnary c:anaideralion or~ problems In ~art. lhougN. scdely, w1111 aiiW!Iion to crtuca1 
theory and method. 

31117. TOP:CS: Tlif rlVUJSS,"..~E 1\:-ID :"!EFOIWA~L (4 cr, prereq 1117 ot #) 
ln!erdisc!pfona.')' ~~'co cl s;:>eO£-'tzed ~ms in flenaissanc:e n Relorrnation 1111, ~ ICdely, wllh 
attention to c:mcar tt>coty a.":d t:>Olt..:xl. 

311111. TOPlCS: THE BARO-C;;;L (4 a; P<ere>:J 111Q or#) 
lnlerd'oscipllnary c:onsiderafun cf s;- "ciallz~ p-ctllem:: In baroqu31111, lhougN. 80de!y, wt:'l 8l!ention to a;:;u:; 
lheory ar-j ll>a!hc-j, 

NON-rli::ST:rlt: SUAVE:'/ ~OU~SES 

1201. THE HERITAGE Of' CHJW.: TliE ;:..\.,";;._y FfRIO{). (4 cr. §Chn 1201) Yu 
Chinese cu~ure from be-;intitlQs ~~lOt'! c.on~ury: li:e<a:l.rv [poe!ry, s."ctts:ones), pljlosophy, ~.isby. visual 
arts, end ml'Sic. Con!-.Jcia.'ll!:-n, Taois:.1, ~-~ lo>:S read;, 11-~ 

1202. THE HEr:rT. :;;; CY.' CHI':.:',; 1':!!!:'!!'/!.:., TO llC.,!'F..L (4 '· §Chn 1202) Y~ 
Chirese ,._,~~>J-~ fro<, 1 :Ch cer.t.xy to ;:;rc-: :-<:!: ~:J<8[p:>oo+:y, ~"""- ~). ptlilosoplrj, hi:sto:Yy, ~I art:s, 
and music. Vl.s"<-':'1 =-tacts er.:l o..'h.:rc.! uph6s;'l!l. Pnmery 110.¢; ~ in~ ..nsla:ion. 

1211. n:::: H:::r.~:·.'·.:l!: Of' IMX\: ;"··-:~rcrr ;-;>;:·c=:l c:".1U?..~TJC:!. p a) Ln;:c.";-

At>c>ontlr><::<an sctis!, c:;J'.c>r!l, tconor. ·:, :.:-.l pol:'licallle. l..le<a::n, 1111, ~. ~ 

1212. TH:: I:EP.IT.aGE Of' INOI · .. ; llOOE;-;.. i;~~ '• (4 cr) 
Contemp;:<a:y ~~'co Cl1d 1!:; de-.-ek:pr:ler.t Sodal, curtura.l, ec::>notTic,...: poll!ic::l1 1: •· flino:iJ, Mus"!n, '1n<J 
Buddhlsl ~1io"'. 

1241. TH!:' P.EfHT.\OE t':<' }.~Em IS!i.'.<:... 1• cr) 
The herit.e~ c.r .onOE.-.: ,.,,., as c:on-.-...~-::.:l !:-; ec~ B.tn (Old T~·'lJ an:! eary ~.lterz:t.t 
Philosophies unc:!e<¥ng 11. -ci''ltl=. ,; pr~rS«rtt.J ~ ana.)s!s cl ~'d lll.:s. 

NOIH'iES'fEfl;. i'OPICS CCU~l..>EH 

3291. TOPIC.J: AliClEl:7 Cl-l:HU>.: C<"YJUZATIOH. (4 a; prereq 1202 ot #) 
lnterdiseiplin<:l)' ~·"!ion or f~~:zrd pr.t.:ems ;n ..-.::i9nl Cl1ines.> Itt, ~ oo0e>ji, with e!:e<ltio 1 ID 
c:rtlicallf"""')' and me~. 

3292. TOPlCS: t.IEv'IEVAL All!:> ;:;: . .ol:: .. l CHINA.(< cr, ~ 1201 or#) 
fnlerdisciplir.ary cor.--<l611':00 ol I;A··:i~iu-1 prot;C'T.OS ln ~a: and mode<.o ow-art. ~hough~. .ocicty,-., 
allention to c:rillc'' L"'.rcry end m.ri.'lod. 

32S3. TOPICS: ANCIENT 'NOlAN CMUZ.ATlO:I. (4 cr, prersq 1211 ot #) 
lntertfsciplir.e-y cons~T.iorl or spadef:zrd problems In~ lncbn.., ~ ~-with --.uon lo 
critical !t>eory and m.o:-,~ ~-

l2SI4. TOPICS: MOOER:; t iCi.._ (4 cr, prer-oq i212 ot #) 
Interdisciplinary considerr..lon or speciAllzed pr;:O:oms i1 mo.3em lnd'.an .., lhou!tC. society, with a!lention lo 
criticellheoly and ITW!hocl. 

MEi t-IO!:'S J\NO cnmCAL ~ORY 

1301. THE LIFE Of' THE MlNO: IHTl.O.X.:CI.:>il TO t.lETll®-3 PI TliE HlJIIAHITIES. (4 cr) 
Nature of !he l'lumar.J!ies e>;>lc."l>d through 1n!e9 •:alien cf major ~ fran lilerQn, m.loric:. hlstcoy, 
pllilosopht. ll1tl visual arts, IT1I.ISie, _, lilrr.. tbnenitle$ knowledge and b piK:a i1 • lb9ral eo.atlon. 

3321, THEORIES Of' CULT\/RL (4 a; prereq jr or • ot #) 
Sodologal, enlhropolc>gla!, end ph~ ~ cf o..«<.n. Cl1tiaiii'AiyMS cf the ~ cf 1111, 
80CW!y, and ldeolcgy. Aulhora may lni:lude ~~Freud, Grwned. Berjami'l. t.laraae, o-tz. 
Denida. Foucault 

5301, IOCIETY, IDEOlOGY, AHD TliE PROOUCTlON Of' ART. (4 cr; pr..-q jr ot • ot gr1!d) Lepper~ 
~ c:rtlicaltheoties on !he relaton cf !he arts 'C todal and ldeologie8!torQI, ~ ol Mladed l1!lfacla 
11om Westem cullln (Reneissance lo 20111 c.nlury. high, popular, n-~). Mullc. .... ert,IUra!Unt. 
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Major n'1irements snd Course Descriptions 

1302. A!:~rncs, lOfot.OGY, VALUATIOU Of' AJlT. (4 cr. pr.twq jr 0< WO< grad) l.ep;)ert 
Sodely, ~. and ael!he!ic: value ~ In lghl ol reotn1 crllicaJ ~ o1 Ylaual art, music, and 
"'-urw. Medlatione ol piKe, IOdal c1aa. gender, ldeolcgy, and -~ Juc%;men1 In r-t·~ 
wm.m c:ulturw. 

IDEAS, ISSUES, /\NO lHEMES 

3575. SCIENCE J.r/0 THE HUI.lAHm£8. (4 cr. l)"er8q jt 0< 1t cr I) O'Andrwa 
lrnpllca:lcn8 for r:.a a:ld ~design of Cl:l<Tl)ooUng c!&ims ma&a by th.o aciences and h humaniliea. Kinds of 
c:rN!M!y and me~ of !hoi boo ile~ Snow, ~ Fl)'e. llot-.r, Bcd<ell, HDiunt.e~. SlUnner, E. 0. 
Wlbon. 

3:131, 3632, 3633. COJ.CP:OrJ.11VE SOTEiliC~:or.?H:S"J. (4 a P« q!r) Tapp 
''Sa-Aors" of the ..... '1; !tlu lr~h'.a ltwJ alb-~ ir.lc h c::-oa:io-1. "oairrferou..:.J, and changing olhuma.~kfnc::·.- values. 
Tr&1tllonl lurrounding ltlef':l u ll!ara..., and p/1~ m&Q"V!lon, ~ art his:oty, ~"ld as m~ of 
psychosoc:lal slluc" •• m."t. 3~31: Kria.'lna.lhrough h ~.38.32: a...d..r._, lhroug~. h ~.,_ 3eJJ: Jflus lt'~'l 
the IIQM. 

--~- Tdf Yif.:T XiJ THE WOF:..::>: UTEI':..'.P.Y I'~RSPE:i.'!ZS. c• cr. ~"'·•Jr o. ITO< •') H~1ec~ 
Nove!i (Xj{~Jn..,,.i..; ~":::, ~:t.t:.on 1)(:-~l"'.!~n :tld W•~: !:.t._,; fJ(.(It'r'c....!em al;~rJ;;. k~ avch L." Mal).ii!J, Con:"Bd. 
For!!er, er-.~. /.::11.,1:>.:!, '~ 01..-n, Ta...:Z.s.'<i, V. S. N*~l. 

3SS5. THE CO"'C~ .. Q,' CLASSICk · ~- {4 ::": pntnq )r 0< er cr I) 
Changlng view: of c!asalc!''" In E~ ~ 17th cenlwrt lo preur:t, .::..!· •. j llvough lltera:y texts,·~ 
critlcism, music, L1. arld Q:cnitec-.r. •· 

~- IDEAS UF 11,\TUr:o;: DIC.U~~'D AJI:J Al'£1-:lC.'. TO 1£;o. (4 cr. pro:oq jr Of II:' 0< c') Nc.'>er 
Nature In ~!o-.','TIEl:'..:.an ~ .ttcTe. Soevtlnte;,r.~r::.:ry Of!lr....d univt,»J hiera.~· !."ld ?-.<.._" "gar(o~ In th.o 
wlldemes.a," ae~X:s cl hJ a\!' .... ·::-:1Y a~ P.:!uri!~:;v:;, 1~ .. )' rtr.l&.""ftk:is-l D.tX! !r:."'t:SCe'~-...-:-rtA!"$1\. 
Sha!:e~ry. Wcrt!~N:lffu, Erno.-a.:o•, Thoro<.;~, I~~'~..:>. :, 1.'•-i:; cleric:!, pi'.~ •• &~"' ~'c'a.">S, pairrt~rs. 
poe:., novallsu, explorer~ 

xn. CRL~TI':~ r..:.'.GIN:.no;lt:: THlO :m1 c.:::a::-:1. c• a) 
C...n-.it) L ;;, 'X)r~~-~~<J by 1""-'l ~.!.;.; . ...;..t~-~r'l, ~.,, 1!.~ -~tt; c.S ~I :\..C\&:Tl', Pa!:Oo 
Plc:cso. John Cao;~. rc-.:: } .. "'d,-;! ~:C ~-

X7~. COl'.:iEnFJ.;,;;::: IN COiii'Z:..i. ".;,:..:.;;y :.~;·.;;!..S. (C cr) T~pp 
C•.rN.:S, Cla."''(e, Ha•:- !r:!n, H'::-:. H·~ :i. Kc.!..~. :o-;, SJ'~"tre, Sidrr.::r, VM::.-..;•..Jt es • ;,bod;~..., c' L'tenv:!ive 
fiUth per~pac~,es a.~ •~nt"t!1'!~ t!'\e! f"-3 .·~ •rr ,;<-1 r. e.f\fW"..a!}-)11 from t>. ~·J·C;i!..:~.l ~'"t 

; X77. fir~F-Rt.t\.l.IZ.h ilOiJ r~ :.71-J-.:a'i; unr u-.-r.~ru:~~ i4 t.J~ pi'efe~ Jr c. :·: « .:) ~C'Wt>' 
Ouest lor me£nlr'll ~~ p,:·:,;;.; of ir.::;.,;c~~!ioo. 

se1e. i'O'..'Tl"'.'.L n:EO!'l'f :J;_, 'J. Jl't'. (4 c:r. po-e-cq 1co1 or; a Lo~.· JC'< •• 3 Of I) 
S,Lr::'!t ~ ;'"!."!~ L.~C~':-.: ~,Oi:'l ..,·k, .~;x>~:! of ;:o'~ t:· :cr:s:S; ~~~ c' ~r~"iri,~ .:· · •. ':J..t.-! t!:.::; lcf'l' :verner.! cfl..:L......,_..:J; 
.... s.!Jo~Mid ~.a.-"ii lr..1:ct!Jt?1~.p-cb;...,m cf a_~:;.:...~!.':--. O:."~;ti..,~ !"":-:.%'"est., a.-...! oo~:s-~~~ ~.;tcp'a!. 

GEI-FE:!"_; 

'701. CO'.IEO ;; i ..:... , ! .. .'!, 111t::.; :. (4 a) o·.a.r.;· . 1. Thornu 
:~o't!'.ac'~-l'roA.; 5:ud)' of c:Y,»l-..'y an:: ::omic t.:;.;- :!'.•""iii Urne ~--G :::o~ wo<\l aJI!u,.,s In philc$..--phy, 
~~.l~u~!~~"'- ;::re.~~. r.1m, ro;:.. W:, p.a.,·. and KY.:~' ·:-..:·:Ys..:V..."'fl. 

17l7. THE FAlii:.Y lfl r; ... :;ov_:,. EAST ;;..·;;J ·:;r:::. (4 c:r) Yu 
Cf01s~.f'..iJT'el S!!.:Cy:! f'\0\'!1~ In ·;.~Q': !~-;.t'!) "~- ~·..:- :.;:;~ :----;y "~~ns .. "•W !:$ ~~~".:t ~t~·. ~. L'"ld 
I!Tvdurt. Such !.t.!'lo•· ::s S~ll. S."::er, Faull<.r .. r, Lawrenc~. l.'"'-".0, ~IL"Quooz, ~!c·U£ld, V. S. N&:o:""''· Pa Chin. 
:3"~"«. Tan!.zeid, Tt'ao H.ijoh-c!"' .. lfl, Tu--;c··~. WcY .. ~a. 

~ i ,,;. ..-OUTlCAL f\OV.El.. (4 cr. l)"er8q jr 0< 1t 0< I) 

Selected I"'CM~ from Stendh&llo ptaMr.IIOi:h ~ on ~ s:..dy of "'~ "u by ITIIjor aulhcra. Theotln ol 
"""- nalin, relallon ol Individual and exiety, phlloeophy ol hialory and political ~ ~ and 
Ideology, tho pollllcali'ICMI ... gertW. 

2751. CINEMA AJ."' 10£'-ILOGY. (4 a,fCUI3215) a.n.m.ta 
Major upec1a al ftlm u dlacouru w!lh au.nuon to Ill OOIT1IIex rNiior::l w!:1 the ldeologlca! arld j:'OIItlcal contexts 
In which hppeara. Speelllc rum. uaec: 10 ~lucy cme::1o1 u ~IN!" a CUfTifll~ and arlistic ldeologieto 
In pollb. 

1711. WTEP.PAflATIOH Of' IAYTH. (4 a,fReiS 5111; ~ jr or If ot grad) Uncoln 
Slruc:lure and lvnctJan of ~- My:h as ICida! ctJarter. ~icll rymm, and hrary bm. Aeadln;~ In daaalc 
lheoriH ol myth and pr1rMI)' 101RM from India. Iran, ~ OtMCe, Aha, Nor1h and South Amet1ca. 

1711. -"'T AHO IDEOLOGY: LIVlHQ CINUIA. (4 a, ICU 5243) &en.nala 
Pmdpel ~lc and Ideological~ 171 Otrea..C,.,.,., llle lmp;oa 1 haa lied on IN~ 
di\Mlpii..-.1 ol dnema olll::llan, and,.-. haa played In,. ftCILCian ol dlllww<-4 forme ol ~and 
poMIIcal dnemL 
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Humanities 

PEOPLE, nMES, PLACES, AND MAJOR WORKS 

3111. MWfVAL RUSSIAN CULTURE: T11E Uf'E-&TYLU OF OLD ltUSSIA. (4 cr. pr-.req )rot .. or I)~ 
Ulerary, ar1l8tlc. and material cultin of lhe peop.. ol European Ruella !ram Ntly l71edlewl .,. 10 Ia 17111 
--.tury. 

3171. REVOLUTIONS IJI SCIENCE AHD THE Am3: 11100-1131. (4 cr. pre~ )r cr ar cr l)l<llger 
TiWlttlon a."'d revolutlor.ary ~ i1 .o-nce, llteralln, art, mutlc:, an<:~ i1 Europo. The ~ ol 
l)'mbollam; p/'lllosophieto o1 procea; lmprocalions o1 relativlly, qu&o'lllJm rnechania;, Go.!~r• theor<: •• c.biam, 
Murlam, conslNctivism, expreJ$ianisrn. ~. aurrealism; IIIONJHy, IWetln lOne and neoc:luaical muelc. 

3171. THE MOOEf:h GREEI( EXPERIENCE. (4 a) Sta-..ou 
Modem Greek lltr.ary a.-c cuftural c:ontributlons u ~ ol ndonal ~ uplra!lana, ~ ~ 
menla. 

5123. ART AHO POUT!CS IH n;;: tlORntERN RfNAISS.\::~ {4 a) 
Re!ations-~ip be-tween pol~a artd cult"' a in 161h-cer:tu<y England, Franc~. and lh.3 Lo., ~<. f'Q:;:aJ and 
religious crises, and their ei!.C:: on a.1, music, philosophy, atY.! Itt. ·ctura. 

5131. lh'OO-EJROI'~ ~-1L!Z.\ TJC;N"; (4 cr; prato{j )r cr 1t cr I) Lino:·':1 
Common arigi'ot of Ceillc, Ge!'mL -~ Gre-::<. Florr.a.., and I~ Iranian c...~.~. ,.r.g~on. poety, p/'lk.<:;:>'ly 
..,in c:antaXI of lOCi&!, political, t<:Of'oOmie :if•. E~TV.a.sl8 en epic m,n~tl.n, ~ Ideology. and c:oonparal!I.J 
method In Rngutslic:l, a.-ct:aec'ogy, and study of fl1)1o'J.. 

5132. PRI::-ct!FliSil..".!of EUROP!::: GERMI\HS ,.;:o CELTS. (4 cr. jnf'8~ Jt cr w 0t t') Uncoln 
Two major E~an civm;:a:lcc.s In anliqufty. Uterary!orms (epc. ~ '· ~. a.1, a.....: rell!;ioo. alone wl::• !heir 
k>Ci.:, poli!icaf, and ~IC ~ ~td. Pr.n\&:'t SO<.JrCa lnc:!uc:e liac'__.JI, Njllol'3 Sa~a. 'i..::itu:' wrma.ia, 
aru tho Tllin So C<Jei"fil ("~llle i'V.id of ·~. 

5135. RICHAn:l ';'fAGNETl'~. DEP.IU<:.:> 0£5 HIBElUNOEN: L:VSIC,lm;~ ;.;o; .;)LmCS. (4cr;pre<e<;): 0< aror 
#) 'Thc:>ma 

l.lterary •rid musica! 111\&·~:s an<: his'.otieal ~.e11 of the kM .. '0<1<3 c~ Wt:.,~-.:.:·~ "Rifll": De; Fit*.~.~·. •, Ole 
W51kiirf, S:e~~. GO::erdar.Jmervng. crn;e.! --~of Wt;t""<'l lid~ a.n.:l ln!'oL'nc 

DIREC'TEO AND SPE'::AL STUDIES 

3110. ~OP!Ctl n: THE H'Jlt';;rr::·::. (;a per q1r; l)"er8q Jr cr ar cr "') 
Toplca ~·;:;· .. ~ In ::--., CJ~ Sc~i.Ae. 

3t1DH. I:ONORS COUR~<.: TOPICS IN THE HU~t~J.ImO. (4 t:r ~' q+r, preraq )-0< ;r or#) 
Toplca apo...."'fied In rt... CJass Sr:he<!ule. 

39«. HOf;CRS 'iHES!!::. (4 cr. prereq a:, eanc!'~!..l lor ~r"' 0< IUfM:a hor>:>.-'1 i1 huma:>&J, t.) 

31170. ::HRECT£') STUDIES. (Cr ar; prereq ~) 
Guide-.1 individual reed'ong 0o· a'll.>jy. 

3S70tl 04RECTEr: SIVO!ES: HO:.ORS. (Cr ar; ~ #) 
ltxlepo~nt lll.Cy ~(ll; .-. Ia pe,-nt ~ lo ~ ill< 'Htl n ~ .. edlno; and'O< lludy. 

3J!.~. 04RE:;TEO rw.;TP.UCT!CH. (1-3 a per qtr; P"'te<; ~'or a of c::c:ua.v 10 ::>e w.;.Q 

5810. TOF!Co II\ THE :-:i.IMAHm.:S. (4 cr. p.·orf'll jr Of 1t or grad Illude<::) 
Tocia! ~in h CJoss Scl..c'''· 

181Qti. T01'1CS It: HUUAH:TIES: H01'10R.S. (4 cr. po-e.-eq ]r, w, grad, "'I 
Topics In 1t1e Humanitia (apec!llc tiiiH to be listed In IN Clau Sched!h). 

111311.. HUMANmES P'I'IOSEMIHAR. (3 a per qtr; l)"er8q It) 
Review o1 humaruties materiels: arts, ~ClencH, and civilization. 

1130H. HOHOfiS COURSE: HUMJ.H1T1£S PROSEMINAR. (3 a per q!r; lor honors cand1datet In hume."lllles and 
OCherw with 0119ral grade av; of 8 or bel!er, pr.-q It, I) 

For deac:ription. ... 5930. 

1170. DIRECTED STUD1£S. (Cr r, preraq Jr cr w or grad IIUderC, #) 
For~ ... 31170. . 

II7IIH. DlfiECTEO STUOIU: HONORS. (Cr ar; l)"er8q Jr, ... ~ I) 
Independent study program 10 permllllludenll to ~ i1t«nnJ In ~ ~ .x!.'or study. 

1110. IEH!Oft WOfiKSHOP. (4 cr. preraq 1t I'Mjcr ... ot )r 11111jor wllll 6) 
FKUI!y and atuderC anai)'M ol culllnl artiladL 
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' Attachment C 23 

Course List 

Note: Courses preceded by an asterisk(*) are currently listed in the 
Bulletin; all are Sxxx. The remaining courses are proposed as indicators of 
the curriculum we will shape through the aforementioned, mostly 
non-recurring seminars. All 8xxx courses are seminars. Courses lis ted 
under General Theory whose titles are underlined will be repeat.ed, 
normally every other year, though the specific reCidings and problematics 
ad9ressed in each case are expected to continuously evolve. 

(1) GENERAL THEORY 

*5302. Aestbetjcs, Ideology. Valuatjon of Art (Leppert, Schulte
Sasse). Society, ideology, and aesthetic value considered in light of recent 

... critical theories of visual art, music, and literature. Mediations of place, 
social class, gender, ideology, and aesthetic judgment in post-Renaissance 
Western culture. 

5910. Classic Theoreticians (Staff). Changing specifics, quarter to 
quarter: Marx & Engels, Frankfurt School, Barthes, Gramsci, Weber, 
Durkheim & Mauss, etc. 

5910. Feminism and the Critical Theory of Society. (Mowitt, 
McClary). Consideration of the way Feminism has transformed both the 
socio-cultural domain and the practice of critical theory. 

· 8910. The Language of Form and Style (Archer & Leppert). Theories 
of form and style in the visual arts as constitutive of meaning. Imputed 
and material affectivity of the visual arts. Notions of "expression," 
"representation," "effect," etc., considered throughout the history of visual 
art. 

5910. Popular and Mass Culture (Mow itt, Schulte-Sasse). An analysis 
of the way the opposition between mass and popular culture is used within 
cultural studies to identify and privilege their own cultural object. A 
critique of the social function of cultural studies in the organization of 
the reception of mass and popu 1 ar culture. 

5910. Signifying Practices and Subjectivity (Mow itt). Theoretical 
examination of the role material and intellectual culture plays in the 
social construct~on of subjectivity. f1etacritical reflection on theory's 
role in the deterr;nination of aesthetic culture in particular. 
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*530 1. Society, Ideology, and the Production of Art (Leppert). 
Recent critical theories on the relation of the arts to social and 
ideological forces, consideration of selected artifacts from Western 
culture (Renaissance to 20th century; high, popular, and mass culture). 
Music, visual art, literature. 

(2) DISCURSIVE PRACTICES & SOCIAL DYNN11CS 

*5756. Art and Ideology: Living Cinema (Bensmaia, Mowitt). 
Principal aesthetic and ideological characteristics of Direct-Cinema, the 
impact it has had on the contemporary development of cinema and fiction, 
and the role it has played in the evolution of different forms of 
documentary and political cinema. 

5910. The Built Environment as Ideology (Archer). Representational 
and affective aspects of built forms (buildings and landscapes) in the 
context of social structure and relations. 

5910. City and Country: Ideals & Ideology (Archer). City and 
country as polar ideals in formation of consciousness and ideology. 
Attention to actual circumstances surrounding formation of such ideals, 
and the effects of particular formulations on consciousness and social 
relations. 

5910. Cultural Implications of Dependency Theory in Latin 
America (Vidal). The linkage of Latir1 American countries with the 
international economic system as the main conditioning factor in their 
cultural organization. An examination of the writings of the major Latin 
American dependency theorists: Fernando Henrique Cardoso, Osvaldo 
Sunkel, Ruy Mauro Marini, Julio Colter, among others. 

5910. Cultural Resistance (Lincoln, Leppert, Schulte-Sasse). A study 
of the means whereby sociopolitically and economically encapsulated and 
subjugated groups struggle to maintain their coherence, independence and 
viabllity against dominant groups and strata via the maintenance and 
strategic utilization of musical, artistic, verbal, and ideological forms 
antithetical to officially sanctioned norms. 
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8910. Cultural Technology and Cultural Experience (Mowitt, 
Schulte-Sasse). Historical examination of the social determination of 
experience through technologies of production and reproduction. Emphasis 
on the "modern" period, beginning with the emergence of the book and 
closing with considerations of artifical intelligence. 

5910. Discourses of Domination (Leppert). Recent work in both 
music history and art history, in part influenced by Foucault, Benjamin 
(especially "Thesis on the Philosophy of History") and Adorno. Focused on 
17th-19th century music and art (including popular genres) and their 
relatfon to colonialism, gender politics, class. 

8910. The Economics of Place (Archer and Lincoln). Architecture and 
the built environment as determined by, and determining of, human needs 
and social relations. 

5910. Education & Representation (Mowitt, Leppert). Analysis of the 
dialectical relation between the institutions and practices of education 

. and the social determination of cultural experience. Attention to cultural 
representations/depictions of education, and education as figure within 
theoretical discourse on culture. 

5910. Film/Music (Mow itt, McClary, Leppert). Analysis of the 
theoretical discourse devoted to these practices and their relations. 
Analysis of the ways developments within these practices have both 
influenced one another and transformed the way they and their relations 
have been theorized. 

8910. Iconoclasm (Lincoln & Huters). A consideration of various 
attempts to dismantle, deconstruct, and/or discredit well-established 
symbolic systems and the power structures which they simultaneously 
encode and support. The Dechrist ianizat ion campaign of the French Revo
lution, Chinese Cultural Revolution, Byzantine Iconoclast controversy, etc. 

8910. Ideology & Signifying Practices (Mowitt, Leppert, Lincoln, 
Schulte-Sasse). Theoretical and historical inquiry into the congruence and 
conflict that define the relation between these phenomena. Particular 
attention to Marxist reflection on signifying practices with emphasis on 
contemporary developments. The problem of "cultural politics" addressed 
directly. 
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5910. Images of Nature/The Nature of Images (Yu). The treatment 
of nature in classical Chinese poetry and painting, with attention both to 
method and to underlying aesthetic and philosophical presuppositions. 
Comparison with selected examples from the Western tradition. 

8910. Instruments of Ideological Persuasion 1: Myth (Lincoln). 
Myth as paradigmatic narrative discourse, with particular attention to the 
strategic use of myths by different segments of society to manipulate the 
shape and order of the social whole. Consideration of diverse mythic data 
and such theoretical writings about myth as those of Roland Barthes, 
Claude Levi-Strauss, Bronislaw Malinowski, and Georges Sorel. 

8910. Instruments of Ideological Persuasion II: Ritual (Lincoln). 
Ritual as highly formalized and significance-laden gestural discourse, 
with particular attention to the role of ritual in replicating or challenging 
dominant patterns of social organization and practice. Consideration of 
such common ritual forms as sacrifice, initiation, or athletic competition 
in a variety of cultural and historic contexts, as well as the theoretical 
writings of Clifford Geertz, Max Gluckman, Maurice Bloch, J. Huizinga, and 
others. 

8910. Instruments of Ideological Persuasion Ill: Classification. 
(Lincoln). Logical structures and sociopolitical implications of complex 
taxonomic systems, detailing how attempts to perceive order in the 
natural world also serve to impose order on the cultural world. Readings 
from Emile Durkheim, Marcel Mauss, Claude Levi-Strauss, and others. 

8910. Instruments of Ideological Persuasion IV: Cosmology 
(Lincoln). An exploration of attempts to describe the shape and structure 
of the universe in a variety of cultures and historic periods. Particular 
attention to categories of space, time, and power relations between 
different cosmic levels, and the ways in which such constructs influence 
and are influenced by human behaviors and institutions. 

5910. The Issue of Human R1ghts as a Conception of Culture 
(Vidal). An analysis of vartous forms of explanation fer the contemporary 
rise of the tssue of human rtghts and the cultural theory behtnd them. 
Focus on the Latin American situation. Writings by Perez Esquivel, Jose 
Aldunate, Jacobo Timmerman, dom Elder Camera, pastoral church 
documents, documents and reports of the Organization of American States. 

J 
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8910. Marginal Literary Practices (Mow itt, Schulte-Sasse). 
Examination of the relation between the formal specificity of minor 
genres (the essay, letters, diaries, journals, etc.) and the exclusionary 
dynamics of literary canonization. Historical attention to the changing 
function of liter~ry discourse within the middle class publlc sphere. 

591 o. Metaphor (Yu). Critical examination of the definition, nature and 
function of metaphor, with consideration of its relation to cultural 
presuppositions. 

5910.- Nature in Culture (Archer). The perceived role of nature in 
determining the form of human artifacts (buildings, cities, landscClpes, 
etc.). The exemplification of nature in music, painting, architecture, and 
the built environment. The corresponding influence of such representation 
on consciousness and ideology. 

5910. Nature 1n the West (Archer & Leppert). Architecture, visual art, 
literature, music. High/popular/mass cultural formulations of nature, 
from Plato to the 19th century, with primary emphasis on the Renaissance 
and beyond. A study of the socio-political interest in defining nature in 
specific histories and by particular groups. "Nature" as a "rational" 
principle. History and politics of nature as oppositional to culture. 
Relation of "nature" to landscape and land ownership, property rights. 

5910. On Civil Wars and Revolution (Lincoln). An exploration of 
those situations in which the superficial cohesion of society is 
dramatically ruptured. Here, not only are structures of sociopolitical and 
economic domination subjected to violent challenge, but also the 
traditional values, slogans, expressive modes and ideologies which serve 
to perpetuate those same structures of domination. Case studies including 
the Spanish Civil War, French Revolution, Mau Mau Rebellion, and others. 

5910. On Social Borders (Lincoln). Fluidity, stability and tension in 
social formations; the role of sentiment, behavior, and discourse in the 
structuring and re-structuring of society; coercion and persuasion in the 
maintenance of hierarchies and institutions; the significance of social 
clevages. 

8910. Oppositional Cinema (Mow itt, Bensmaia). Historical, 
theoretical, practical examination of the emergence of representative 
cinematic practices. Consideration of "classical" avant-garde, feminist 
film, "independent" cinema, non-Western and Third World cinema. 
Attention to cultural politics of cinematic language. 

I 
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8910. The Politics of Discourse (Staff). Changing specifics, quarter 
by quarter: for example, Revolutionary France, Renaissance Florence 
(especially Savon;:wola), contemporary Latin America, Augustan Rome, 
China at the founding of the Ming dynasty, etc. 

8910. The Politics of Race and Gender in Music & Visual Art 
(Leppert). Case studies of the representation of racial and gender politics 
in the music and art of Western Europe, eighteenth and nineteentr, 
centuries, with special emphasis on domesticity and colonialism. 

891 0._ The Politics of Sound (Leppert & McClary). Poi it ical 
deconstruction of musical genres and principles of organization in the 
West, with selected case studies from the Middle Ages to the present. 
High/folk/popular /mass cultures. Musico-critical theories of Wagner, 
Schonberg, Adorno, Kerman, Dah lhaus, Shepherd, Attal i, Durant. 

5910. Sexuality and Socio-cultural Formations (Mowitt, Leppert, 
McClary). Analysis of role both cultural practice (production of art) and 
cultural theory (e.g., psychanalysis) play in the organization of the social 
division of gender. Historical and methodological attention to "marginal" 
or "minority" sexualities. 

8910. Social Constructions/ Architectural Constructions (Archer 
& Lincoln). Architecture and the built environment as determined by, and 
determing of, human needs and social relations. 

8910. The Social Organization of Space (Mow itt, Archer, Lincoln). 
Inquiry into the relation between the modes of production and the 
organization of institutional, domestic and geographic space. 

591 0. Socio-cultural Concept ions of Childhood/East & West 
(Leppert & Yu). 18th- t 9th centuries. Including detailed case studies 
across class/caste lines. Courtesy and conduct literature, imaginative 
literature, visual art, music examined in relation to social practices, 
rituals, beliefs, etc. 

8910. Sub-cultures and the Po 1 it ics of Style (Mow itt). Political 
examination of the cultural dimension of sub-cultural formation. 
Historical and comparative focus. 

5910. Theology of Liberation in Latin America: The Dialogue 
between Marxists & Christians (Vidal). Historical origin of the 
Theology of Liberation and its social and political implications for the 

I 
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reorganization of major themes in Latin American culture. An examination 
of the writings of major Liberation Theologists: Gustavo Gutierrez, Jon 
Sobrino, Hugo Assman, L:~onardo and Clodovis Boff, Gmong others. 

5910. Utopia and Praxis (Archer, Schulte-Sasse). Utopian proposals, 
particularly those of the first half of the nineteenth century, considered in 
the light of individualism, capitalism, industrialization, and political 
relations. Theoretical and practical attempts to deal with and counter 
realities of social change. Attention to counter-ideologies espoused in 
Utopian programs. 

***** 

Non-Exclusive List of Courses Offered by Other CLA Units 
Appropriate as Part of Program Requirements 

Afro-American & African Studies 
5072 Racism: Social/Psychological Consequences for Black Americans 
5701 Race & Class in Africa 

American Indian Studies 
5251 American Indians & the Cinema 
5341 Contemporary Indian Movements 

Anthropo 1 ogy · 
5115 Economic Anthropology 
5116 Cultural Ecology 
5118 Political Anthropology 
5131 Anthropology of Religion 
5132 Symbolic Anthropology 
5161 Language & Culture 
5331 Culture Theory: An Introduction 

Art History 
5466 The Avant-Garde 
5940 Topics: Art of the Film 
8801 Historiography 

Classical Studies 

5003 Eroticism & Family Life in the Greco-Roman World 
5004 Madness & Deviant Behavior in Ancient Greece & Rome 
5950 Cultural Aspects of Classical Antiquity 



Comparative literature 
5233 Literature & Fi 1m 
5555 Introduction to Semiotics 

Economics 
5171-5172 History of Economic Thought 

English 
5481-5482-5483 Folklore 
5486-5487 Folksong 
5714 tlodern & Contemporary Critical Theory 
5753 literature & the Other Arts 

French & Italian 
5385 Art & literature 
5591 Dada & Surrea I ism 
8090 Seminar in Filmic Analysis 

Geography 
5311-5312 Time Geography 
5393 The Look of the Land 
5849 Space & Place: The Geography of Experience 

German 
5331 Cultural Analysis 
8521 Psycho ana lyse, Gese II schaft, Erzah I ung Freud 
8810 The German Woman as Writer 

Hispanic & Luso-Brazilian literatures 
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5524 Literature & the Rise of the Brazilian Bourgeoisie 
5525 Lusophone Africa: State & Acculturated literature 

Journalism & Mass Communications 
5316 Theories of Visual Communication 
5615 History of Visual Communication in the Mass Media 
8828 Mass Communication Problems of Developing Countries 

Philosophy 
5324 Ethics & Education 
5514 Art & Language 
5613 Relativism 

J 
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Po11t1cal Science 
5657 Marx & the Marxists 
5768 Po11tical Culture: Social Bases of Political BehClvior 

Religious Studies 
5001 Approaches to the Study of Religion 

Sociology 
5205 Symbolic Interaction 
5311 Sociology of Conflict 
5351 Sociology of Popular Culture 
5355 Opinion & Communication: Social Factors 
5415 Comparative Social Structure 

Spanish (Peninsular) 
5106 Literature of Reconquest & Feudal Spain 
5107 Literature of the Spanish Empire & Its Decline 
5109 Literature of Bourgeois Order: Enlightenment, Romanticism & 

Positivism 

Spanish (American) 
5526 Creole Consciousness & Mercantile Culture 
5527 National Literary Consciousness & Free Trade 
5528 Popular Literary Consciousness 1900-1950 

Speech Communjcatjons 
5215 History of Television Programming 
5404 Language, Culture, Education 

Women's Studies 
5103 Gender & Class 
5404 Feminist Criticism of Concepts of the Self 
5911 Women, Co 1 on i a Ji sm & Underdeve 1 opment 
8510 Feminist Theory & Method 
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Samp 1 e M.A.~ Ph.D. Programs 

Note: The rubric used for the proposed program is CSDS. 

M.A. Degree Programs 

1. CSDS 8001-2-3 Theory & Cultural Practice 
CSDS 8910 Social Construct ions/ Architectural Construe-

tions 
CSDS 8910 Language of Form & Style 
ArtH 5546 American Architecture 1860-1914 
CSDS 8910 Culture & the Socia I Organization of Space 
CSDS 8910 Economics of Place 
Arch 5855 Typology & Architecture 

Clit 5555 Introduction to Semiotics 
Anth 5115 Economic Anthropology 

Reading knowledge of French 
Final examination (written & oral) 
Plan B Papers: 

12 cr 

4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
3 

4 
4 

"Architecture as Nature: Problems of Form & Ideology in 19th-century 
Architecture" 

"Private Spaces & Public Places: The Architecture of Social Reform. 
New York City. 1870-1914" 

2. CSDS 8001-2-3 Theory & Cultural Practice 12 cr 
CSDS 5910 Classic Theoreticians: Frankfurt School 4 
CSDS 5910 Popular & Mass Culture 4 
CSDS 8910 Ideology & Signifying Practices 4 
CSDS 8910 Instruments of Ideological Persuasion II: Ritual 4 
CSDS 5910 On Social Borders 4 
CSDS 8910 The Politics of Sound 4 

Soc 5351 
Soc 5415 

Sociology of Popular Culture 
Comparative Social Structure 

Reading knowledge of German 
Final examination (written & Oral) 

I 

I 

4 
4 
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Plan B Papers: 

"Popular Musics & the l"lusical Er1coding of Socio-cultural Resistance" 
"Theoretical Debates on the Aesthetics-Politics of Popular & Mass 

Culture. From Adorno/BenJarnm to Hilton Cramer/Stanley Lippman" 

3. CSDS 8001-2-3 Theory & Cultural Practice 
CSDS 8910 Politics of Race & Gender in Music 

& Visual Art 
CSDS 8910 Ideology & Signifying Practices 
CSDS 5910 Sexuality & Social Foundations 
CSDS 5910 Feminism & the Critical Theory of Society 
WoSt 5103 Gender & Class 
Ger 8810 The German Woman as Writer 

Soc 5355 Opinion & Communication: Social Factors 
Clit 5555 Introduction to Semiotics 

Reading knowledge of German 
Final Examination (written & ural) 
Plan B Papers: 

·12 cr 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 

"The Function of the Women's Public Sphere in Nazi Germany" 
"Between Psychoanalysis and Literature: Women's Dream Diaries 

in the Early 20th Century" 

4. CSDS 800 1-2-3 
CSDS 5910 
CSDS 5910 
CSDS 5910 
CSDS 8910 
CSDS 8910 
CSDS 8910 
Afro 5701 

Anth 5118 
Soc 5311 

Theory & Cultural Practice 
Cultural Resistance 
On Social Borders 

12 cr 
4 
4 

On Civil Wars and Revolution 4 
Ideology Signifying Practices 4 
Instruments of Ideological Persuasion II: Ritual 4 
Sub-cultures and the Politics of Style 4 
Race and Class in Africa 4 

Political Anthropology 
Sociology of Conflict 

4 
4 

Reading knowledge of French 
Final examination (written and oral) 
Plan B Papers: 

URituals of Rebe 11 ion & Ri tua Is of Resistance in South and East Africa" 
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"Propaganda, Counter-propaganda, & Cultural Politics during & after 
the Mau Mau Rebellion" 

Ph.D. Degree Programs 

1. CSDS 8001-2-3 Theory & Cultural Practice 12 cr 
(4 seminars, 8xxx) 
CSDS 8910 Politics of Culture 4 
CSDS 8910 Politics of Race & Gender in Music & Art 4 
CSDS 8910 Politics of Sound 4 
CSDS 8910 Sub-cultures & Politics of Style 4 
(4 courses/concentration: Politics of Architecture) 
CSDS 8910 Culture & the Social Organization of Space 4 
CSDS 5910 Built Environment as Ideology 4 
CSDS 8910 Social Constructions/Architectural Construc-

tions 4 
CSDS 8910 Language of Form & Style 4 
(5 courses/minor field: Modes of Expression & Representation 

in the Vi sua I Arts) 
ArtH 8801 Historiography 4 
Eng! 5753 Literature & the Other Arts 4 
Clit 5555 Introduction to Semiotics 4 
Arch 5854 Language of Architecture 3 
Arch 5855 Typology of Architecture 3 
Arch 5856 Architecture: Form & Meaning 3 

Reading knowledge of French and German 
Premininary oral and written examination 
Dissertation: "Spatial Ideology & Politics: American Civic Architecture 

from 1865 to 191 4" 
Oral defense 

2. CSDS 8001-2-3 Theory & Cultural Practice 12 cr 
(4 seminars, 8xxx) 
CSDS 8910 Culture & Ideology 4 
CSDS 8910 Instruments of Ideological Persusaion 

Ill: Classification 4 
CSDS 8910 The Politics of Race & Gender in Music 

& Visual Art 
CSDS 8910 The Social Organization of Space 

4 
4 
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(4 courses/concentration: Socio-Cultural Difference & 
Conflict) 

CSDS5910 CulturaiResistance 4 
CSDS 8910 Cultural Technology & Cultural Experience 4 
CSDS 5910 Discourses of Dommation 4 
CSDS 8910 Sub-cultures & the Politics of Style 4 
(5 courses/minor fie1d: Marginal Practices in Art, Music, 

& Literature) 
Engl 5486 Folksong 4 
Eng! 5487 Folksong 4 
Mus 5708 The Black Composer 4 
ArtH 5466 H1e Avant-Garde 4 
CSDS 8910 The Politics of Sound 4 
Mus 8864 Research in Ethnomusicology 

Reading knowledge of Spanish and German 
Preliminary oral and written examination 

4 

Dissertation: "Preserving Identity: Cultural Practices & Social Resistance 
in Marginalized Musics of Industria 1 ized Societies" 

Oral Defense 

3. CSDS 8001-2-3 Theory & Cultural Practice 
(4 seminars, Bxxx) 

12 cr 

CSDS 8910 Ideology & Signifying Practices 4 
CSDS 8910 The Politics of Culture 4 
CSDS 8910 Sub-cultures & the Politics of Style 4 
CSDS 89 I 0 The Social Organization of Space 4 
4 courses/concentration: Symbolic & Material Boundaries 
CSDS 5910 City & Country: Ideals & Ideology 4 
CSDS 5910 On Social Borders 4 
CSDS 5910 Nature in Culture 4 
CSDS 8910 Social Constructions/Architectural Construc-

tions 
5 courses/minor field: The Cultural Technologies of 

Boundary Formation & Deformation 
Soc 5351 Sociology of Popular Culture 
Pol 5768 Political Culture: Social Bases of Political 

Jour 5316 
Jour 8828 

Behavior 
Theories of Visual Communication 
Mass Communication Problems of 

Dc·;eloping Countries 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 



Spch 5215 History of Television Programming 

Reading knowledge of French and German 
Preliminary oral and written examination 
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Dissertation: "Horne Movies and Garage Bands: A History or Amateur 
Cultural Production in the United States from 1950-1980" 

Oral defense 

4 

4. CSDS 8001-2-3 Theory & Cultural Practice 12 cr 
<4 seminars, 8xxx) 
CSDS 8910 The Language of Forrn and Style 4 
CSDS 8910 Social Constructions/ Architectural Construc-

tions 4 
CSDS 8910 Ideology & Signifying Practices 4 
CSDS 89 I 0 The Economics of Place 4 
(4 courses concentration/ReJigio-poJiticaJ Discourse) 
CSDS 8910 Instruments of Ideological Persuasion 1: Myth 4 
CSDS 8910 Instruments of Ideological Persuasion II: 

Ritual 4 
CSDS 8910 Instruments of Ideological Persuasion Ill: 

Classification 4 
CSDS 8910 Instruments of Ideological Persuasion IV: 

Cosmology 4 
(5 courses/minor field: Imperial Structures in Antiquity) 
Anth 5331 Culture Theory: An Introduction 4 
Clas 5950 Cultural Aspects of Classical Antiquity 4 
Hist 5461 Ancient China 4 
Hist 5472 Early Modern Japan 4 
MESA 5511 y Ancient Iran 4 

Reading knowledge of German, Old Persian, Avestan and Pahlavi 
Preliminary oral and written examination 
Dissertation: "The Construction of an Imperial Ideology under the early 

Achaem en i ans" 
Ora 1 Defense 

J 
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Attachment E 37 

Sample Plan B Papers 

"Architecture as Nature: Problems of Form & Ideology in 19th-century 
Architecture" 

"The Critique of Cultural Criticism as Aspect of 11odernism" 

"Elite Retreat to Rural Eden: Changing Ideologies & Rel~tions in 
Washington & Philadelphia Suburbs Prior to 1870" 

"Gender Relations in 18th-century French & English Portraiture" 

"The Imagery of Colonialism: The British in India; the Europeans in 
America" 

"Platonic Cosmology & Tensions within the 4th-Century Athenian Polis" 

"Private Spaces & Public Places: The Architecture of Social Reform in 
New York City, 1870-1914" 

"Rituals of Deviance in American Suburban Culture" 

"Rituals of Kingship & the Maintenance of the Body Politic" 

"Social Protest in Music: From the American Spiritual to Bruce 
Springsteen" 

"Trickster Myths: Discourse on Issues of Deviance, Social M<:Jrgins, & 
Competition for Scarce Resources" 

"'Women's Music' as Instance of a Popular Avant-Garde" 
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Sample Dissertations 

"The Cultural & Technological Determinants of the 'Fu3ion' Idiom in 
Contemporary Jazz" 

"The Dialectic of Spectacle in the Films of Guy Debord" 

"The Feminization of Subjectivity in Post-structuralist Critical Theory" 

"Iconoclastic Episodes in the French, English, & Spanish Revolutions" 

"The Ideological Content of ProfeS::iJonal Wrestling" 

"Music, Family Life, & Social Formation: Aural Acculturation in 
18th-century England" 

"Physiognomy & Semiotics: Theories of !"leaning in the Visual Arts from Le 
Brun to the Phrenologists" 

"The Relation between Visual Art & Music and Social Structure in 
19th-century France, Germany, America·· 

"Religion in the Wilderness: Ideology of Landscape & Nature in 
19th-century American Re 1 igious Movements" 

"Social Segmentation & the Sacrificial Division of Meat: A Recurrent 
Socio-Ritual Pattern" 

"Spatial Ideology & Politics: American Civic Architecture from 1865 to 
1914" 

J 
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GraduLlte Programs at Three Institutions 

1. University of Chicago. Committee on Social Thought. (Ph.D.) 
Established in the mid 1930s; degree granting since 1941. "The Committee 
on Social Thought is a group of diverse scholars sharing a common concern 
for the unity of human sciences .... The primary themes of the· 
Committee's intellectual life have continued to be art, religion, 
philosophy, and society .... The Committee does not require specific 
courses; students with the advice of the Committee faculty, discover the 
points at which study in established disciplines can shape and strengthen 

· their research .... There are two principal requirements for [the Ph.D.]: 
the Fundamentals Examination and the dissertation. Work in the 
fundamentals centers on from ten to t'ifteen books, selected in 

. consultation with the faculty and including philosophy, history, political 
thought, and imaginative literature, and ranging in date from classical 
times to the twentieth century. Non-Western books may also be included." 

The present faculty numbers twenty-two. 

Since 1980 the Comm1ttee llclS offered ninety-three courses and 
twenty-four tutorials, among which are the following examples: 

Intellectuals in Culture and Society 
Comparative Mythology of Evil 
The Language of Literature 
Play, Games, & Cultural Process 
Ancients & Moderns in Political Thought 
Education: Rousseau's Emile 
Comparison of Indian & Western Texts 
Dreams in Myth & Reality 
Time & Narration 
History of Christian Social Thought 
Public & Private Life in Ancient Greece 
Science & Myth: Paradigm Clashes 
Models of Economic & Religious Behavior in the Ancient World 
Humanism & the Humanities 
Philosophy of Art 
Models of Interpretation & Expl;:mation in History, Archaeology, & 

Anthropology . 
Seminar: Heresy in the 16th Century 
Intellectuals &j Politics 

i 
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Max Weber 
Sociology of Religion 
Problems of Sociological Theory--Max Weber: Economy & Society 
On Eating: Studies on Nature & Convention (tutorial) 
Marxism (tutorial) 
Durkheim (tutorial) 
Modern Critical Theory (tutorial) 
Symbol versus Economy in the Evolution of the City (tutorial) 
Statistical Inference in the Study of the Non-Western City (tutorial) 
The City in Literature (tutorial) 
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· 2. Syracuse Un ivcrslty. Humanities Ooctora I Program. (Ph.D.) 
"T~is program offers the ... opportunity to pursue a research degree that 
emphasizes both competence in one major discipline and a solid foundation 
in interdisciplinary theory. The most influential contemporary research in 
the humanities is creating new critical convergences that exceed the 
limits of traditionc.Jl ac.Jdernic disciplines. Current work in such fields as 
literary studies, history, and anthropology indicates that the traditional 
discip 1 ines themselves are movmg, in substance and method, toward 
interdisciplinary work. This is confirmed also by new trends in area, 
period, and topical studies, such as Latin America, medieval and 
Renaissance, and gender-related, respectively. In recognition of the 
increasingly interdisciplinary nature of the humanities today, this 
program is designed to provide its students with a sound basis in critical 
thought and inquiry that will allow them to address the complexities of 
both subject matter and methodology. 

"The humanities program focuses on an ongoing seminar in which students 
work with an active community of faculty members drawn primarily, but 

·.not exclusively, from the humanities division of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. Through continuing participation in this faculty-student 
seminar, the student is expected to develop habits of critical inquiry and 
acquire skills of discussion and argumentation, culminating in the 
student's public presentation of a dissertation proposal. ... " 

Students follow a course of study in a particular department, together 
with coursework in related fields as demanded by the interdisciplinary 
dimensions of the individual program. In the first year, each student 
"takes courses that develop a critical awareness of the powers and limits 
of the disciplines and that examine the shifting boundaries between them." 
[Quotations from the Graduate Bulletin.] The unit's faculty numbers eight, 
drawn from the Departments of Eng! ish, Foreign Languages & Literatures, 
Philosophy, and Re 1 i gi on. 
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3. University of California/Santa Cruz. Program in the History, 
of Consciousness. (Ph.D.) 70 students currently active. Established in 
1966 "to promote advJnced interdiscip I inary V.'ork in the humanities and 
social sciences .... Currently tr1e program emphasizes the history of 
ideas, literary theory, philosophy, social and political theory, feminist 
studies, semiotics, and anthropology." Student programs are highly 
individualized; supervized independent study is emphasized. The program's 
"aim is to look past the limits of conventionally defined academic 
disciplines in the investigation of current and potential social problems." 
[Quotations from Program brochure.] The faculty consists of 20 
indivi.cluals, representing anthropology, feminist studies, history of 
religion, intellectual history, literatures, philosophy, political theory, 
psychology, social history, and sociology. High/popular/mass (global) 
cultures are studied. 

Courses 
Theory & Methods in the History of Consciousness (2 courses) 
Studies in Political & Social Thought 
Studies in History & Culture (Consciousness & Its Modes) (3 courses) 

Theory of the Text 
The Nature of Political Thinkmg 

Studies in Marx & Hege I 
Problems in the History of the Human Sciences 

Historical Consciousness 
.·Political Theory & Contemporary Social Thought 

Seminar: Topics in Feminist Theory 

Seminar in History of Science 

Modernism 
Cultural Description 
Recent European Philosophy 
Hegel's Critique of Kant 
Studies in Textuality & Society 
Field Study 
Teaching-Related Independent Study 

Directed Reading 
Independent Study 

J 
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Attachment G 43 

8001-2-3 Research Seminar: Sample Readings 

Note: The list of book titles below is intended to give an indication of 
the range and kind of reading anticipated for the year-long basic seminar. 
It is neither a prescriptive nor all-inclusive Jist. Specific readings will 
change from instructor to instructor and overtime. In all cases., works 
have been chosen which are strongly rooted in the actual examination of 
socio-cultural practices and founded on solid theoretical ground. 
The list also includes works whose primary focus is cultural theory. 
Obviously only a portion of the many works here named would be read in 
any single year. In addition, appropriate journals articles would 
constitute a significant body of course readings. 

T. W. Adorno, Introduction to the Sociology of Music 
T. W. Adorno & Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Eo! ightenmeot 
Jacques Attali, Noise· The Political Economy of Music 
Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais & His World 
Mikhail Bakhtin, ProblPms of Dostoevsky's Poetics 
John Barrell, The Dark Side of the Landscape 
Roland Barthes, Mythologies 
Jean Baudri liard, Le systeme des objets 
Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex 
Walter Benjamin, Illuminations 
Juan Bonta, Architecture & Its Interpretation 
Fernand Braudel, The Structures of Everyday Life. I-III 
Peter Burger, Theory of the Avant -Garde 
David Cannadine, Lords & Landlords· Aristocracy & the Towns 
Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life 
T. J. Clark, The Absolute Bourgeois 
William Cronan, Changes in the Land 
Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle 
Ariel Dorfman, The Empire's Old Clothes 
Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchjcus· The Caste System of India 
Emile Durkheim, Elementary Forms of Rei igious Life 
Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process, 1-11 
Michel Foucault, Discipl joe & Punish 
Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, I-IV 
Sigmund Freud, Interpretation of Dreams 
Paolo Freire, The Pedagogy of the Oppressed 
Simon Frith, Sound Effects· Youth, Le1sure & the Politics of Rock 'n' Ro11 
Carlo Ginzburg, The Cbetse & the Worms 

I 
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Jack Goody, Cooking, Class, & Cujsjne 
Max Gluckman, Order cmd Rebellion jn Tribal Africa 
Maurice Godelier, PPrspectjyes in Marxist Anthropology 
Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks 
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JGrgen Habermas, Strukturwandel dec 6ffentljchkejt 
Jurgen Habermas, A Theory of Commuojcatjve Action, 1, II 
Stuart Hall & Tony Jefferson, eds., Resistance through Rituals· Youth 

Subcultures jn Post-war Britain 
Eric Havelock, The Preface to Plato 
Dick Hebdige, Sub-culture· the Meaning of Style 
E. J. Hobsbawm & T. 0. Ranger, The Invention of Tradition 
Gareth Stedman Jones, Outcast London· A Study in the Relationships 

between Classes in Victorian Society 
Anthony D. King, ed., Buildings & Society 
Henri Lefebvre, Everyday Life in the Modern World 
Claude Levi Strauss, The Savage Mind 
Bruce Lincoln, Myth, Cosmos, & Society 
Georg Lukacs, History & Class Consciousness 
Karl Marx, The German Ideology 
Karl Marx, Grundrisse 
Marce 1 Mauss & Henri Hubert, Sacrifice· Its Nature & Funct jon 
Robert Muchembled, Culture populajre et culture des elites 
Oskar Negt & Alexander Kluge, 6ffentlichkeit und Erfahrung 
Friedrich Nietzsche, Genealogy of Morals 
Roziska Parker & Griselda Pollock, Old Mistresses 
Amos Rapoport, The Meaning of the Built Environment 
Rayna Reiter, ed., Towards an Anthropology of Women 
Lilian Robinson, Sex, Class, Culture 
Edward Said, Oriental jsm 
G. E. M. Ste. Croix, The Class Struggle in the Ancient Greek World 
Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man 
John Shepherd, et. al., Whose Music? A Sociology of Musical Languages 
Georg Simmel, The Philosophy of Money 
Christopher Sma 11, Music, Society, Education 
E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class 
Ferdinand Tennies, Community & Society 
Alain Touraine, The Self-Production of Society 
VictorTurner, The Ritual Process . 
Jean Pierre Vernant, The Origins of Greek Thought 
Max Weber, The Rational & Social Foundations of Music 
Ann Wolpe & Annette Kuhn, eds., Feminism & Materialism 
Gary Witherspoon, Language & Art in the Navajo Universe 

I 

J 

J 



Attachment H 

c Graduate Facu I ty Resumes 

A. Core Faculty 

B. Adjunct Faculty 

(Curriculum vitae are ippended to original proposal on file in Dean•s office.) 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Dr. Kenneth Zimmerman, Associate Dean 
Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 

Dear Ken, 

i Office of the Dean 

College of Liberal Arts 
215 Johnston Hall 
101 Pleasant Street S. E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

April 18, 1986 

As you know we are discussing departmental status for Humanities and 
we have used the mission statement minus the appendices of the graduate 
proposal as our basic reference. Let me give you three judgments·even 
though our discussions continue and I will keep you informed as to it? 
eventual outcome. ' 

APR 1 8 1985 

1.) We have no serious problem as to budget considerations given the 
present faculty, office staff, etc. We expect some growth but 
parallel to other departments of the same size. 

2.) I support, as others do, the present faculty's access to graduate 
students under a future major and minor at both the MA and PhD 
1 evel. 

3.) We have doubts in detail, however, about the proposed title and 
would be satisfied at this point with "a graduate Department in 
Humanities." The same difficulty presents itself a~ to 
individual proposed courses, we could not endorse them en mass. 

As we understand your procedures your committees are basically 
deciding only on the desirability of a graduate program and not on 
specific course titles and content at this time. I would support that 
general intention but will provide you with more detail as to college 
views at the end of our discussions. 

FEL/pb 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Fred Lukermann 
Professor and Dean 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

16 April 86 

Kenneth Zimmerman, Associate Dean 
Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 

Dear Dean Zimmerman: 

Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

APR 1 6 1986 

The following departments were sent copies of the proposal (Comparative 
Studies in Discourse & Society) for their consideration: 

1. *Advanced Feminist Studies, Center for 
2. American Studies 
3. Ancient Studies, Center for 
4 •. *Anthropology 
5. Art History 
6. Classical Civilization 
7. *Classical Studies 
8. *Comparative Literature 
9. East Asian Studies 

10. English 
11. *French & Italian 
12. Geography 
13. *German 
14. *History 
15. /Journalism & Mass Communication 
16. *Music 
17. Philosophy 
18. *Political Science 
19. ~Religious Studies 
20. ·*Sociology 
21. *South & Southwest Asian Studies 
22. Spanish & Portuguese. 

An asterisk (*) indicates that as of this writing a response has been received 
(most are written responses; these are attached). I will send you any others 
that are forthcoming between now and the Council meetings. I have not included 
herewith the response from Sociology, as their faculty has not as yet completed 
discussing the proposal (I have received an interim letter). I will forward 
their final response as soon as I have it, presumably in a few days.) In cases 
where response came by telephone, I'll forward any follow-up letters. 

ns, 
,~ \CMM () Q \f .A J---___ 
Richard Lepp~ t fV, 
Professor & Chair 
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Sample letter of solicitation 

I 

I 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

31 March 1986 

Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Enclosed is a copy of the proposal for a Humanities graduate program as 
announced in Winter quarter by Dean Lukermann, to be called Comparative 
Studies in Culture*and Society. This proposal will go before the councils 
of the Graduate School at their spring meeting, presumably in late .. April or 
very early May. My purpose in writing is,cto request consultation. 

Specifically, it would be helpful to the Graduate School review councils if 
you could provide me with ·a statement as to J.\!fhether you see significant 
problems of overlap with your own unit's curriculum. We worked very hard 
in the drafting of the proposal to avoid duplication of effort; I hope we 
were sucessful. (Beyond that, if you feel that the kind of inquiry proposed 
is valuable in itself, I'd naturally be delighted to have such a supporting 
statement.) 

I believe that the document is sufficiently straightforward so that no 
clarifications or explanations are necessary. However, I should perhaps 
emphasize one thing. We envisage that very few courses will be Bulletin 
listed (hence, recurring), probably not more than five or six total. The 
remainder--thus virtually all the many sample courses listed at the end of 
the document--would be non-recurring seminars and directed research (topics 
courses). The list is very long, reflecting research interests of the par
ticipating faculty, in order to give the review councils as clear a picture 
as possible of the kind of inquiry we intend to pursue. These courses 
would gradually be offered over a period of some years. 

In order to assure that your views will be represented before the Graduate 
School councils, it's necessary that I receive your response by 15 April. 

Many thanks for your kind consideration. If you have any questions, please 
give me a call at 373-3516; 377-1342 (H). 

Yours, 

Richard Leppert 
Professor and Chair 

*note: since changed to "Discourse" 
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Lrn UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

15 April 1966 

Professor Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 

Deer Richard, 

I 

Center for Advanced Feminist Studies 
496 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 376-2162 

Thanks very much for sending me a copy of your proposal for a Humanities 
graduate program. It 1 oaks sp 1 endi d: extensive, i nnoveti ve, end most 
exciting. And 1 do not see it infringing in any,way on the program offere·d 
by CAFS; on the contrary, I can well imagine that, once in place, it would be 
of interest to our graduate St!Jdents, since at lee_st one or two CJf its course~ 
could serve as electives for them. As you perh-aps-know. we have signed-_ ~ 
agreements with a number of departments whose students are enrolled in 
our M.A. and Ph.D. minor in feminist studies; we assist each other on a 
number of levels, from jointly seeking out porticularly good groduate 
students (who, as the English department end others will tell you, ere most 
often initially attracted to Minnesota by the possibility of working at the 
Center) to essi sting on graduate committees. 
And so I am hopeful that your program will pass the necessary hurdles and 
we can plan on further cooperation. In that light, and given the strongly 
interdisciplinary nature of feminist theory end method, I would suggest a 
broadening of your courses in that area, from possible additional courses to 
the ~pplicEJtion of feminist theory in such courses as 6910. Marginal 
Literary Practices. A look at any number of cultural/social critics, not to 
mention the response of virtually all of the candidates we interviewed in 
the mega-search, shout d con vi nee you that f emi ni st theorists are indeed 
responsible for a number of changes in current conceptions of cultural 
Good luck. 

Best wishes, 

Ruth-Ellen B. Joeres, Director 
Professor of German 
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l5Tl UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

April 9, 1986 

Professor Richard Leppert 
Chair, Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 

Dear Richard, 

Department of Classical Studies 
310 Folwell Hall 
9 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-3912 AP~l 0 '86 

I have received your letter and proposal for a Humanities graduate 
program. I have read the proposal and see no significant problems with 
overlap of. the graduate programs of the Department of Classical StudJes. 
In fact, so~e of the courses you list in y~pr course list will com~lement 
the courses offered in our department, and I will urge our students to 
take them. Thus, I strongly support your proposal and wish you luck with 
the Graduate School. 

SJJY.s, 
William Coulson 
Chair 

-, zm~·-===-···· ---,.,.~"·-:-...-......--:--···- ~- 4 ........ _ •• , ~-'·. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Ha 11 

Dear Richard: 

Comparative Literature Program 
301 Folwell Hall 
9 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Apri 1 15, 1986 

I write in connection with your request, dated March 31, for consul
tation in regard to the proposal that the Humanities Program be accorded 
departmental status by the College of Liberal Arts and that it be authorized 
by the Graduate School t(} mount graduate-level degree programs. Herewith a 
somewhat segmented set of responses that draw on consultation with various 
colleagues active in the Comparative Literature Program. 

First, we feel that departmental statust~hould be granted. In. ~ost major 
ways, your unit has functioned as a department over the past few years, 
and it seems to us contradictory that it not be given that administrative 
status. 

A second issue--indeed your main stated focus in consulting us--comes 
with regard to whether or not we see "significant problems of overlap" between 
our curriculum and your proposed graduate programs in "Comparative Studies in 
Culture and Society." There is, of course, in a wide sense, overlap: where 
you treat various forms of general cultural criticism you enter an area that 
the Comparative Literature Program has cultivated and developed, indeed, on 
one for which it is well known. Nevertheless, we observe, fi~st, that your 
focus in those areas appears in many cases to be substantially different from 
ours or to involve application to a wider set of cultural activities than we 
normally take on, and, second, that where there are specific convergences 
they could be handled through communication and collaboration to our mutual 
benefit. We note for the record that such situations are handled in this 
manner at present--i.e., the two units normally cross-list one or two courses 
per year--and that the spirit of our recent contacts regarding the proposed 
"Comparative Studies in Culture and Society's" curriculum promises a contin
uation of such collaboration. Thus, while we in Comparative Literature see 
overlap--indeed find such overlap wholly expectable--, we do not envision 
"significant problems" for our unit or for the College in that regard. 

Again for the record, we would observe that beyond these points our 
situations in fact diverge considerably. The proposed "Comparative Studies 
in Culture and Society .. Program sets itself forth as a coordinate graduate 
program with its own core curriculum and degree requirements in an area of 
inquiry that it demarcates for itself. The Comparative Literature Program, 
by c~n~r~st, is and intends t~ remain a unit that emphasizes foreign language 
acqu1s1t1on and student work 1n areas and problems defined by cultural 
specificity and has its students do about one-half of their work in other 
language and literature units on an advising and consultation basis. Thus 
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"overlap" is in the main limited to such curricular issues as are treated 
above. 

One final matter. Several of our members find your proposed change-
about which I informed them--from "Comparative Studies in Culture and Society" 
to "Comparative Studies in Discourse and Society" an unfortunate one in the 
light of current practices at the University and the history of the term 
"discourse.•• We would ask you if it is possible to find another alternative. 

t I attach one internally-generated document. You will see that its major 
thrust is to call for close consultation. It has been useful to me and 
several other of our colleagues in preparing this response, and I think, 
therefore, that it may well be of use to you and to our colleagues in the 
review process. 

Our best. 

RWS:bb 
Enclosure 

~ 
Ronald W. Sousa 
Program Ditector 
Comparative Literature 
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Lrn UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Professor Richard Leppert, Chair 
The Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
East Bank Campus 

Dear Richard: 

Department of French and Italian 
200 Folwell Hall 
9 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455-0122 

(612) 373-5202 

April 15, 1986 

Many thanks for the letter· of 31 March in which you solicit remarks about 
possible .overlapping between the Comparative Studies in Culture and Society 
program and what is offered in our unit. 

i ~-

My first impression is that there is both very~much and very little. The para
dox is because the nature and mission of the study of foreign languages include 
comparative study of culture and society within the graphic issues of language 
and discourse. Study of foreign languages produces alienation and affords imme
diate access to the social and political dimensions of alterity. Because it 
takes place in the direct, initial instance of discourse--where all meaning is 
produced--foreign languages reproduce comparative analysis everywhere. (For 
this reason it is harder and far more irksome in principle and practice than 
other disciplJ.nes that can use language with an illusion of transparency.) On 
these philosophical and practical grounds a great deal of overlap is evident. 

There is very little overlap if we consider that a corpus of readings is being 
used to bring thematic and curricular attention to culture and society. Your 
program offers a more immediate access to that perspective by virtue of the the
matic base of the curriculum. Ours works toward that goal patiently. I wish 
that our students at the undergraduate level could be ready to read some of the 
works that inspire the program (~, Althusser, Foucault, de Certeau, the 
Annalistes, L~vi-Strauss, Febvre, et. al.). On a graduate level, however, these 
bases seem to be common: almost all of our advanced students are expected to 
know many of these texts in the original and to use them in for their 
cultural study of literature. 

For example: 1) In a course on Balzac and Flaubert, participants must 
know the works of Lukacs, Marx, and some Frankfurt school 
esthetics. 2) In work on Rabelais and Montaigne, study of "archaic" structures 
of topography is backgrounded by L~vi -Strauss 1 

Anthropologie structurale, the relation of sexual difference as seen in Natalie 
z. Davis'. work on Society and Culture in Early Modern France, and Max Weber 1 s 
pathfinding materials on the relation of early capital to the Reform. 3) Any 
of our courses on criticism deals with the same corpus of work mentioned in your 
curriculum. Not only is it a question of French texts such as those of Mauss, 
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Professor Richard Leppert 
April 15, 1986 
Page 2 

--·---r-- ------

Bataille, or other classics. Rather, too, in study of primary literature, our 
staff does not fail to insist on reading Benjamin around Baudelaire, Proust, or 
revolution. 

Two additional points: French and Italian offers extensive offerings on cinema 
and literature. The course on "Oppositional Cinema" appears to repeat much of 
what is done at undergraduate and graduate level in our unit. And, in respect 
to the course on "Classical Theoreticians," it is a pity that the works will not 
be studied in the original. The French critics of the last two generations that 
have been translated and summarized so readily are, I maintain, critical poets 
who must be seen in a discursive relation to a vast body of French literature. 
When they are not (that is, when they are treated solely for their statements or 
the dynamics of their ideas) students lose a.lmost all of the pleasure·· and force 
of these critics' overall contributions. I do not see any easy solution. A 

·Foucault, a Barthes, or a Derrida has vastly changed a reader's relation with 
French. This kind of change,is what is missing in most curricula purporting to 
offer a spectrum of theory. - ~~ · "' 

f. It may be that some overlapping is not to be avoided. Students thrive on varied 
redundancies--an essence of education and literature--and might, from the stand
point of French, use the quicker access to .theory in your unit to show them how 
to work forward with foreign language and literature. 

May I add that your document is impressive. It has a keen sense of mission and 
political inspiration. 

Sincerely, 

IL-
t; Tom Conley 

Professor and Chair 

TC:KM 

J 

J 
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-~~ UBI UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Department ot German 
TWIN CITIES 219 Folwell Hall 

Professor Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Ha 11 

Dear Richard: 

9 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-2624 

April 14, 1986 

I read with considerable interest your proposal for a Humanities graduate 
program and want to congratulate you and your colleagues on an exceptionally 
well-done job. I wish I were twenty-two and a beginning graduate student 
at the University of Minnesota ! I have had no opportunity to discuss your 
proposal with the German DeP.artment faculty as a whole but have sent copies 
to Ruth-Ellen Joeres, Leo Duroche, and Jochen Schuite-Sasse as the people who 
might be most interested in and affected by it. Maybe one or two ·or all of them 
will respond. 

As an individual member of the German Department I am concerned about a number 
of courses in your proposal which in their contents seem to overlap with, not 
duplicate, courses taught in our Department or by members of the Department 
in other departments or programs. In raising this point I am not moved by a 
feeling of proprietorship at all, more by a fear that a lot of interesting 
and attractive courses will be taught in Humanities whereas the 11 tradi tiona 111 

departments will become more and more, rather than less and less provincial. 
Among such courses are 5910, Classical Theoreticians, 5910 Feminism and Critical 
Theory of Culture, 8910, Culture and Ideology, 8910, Film/Music, 8910, Marginal 
Literary Practices, 8910, Oppositional Cinema. I have, of course, noted that 
Schulte-Sasse's name was listed in some cases; I do not see.the names of 
Duroche and Joeres anywhere. Another consideration: We are about to search 
for a new faculty member and have decided on film as her/his major field of 
teaching and research. It would seem essential to me that you and CompLit 
be represented in some way on our search committee so that our search would 
not be duplicated by one of yours. 

No doubt, you have thought about the relationship between your future graduate 
program and Comparative Literature. Surely, some of the courses which you are 
proposing are at least related to theirs, and it seems important to me that 
the critical mass, narrow as it is, should not be atomized. 

Best of luck, and you can be assured of my support. 

Sincerely,£. 

Frank Hi rs~ach 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

April 17, 1986 

Professor Frank Hirschbach 
Department of German 
Folwell Hall 219 

Dear Frank, 

Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

My thanks for your kind. l~t:ter of support and thpughtfu 1 respons·e 
to our proposal. (I wouldn't mind so much being twenty-two aga~n 
on general principle!) 

With regard to the question you raised as to the relationship of our 
Program's offerings to those in Comparative Literature, we have con
sulted closely with them. We are mutually satisfied that what we do 
is complementary not duplicative. Aoy interdisciplinary program by 
nature overlaps with work carried out in other units; here the 
question becomes serious only when major duplication of effort 
surfaces. We've worked hard to avoid that and believe that we've 
been successful. · 

I think we agree that film study as it presently exists in CLA (in 
virtually every European and American literature department, as 
well as in Art History and Humanities) ultimately benefits all of 
us. In that regard, we'd be more than happy to participate on the 
search committee for your upcoming film position. 

Many thanks again for your support. 

Yours, 

Richard Leppert 
Professor and Chair 

J 

J 
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Office of the Chairman 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Department ot History 
TWIN CITIES 614 Social Sciences 

Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
East Bank CAMPUS 

Dear Richard: 

267 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 624·2800 

Apri 1 ·3, 1986 

Thank you for sharing a copy of the proposal for the graduate prqg~am 
in 11Comparative Studies tn Culture and Soc·iety ... It strikes me as· 
very strong and on the cutting edge of current developments in the 
humanities and social sciences, particularly in its commitment to a 
comparative approach and to the integration ~.qf intellectual and 
social history. While many members of the Hlstory faculty are 
concerned with such issues (and doubtless will became active members 
of the program), these strike me as opportunities far interaction 
rather than possibilities for competition. 

My only worry concerns opportunities for academic employment for 
graduates of the program. My sense is that graduates of area studies 
and interdisciplinary programs are at a serious disadvantage in 
co~peting for jobs with degree-holders from traditional and long
established disciplines. History departments, for example, seldom 
hire people without degrees in history, although area studies and 
interdisciplinary programs regularly employ historians. While one 
could argue that such an attitude among historians is short-sighted, 
it is still a rather firmly entrenched attitude. 

I should report a quibble with the data on page 5 of the proposal. I 
count nine Guggenheims among a faculty of forty historians, not six 
among forty-four. 

I should also point out that the views expressed in the letter are 
mine and may not reflect the views of History faculty as a whale. I 
will pass your proposal on to our Graduate Studies Committee. Should 
they reach a substantially different conclusion, I will report that to 
you by April 15. 

RRM:sc 

Sincerely, 

Russell R. Menard 
Professor and Chair 
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~ ~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA School of Journalism 
~ I B TWIN CITIES and Mass Communication 

111 Murphy Hall 
. 206 Church Street S.E. I Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455-0418 

April 17, 1986 

Richard Leppert 
Chair, Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 

Dear Hichard: 

I know I am late in responding in behalf 
of Dan Wackman, our acting director, to your 
interesting proposal. I would expect 
inevitable overlap with existing courses 
in a program as broad as what you propose, 
and I ~X}?E!Gt that you will run into graduate 
program "turf" problems. 

The only clear overlap with out program 
would be in the area of popular and mass 
culture, as you might expect. We know that 
other departments (sociology for example) 
can hardly avoid offerings of a similar 
nature. We have not sensed that W"e are 
in any competition for students with other 
programs. Duplication is one thing; similar 
topics dealt with from differing perspectives 
another. 

Anything to strengthen the humanities on 
our campus will be suppor~by me, and I believe 
I speak for a gqod number of my colleagues. 
Good luck. 

Professor & Director of 
Graduate Studies 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

April 15, 1986 

Dr. Richard Leppert 
Humanities Department 
314 Ford Hall 

Dear Dr. Leppert: 

School of Music 
100 Ferguson Hall 
2106 Fourth Street South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-3546 

This letter is to confirm my telephone call to your office of April-·10, 1986. 
Upon receipt of the proposal -from your unit about the establishment of a 
proposed graduate program in the Humanities~ I sent copies of your · 
document to our Director of Graduate Studies and to our musicology facu,lty 
for their input as the areas most likely to have direct concern with your 
offerings. 

The response received (and I endorse it) was highly positive and supportive 
of your proposed program. We wish your unit success in this proposal and' 
eventual offering and want you to be aware of the interest this faculty 
has in the program and of our hope that there will be opportunities for 
cooperation with your unit in contributing to its success. 

If we can be of further assistance, please, do not hesitate to let me know. 

Lloyd Ultan 
Director 

LU:ds 

~-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

April 9, 1986 

Professor Richard Leppert 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
University of Minnesota 

Dear Professor L~ppert: 

Department of Political Science 
1414 Social Sciences 
267 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
(612) 373-2651 

Thank you for consulting with us regarding the proposed 
graduate program in Comparative Studies in Culture and 
Society. Our Director of Graduate Studies has examined 
your document and does not see any overlap with our 
curriculum. We would have a few students from time to 
time who would take these courses if offered. 

Sincerely, 

,/v&r.._ ~·~ 
Virginia H. Gray 
Professor and Chair 

VHG:csd 

APR 10 '86 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Professor Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 

Dear Richard: 

Religious Studies 
183 Klaeber Court 
320 16th Avenue S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

April 14, 1986 

I have read over your proposal for Comparative Studies in 
Culture and Society. I do not see any problems of overlap with 
Religious Studies; in fact, I assume that the new graduate 
program would compliment and augment our curriculum. Bruce 
Lincoln•s series on Instruments of Ideological Persuasion would 
be most relevant in this respect. 

I wish you success with your proposal! 

Sincerely yours, 

-l/,-te 
William W. Malandra 
Chair 
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Lrn UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Department of South and Southwest Asian Studies 
192 Klaeber Court 
320 16th Avenue S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 624-7030 

- - -· -- --------

. 

April 15, 1986 APHl b '86 

.. 
. ·' 

Professor Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
University of Minnesota 

Dear Richard: 

I have read over your proposal for Comparative Studies in Culture 
and Society. I do not see any problems of overlap with South and .. 
Southwest Asian Studies; in ·fact, I assume that the new graduate 
program would compliment and augment our curriculum. 

I wish you success with your proposal! 

WWM/tc 

Sincerely yours, 

William w. Malandra 
Chair 



Professor Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 

Dear Richard, 

Department of Philosophy 
355 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

April 21, 1986 

GRAOU,_T£ SCHOOl 

APR 2 51986 

I have read yn~r proposal for P Humanit1es graduate program and have 
aiscussed it with se•eral of my colleagues. We have some concern about 
what appears to be a certain ideclogicaJ bias in the document. (E.g., 
",. •• only a few works and genres--and .. •spt:c:;ially th.o.se which are ideologi
cally productive for the dominant strata (wHich def~ne themselves as [upper 
eas~] ''Society")--are invested with the privileged position of (upper case) 
"Cu.tur~".", p. 1; "Our cur.e.ll.: :_ssi~,n is shaped by th~ ackno.,ledgment 
of the material base of culture and the eftect of economy, ideology and 
sccial h·~irarchy on 1-tuman exist en-: .... '', p. 2.) While we agree that all 
educational programs rest on some ·•alue judgments, since they "inv9l ve 
conc;cious choi: ~s about what is wo:-r.h St"rl.vino" (T), 2), tlv~ t0nr' rf rhe 
document makes us wonder whethet otuer r:u.~e ::r_..;..~..LlC value Juogn~t=ru:.s a.w 
ideo.og::.cal as~uwpL( 1s w'1J te ci'.il 1. t~xarnined lit.l1in the < 'S i 
graduate program or merely taken as given. 

Although we have these reservations, we do not see any significant 
overlap between our graduate curriculum and that of the proposed program. 

WHH/ra 

cc: Dean Robert Holt!./ 
Dean Fred Lukermann 

Sincerely, 

C\2 . ·J( ·u ,~._ 
William H. Hanson 
Professor and Chair 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

I 0 April 1986 

Richard Leppert, Chair 
Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 

Dear Richard: 

Department of Art History 
107 Jones Hall 
27 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-3057 

The Proposal for a Graduate Department of Comparative 
Studies in Culture and Society was considered at length 
in "" meetinq of the Art His tory Department• s Committee 
::. ~~;~ ,, ~ ,,._: 1:'1. April 9. A degree of overlap was 
recognized, but this was not considered a primary problem 
as long as the proposed department maintains its 
focus on disr:ou··se. While acknowledging the positive 
contributions which the planned·unit couh:l make, the 
Department of Ar't History also has a number of fundamental 
concerns about it and its implications. 

!Jjj L. _-._ 
Marion\'. "-1 ~L>nn 
Chair -· 

MJN /cml 

tiAY 6 1986 

.. 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

April 9, 1986 

Dean Robert Holt 
Graduate School 
University of Minnesota 
333 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean Holt: 

Department of Chemistry 
Kolthoff and Smith Halls 
207 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

373-7884 

On behalf of the Graduate Faculty in Chemical Physics, I am s~b
mitting herewith a proposal for a Plan A Master of Science Degree 
in Chemical Physics. ~nclosed are the required Sections I, II, 
and III of the proposal., ·together with supporting documents. 

This program has the support of the Graduate Faculty in Chemical 
Physics. In a mail vote, thirteen colleagues supported the pro
posal, one opposed it, and five have not responded. 

If any questions arise in connection with this proposal, or if I 
can be of help in any other way, please do not hesitate to con
tact me. 

Thank you for your consideration of this proposal. 

Sincerely, 

t-. L1lv~~ cr.lufl__ 
C. Alden Mead 
Director of Graduate Studies, Chemical Physics 

CAM:rkg 

Enc. 

APR 1 8 1985 
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UNIFORM PROGRAM 
INVENTORY AND 

PROPOSAL FORM 

SECTION I 
Program Proposal Abstract and Cover Sheet 

(See Attached Instructions) 

Unit,CampusorCollegeUniversity of Minnesota, Twin Cities CodeNo. _____ _ 
2 

I. General lnformat1on 

A. Program Title __ C_h:...:e...:.m:...:i:...:c:...:a-=1=--P-=h:..=.y-=s:...:i:....:c:...:s--..:(~M-=.-=S:....:.:....:':._:P:...:l:....a:...:n.::..._A_:.) ______________ _ 

8 21 

B. Program Review Category: _x __ "Regular 
. ( 28 check one) . ·-=~-Experimental (If Experimental, f)ive Reporting Date; ___ /__ ___ t 

29 30 32 34 

.C. Proposed Implementation Date:· 9 L~S I 86 or ASAP 
36 38 40 

. ' 
D. Program length: Jotal Cr/hr __ 4.;...4.:.._._ ___ Ciassroom. __ ;;:.2.::.8 ____ ~b 16 

.$2 4 46 --49 li!l .. 
<;:. 

E.. Administrativ.e Unit tmmediately Responsible for Program:_....;G"'"r....,a~d~u;:=a~t..,e.__,S""c,_h~o~o-=1~--------
·------------------;----

• -.$4 

F. Describe the Program (in 50 words or less): 

_The Plan A M.S. program in Chemical Physics is an interdisciplinary 
8 
program designed to prepare students for careers·in those areas of 

65 
modern research in which ideas of chemistry and physics strongly 

8 
interact, such as molecular structure, surface science, polymer 

65 
·statistics, etc •• 

8 

65 

73 

120 

120 

64 

120 

G. Expected student interest in the program during the first year of operation, and whim the program reaches full 
operating level: 

a. Enrollment 
Program Enrollees 

Other Students 

Total 

b. Program Graduates/ 
Completors. 

. 

10 

14 

l.B 

22 

t=Jm Yea8h=L!Yr.l 
8 

Student Number 
I Headcount I Credit or 

Expected Contact 
Hours 

2 44 
13 25 

17 24 

.21 

24 37 

Full Operation88-9 (Yt.l 
40 

Student 
Headcount Credit or 
CapacitY Contact 

Hours 

5 llO 
28 42 45 57 60 

46 49 61 64 

c 

2 44 
3!1 54 56 69 71 

FOAM NO. 25 
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9 

10 

First Year: Full Opcratimr. ,_ 

Doll or %of One 
Dollar %of One 

Amount Annual Time Amount Annual Time 
Expend. Input Expend. Input . 

a. Local $ . $ $ s 
ll! 14 51 65 69 10 14 -5,--- 65 69 

' b. State ' $ $ $ $ ' ... 15 19 53 -70 4 15 19 53 7 74 

(._ Tuition 
/, 

$ $ $ s / . ' 
/ 20 24 55 75 79 20 24 55 75 79 

d. Federal $ $ $ . $ 
2£1 sr- _84 29 ~7 

e. Priv<Jte $ $ $ s 
34 59 85 89 

f. 
Dedic<Jted 

$ $ $ $ Fees 35 39 61 90 94 35 39~ 90 94 

g. Other (Specify) $ . $ $ 
446_3_._ 

s 
40 44 G3 95 99 40 95 99 

h. Total $ $ $ s 
45 50 100% 100 10G 45 5() ~ 100 105 

C. If there are any formal arrangements with other institutions or agencies, (e.g. clinical sites, cooperation, joint 
programs) explain, giving nCJmes of institutions:--------------------------

8 16 22 
D. System Verification: 

Authorized Institution or System Signature Title Date 

29 39 40 42 47 

(Since no funds are being requested, this section is in applicable.) 

J 

J 
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Section II 

Program Title: MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN CHEMICAL PHYSICS 

1. Summary Description of Program 

The purpose of the proposed program is to provide the possibility for 
students to earn a M.S. degree in Chemical Physics, an area in which the Ph.D. 
degree has been available for some years. Chemical Physics, the area where 
principles of chemistry and physics interact, is becoming increasingly 
important, both in pure research and in high technology industry. 

Prerequisite for entry into the program will be a Bachelor's degree, 
normally with a major in either chemistry or physics. The degree requirements 
will consist of course work satisfying Graduate School requirements and taken 
in the fields of chemistry, physics, and in some cases other areas such as 
mathematics. In addition, the successful candidate must complete a research 
project and write a M.S. thesis. 

Since the main concentration of the Chemical Physics program will 
continue to be the Ph.D., it is estimated that the number of students Jnrolled 
in the M.S. program will be two or three at any given time, of which one or 
two will graduate in a typical year. 

No extra resources will be required for· this program. 

2. Need for the Program 

As noted above, Chemical Physics is an increasingly important area in 
pure science and in the economy. For both teaching and work in industry, 
there is a need for individuals who have some advanced training in this area 
short of the Ph.D. 

3. Mission 

There are no similar programs at the University of Minnesota or elsewhere 
in Minnesota, nor are there any such programs in Wisconsin. It will fit into 
the overall effort of the University of Minnesota Graduate School by providing 
an interdisciplinary M.S. program for those interested in the area of 
interaction between chemistry and physics, and for whom a M.S. degree in 
chemistry or physics would be inappropriate. 

4. Comparative Program Analysis 

As noted above, there are no comparable programs in Minnesota or 
Wisconsin. Some universities in other regions of the country offer similar 
programs. 

-continued on next page-



Section II Page 2 
Master of Science Degree in Chemical Physics 

5. Duplication 

It would seem that this program represents no duplication, other than its 
inherent relation to chemistry and physics. It does not duplicate these, 
however, being interdisciplinary between them. 

6. Cost/Benefit 

The program entails no costs, since students who would benefit from it 
now typically take M.S. degrees in either chemistry or physics, neither of 
which is really satisfactory for their needs. The benefit both to education 
and industry could be significant, since people possessing this 
interdisciplinary training can make real contributions. 

7. Hypothesis to be Tested 

Not applicable, since this is not an experimental program. 

J 
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Proposal for: 

Submitted by the: 

of the: 

Section III 

Master of Science Degree in Chemical Physics 

Graduate Faculty in Chemical Physics 

Graduate School 
University of Minnesota 
Twin Cities Campus 

The proposal has been reviewed and approved by: 

******************************************************************************* 

APPROVAL CERTIFICATION 

C. Alden Mead 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Chemical Physics 

Stephen Prager 
Chairman, Physical Science 
Policy and Review Committee 

V. Rama Murthy 
Acting Vice President 
Academic Affairs 

_(D!ite) 

(Date) 

(Date) 

Approval by Regents: 

First Reading by CAC: 

Second Reading by CAC: 

Recommendation by the MHDCB: 

Confirmation by Regents: 

ADDITIONAL APPROVALS 
(as appropriate) 

Ettore Infante 
Dean 
Institute of Technology 

Robert T. Holt 
Dean 
Graduate School 

(Date) 

(Date) 

(Date) 

(Date) 

(Date) 

(Date) 
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Section III. The Proposal 

A. Introduction 

Chemical Physics is the area of research in which ideas of chemistry and 
physics interact, and includes such subareas as molecular structure and 
spectra, properties of condensed matter, surface science, parts of materials 
science, and polymer statistics. It is an interdisciplinary field, for which 
a traditional degree in either chemistry or physics is not entirely satisfac
tory. Recognizing this, the University of Minnesota has offered the Ph.D. 
degree in Chemical Physics for a number of years. However, there is also a 
need for people with advanced training in this area short of the Ph.D., and 
this is the occasion for the present proposal. 

B. The Proposed Program 

1. Objectives: The objectives of the program have been described in 
part A. 

2. Admission: Candidates for admission to the program must have earned 
a Bachelor's degree at an accredited college or university. Normally, the 
candidate's undergraduate major will have been chemistry or-physics. In 
special cases, applicants ·with other majors but with sufficient credits in 
chemistry and/or physics to be equivalent to a major, or nearly so, may be 
considered. 

3. Degree Requirements: The requirements for the degree will conform to 
those of the Graduate School for a Plan A M.S. degree. There must be a mini
mum of 28 quarter credits with a grade point average of at least 2.8, and 16 
thesis credits culminating in a satisfactory dissertation. The course work 
will be lar·gely in chemistry and physics, though in certain cases courses in 
mathematics, chemical engineering and materials science, or other related 
fields may be used. In any case, at least 8 credits must be in chemistry, and 
must include phenomenological and/or statistical chemical thermodynamics. At 
least 8 must be in appropriate physics courses. At least 8 credits must be 
devoted to quantum mechanics; this may be taken in either the chemistry or 
physics department. 

~- Courses: No new courses will be created for this program. Among the 
courses expected to be commonly used are: 

Chern 8512, Chemical Thermodynamics 
Chern 8514, Chemical Applications of Group Theory 
Chern 8521, Methods of Theoretical Chemistry 
Chern 8531-32-33, Introductory Quantum Mechanics and Spectroscopy 
Chern 8535, Molecular Quantum Mechanics 
Chern 8541-42-43, Thermodynamics, Statistical Mechanics, and Kinetics 
Chern 8545, Reaction Dynamics 
Chern 8546, 8548, Advanced Statistical Mechanics 
Chern 8547, Elements of Statistical Mechanics 
Phys 5051-52-53, Classical Physics 
Phys 5151-52-53, Quantum Mechanics 
Physics 5201-02, Thermal and Statistical Physics 
Physics 5231-32-33, Introduction to Solid-State Physics 

Appended to this proposal are three hypothetical sample programs. These 
are intended to serve as examples, by no means exhausting all possibilities. 

-continued on next page-
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Master of Science Degree in Chemical Physics 

5. Examinations: Upon arrival, each candidate must pass the proficiency ~ 
exam in physical chemistry and one other appropriate area, such as inorganic ~ 
chemistry, optics, or solid-state physics. There will be no written prelimi-
nary exam. Upon completion of the thesis, the candidate must pass the usual 
final oral examination. 

6. Areas of Research: A few of the many areas in which a candidate 
might do his/her research are: 

Calculation of Molecular Structure 
Theory of Chemical Reactions 
Polymer Statistics 
Laser Spectroscopic Studies of Molecular Dynamics 
Molecular Beam Studies of Chemical Reactions 
Fluid Dynamics, both Theoretical and Experimental 
Condensed Matter Physics, including Low-Temperature Physics (Super

conductivity, Superfluidity) 
Electron Impact Spectroscopy 
Surface Chemistry and Physics 

C. Educational and Social Need for the Program 

Both in education and indu&try, there is a real need for individuals with 
interdisciplinary training in the area where chemistry and physics meet, and 
for which traditional degrees in chemistry or physics alone are not satisfac
tory. At present, the Ph.D. degree in Chemical Physics is offered, but there 
is also a need for people with advanced training and research experience short 
of the Ph.D. In support of this assertion, we append letters from officers of 
3M and Control Data corporations, confirming interest in, and need for, 
individuals with this kind of training. A number of students have already 
expressed interest in such a program, since their needs are not met by 
existing programs. Many such students desire the interdisciplinary training 
afforded by chemical physics, but for various reasons do not wish to pursue 
the more demanding Ph.D. program. It is now virtually universal in the Univer
sity of Minnesota Graduate School that programs offering the Ph.D. also offer 
the Master's degree. 

D. Comparison with Similar Programs 

At present, there is no program like this in the states of Minnesota and 
Wisconsin, though similar programs exist elsewhere in the U.S.A. The proposed 
program differs from the existing ones in chemistry and physics through its 
interdisciplinary nature. 

E. Quality Control 

The faculty will be the existing Chemical Physics faculty, who have been 
authorized for two decades to confer the Ph.D. degree. The program will be 
administered by the Director of Graduate Studies for Chemical Physics, and 
will be subject to the standard review procedures of the Graduate School. 

-continued on next page-
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There follows a list of the Graduate Faculty in Chemical Physics as of 
April 1986. Of course, the membership is constantly changing through addi
tions, retirements, promotions, etc. 

Jan Alml~f, Professor of Chemistry 
Paul F. Barbara, Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
Charles E. Campbell, Professor of Physics 
John S. Dahler, Professor of Chemistry and of Chemical Engineering 

and Materials Science 
H. Ted Davis, Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials 

Science and of Chemistry 
W. Ronald Gentry, Professor of Chemistry 
Clayton Giese, Professor of Physics 
Allen M. Goldman, Professor of Physics 
J. Woods Halley, Professor of Physics 
Robert M. Hexter, Professor of Chemistry 
Sanford Lipsky, Professor of Chemistry 
Rufus Lumry, Professor of Chemistry 
c. Alden Mead, Professor of Chemistry 
Wilmer G. Miller, Professor of Chemistry 
Albert Moscowitz, Professor of Chemistry 
Stephen Prager, Professor of Chemistry 
Lanny D. Schmidt, Professor of Chemistry 
Donald G. Truhlar, Professor of Chemistry 
Walter Weyhmann, Professor of Physics 

~, F. Implementation 

If approved, the program will be initiated at the beginning of the 
1986-87 academic year, and students will be able to enroll in it at that time. 
After two or three years, the first students should have attained the M.S. 
degree. 

The program requires no resources which are not already being expended in 
the areas of chemistry and physics, and in the existing Ph.D. program in 
Chemical Physics. 

Typically, financial support for students will be in the form of teaching 
assistantships in chemistry or physics for the first one or two years, after 
that in the form of research assistantships. 
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(52) CONT"OL DATA 
8100 34th Avenue South 
Mailing Address/Box 0 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440 

April 16, 1986 

Professor C. Alden Mead 
Department of Chemistry 
University of Minnesota 
207 Pleasant Street, S.E. 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Professor Mead: 

The purpose of this letter is to express my support for the 
proposal to initiate an.M.S. degree in Chemical Physics at the 
University of Minnesota. 

In the past, Control nata ~as employed individuals with Ph>D. 
degrees in Chemical Physic~, and given a specific need for such 
an individual, it is quite possible that we would want to 
recruit someone in the same field at the M.S. level. I 
therefore strongly support your proposal. 

With best wishes for its success. 

Sincerely, 

E. Rex Krueger 
Vice President 
Higher Education Marketing 

2434L-10 
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Corporate Technical Planning and 
Coordination Department/3M 

3M Center 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55144-1000 
612/733 1110 

April 15, 1986 

Professor Alden Mead 
Chemistry Department 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Professor Mead, 

3M 

On behalf of 3M, I a~ ~riting to express our support for the 
proposal to have a M.S. program in Chemical Physics. With 
science changing so rapidly, interdisciplinary backgrounds 
have become very important. We find that people who have an 
understanding of both -chemistry and p:1ysics are better able 
to operate in some areas which are cur:~ently of major impor
tance. Furthermore, they are very helpful in promoting 
communication between chemists and physicists. 

We hope that the university will follow through in the 
establishment of this program. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dr. Julianne H. Prager 
Executive Director 
Corporate Technical Planning 

and Coordination Department 

JHP/vw 
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